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ABSTRACT 
This thesis aims to establish methods for identifying and training the knowledge and 
skills of operating a novel automated system still undergoing final design and 
construction. The absence of operating experience requires the characteristics of the 
system to be examined so that the future tasks of supervisors can be anticipated in order 
to address human factors design. This work is carried out in the context of an 
'Integrated Mail Processor' (IMP) - a highly automated letter sorting machine being 
developed by Royal Mail. 
An iterative method of knowledge elicitation for training design is described by 
combining the use of analogies, task analysis, simulation modelling and experimental 
studies. Since automation in this context has created a contmuously flowing production 
system, analogies to process control can be used when anticipating the task of the 
system supervisor. Whilst the IMP system has many novel characteristics, the main 
system functions are similar to those of previous mail sorting technologies. 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HT A) was used to examine the existing supervisory tasks 
and to prescribe the task of supervising IMP, by combining information about technical 
features ofIMP, the analogies to process control, and the supervisory skills examined. 
To establish rules and principles for operating the new system in order to inform the 
new task analysis, a simulation of IMP was developed. Building this model provided 
important insights about the system and a context to investigate empirically how the 
human operator would cope with the various scenarios and diverse system interactions 
that IMP would present. These studies showed considerable individual differences and 
yielded useful results about skills and strategies. This information contributed to the 
specification of the IMP task. A second experimental study aimed to identify practical 
methods for specifying training for a task of this complexity and diversity. An iterative 
single subject approach to experimentation was developed in which participants were 
investigated in series; insights gained from one participant were used to refine training 
methods for the next participant. This was preferred to the more usual factorial 
experimental approach in view of the complexity of the tasks involved. The study 
yielded several useful insights into the nature of operating IMP and provided direction 
for the kinds of training methods that could be adopted. In particular, the thesis 
suggests some practical approaches for identifying training needs for IMP and similar 
complex systems still undergoing the processes of development 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. THE CENTRAL ISSUE OF THE THESIS 
The introduction of highly automated technology to industrial and commercial systems 
prompts detailed consideration of the organisation of work and the consequences for the 
role of the human operator. A particular question, the principal concern of this thesis, is 
how can suitable operating expertise be developed to enable these new roles to be 
carried out to a standard which ensures that the investment in the new technology can be 
realised, when there is no experience of operating in this new regime? Predicting such 
expertise depends upon identifying what is known about earlier experience with similar 
systems, similar technologies and similar production demands. A feature of all new 
automated systems is that they configure functions in novel ways such that novel 
system properties emerge. To this end, it is probably impossible to anticipate all 
consequences of any new technology, but anything that can be done in this respect will 
influence the ease with which the new system is able to become fully operational. 
Despite this obvious reservation, the thesis will argue that there is much that is known 
about many new systems that can be used to advantage in anticipating the expertise 
necessary to operate it successfully. In particular, it will present and evaluate a 
methodology for anticipating the expertise required to operate a new automated system. 
It will consider this issue in the context of a new approach to processing mail in Royal 
Mail using a system that is known as the 'Integrated Mail Processor', hereafter referred 
to as 'IMP'. 
IMP represents an interesting subject for researching the topic of establishing 
appropriate expertise for a new system. Like other 'new' systems, it is not altogether 
novel because it is based on functions that were accomplished previously using earlier 
generations of technology. Thus, some of the functionality of IMP is known, but not in 
this technological configuration. How then is this earlier knowledge to be used? 
Equally, while IMP represents a radical departure for Royal Mail, it also represents a 
technological trend that has been observed in other contexts. How then can the 
knowledge gained in these other contexts be capitalised on? 
Establishing operating expertise for the new system is vital for a number of human 
factors design aspects. This thesis will concentrate on the provision of expertise for the 
design of training. Operating knowledge is needed to determine both content and 
structure of training. Future supervisors need to possess skills enabling them to deal 
with the various failure modes of the system. Detailed insights into how to manage the 
technology under various operating conditions are needed. The design of a suitable 
training program depends on information about both contents and character of the task. 
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1.2. IMPLICATIONS OF DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY 
Developing technology brings many changes that affect the role of the human operator. 
Thus, to obtain productivity benefits from improving technology, designers tend to 
allocate functions previously carried out by manual workers to automation. Hence 
monitoring and control tasks often replace tasks which entail direct interaction with 
products and processes. Automation also tends to link together processing steps that 
were originally separate. This is done by automating the means of transfer of materials 
between units so that the span of control is extended. The ready availability of 
computer technology means that new designs of user interface are provided, and these 
may entail new control and production devices. More powerful computer processing 
technology may also mean that additional functions are added to advance the 
characteristics of the system and the product. This will add further to the operator's 
burden because more parameters need to be monitored and kept within tolerance. 
Improved automation technology also prompts greater system reliability. Thus, the 
pattern of events that warrant intervention by operators changes. Each of these 
developments features in the design concept of IMP. 
Two key changes to jobs can be identified for the operation and control of automated 
technical systems. With the reduction of manual intervention into the system, the role 
of the human operator is increasingly supervisory. Moreover, the role of supervision 
itself changes. Where supervision was previously a human resource management task 
of co-ordinating the different members of staff operating different pieces of equipment, 
with increased automation, supervision becomes a task of controlling a highly 
interactive technical system. This has critical implications for the strategies and skills 
involved in system supervision. Supervisory tasks planned to control new automated 
production systems, therefore, need careful attention. 
A supervisor of a complex technical system must develop a set of procedures and 
strategies to access, understand and evaluate process information in order to manage 
system functions to enable the new system to function as intended. Such system 
management entails devising procedures to change the state of the system from, say, an 
empty stationary state to full production. It also entails dealing with problems as they 
arise. If problems in the functioning of the system are recognised, plans need to be 
devised so that system states can be changed by intervening actions. The interaction 
between technology and human operators is pre-defined to some extent by design 
issues, including such factors as the allocation of functions, interface design or design 
of logistics. Also, the technological and managerial aspects of the system impose 
constraints on performance. Such constraints include engineering factors, such as what 
machines can and cannot do and machine reliability. Constraints are also imposed by 
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the production goals, cost restrictions, health and safety and rules imposed in carrying 
out the task. However, precisely how to organise the work to achieve the required 
results is not provided directly by the designers of the new technology. It is left for 
operational management to work out how this should be done and it is often not done 
effectively. 
The practicalities of operating may be overlooked. It may be assumed that the new 
work organisation will, somehow, look after itself. It may also be assumed that the 
knowledge gained through previous generations of plant and processes serving the 
same or similar production goals is sufficient to suggest how the new technology 
should meet the new requirements. Indeed, custom and practice often drives the 
organisation of work more patently than the real needs of systems. This practice results 
in inappropriate staffing and fails to anticipate the skills and knowledge that staff should 
really possess. Even though problems might settle after initial experience has been 
gained, the damage may be done and genuine and full recovery from these problems 
may be impractical. 
As financial and other investment in new systems are usually substantial, effective 
operation must be assured. Even with an apparently suitable organisational structure, 
there remains the problem that expertise cannot be founded on experience and this 
creates difficulties in devising training suitable for these new roles. Conventional 
training design methodologies tell us to analyse tasks by observing the behaviour of 
experts, then use this task analysis to prescribe training media and conditions for 
learning (e.g. Patrick 1992). In a new system, where there is no expertise, this 
approach cannot be followed. How this problem might be solved is the issue dealt with 
in the present thesis. The thesis will, therefore, demonstrate a methodology of how to 
elicit the relevant information for complex decision making processes in a novel 
supervisory control context, in order to address training design. 
1.3. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF APPROPRIATE TASK 
KNOWLEDGE TO SUPPORT TRAINING IN A NEW 
CONTEXT - OUTLINE OF A METHODOLOGY 
To specify the information to support any training program entails establishing the 
operating goals to be met by the training, the knowledge and skills necessary to 
accomplish these goals, and the conditions under which skills may be mastered. There 
is no single technique for assembling this information and so, a methodology is 
required. It is suggested that the following four-stage methodology will identify the 
information necessary to support training. 
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(i) Establishing the expertise required of staff in the new system: Training cannot be 
specified until the work goals of staff are established. A first step in establishing the 
roles of staff in the new system is to establish the functions the system will fulfil, then 
establish the contribution made by the human operator. This will inevitably entail a 
detailed analysis of the engineered system and a constructive approach to specifying 
how best to organise the human component. The fundamental challenge to the research 
is that this expertise does not yet exist. 
(ii) Establishing the nature of expertise in terms of skills and knowledge: Once the role 
of the human operator is established, then the skills, knowledge and other aspects of 
behaviour that must be acquired need to be specified. It is necessary to specify this 
because without it, it is impossible to anticipate suitable conditions for learning. Again, 
the challenge here is that no expertise exists for analysis and so steps must be taken to 
develop an appropriate expertise. 
(iii) Establishing training conditions for developing expertise: Expertise itself is 
something that must be demonstrated in context. Expertise in dealing with complex 
situations does not translate directly from an operator possessing system knowledge and 
a number of individual operating skills. There is a need, therefore, to devise the ways 
in which trainees may develop their expertise through appropriate practice to ensure they 
are able to use their skills and knowledge effectively. The challenge here is that little is 
known, of practical relevance, of how to build up such expertise in complex systems. 
Training research tends to focus on parts of tasks. In the context of system supervisory 
tasks, experimental results may be invalid because the pattern of activity of the overall 
task demand will almost certainly differ from that present in the experimental situation 
(Shepherd 1998). Moreover, the task elements that are typically researched, for 
example, fault diagnosis or system monitoring, are usually part of a wider set of tasks 
that the operator must carry out and results obtained from treating task elements in 
isolation are questionable. The common approach to identifying training conditions is 
to use some form of task decomposition, then adopt some rules for task categorisation 
to select training methods to deal with the task elements identified. This approach may 
work where task elements are discrete and skills can be developed separately, but it will 
not be satisfactory where task elements are complex and interdependent. So new 
methods may need to be explored. 
(iv) Ensuring that training provision is suited to the real system: Because the training 
design stages specified in stages (i) to (Hi) have anticipated the operation of the system, 
there remains a question of their validity. The information identified might simply be 
wrong. Equally, the actual operation of the system might reveal properties and 
characteristics that had not been anticipated. This will be a particular problem where the 
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engineering fails to realise its potential. A further variation in operational intent will 
arise if management decides to modify production targets or engineers introduce new 
facilities or modify those already in the system. Because of these very real sources of 
variation in practice, it can be argued that validation as a basis for accepting or rejecting 
provision made is of limited value. Of more use would be on-going management 
intervention to continually monitor and modify the training provision as necessary. In 
this way, any errors in training provision can be identified sooner rather than later and 
acted upon. As in most design methodologies, the purpose of accomplishing each stage 
of design is to approximate, as far as possible, to system requirements, with the full 
knowledge that variation from what is intended is inevitable. Therefore, the adequacy 
of training design is not to get it right first time, but rather to try to minimise the extent 
of inevitable later adjustments. 
1.4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY AND THE 
LAYOUT OF THE THESIS 
literature Review 
Chapter 2 is a literature review aimed at setting the work in context and reflecting upon 
the issues that are fundamental to the thesis. The focal point of the thesis is the 
establishment of expertise for training. Hence the nature of expertise is investigated, 
from the perspectives of both experimental and applied research into the cognition of 
experts. Particular training requirements for supervisory tasks are examined. The 
study focuses on the aspect of how to support the development of flexible cognitive 
skills in complex dynamic environments. A range of design issues within a training 
framework containing the interaction of pre-instruction, practice and feedback are 
addressed. 
The requirement of a suitable progression of training through various levels of 
demands based on principles of adaptive training calls for the use of computing 
technology. The merits of computer-based instruction and training are examined. The 
usefulness of simulation for the development of practical skills is shown - particularly 
in circumstances where real operating conditions do not exist yet, where a large variety 
of event combinations can occur, and operators might have to deal with situations that 
happen very infrequently. 
A vital element in the process of determining training conditions is the analysis of the 
expertise to be trained. Task analysis methods suitable for training are examined -
including suitable methods for the study of the task organisation, the study of 
comprehensive detail under various operating conditions, and the study of cognitive 
processes. 
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(i) Establishing the expenise required of staff in the new system 
A first step in the methodology is to identify what expertise is required. To do this 
entails first understanding the nature of the system being developed, the goals the 
system is designed to attain, and the engineering and managerial constraints that must be 
observed. Then it is necessary to understand the functions required of human 
operation. This understanding is not a statement of individual job requirements, but a 
general statement of what an entire operating team would need to accomplish. It is 
worth noting that in a broader methodology, the question of allocation of function 
between humans and machines would need to be addressed. In the current applied 
context, as in many other real contexts, this has already been fixed and any practical 
approach to real problems needs to reflect this possibility. 
To provide the necessary background to engineering considerations in IMP, Chapter 3 
provides an account of the context of mail sorting in Royal Mail. It describes the 
functions of letter sorting in terms of collected mail being sorted to enable its 
distribution and provides an overview of technological developments showing how 
different generations of equipment have enabled different practices to be observed in the 
treatment of mail. It then describes how these technologies have been combined and 
further developed to enable the development of IMP - the latest sorting technology. 
Chapter 4 maps out the operating functions of an automated mail processing system. 
IMP has a number of new features which makes its operational needs different from 
those of previous sorting technologies, even though it serves the same basic set of 
functions as previous generations of sorting office - that is to sort mail according to its 
destination ready for distribution. 
The new system can only be investigated in theory because there is no prototype 
available to be operated under realistic conditions. It is argued, however, that there are 
two major considerations that can inform the specification for operating IMP. Firstly, 
insights into its mail handling capabilities can be gained from analysis of earlier 
generation offices. Thus, the IMP system combines several system attributes that are 
known from operating earlier generations of mail sorting technology - culling, facing, 
cancelling, automatic address reading, video coding, code printing and sorting. The 
second basis for generating a prescription for the specification for operating IMP is in 
recognising that as an automated continuous process, the operation of IMP is likely to 
be similar to forms of work organisation already known in other areas of automation, 
for example in process control tasks. 
Chapter 5 addresses the nature of the supervisory task within IMP. It is argued that the 
supervision of IMP can be seen as supervising system start-up and shut-down as well 
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as monitoring and maintaining production rates in a continuous system. Combining the 
pattern of functions seen historically in mail sorting, with the pattern of activity 
commonly observed in supervising automated systems in other domains, the chapter 
demonstrates the manner in which IMP should be supervised. 
(ii) Establishing the nature 0/ expertise in terms 0/ skills and knowledge 
Supervisory skills entail a suitable understanding of how aspects of the working 
environment interact, so that decisions can be taken and changes can be controlled. 
Skills such as diagnosis and monitoring can only properly be understood in their 
context and cannot realistically be appreciated from treating parts of the system in 
isolation. Since the system does not exist, then a simulation of the system must be 
developed. 
Chapter 6 describes the development of a simulation model designed to provide means 
of practical investigation of the system characteristics. The simulation model, called 
'mini-IMP' contains many of the features of IMP, sufficient to enable complex tasks 
and skills to be investigated. It was developed using the Microsoft EXCEL 
spreadsheet. An important aspect of this chapter is to show how this approach to 
modelling was accomplished. Although a smaller version of reality had to be chosen it 
provided an opportunity to generate a wide range of scenarios as well as the effects of 
progressing through an entire imaginary shift. While the purpose for developing the 
model was principally to provide a means of observing people coming to terms with the 
complexities of the system, its development provided a number of important insights 
about this system and how it should be operated. 
Chapter 7 describes the application of mini-IMP in an empirical study to investigate the 
emergence of real expertise in controlling the system. A set of experiments is described 
in which three participants were monitored during a lengthy process of developing 
expertise in using the system. All participants were trained up to a certain point with 
task knowledge available and were fed with system information as needed - but were 
free to [md their own best way to come to the best results in the later training stages. 
(iii) Establishing training conditions/or developing expertise 
This stage of the project is concerned with identifying how the expertise of the kind 
identified in Chapter 7 may be trained. It is clear that these skills are complex and that a 
simple training design methodology, entailing mapping task elements onto simple 
instructional methods for use by all trainees, would be unlikely to be successful. This 
task is far more complex than that and it was doubtful whether suitable methods suited 
to all people would be satisfactory. Instead of following simple training design, a 
different approach was preferred in which individual participants were trained by 
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different methods and their response to this training carefully monitored. Lessons 
gained by one participant were used to modify the approach to training provided for the 
next participant. This iterative single subject approach had merits, but also deficiencies. 
Chapter 8 sets out the purpose and principles of the iterative single study approach to 
identifying training methods. Chapter 9 describes the administration of this study and 
the actual collection of data. Chapter 10 describes the analysis of this data and the 
conclusions drawn. The mini-IMP model was simplified further to allow the study of a 
larger number of participants under slightly varying conditions. The result allowed 
conclusions to be made regarding the structural needs of the training program, practical 
insights into the information and feedback to be given as well as special aids to be 
applied. 
(iv) Validating and refining the provision made 
The final stage in this methodology is concerned with the relevance of the work to the 
problem posed and the potential benefits of this work to an organisation such as Royal 
Mail. In principle, this is an issue of validating training decisions ideally by measuring 
transfer of training. In the event, transfer studies were not undertaken due to problems 
of access. This issue is discussed in Section 1.5 below. 
It is possible, however, to draw out some useful lessons for Royal Mail, and this is 
done in Chapter 11. In particular attention is drawn to the importance of understanding 
the supervision of IMP in terms of process control concepts. This emphasises the role 
of system monitoring, diagnosis and planning, rather than the traditional postal 
supervisory role of allocating human resources to separate tasks. This insight has 
implications beyond training and affects interface-design, job-design and recruitment It 
is also argued that many of the issues identified concerning strategy in operating mini-
IMP will be relevant to the operation of IMP itself. Detail will need to be modified as 
systems are completed and developed, but the research reported can direct attention of 
engineers and trainers to how they could approach the problem. Indeed, methods 
adopted in the research, including the development and use of simpler task simulations 
such as mini-IMP, can also be recommended to Royal Mail and organisations facing 
similar problems. While it is always accepted that such simulations will always fall 
short of complete fidelity, they do provide a guidance to design which is not 
forthcoming simply by considering engineering designs and management intentions. A 
final key recommendation for the research, is that training for such tasks must be 
adaptive to account for inevitable individual differences between trainees. 
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Reviewing the research 
Moreover, Chapter 11 makes a wider appraisal of the research. It considers 
practicalities of carrying out this kind of work to support system design in terms of the 
time and other costs and the nature of the expertise required. It also reflects upon the 
problems of validating training in the context of complex automated systems by transfer 
of training measures. Transfer studies in this sort of context are rarely wholly 
satisfactory, due to the fact that performance is so dependent upon machine 
performance. Full simulation studies could solve these problems by standardising 
events, but simulation cannot always be offered as a practical solution, because the 
development of full simulators may not be justifiable on the grounds of costs. In IMP, 
for example, safety criticality is of lesser significance and many problems are 
recoverable easily and safely. For these reasons 'first-shot' performance is not essential 
and the costs incurred as a supervisor adapts to the task can usually be tolerated. In 
practice, validating training in complex systems, it is argued, needs to be done 
substantially by justifying the methods used in design and cannot rely on a proper 
transfer study. Therefore, despite the weakness in this research caused by limited 
access to full operational contexts, it is argued that rational justification of methods, 
allied to sensible on-going management, is all that can reasonably be expected in a 
practical situation. Therefore research methods must reflect these realities. 
Chapter 11 also reflects upon the weaknesses of the current research, particularly in the 
area of the experimental studies undertaken using mini-IMP. Part of the research 
philosophy adopted here was to maintain the complexity of what was being observed 
and to avoid over-trivialising the tasks in order to obtain clear cut experimental results 
which would have had no relevance to the problem posed. This meant that very 
complex activities, largely of a cognitive nature, were being observed. Four major 
concerns about the research are considered. Firstly, there are concerns about the 
methods adopted to elicit information from participants concerning their operating 
strategies. Obtaining such information without distorting the thought processes and 
activities is always a problem for applied psychologists. A second major problem is 
concerned with carrying out standardised studies in complex interactive tasks. It is 
possible to standardise initial events in any simulation trial, but as soon as the 
participant responds and changes the system status, the subsequent task will then vary. 
It means that controlled experiments are compromised. The experimenter must rely 
upon observation and interpretation and this becomes subjective. A third major problem 
concerns individual differences between participants. Given a method of research 
which focuses on small numbers of participants it is inevitable that differences in 
learning style and prior experience will affect performance. The differences between 
participants in the experiment reported in Chapters 9 and 10 were substantial and far 
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greater than had been anticipated. The fourth concern relates to this issue. Apart from 
the analytical phase of the work, sufficient access to the postal personnel likely to be 
carrying out this task was unavailable. This means that some of the observations made 
of the participants studied, would not apply to Royal Mail, although the methods used 
to acquire this information could be adopted by Royal Mail in conducting their own 
studies. It is argued that this is precisely what organisations need to do. Probably, 
these studies carried out on postal personnel would not reveal such diversity; perhaps 
selection methods might also contribute to reducing this variability. It is doubtful, 
though, whether the reduction in variation would be significant. This emphasises the 
importance of using such research principally to guide design actions with a view to 
modification as actual behaviours on the real system emerge. 
The process of gradual adding of knowledge using observation, task analysis, 
simulation and experimental techniques is visualised in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 Structure of knowledge collection. 
chapter step in approach added information questions for the 
next stage 
(I) 4 study supervision in automated mail sorting operational 
APC - produce process, supervisory characteristics of IMP 
HTA tasks 
5 study IMP - derive supervisory task decision making 
HTAforIMP structure for IMP process details 
(11) 5 study scenario insights into information decision making 
structures, decision flow, nature of thinking process details under 
making organisation processes various conditions 
6 produce Excel model complexity of system expert knowledge for 
of IMP - called interaction of operating operating mini·IMP 
mini-IMP mini-IMP 
7 carry out operating rules for how to apply the 
experiments to mini-IMP, new HTA knowledge for training 
produce expert supervisory skills 
knowledge 
(Ill) 8 produce training concepts of training best training approach, 
methodology for design for complex specific training needs 
mini-mini-IMP systems 
9/10 carry out training practical experience application of rules for 
experiments using training methods, the complete IMP 
design rules system 
(IV) 11 discussion and 
conclusions 
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1.5. CONSTRAINTS ON THE RESEARCH 
The research was set up under a contract with Royal Mail to fund the author over a 
period of 3 years. Initially, it was expected that the research could be carried out 
substantially on the emerging IMP system. As time went by personnel changed, Royal 
Mail's commitment to the research became dissipated and the system was under 
constant review. The initial stages of the research, namely appraising the system 
requirements, understanding the history and engineering of letter sorting and the task 
analysis of existing postal sorting tasks were conducted in the context of Royal Mail 
with full support from Royal Mail personnel. Taking this work further, however, was 
constrained because there was no suitable simulation of the task that could be used for 
the research and insufficient access to suitable personnel to undertake intensive studies. 
It was, therefore, decided to concentrate on the methods that could be adopted to 
investigate this sort of problem, and explore these methods in a context which afforded 
greater control over experimentation. Thus, the experimental work using mini-IMP was 
conducted in a University laboratory and did not use people employed by Royal Mail. 
This clearly compromised the work in terms of empirical findings, but sti11left the 
underlying principles and methods devised as potentially useful for people setting up 
new systems to apply. 
1.6. THE DOMAIN OF THIS RESEARCH 
Finally, it should be emphasised that this research was driven, not by any requirement 
to deal with a specific cognitive or training issue, but rather by the practical problem of 
how to help organisations establish appropriate training provision for complex tasks in 
automated systems that were currently under construction. Preserving this aim meant 
that analysis and resolution of the problem had to accommodate engineering, operational 
and behavioural issues. Hence, research methods needed to be adapted to deal with 
complexity and properly reflect the need for behaviour to be relevant to system 
requirements. Thus, the research could be seen as a blend of production engineering 
and applied ergonomics. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this literature review is to establish a foundation and a context for the 
thesis. The intention of the thesis is to acquire knowledge needed to train skills for 
operating an automated mail sorting system that is still being developed. As expertise 
cannot be observed, an understanding of skills and operating knowledge needs to be 
formulated before training conditions can be established and training methods chosen. 
Training requirements cannot be determined without understanding the features of the 
expertise to be trained. Hence the nature of expertise needs to be explored in relation to 
the processes of training. There are various approaches to understanding expertise at 
different levels of detail and complexity. 
Training needs to consider the character of the task. Supervising an automated system 
is a very complex task, requiring extensive knowledge and cognitive activity. 
Understanding expertise and designing training for complex cognitive tasks poses 
particular requirements. Research into cognition and training for process control tasks 
provides suitable insights. 
Complex cognitive tasks applied in practical environments need flexible skills. Hence 
practical experience is of particular importance for the development of expertise. 
Processes involved in problem solving and the use of meta-knowledge are explored. 
The needs for training design can be described within a training framework that includes 
pre-instruction, practice and feedback. The framework is based on a suitable choice of 
material and an effective mode of progressing training - according to the skill levels to 
be reached, the trainee's abilities, and the trainee's advancement. The merits of adaptive 
training and the use of computer technology for supporting instructional design and 
practice conditions need to be studied. 
The details of the expertise to be trained need to be examined by carrying out a suitable 
type of task analysis prior to the design of training. Therefore task analysis methods 
that can facilitate the representation of the task information are reviewed. 
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2.2. THE NATURE OF EXPERTISE 
2.2.1. The definition of expertise: approaches to understand expertise 
Expertise is the knowledge that distinguishes the expert from the novice. The word is 
often used as a synonym for "skill" and involves the possession of certain types of 
knowledge to carry out a particular activity. Experts make fewer errors than novices. 
With expertise a task can be carried out faster, more efficiently, and with better focus. 
Expertise can be built 'naturally' through hit-or-miss experience - in trying to reach 
certain task goals, and reasoning to find procedures in which the goals can be attained. 
Further, the acquisition of skills can be facilitated by formal training. Training allows a 
structured teaching of knowledge relevant to carrying out a task, and provides 
opportunities for practice. A significant amount of practice is needed to develop skills 
(Patrick 1992). 
As pointed out by Hollnagel et al. (1995) expertise is not a one-dimensional 
phenomenon. A person is never entirely an expert or a non-expert. People develop 
their expertise through learning, depending on the context in which certain skills are 
needed. There is always room for some improvement - as learning never stops -
although training may become ineffective - according to the power-law of learning. 
Some types of expertise are very basic and are developed early by most people (e.g. 
walking, reading) and are so much proceduralised that they are carried out largely 
automatically. As pointed out by Patrick (1992) skill is a relative term, as people vary 
in their level of skill and in the way they are evaluated within their social context, 
depending on expectations and the amount of specialisation required. Whilst most 
people can speak, not everybody speaks a foreign language fluently, and few people 
can read Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
Skills can include various types of elements, and can be labelled according to their most 
dominant features. Typical types of skill include motor skill (walking and finger 
dexterity), perceptual-motor skill (co·ordinated activities of driving), cognitive skill 
(problem solving), and social skill (Patrick 1992). Manual or physical tasks (e.g. 
manual assembly, typing, sports requiring balance or quick reaction) reach a high level 
of unconscious physical activity, whilst cognitive tasks (e.g. designing computer 
programs, supervising power plants) involve large proportions of active thinking 
processes. 
The more a task involves uncertainty, the more it requires cognitive reasoning. 
Uncertainty decreases to an extent with growing expertise, as much as automatic 
behaviour increases - on the physical and/or cognitive level. As some tasks are more 
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demanding than others - based on their suitability for human execution or the 
complexity of the subject matter - there are different levels of skill involved in their 
execution. 
The research into the processes of cognition varies with the fields that are investigated. 
Whilst early research focused on relatively simple tasks, the understanding of cognitive 
complexity is a more recent challenge. Research into Human-Computer Interaction and 
Process Control reflects applied settings and dynamic environments, whilst more 
theoretical directions (Cognitive Psychology) provide basic knowledge concerning 
issues such as the processes of learning, skill acquisition, memory, or the building of 
procedural patterns. 
Cacciabue and Hollnagel (1995) distinguish two categories of modelling human 
cognition: micro-cognition as opposed to macro-cognition. Micro-cognition 
investigates detailed processes of cognition within the human mind, with a theoretical 
orientation that focuses on depth rather than breadth. Its emphasis lies in experimental 
evidence in preference to external validity. Studies orientate on topics such as human 
memory or problem solving in confined environments (e.g. the Towers of Hanoi). In 
contrast to this, macro-cognition can be described as the study of cognition that serves 
realistic tasks, in which interaction with an environment takes place. Here the focus is 
on 'how' tasks such as decision making, communication, information retrieval and 
problem solving are performed in order to achieve certain goals. Micro-cognition is 
largely researched in Cognitive Psychology, whilst macro-cognition is more related to 
Cognitive Ergonomics and is often set in complex process control environments. 
2.2.2. Expertise in Cognitive Psychology 
2.2.2.1. Characteristics of skills and expertise 
Skills are highly organised activities with a high level of coordination. Skills are goal 
oriented and involve knowledge about how to carry out a certain task. Skilled 
performance is flexible in being able to adapt to a wide range of situations to meet 
changing requirements, including the ability to develop new procedures to react to novel 
task situations. Skills show high levels of retention (Patrick 1992). 
Experts can be distinguished by a number of features (Chi et al. 1988): 
• experts excel mainly in their own domains; 
• experts perceive large meaningful patterns in their domain; 
• experts are fast and perform with little error; 
• experts have superior short-term and long-term memory; 
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• experts represent problems at a deeper (more principled) level whilst novices see 
problems at a more superficial level; 
• experts spend more time on qualitative analysis of problems; 
• experts have strong self-monitoring skills. 
2.2.2.2. Skill acquisition 
Expertise can be explained best through the processes by which it is acquired. 
Fins (1962) describes three major stages of skill acquisition: 
(1) cognitive stage - the building of a theoretical understanding and the 
intellectualisation of the task,learning formal procedures, establishing the nature 
of the task; 
(2) fIxation or associative stage - practice of the task, gradual building of correct 
behaviour patterns, elimination of errors; 
(3) autonomous stage - development of automatic behaviour by organising 
resources of memory, reducing conscious attention whilst performance speeds 
up. 
According to Anderson (1995) expertise is developed through proceduralisation - a 
process of gradually building procedures, through a transition from declarative to 
procedural knowledge. The reduction of the need to recall declarative knowledge -
that is knowing facts about a certain object or a situation (knowing 'what') - is marked 
by the development and application of procedural knowledge - that provides solutions 
of 'how' to reach certain goals. Whilst facts and elements of procedural structures can 
be taught to a trainee and memorised (cognitive stage), the development of procedural 
structures by compiling knowledge to applicable rules through practice is the stage 
where procedural knowledge is actively established (associative stage). Sub-goals are 
defIned and explored. 'Chunks' of procedures, expressed in "production rules" (if/then 
statements) are combined and compiled to suit circumstances. Errors are gradually 
detected and eliminated. After the proceduralisation, rules become more rapidly and 
appropriately applicable. Procedures are tuned by discriminating success according to 
the feedback received (autonomous stage). Fast recall is practised. 
Anderson (1995) distinguishes tactical learning and strategic learning. Tactical learning 
progresses as problems or components of problems repeat and sequences can be re-
applied. Strategic learning involves learning how to organise problem solving. So 
experts reason forwards (from known quantities) rather than backwards (starting at the 
unknown), as novices do, in physics or geometry problems. In computer 
programming, top-down solutions are needed, whilst the 'breadth first' approach is 
more effIcient than 'depth fIrst' approach. Strategies are mostly domain specific. 
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Moreover, expertise can be characterised by the manner in which problems are 
perceived by task-holders. Experts present problems according to deeper principles, 
suggesting solutions rather than observing surface principles, as novices do. Experts 
perceive problems in terms of abstract principles; they are able to produce special 
constructs to represent key aspects of a problem. 
Experts make better use of their memory capacity. Expertise is often achieved by a 
better organisation of memory processes, based on transferring scattered pieces of 
information into meaningful procedural patterns related to solutions (e.g. chess 
masters). The overloading of the short-term memory of novices learning a task is 
decreased gradually through the development of rules that can be stored in long-term 
memory. Short-term memory is aided when problem solving for novel problems is 
replaced by the recall of solutions. Repeated problems can be stored as 'chunks', 
leading to pre-programmed solutions. With the development of specific pattern retrieval 
structures, experts can also store larger patterns in long-term memory. Cognitive skills 
show only modest decline in retention over long time intervals (Anderson 1995; Patrick 
1992). 
The process of 'chunking' reduces the time taken to deal with problems. Complicated 
sets of rules are modified gradually to simpler one's through practice: intermediate steps 
that prove to be unnecessary are eliminated. Likewise, effective procedures are grouped 
into progressively larger 'chunks' (Newel and Rosenbloom 1981), that can be 
processed as a whole. The more complex 'chunks' that are available, the more memory 
capacity is free, so more can be done in less time. 
With practice, task execution changes from "closed loop" to "open loop performance". 
Whilst novices display a strict reliance on feedback, experts perform using predictions, 
based on using action patterns to make some feedback information redundant (Pew 
1966). Whilst some skills can adopt mainly 'automatic' performance that is fast, 
effortless and to an extent unconscious, other skills involve more 'controlled' 
performance demanding considerable attention. Consciously controlled processes are 
slower, but more flexible (Patrick 1992). 
Skills are highly organised. Expertise can be decomposed into various sub-skills, as 
skills have a hierarchical nature. Task goals can be described by a set of actions that can 
again be seen as goals for lower-level actions. Skills become progressively more 
hierarchically organised during their acquisition. Control passes to a different higher 
level, as lower-order action units become gradually more automatically executed 
(Patrick 1992). This structure of skills can be captured well by Hierarchical Task 
Analysis. 
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2.2.3. Expertise in process control 
2.2.3.1. Characteristics of process control skills 
Process control places particularly high demands on human operators. The expertise 
required has distinctive characteristics. This is based on three main aspects: 
(I) the interaction of operators with a technical system that requires knowing how to 
deal with the failure modes of the process; 
(2) the complexity and variability of the task requiring problem solving skills for 
novel situations; 
(3) the strong element of continual supervision, rather than direct intervention with 
the process; 
Firstly, human operators interact with a complex technical system that has been 
designed with the intention of fulfilling particular functions. The designer has a specific 
understanding of the system and an idea of how it should work according to its 
specification, that can be passed on to potential operators. The designer's anticipation 
of operational aspects is always to some extent deficient as there are a number of limits 
(e.g. cost and time) to the amount of efforts that designers can make. The operation of 
the system though mainly requires dealing with situations in which the system is in 
some way off-specification, such as failure modes and abnormal states, rather than 
functioning normally. During the preparation of the introduction of a new system these 
events need to be anticipated to some extent, to provide procedures for operators. 
Experienced operators develop strategies to monitor the system, to detect problems, to 
evaluate data, to predict system reactions, to plan actions, to make decisions, and to 
initiate changes to the system. Whilst designers can anticipate the needs of operating to 
some extent, they have different mental models to those of the operators or users of the 
system (Duncan 1987b). This relates to the difference between declarative and 
procedural knowledge. 
Secondly, complex systems require complex reasoning. Process control systems are of 
a very complex nature. The number of elements involved require extensive skills in 
identifying faults correctly, or finding the right procedure from a wide range of 
possibilities quickly. A high irregularity of events is typical for process control 
environments. The unpredictability and variability in the functioning of the system may 
even pose novel problems to operators. Hence, besides highly proceduralised 
activities, high levels of cognition and problem solving are required in executing the 
task. 
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Thirdly, the technical systems operated in process control usually run by themselves for 
long periods without the need for interventions. This feature is often based on chemical 
reactions, continual mixing, etc. The main operating goal is usually to keep a process at 
a required optimum operating state within an acceptable tolerance of process variables, 
rather that moving from one state to another (Shunta 1995). The underlying 
characteristic is the low level of direct interaction with the process, as the system is 
mainly being monitored and supervised. Interventions are only required when 
parameters do not meet the requirements and happen infrequently. This feature of 
continual monitoring a highly complex process for long periods, alternating with the 
need to deal quickly with critical faults can also be found in applications such as piloting 
an aircraft, air traffic control, or ship navigation. The control of complex systems with 
high proportions of supervising activities, safety criticality and time restrictions can also 
be found in domains such as medical care, fire fighting, etc. 
The scope of the variability that is allowed when controlling the system's behaviour is 
defined by management goals, such as quality, quantity, consumer requirements or 
safety issues. As there may be competing options and constraints, controlling a system 
requires continual optimisation of the conditions encountered. In many cases operators 
are under high mental pressure because of the chance of spoiling the entire product or 
because of a weighty safety responsibility. 
According to Crossman (1960) process operator skills for continuous flow processes 
cannot be transferred easily to other plants without relearning. Control skills seem to be 
a special ability based on a high amount of operational experience. Process control 
tasks are usually characterised by a balancing of conflicting requirements whilst 
independent variables exist simultaneously. It is often necessary to react to spontaneous 
variations of plant states with little time for readjustments. Operators also have a high 
responsibility. Hence specific procedures need to be established, enabling fast reactions 
to critical situations. The high number of contingencies also requires complicated 
decision making and planning activities. 
System conditions can be stable over a long period or change suddenly. Therefore 
special monitoring skills are required to maintain control over situations, both critical 
and non-critical. This includes making special tests or logs, and looking out for early 
signs of trouble. Moreover, with automation, the handling of such complicated systems 
is often made more problematic by remote sensing of process parameters. A process, 
which is not directly visible, has to be managed through an interface such as a control 
panel or a video screen. 
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2.2.3.2. The effects of automation on process control skills 
With the use of automated systems manual activities tend to be replaced in the process 
industries just as in other manufacturing domains. In order to overcome limitations in 
the ability of people to collect large amounts of data about the process conditions, 
automated sensoring techniques help to obtain data quickly. Computational support 
helps to transfer information and display it centrally. Self-regulatory automatic control 
systems are able to keep parameters stable. More and more control functions can be 
taken over by automatic systems, as reliability increases due to continually improving 
software and computational calculation speed. 
Hence supervisory system control becomes more remote. Fewer people tend to control 
larger system parts. Operators are being given extensive responsibility, making their 
role increasingly crucial. Systems become very complex and their control tends to place 
high demands on human operators, often to the limits of their mental abilities. As 
automated system controls can deal with a certain range of smaller parameter shortfalls, 
passive monitoring periods, without active use of system knowledge to devise 
solutions, is on the increase. 
Furthermore existing cognitive activities change. On the one hand, new technological 
aspects will cause the supervisor to re-learn ways of interpreting system component 
activities. Supervisors need to adapt activity planning to modified control facilities. 
Interfaces certainly change as does the distribution of functions between man and 
machine. On the other hand it has to be noticed that system components become more 
strongly linked and the whole production speeds up. 
The introduction of automated systems changes tasks so that increasingly more 
cognitive skills are required for process operators, whilst manual work decreases. 
During extensive monitoring periods controllers need to maintain continuously a mental 
picture of the current process properties, whilst forecasting future tendencies on the 
basis of small signs. Previous interventions may have results that only become 
apparent long after they have taken effect. Bainbridge (1987) recognised two types of 
demands after jobs have been redesigned for newly automated systems. Being reduced 
to only monitoring functions, system control could become a monotonous task. 
Because reactions to changing situations tend to happen very infrequently, skills of 
reaction to certain contingencies can disappear with lack of practice. 
The other extreme situation was described when too fast and too complex information 
handling is required, necessitating decision making at an impossibly high speed, and 
leading to excessive memory load. Indeed, at times impossible tasks have been given to 
operators. Highly automated processes have been made too complex, including many 
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supportive technical functions, to be taken over manually in the case of their failure. 
Although operators need artificial intelligence to support quick decisions, it was 
suggested that the main process information should be provided independently of the 
computer system in the case of its failure. 
2.2.3.3. Understanding and presenting expertise 
Expertise is difficult to study because expertise largely does not exist in verbal form. 
This accounts for the difficulties in analysing expertise using verbal protocols (Duncan 
1987b). Likewise, cognitive expertise is particularly difficult to observe visually, other 
than by noticing the execution of decisions made. Moreover, expertise is highly 
proceduralised with elements of automatic behaviour. It is therefore difficult for experts 
to entangle their mental processes and express deeper cognitive mechanisms (Patrick 
1992). Further, real expertise is flexible - hence the accumulation of rules alone does 
not allow skilled performance (Lesgold 1984). Experts develop competence based on a 
wide range of knowledge and reasoning strategies, that are superior to the capture of 
superficial characteristics and the use of speculative strategies by novices (Lesgold et aI. 
1988). 
In changing technological environments expertise is not always available as there may 
not have been time for it to develop. The difference between design intention and the 
engineer's understanding of the operating needs becomes particularly crucial where a 
new system has been designed. Operating expertise is required both for the 
improvement of the design, as well as the preparation of an effective operation of the 
system (Patrick 1992). 
2.2.3.4. Understanding errors for understanding expertise 
The detection of errors in performance helps understanding of the requirements for 
expert performance - to refine task execution and avoid errors. The identification of 
errors also helps to improve expertise where particularly high event variability is 
present, as well as serious safety or efficiency concerns. 
The use of heuristics is often necessary in dynamic complex environments, as 
algorithmic solutions are often not practical due to time constraints. As the uncritical 
application of guesses though is a major source of human failing, it is important to 
refme heuristics by improving their success (Duncan 1987b). 
Reason (1990) categorises four error types: 
(1) Slip - mismatch of intention and action; 
(2) Lapse - memory failure; 
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(3) Rule-based mistake - wrong activation of a well-known procedure; 
(4) Knowledge-based mistake - the selected plan or goal does not fit the problem. 
Reason (1987) also identifies four types of cognitive behaviour leading to mistakes. 
Firstly, errors may be unavoidable to some extent in very complex task environments, 
as human mental resources are limited. Even at expert level, the attentional focus may 
be too narrow, irrelevant information may interfere, and the anticipation of 
consequences of actions may only be partial because memory is limited (mistakes of 
'bounded rationality'). People make mistakes in trying to simplify the task, by fulfilling 
short-term rather than long-term objectives, in assuming suitable actions too readily, 
underestimating complex interactions, or making discriminations on a too global basis. 
A second type of error originates from the application of well-practised schemes on 
unsuitable circumstances (mistakes of 'imperfect rationality') - as opposed to 
attentionallimitations. Examples are the failure to recognise a change of circumstances, 
resistance to change a course of actions, or a selective examination of available 
information based on expectations. 'Slips' and 'rule-based mistakes' fit into this type 
of behaviour. These errors manifest the disadvantage of over-routinisation in flexible 
environments. A third category of errors is caused by the effect of 'cognitive strain', 
when having to deal with new situations and to solve problems, rather than following 
the paths of established routines. Additional attentional effort comes at a cost, which 
people try to avoid (mistakes of 'reluctant rationality'). Lastly, people make irrational 
mistakes based on factors such as emotions and strong motivational pressures. 
2.2.3.5. Mental models 
A person can be considered an expert for a certain task when possessing the knowledge 
and abilities needed to carry out the task with an acceptable rate of errors, and at a 
sufficient speed. Whilst it is difficult to understand deeper cognitive mechanisms of 
experts, the nature of expertise can be understood by comparing expert with novice 
performance. Hollnagel et al. (1995) recognise the essence of expertise as being able to 
see what is relevant - to be able to access the right set of knowledge from memory or 
other sources. 
For complex cognitive tasks, expertise is often expressed in the form of mental models. 
Operators develop an internal representation of the system which they operate. Mental 
models incorporate the knowledge that is needed to fulfil task goals. This includes 
declarative knowledge (system model), procedural knowledge (how to operate the 
system), control knowledge (use of knowledge base for problem solving) and meta-
knowledge (self competence and preferences). In contrast to the designers, operators 
perceive the system at an appropriate level of abstraction and develop tools that enable 
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them to deal with the cognitive load. Different types of representations might coexist in 
the operator's mind. Different problems require different levels of abstractions. In 
dynamic environments, the functioning of the processes and the knowledge of the 
process is as important as the knowledge of goals and actions. Whilst the operator's 
representation of engineering models is more schematic, some aspects of engineering 
knowledge may be needed when treating complex problems. Representations are 
specific to the activity and the particular task goals. The nature of representations 
depends on the process characteristics, such as the scope of control to alter process 
variables, the direct accessibility of information, feedback delays or difficulties in 
decomposing process transformations in successive states. External representations 
such as displays or language used influence mental models. The modelling descriptions· 
also depend on the task analysis and data collection methods used (Samurcai 1995). 
Mental models attempt to capture and represent people's internal representation of reality 
and task. The form of representation is determined to a large extent by the purpose of 
the analysis. The knowledge of operators can be described for purposes such as the 
direct support of training for novices, informing interface design, or the design of 
control support systems. In contrast, the engineer's mental model originates from the 
design process. Prescriptive models attempt to ease the comprehension of the system 
for the operator. The internal representations of operators can be described only to an 
extent. Conceptual models attempt to integrate both process and operator knowledge 
(Samurcai 1995). 
2.2.3.6. The decision making framework and the development of skills 
Different task requirements 
Dynamic environments are characterised by a high level of complexity and uncertainty. 
Hence, control tasks are complex too. This may be due to either the amount of 
procedures available that need to be matched with the range of circumstances, or due to 
the absence of rules. Bainbridge and Quintanilla (1989) distinguish four types of task-
processing according to the availability of knowledge about the properties of the 
environment and the availability of activity frameworks: 
(1) Both goal-activity frameworks and environmental knowledge frames are 
available. Operators deal with a range of familiar situations and apply known 
methods. 
(2) Both goal-activity frameworks and environmental knowledge frames are 
available, but situation-specific reference information is not at hand and has to be 
found by some form of extended diagnosis. 
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(3) Neither goal-activity frameworks nor environmental knowledge frames are 
available. This is also referred to as (true) problem solving, where situations are 
not familiar and no procedures are available. 
(4) Environmental knowledge frames are available, but goal-activity frameworks are 
not Although the domain is familiar, a particular fault situation is not and 
therefore usual methods are not applicable. 
Hence, different environments with different requirements demand different types of 
expertise. 
Problem solyin~ 
The concept of problem solving contrasts with executing procedures. A problem is a 
mental representation of a task of a human subject who does not have an immediate 
answer as to how to reach a goal state under a set of sub-goals and constraints on 
operations. In order to solve it, a new procedure needs to be constructed. This activity 
is typical for process control that is characterised by a variety of events that cannot be 
foreseen. Solving problems involves both building a problem representation and 
procedure searching. Expert problem solving is based on a hierarchy of levels of 
control. Whilst beginners use domain-independent strategies or heuristics, based on 
wider knowledge, experts use domain-dependent strategies after progressing through 
various stages in the automation of actions, allowing parallel processing and reducing 
the need for extended cognitive representation (Hoc 1990). 
Rasmussen's step ladder 
Rasmussen (1976) established that skills can be classified as skill, rule or knowledge-
based behaviour. The step-ladder of decision making describes the various levels of 
abstraction in dealing with complex tasks. It shows the ways in which skilled operators 
reduce task complexity, relating closely to the processes of skill acquisition. The 
different levels of cognitive skills that are activated when making a decision depend on 
the amount of novelty in the task. In an unfamiliar situation, knowledge-based 
behaviour is required. This involves analysing the situation by retrieving data from the 
system itself and the general knowledge about the system that is stored in memory - to 
identify the system state, interpret and evaluate it. This knowledge-based situation 
analysis can be displayed as the left part of a step-ladder. By then considering the target 
state, reflecting about hypothetical changes of system conditions, and generating actions 
plans, procedures are developed and executed. This can be summarised as knowledge-
based planning and displayed as the right part of the step-ladder. Expertise develops 
with the establishment of short-cuts through experience. So certain unwanted system 
states relate to specific target states, specific observations trigger the need for particular 
tasks or might lead directly to considering certain procedures. Rule-based behaviour 
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relies largely on such shortcuts guided by 'signs'. whilst skill-based behaviour is signal 
driven and links an alert directly to the execution of a prepared procedure. with an 
automated response (Goodstein et al. 1988; Hoc et al. 1995). 
The different levels of skills correspond to the learning hierarchy of Gagne et al. 
(1988). consisting of different skill levels that build on each other in a hierarchical 
fashion. The skill of problem solving represents the highest level and is based on the 
use of higher order rules. that in turn require as prerequisites rules and defined 
concepts. based on concrete concepts. which require discriminations. Intellectual skills 
(based on associations. discriminations. concepts. and rules) include the presence of 
both established cognitive processing routines (rules). and automatic processing at an 
unconscious level. At the highest level. cognitive strategies control one's own cognitive 
processes. containing skills for learning. remembering and problem solving. and the 
development of new working methods. 
The deyelopment of complex skills based on the development of hierarchies 
The skill. rule and knowledge-based levels can be used to describe a learning sequence. 
Whilst lower level skills within the sensimotor system become more and more 
elaborated as skills develop and early rules gradually deteriorate. higher rule- and 
knowledge-based levels become more efficient. Higher levels though will always be 
present for detecting errors and evaluating the meeting of goals. This perception relates 
closely to the hierarchical interpretation of skills. where increasingly complex situations 
can be dealt with as control can be passed to increasingly higher-level activities when 
basic skills become automated. Novices enter training with a general repertoire of rule-
based and skill-based behaviour. that is not necessarily relevant. Tasks are initially 
solved by problem-solving activities based on knowledge-based behaviour. Gradually 
they develop rules through experience. At expert level. basic rules have been refined to 
skill-based. automated behaviour. Hence the knowledge-based behaviour of the novice 
differs greatly from that of an expert, as the knowledge base itself has been 
considerably refined and enriched. Moreover. it is used in a different way. based on 
correct timing and fast access according to relevance. This is based on the development 
of a further skill. that is often referred to as meta-knowledge. This skill depends on 
knowledge of categories. cases and general principles in the environment. the devices 
used. and the person's working methods (Sanderson and Harwood 1988). 
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2.3. THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPERIENCE AND PRACTICE IN 
ACQUIRING EXPERTISE 
2.3. 1. The significance or practical experience for building expertise 
Expertise cannot be reached without practice. The basic processes of skill acquisition 
described by Fitts (1962) and Anderson (1995) show clearly that skills develop mainly 
through engaging with the task - by developing active procedural knowledge out of 
declarative knowledge. Even if procedural knowledge is available in a stated form, 
every trainee has to go through the process of actively compiling a knowledge base to 
call the right set of procedures for the right circumstances. Stammers (1996) 
emphasises that the key to skill development is continued practice, as teaching 
knowledge without the opportunity to practise is of limited value. 
There is a difference between potential and actual competence (Hollnagel et al. 1995). 
Although a person might possess a certain amount of knowledge, there will be a 
limitation as to what amount of that can be used in a particular situation due to the ability 
to access and retrieve certain knowledge. There may be limitations due to the time, the 
novelty of a certain situation, etc. Hence expertise consists of two main types of 
knowledge - in knowing both "what" to do, as well as "how" to do it. 
Anderson et al. (1988) observed that trainees learn by trying to solve problems, rather 
than learning from abstract instructions. Observations made during the training of 
computer programmers showed that production rules are generated through attempting 
to deal with practical problem situations by a process of knowledge compilation. In the 
absence of explicit procedures people learn from examples, by developing analogies to 
logically order problems, and then re-applying problem solving operators gained from 
experience to later problems. 
Boy (1995) stresses that people use 'chunks' of knowledge that are compiled as a result 
of training. Most of the expertise consists of 'situational knowledge' - or rule-based 
behaviour in the terminology of Rasmussen (1976) - developed through the 
compilation of the 'analytical knowledge' that beginners rely on. Procedural logic is 
developed from pre-compiled engineering logic and problem solving approaches, that 
has to be based on experiencing real problems whilst attempting to reach certain goals. 
Experts have developed rules to use situation patterns dynamically, without extensive 
analytical approaches. Whilst analytical knowledge can be decomposed into both 
theoretical knowledge and procedures of know-how, situational knowledge is very 
difficult to analyse, or impossible. 
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2.3.2. Special skills in dynamic environments - the need for problem 
solving skills and the use of meta-knowledge 
Process operators who deal witli dynamic environments have to possess a range of 
different skills. Often time pressure requires swift reactions to a range of events, using 
procedures based on checklists. Part of the process operation consists of routine checks 
to identify deviations. Wirstad (1988) emphasises though that operators who rely only 
on rule-based behaviour are dangerous operators. The ability to follow procedures does 
not incorporate the skill to make continuous predictions about the process, and to carry 
out feed forward control, which has been recognised as vital for good supervision. 
Moreover, it is particularly important to enable the trainee to apply knowledge to a wide 
range of circumstances so that not only common but also unusual system events can be 
dealt with successfully. When relying on fIxed rules only, situations outside the set of 
rules may not be covered, or situations may be misinterpreted. It is therefore important 
to give a future supervisor not only the ability to select a measure quickly after 
identifying a problem, but also to reason effectively to find solutions to infrequent 
incidents. Conscious, controlled processes are required to ensure flexibility, rather than 
automatic performance only. 
Duncan (1987a) states that algorithms or procedures with branching structures given to 
operators may be successful in routine performance, but fail in unforeseen situations. 
Similarly, Bainbridge (1993a) points out that adaptive skills are needed in an 
environment that changes, as automatic reactions suitable to stable environments lead to 
errors, caused by effects of 'overlearuing'. Irregular circumstances therefore require 
skills in making choices between alternative working methods on the basis of 'meta-
knowledge'. 
With high levels of automation long routine monitoring periods might alternate with the 
need to deal quickly with complex fault situations in the case of failure of automatic 
controllers. Besides the requirement to recall skills that might not have been applied for 
long periods, the need for the ability to synthesise procedures actively becomes 
apparent. Moreover. monitoring periods require an active awareness of the system 
based on predictions and on a person's ability to develop a wide overview. with regard 
to understanding the current state of the task. Only then can an operator take over 
effectively from an automated system. The ability to develop such an overview depends 
on experience and evolves with practice (Bainbridge 1998). 
Operators of complex industrial plants need to be adaptable. They carry out 
sophisticated thinking when reviewing product demands. inferring the state of a system 
from incomplete external information, building up an understanding of the current and 
future states of the process. evaluating the situation against the demands, review actions 
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available and their future effects, choosing best actions using multiple criteria, and 
planning future activities (Bainbridge 1993b). 
According to Bainbridge (1998) complex tasks demand additional modes of processing, 
such as 
• building an overview of the current state of understanding, and of plans in 
working memory; 
• storing intermediate results in working memory; 
• mentally simulating physical strategies; 
• deciding between alternative methods using meta-knowledge; 
• planning and multi-tasking; 
• generating new working methods. 
Conditional processing elements provide a context for choosing optimum cognitive 
approaches for the next thinking processes, partly based on what is important at this 
point. Meta-knowledge helps to compare the suitability, urgency, predictability, 
difficulty, workload required, safety, duration, accuracy, the nature of the outcomes, 
etc. of alternative working methods when decisions have to be made in circumstances 
where the system has been recognised as being off-specification. This is learned largely 
by experience and practice. 
Norros (1995) shows that the understanding of how experts deal with novel situations 
is not well clarified. Whilst experts are often understood to act in highly proceduralised 
and intuitive ways, they are also defined by their ability to deal with novel situations -
which requires analytical thinking that is known to be more typical of novices. This 
view is supported by the notion of an orientation-based approach to expertise that 
emphasises the understanding of the functionality and structure of the system, as well as 
the ability to contextualise a particular situation. The conception that expertise is 
strongly context-dependent leads to the suggestion that the role of the theoretical 
elements in training should be re-defined to emphasise 'knowledge as an activity'. 
Learning from experience needs to be promoted by supporting the critical evaluation of 
one's own activities. Overconfidence based on the uncritical application of prescribed 
rules restricts the capacity to be prepared for problems. Expertise should have the 
potential for system development. Hence expertise needs to be constructed through 
actual problem-solving that develops a 'consciousness of the need for change embedded 
in a routine'. 
Similarly, Rogalski (1995) emphasises the need to develop meta-knowledge, described 
as self-knowledge that regulates individual activities and manages internal resources and 
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constraints. It evaluates the 'distance' between one's knowledge and the knowledge 
required to find solutions for problems based on unforeseen events. An essential part 
of the learning process is experience through facing problems and learning from 
mistakes, as pre-compiled strategies are developed from isolated procedures, and 
problem solving is structured. Hence training can be enriched by designing a variety of 
work situations for practice, including unusual tasks that enable the trainee to deal with 
uncommon events. 
Bainbridge (1993a) states that a flexible mode of processing and the ability to develop 
new working methods require a learning process that incorporates: 
• the development of routine cognitive methods - to reduce the need for time 
consuming, laborious problem-solving; 
• the establishment of a network of cross-references in working memory; 
• a suitable organisation of the knowledge base that can easily be referred to; 
• learning the appropriateness of cognitive means in different contexts; 
• learning meta-knowledge of working methods to choose how to do a task. 
Hence a focal issue in cognitive learning is the ability to develop new cognitive working 
methods to deal with situations for which no established procedure is available. They 
develop through practice and direct experience with various aspects of the task. 
Bainbridge (1993a) distinguishes two possible mechanisms in which new strategies can 
be built. 
Firstly, analogies to similar circumstances can be used to adapt existing working 
methods. This is based on recognising similarities of situations. Meta-knowledge 
about the outcomes of activities or cognitive simulation of the activity can be used to 
predict results of interventions. Likewise, working methods can be grouped into 
categories of purpose, to facilitate choices of suitable methods. When adapting 
methods, meta-knowledge is either used or extended by trial and error. 
Secondly, components of existing working methods can be used to find ways of 
dealing with unfamiliar circumstances. Parts of existing knowledge, such as methods 
or principles, are combined. This process may be based on both a general strategy for 
building up methods according to circumstances, and a build-up of elements of existing 
procedures in working memory. With an overview of the state of the situation and a 
network of cross-references between different cognitive str~tegies, feasible methods can 
be selected (Bainbridge 1993a). 
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2.3.3. Practical aspects: limits in presenting expertise to novices 
The complexity of the environment that is perceived by a task-holder is relative to the 
degree of expertise. The more procedures are available to deal with problem situations, 
the easier the task can be dealt with. Hence complexity is subjective rather than 
objective. Moreover, task complexity is not just a result of the complexity of the 
environment, but also a result of the complexity of human cognition, as expertise 
requires a high level of cognition (Hollnagel et al. 1995). Hence the analysis and 
presentation of expertise is very difficult. 
As Bainbridge (1998) points out, complex cognitive processes are not directly 
observable. Special techniques are required for extracting the information. Often the 
results reproduce expertise in some way distorted or incomplete, partly because the 
information needs to be verbalised or visually presented. Whilst results are difficult to 
publish in the usual formats, they also tend to be very complex. Extensive amounts of 
material need to be produced with considerable efforts. 
There is no technique that covers all the aspects of expertise with high contents of 
cognitive skills. Whilst mental models capture some of the thought processes, classical 
task analysis techniques such as HT A can capture the underlying goal structure. A vast 
amount of technical details and situational knowledge needs to be organised in suitable 
formats close to the procedural structure of the task. The more flexible the expertise 
needs to be, the more difficulties arise for presenting procedural data. 
2.4. WHAT CAN BE DONE IN A TRAINING ENVIRONMENT TO 
FACILITATE EXPERTISE? 
2.4.1. Content and structure of a training program 
Everybody will learn certain skills when experiencing certain tasks. As learning 
through experience can be a long and elaborate process, training aims to make the 
leaming process more efficient. In a training context, expertise is built through (1) 
providing knowledge about the system and the task (pre-instruction), (2) providing 
practice, and (3) giving feedback regarding the success of task performance, to show 
ways for further improvement. These three components need to be included in a 
training framework. 
During practice the learner is active, by making repeated attempts to perform the task. 
Practice is slow and incremental. Instruction is more passive, as the trainer provides 
verbal information or demonstration, but rapid changes of knowledge can be achieved, 
through a focus on relevant information (Annett 1991). A suitable balance and 
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interaction between instruction and practice needs to be established, based on the 
objectives of the training, and the means available. Whilst experience is important for 
the building of expertise in complex task settings, it can be facilitated by training means 
such as choosing suitable ways of presenting knowledge, by providing operating rules 
and extrinsic feedback, and by designing suitable practice conditions. 
The trainee needs to develop a good understanding of the system functions and 
interactions, as well as a set of task procedures, to be able to cope with a wide range of 
disturbances to the system. Two main aspects have to be considered when designing 
training - the contents and the structure of the training method. 
Firstly, in order to address the selection of suitable data regarding the contents of the 
training, it is necessary to investigate which key issues need particular attention. This 
includes realising: 
• what details should be selected for explanation and help; 
• what skills are particularly important; 
• what type of information helps the trainee best to move on; 
• what questions enable the trainee to test suitable skills; 
• what series of demands set out in scenarios is needed to provide a good range of 
practice issues. 
Secondly, methodological questions arise concerning the way in which it can be 
ensured that trainees memorise details and develop procedural understanding and skills. 
A number of issues have to be considered when deciding about the structure of the 
training system, such as: 
• presentation of information (emphasis, order, structure, visualisation, access); 
• assistance for the memorisation of system details; 
• provision of practice under suitable sets of conditions; 
• ease of comprehension by reducing the complexity to understandable parts; 
• advancement of demands placed to ensure progress by engaging and directing 
efforts; 
• provision of a comprehensive view of the system to be able to deal with complex 
situations; 
• feedback given to guide adjustment of understanding, after tasks were solved 
rightly or wrongly. 
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2.4.2. The training framework 
2.4.2.1. Pre-instruction 
Teachine media 
Teaching of process knowledge is a method and can provide a good systematic 
approach to training. There is a danger though of overemphasising theoretical 
knowledge of the system over practical task skills that can only be passed on to an 
extent (Shepherd 1992b). Whilst the direct interaction with teachers in traditional 
classroom-based instructions with memorable and flexible presentation can be 
beneficial, computer-based instruction provides more direct feedback after tests and the 
ability to adjust to the individualleaming pace of different trainees. A good consistent 
optimum structure can be designed (Adams 1989). 
Lecturing methods keep the trainee relatively passive. Printed material can be well 
structured and allows the reader to choose the progress of the study to some extent, but 
it is restricted to the material and presentation given. Video and sound recordings can 
provide an additional aspect of information, where appropriate. Whilst computing 
technologies develop rapidly, the emphasis should be on the structure of the material, 
the relevance to particular task aspects and the consideration of the trainee's needs 
(Stammers 1996). 
Djfferent types of knowledee to be Passed on 
Besides the traditional distinction of procedural and declarative knowledge, many 
different types of knowledge components can be conceived. The traditional distinction 
between the concepts of knowledge and skill are less manifest with increasing cognitive 
activity due to automation, as knowledge-based activities become more common 
(Stammers 1996). Cognitive processing uses different types of reference knowledge 
according to different strategies. Besides knowledge about the physical and functional 
structure of the device a person is working with, including constraints and input-output 
structures, operators need to possess task knowledge consisting of goal frameworks 
and strategic details for different levels of sub-goals. Knowledge is stored in networks, 
based on meanings and relations to other items. Hence the skills are based on the 
development of appropriate structures and categories for knowledge, enabling rapid 
access to the knowledge database. Different demands have to be met under normal 
operating conditions in comparison to dealing with problematic incidents. The reference 
knowledge may include scenarios, categories, cases, mental models, performance 
criteria Reference data includes both standard data about the events that may occur in a 
task situation, and knowledge that helps to interpret events and build working methods 
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based on knowing the structure and behaviour of the task environment (Bainbridge and 
QuintaniIla 1989). 
Knowledge is organised in schemata, to which new knowledge is added during skill 
acquisition - new schema are formed, knowledge is 'tuned' and restructured through 
practice. In a training context three levels of knowledge may be distinguished, 
according to different levels of detail, including 
(1) task knowledge - concepts and rules, means of task execution, behaviour in 
certain situations; 
(2) functional knowledge - why do tasks have to be carried out, contexts, system 
component interrelations; 
(3) general knowledge - broader context, parallels to prior knowledge of trainees. 
Training should progress from general to detailed knowledge. Possessing knowledge 
beyond the immediate situation might help the operator to deal with novel si tuations 
(Stammers 1996). 
Some types of knowledge to do with (I) process specific parameters and associations 
can only be learned by direct interaction with the task. So certain reference knowledge 
is used continually and is specifically organised in the operator's mind to allow fast 
access. It uses information such as product targets and plant constraints; criteria for 
optimising and compromising in decisions; plant dynamics and event sequences; 
inferences from interface to plant state; action predictions and suitable choices. This 
knowledge makes use of (2) process-specific explanatory knowledge (e.g. physical, 
causal and functional structures of the plant, and mental models of plant dynamic 
behaviour in particular states, or of sequences of events), which in turn is based on (3) 
general engineering explanatory knowledge (e.g. about categories of physical, causal 
and functional structures and behaviours), which again is based on (4) general physical 
and chemical explanatory knowledge, such as about nuclear reactions. Types (2), (3) 
and (4) can be learned in more abstract teaching settings (Bainbridge 1993b). 
Teaching process knowledge 
A schema or outline structure for support helps trainees to organise their knowledge. 
Trainees can make use of analogies by drawing on existing knowledge. It is advisable 
to design aids such as advance organisers, by giving an overview of what is to be 
learned and give abstract descriptions of the subject matter. They provide learners with 
a conceptual framework that support the trainee's understanding when moving on to 
different aspects of detail. This method relates to the top-down manner of instruction 
(general to specific) that is preferable for complex tasks with strong interactions of sub-
components, as it can provide a continual understanding of the context (Stammers 
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1996). Knowledge can be presented by gradually revealing more detailed levels based 
on a kinds-of hierarchy. Intennediate summaries focus on the overall functions (Patrick 
1992). 
A decision has to be made between a fixed or user-defined order of instructional 
material. Whilst the instructor may take complete control of the progress. some training 
media allow the control to be given to the trainee. It needs to be estimated to what 
extent learners are able to gauge the best order of working through the material. This 
allows more scope in taking account oflearners' own styles (Stammers 1996). 
In order to ease the understanding of complex material it is vital to structure the material 
well. It is important to put across objectives of task and training. Intennediate tests not 
only help to gauge the learner's progress to detennine further study, but also encourage 
the trainee to reflect on the material and memorise details. When designing training 
texts it is important to take account of people's general dislike of reading texts. 
Interesting material that is visually well presented keeps the reader attentive and 
interested. It is beneficial to include illustrations. graphs. schematic diagrams. flow 
charts etc. The effectiveness of the text depends on drawing particular attention to 
important aspects. by use of highlights. summaries. headings etc. Reading ease is 
particularly important for novices. It is useful to allow search for particular 
infonnation, by use of the text structure, an outline. an index or a glossary. Texts may 
be designed for different functions - they may be used as pre-instructions or part of 
the training program. or both (Patrick 1992). 
Generally. trainees need to both learn how the process works. and understand the task 
objectives. rules and constraints. The main aspect here is the way the infonnation can 
be structured for presentation. For better understanding. knowledge needs to be broken 
down into sub-components that need to be taught in a suitable order. A complex 
technical system can be divided according to (1) unit operations based on product 
flows. according to (2) parts of the plant that serve the same functions (physical 
structure of the plant. cause-effect relations. plant dynamics) or according to (3) 
divisions based on the operating task in maintaining important functions. Instruction 
can start statically. by showing schematic presentations of the plant. or cause-effect 
diagrams. Dynamic aspects can be demonstrated by the use of simulators. Besides the 
technical concepts. operators need to be familiar with the task objectives. including 
knowing 'why' - regarding operating criteria. reasons for objectives. priorities under 
conflicting circumstances - as well as 'how' - including frameworks of goals and 
sub-goals. and choices of actions according to constraints and needs (Bainbridge 
1993b). 
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2.4.2.2. Practice 
Trajning methods suitable for complex tasks 
The choice of training media depends on their suitability for communication, and needs 
to consider transitions from one learning stage to another (Stammers 1996). The 
methods commonly used for training are on-job instruction, simulator training and/or 
part -task training. 
On-job instruction provides the trainee with a good idea of practical job ski!!s and is 
beneficial as long as the instructor is we!! trained to pass on a!! relevant knowledge 
(Shepherd I 992b). Observation can be combined with flexible instruction and practice 
opportunities. Where a real setting cannot be observed because it does not exist yet, the 
method cannot be used. 
For tasks that either do not yet exist or are safety critical, training can benefit from the 
use of simulators - especially if specific practical ski!!s are required. It is important to 
consider that the physical representation of the system is only one aspect of a good 
training simulator. The design of the actual training pattern is often neglected. 
Moreover simulators are expensive. One way of overcoming the problem of expense in 
simulations is the use of part-task trainers, whilst focusing on the most important ski!!s 
only (Shepherd 1992b). Co!!aborative work can be simulated in role-playing, to train 
social interaction ski!!s (Stammers 1996). 
The standard way of dealing with training complex tasks is the use of part-task training. 
This may include simulation tools. Part-task training requires separating certain sub-
tasks and practising them in isolation. This allows a steady progress according to the 
ski!!s an individual trainee has developed and helps to overcome the difficulties during 
the cognitive and fixation stages of learning (Shepherd 1992b). This type of training 
also a!!ows specific skills to be kept up-to-date (e.g. dealing with emergencies) and 
allows new ski!! components based on smaller technological changes (e.g. fault finding) 
to be trained (Adams 1989). There may be difficulties though with the separation of 
sub-tasks within highly interactive contexts. Ski!!s that were mastered in isolation 
might have very different features when several tasks and problematic factors are 
combined. 
Complex tasks cause the dilemma that issues cannot be taken out of their interactive 
context without changing their characteristics and requirements. In many cases issues 
cannot be separated at al!, making their comprehension more difficult. Hence the 
concept of part-task training faces difficulties. Still, it may need to be applied to a!!ow 
some furthering of understanding. 
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Part-task training 
Complex tasks and tasks with difficult components need to be broken down, otherwise 
the trainee will not be able to cope with the sum of demands. This opens up the 
question of how the task should be divided into suitable separable training units, and 
how they should be integrated to build skills for the whole task. 
Whilst part-task training aims to speed up the training progress by decreasing the 
learning demands temporarily, and providing advice more easily, it can be problematic 
in complex environments with high interactions between task components. In this case 
'whole' methods have been shown to be more appropriate, as part tasks combined to a 
whole might pose different task demands. Research into the preference of either part-
or whole-task training is inconsistent and seems to suggest dependence upon the 
specific type of task. Part-learning is best for separable components with sequential 
structures. Whilst complex tasks often cannot be understood without some minimum 
separation of part tasks, an optimum size of practice units and the transfer to performing 
the whole task has to be considered very carefully (patrick 1992; Stammers 1996). 
Part tasks should coincide with the natural way a learner structures and conceptualises 
the task. It should also take account of the way mental models evolve through training. 
The hierarchical nature of tasks opens opportunities for divisions. Part tasks have to be 
trained within the context of the whole task. Skills from part tasks need to be able to be 
transferred to the performance demands for the whole task (Patrick 1992). 
Part tasks might relate to the whole task in different ways. They may be a result of 
either partitioning or simplifying a whole task. Simplification can be achieved by 
transforming aspects of the whole task to make it easier to deal with (e.g. slowing the 
process down, reducing the number or severity of disturbances). Partitioning does not 
transform the task but separates it from others. This can be referred to as 'fractionation' 
(separating time-shared tasks) or 'segmentation' (e.g. separate training of tasks before 
applying them in a team context). Moreover, a task might require different types of 
skills (e.g. rule-following, perceptual detection, motor coordination, problem solving), 
that require different training methods and conditions and are therefore suitable for 
separation. The use of simulators is closely related to part-task training (Patrick 1992). 
Part-tasks can be practised and re-assembled to a whole in different ways (Patrick 
1992): 
(a) Pure or isolated part: It may be possible to train a number of isolated parts that 
can finally be combined to a complete unit (practise parts A, B, C, D in isolation, 
then combine to ABCD). 
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(b) Progressive part: Parts are practised in isolation before adding into a progressive 
sum of parts (practise A, B, AB, C, ABC, D, AB CD). 
(c) Repetitive part: New parts are practised by adding them to previous 
combinations (practise A, AB, ABC, ABCD). 
(d) Retrospective part: The repetitive adding method is being reversed 
(practise D, CD, BCD, ABCD). 
Complex tasks might require several but interdependent types of expertise to be 
developed. Different types of knowledge have to be used that have no simple relation 
between them. Training should take account of the different perspectives (e.g. 
cognitive goals, knowledge types, task objectives) that an operator needs for different 
purposes. Moreover, the training method depends on both the trainee and the nature of 
the task to be mastered. Routine performance needs to be trained differently to tasks 
dealing with faults (Bainbridge 1993b). 
Part-whole training allows the tackling of simple tasks before moving on to higher 
levels. It is important though to provide a simple overview of the whole process - to 
supply a learning context and aid the trainee's motivation. New material should be 
restricted to uphold the confidence of the trainee by maintaining a feeling of mastery 
(Bainbridge 1993b). 
The need to provide the right set of practice conditions rather than prescribe 
performance 
Different types of skill require different learning conditions. Basic discriminations need 
to emphasise distinctive features by presenting stimuli and providing feedback. 
Concrete concepts are learned by having to identify object qualities of different 
examples. Defined concepts and rules need to be memorised, demonstrated and 
practised. Higher-order rules are built by recalling subordinate rules, then 
demonstrating new rules to novel problems before practice. Cognitive strategies need to 
be built by the successive presentation of novel problems, combined with recalling 
relevant rules and concepts in order to develop new solutions (Gagne et al. 1974). 
It has been shown that algorithmic procedures hinder flexible performance needed in 
dealing with novel situations. Duncan (1987a) shows that expertise is built on the use 
of heuristics, or 'rules of thumb'. This may include fault arrays linked to the forming 
of hypothesis about the nature of the situation, leading to ways of dealing with the 
problem. Training can be improved by providing such rules, but also by withholding 
plant information and rules before instructors would provide information when required 
or intervene when rules were patently absent 
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Flexible decision making skiIls in dynamic environments require that operators are 
enabled to problem solving, and possess capacities for the use of meta-knowledge, as 
discussed earlier. As yet unknown events cannot themselves be practised, problem 
solving skiIls need to be practised in situations unfamiliar to the trainee. Besides going 
through the process of developing new knowledge about the type of situation and new 
working rules, trainees practise problem solving approaches such as trial and error 
(where appropriate), recover information from other expert or guidelines, reflect about 
references to similar situations (using analogies) or think out solutions from first 
principles (building new methods form sub-components). The ability to make analogies 
is based on purpose oriented categorisation of situations and strategies, in order to 
generalise. General problem solving frameworks need to be developed, to fit together 
knowledge in new ways. The ability to mentally simulate effects of events and actions 
is vital to suggest and reason about hypotheses. Training can focus on part aspects of 
skills such as identifying general fault categories, making predictions, and tracking back 
cause-effect chains. Feedback plays a very important role in this process (Bainbridge 
1993b). 
Bainbridge (1993b) suggests starting problem solving training after basic training, and 
building up from simple to complex experiences. Besides exercises using guided 
discovery, training with unfamiliar situations should include adapting plant anecdotes to 
suggest solutions in other situations. Practice should be given in using general purpose 
problem solving frameworks, based on using analogies and generating working 
methods through reviewing the properties of different working methods according to 
effort, relevance and alternative use. 
Reason (1990) emphasises the role of error management in training. Making errors 
helps to refme meta-cognition. An active and exploratory approach to training is found 
to be preferable. Trainees need to develop their own mental models. Hence trainees 
need the opportunity to make errors, or at least review error types. Exploratory 
strategies are beneficial because of the conscious re-evaluation of action patterns that 
were found to be unsuitable under particular circumstances. Adequate feedback is vital, 
as it has to provide information that leads to better strategies, and needs to positively 
influence the motivation of the trainee. People need to be encouraged in accepting 
errors as an opportunity to learn. Error training needs to be introduced at an appropriate 
later stage in the training, to avoid overload and provide a basis of operational 
knowledge. 
This view is supported by authors who support a more active mode of learning using 
exploratory search in form of procedural-to-procedural rather than declarative-to-
proceduralleaming. Kluwe (1997) compared the two approaches in an experimental 
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study. Whilst there was hardly any difference in overall performance, the exploratory 
method was found to be beneficial when encountering less familiar and more 
demanding problems. It was shown that control procedures could be adapted more 
flexibly after self-guided knowledge acquisition - whilst operators whose training had 
been based mainly on declarative knowledge and operating rules displayed difficulties in 
abandoning their routine procedures when being confronted with new demands. 
Similarly, Wallach (1997) shows that the learning process leading to successful system 
control is primarily oriented on operating goals ('how to work it'), and not necessarily 
primarily dependent on an extensive internal model of the system ('how it works'). 
Allowing an active development of expertise through practice in a natural environment is 
important beyond the provision of rules alone. Besides teaching knowledge, training 
can be progressed profitably by providing adequate practice conditions. Practice close 
to realistic circumstances can be supported by various forms of simulation. The design 
of the variety of situations provided to aid progress is of particular significance. A 
suitable mode of progressing challenge needs to defined. The training conditions can 
provide a framework for learning from mistakes and feedback after posing problem 
solving tasks, and repeating similar problems to apply new-found knowledge. When 
designing practice tasks, the scope of different aspects to be included needs to be 
weighed against the repetition of similar tasks for building more routine skills. 
Two cost-benefit aspects occur within this background. The first concerns the level of 
detail when producing task models. To an extent, cognitive skills need to be developed 
actively through self-discovery when exposed to practical tasks. Given the limits of 
analytical task analysis, it seems beneficial to apply an approach of active task discovery 
to training, that avoids the explicit provision of procedures. There is a risk though in 
not reaching most effective performance as there are deficits in the abilities of trainees to 
produce a full set of best practice. Training may also take up a very long time. Hence 
task information is vital in ensuring progress for trainees, and in understanding the 
nature of the expertise for defining suitable training requirements and conditions. The 
detail of the analysis requires the evaluation of needs and means. The second cost-
benefit aspect concerns the scope of self-discovery in relation to the prescription of 
rules. The flexibility of performance might have to give way to extensive time needed 
in trial-and-error approaches, combined with the danger of not progressing at all, or 
developing ineffective methods. 
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2.4.2.3. Feedback 
Feedback, or knowledge of results, is vital for the progress of a novice to an expert -
providing information about the results of actions relating to its success. Whilst 
engaging with a task will naturally provide feedback that enables the improvement of 
rules (intrinsic feedback), prepared training methods can provide additional information 
to a trainee (extrinsic feedback) that has been composed to help the trainee understand 
the task better. Feedback provides the trainee with information about the discrepancy 
between actual and desired behaviour. It gives both information and motivation to the 
trainee (Patrick 1992). Stammers (1996) emphasises that practice is not sufficient 
without extrinsic feedback. Feedback needs elaborate analysis of the practice situations 
and information requirements. 
The use of error feedback provides an important experiential component in learning, to 
support the development of flexible skills. Errors can be a source of additional 
information about the process and the suitability of the methods chosen. Working 
methods are revised until skilled performance is reached. Learners should be 
encouraged to examine causes for errors purposefully. Skills in developing methods to 
deal with unfamiliar situations build with the ability to categorise and draw analogies to 
similar situations. Feedback does not only provide information as to how well the 
method meets the main goal. Trainees also get information about many other properties 
of knowledge and working methods. Hence it is useful to draw their attention to 
evaluating the success of methods in meeting main and secondary goals, by, for 
example, comments about cost or speed of task performance (Bainbridge 1993b). 
Whilst extrinsic feedback is important in early stages of learning, a point will be reached 
at which it does not improve learning. Moreover concurrent extrinsic feedback may 
cause negative effects when it provides cues that lead to neglects in learning important 
task aspects. Extrinsic feedback needs to be provided before new practice attempts, as 
the delay of feedback will not only cause issues to be forgotten, but also fails to prevent 
further errors. Feedback needs to be precise and easily understandable. Too much 
information may be ignored. Trainees must be able to interpret the information, and it 
needs to have a sufficient information content that aids the improvement of the 
performance. When giving feedback after the completion of complex tasks, the 
understanding of the trainee's misconceptions that lead to the errors observed can be 
important. Here the skills of the trainer or instructor are important. This issue poses 
the main challenge to the design of computer-based intelligent tutoring systems (Patrick 
1992). 
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2.4.3. Progressing training in complex settings 
2.4.3.1. Transfer of skills 
Leaming always progresses within the context of the skills a particular trainee might 
already possess and the skill elements that may be transferred from one domain to 
another. Skills may be very specialised and therefore are often domain specific and 
cannot be transferred easily from one context to another. Although it is clear that the 
amount of transfer depends on the amount of 'identical elements' (common methods, 
principles, procedures, associations) between two domains, it is not entirely clear how 
these can be defined. Besides 'positive' transfer, some skill may hinder the 
performance in a different domain and cause effects of 'negative' transfer (Patrick 
1992). 
Training methods should try to make use ofskills that individuals already possess for 
reasons of training efficiency. Predicted transfer effects though do not always occur-
often simply because the trainee was not sufficiently aware of the relevance of certain 
procedures to the training circumstances. Because skills are highly context-dependent, 
it is generally difficult to transfer skills to new domains. 
Whilst the prediction of transfer from a certain set of skills to those required is difficult, 
and to some extent the circumstances have obvious implications for the selection of 
trainees, a number of considerations occur for the design of training. 
Training methods need to be adapted to the skills that trainees have available at the 
beginning of training. Methods can react with knowledge to be taught, the speed of 
progress, the amount of practice, etc. Moreover - as training conditions are often to 
some extent artificial and have differences to realistic operating conditions -' the level 
of the training outcome to be reached before the practical application of skills needs to 
be defined, as trainees are required to transfer skills and will be able to do so more or 
less satisfactorily. 
Firstly, the differences of the training environment to reality need to be anticipated and 
defined (e.g. longer span of monitoring to avoid anticipation of fault occurrence, time 
pressure, anxieties, increased complexity, novel situations). Secondly, the job in the 
natural context may pose additional requirements (e.g. social interactions, information 
retrieval difficulties). Thirdly, the difficulties of transfer from training conditions to 
unsupported performance when fading extrinsic feedback need to be considered. 
The efforts of the training design will depend on the need to achieve "savings" or "first 
shot" performance - regarding the extent to which it is useful to come just nearer to the 
required level of expertise (e.g. using a word processor), or the need to be perfect (e.g. 
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supervising a nuclear power plant, lunar landing). This depends on the character of the 
process in which a task is set (time pressure, impact of errors regarding safety, 
efficiency, production loss etc.).· 
The anticipation of skill transfer is also needed for cost-benefit considerations 
concerning the design of training when dealing with part-to-whole task transfer (e.g. 
simulator to real world). The usefulness of using a simulation and the time to be spent 
with it can be evaluated considering the fact that the effectiveness of the training slows 
with the amount of time spent on a simulator, a finding related to the power-law of 
training (patrick 1992). 
Transfer between different training stages needs to be considered when designing 
training material. A trainee needs to deal with a number of challenges, including 
(a) applying a method to similar, but different examples; 
(b) adjusting a method to deal with novel situations; 
(c) having to develop and apply new methods. 
As training can anticipate only a limited series of events including the provision of 
methods, it is particularly difficult to enable the trainee to deal with cases of type (c) -
by teaching trainees how to devise new methods by innovation and improvisation. The 
variety of situations that the trainee is expected to deal with in reality needs to be 
reflected in the training. Increased variability in training is seen as an aid to improve 
transfer, based on the notion that people develop 'schema' that allow them to classify 
situations according to identical or variant features (Patrick 1992). 
The transferability of skills from training to the real world is a major criterion for the 
decision about the amount of training to be given. Annett (1987) lists four major 
requirements for what a training method should try to achieve, as is practically possible: 
(1) Besides the efficient execution of the training material the trainee should be 
provided with an understanding of principles and generalisations. 
(2) Use a wide variety of examples and contexts during traiuing. 
(3) The trainee should be aware of the range of skills that is expected to be learned, 
and should be informed about the progress. 
(4) Provide structures in which the trainee is encouraged to take responsibility for 
the way the learning progresses. Methods such as "Guided Discovery" and 
"Expert Scaffolding" are useful, in which the trainer guides and supports rather 
than corrects and directs. 
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2.4.3.2. Integrating teaching and practice 
Complex tasks require both large amounts of factual knowledge and efficient strategies 
in using the knowledge base for a variety practical situations. The boundaries between 
declarative and procedural knowledge are often unclear. Some expertise is difficult to 
express verbally, and therefore unsuitable for instruction (Annett 1991). Moreover, the 
amount of data a trainee has to understand is best broken down into several suitable 
modules. Hence teaching and practice are more effective when combined along small 
part-tasks, by alternating instruction and focused practice on limited levels of 
complexity. 
Whilst high integration of teaching and practice is preferable, it is often unsuitable, as it 
may be difficult to split complex tasks or complex systems into separable units, as they 
are often highly interactive. The understanding of the whole is vital to provide an 
overview, as combinations of part-tasks may have different features than their elements. 
Hence longer teaching sessions may need to be separated from later practice periods. 
2.4.3.3. Choosing suitable task challenges to ensure progress 
The difficulty of a task is a relative term in a learning environment. Novices perceive a 
situation as extremely complicated, whilst experts may find it relatively easy to 
understand and control. The level of expertise changes during training, hence the 
demands of practice tasks have to change accordingly. Moreover, the training efforts 
required to reach sufficient skills vary, depending on the original level of expertise at 
which a learner starts training, and the target level of proficiency. 
When designing practice tasks, a suitable amount of challenge should be incorporated in 
the training to maintain progress. Whilst the demands should not be too high to keep up 
motivation and avoid overwhelming the learner, the demands should be high enough to 
progress effectively, and to develop the problem solving skills of trainees. Training for 
dealing with flexible environments. needs exposure to a variety of examples, whilst also 
ensuring the building of confidence and competence. 
2.4.4. The training environment 
2.4.4 .1. Training design management 
Besides ensuring learning efficiency and effectiveness, further aspects have to be 
considered for the design of training. Suitable implementation and promotion of 
training has to be preceded by continual monitoring of the training needs in the 
organisation. This requires monitoring and communicating opportunities due to new 
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technologies, inefficient performance, or new training technologies, in combination 
with human resource management. Part of the design is the anticipation of costs and 
benefits. The evaluation of training has to be based not only on the trainee's reactions, 
but also on an objective assessment of training progress, the effects of training on job 
performance, and improvements in the effectiveness of the organisation. It may be 
necessary to provide refresher training in situations where skills are not frequently 
needed but have to be available, e.g. for dealing with emergencies, first aid, fault 
finding, or the rare failure of automated controllers (Stammers 1996). 
2.4.4.2. The placement of training design in the standard design cycle 
Shepherd (1993) lists a number of operational problems categorised as 'information 
fragmentation' and 'breaking the loop' problems, arising from inadequate information 
organisation. Control loops refer to operating procedures. They should not be 
interrupted. If they are, efficiency losses and failures are likely - caused by 
circumstances such as distant location of information display and control devices, their 
placement on different control screens, or the requirement to carry out distant auxiliary 
tasks simultaneously to control operations. 'Information fragmentation' problems occur 
when decision making activities are obstructed since the requisite information is not 
available or difficult to access. For example, it is unsuitble to design a display system 
geographically, when the control task requires collecting different pieces of information 
from several plant parts to make an estimation of the system state. Moving round the 
menu structure to collect all the relevant data can cause high memory load whilst 
information already gained and intermediate assumptions need to be stored. This has 
implications on interface design, but also on the way jobs are organised to make use of 
the interfaces provided. 
When a new system is being specified, the functionality of the system and the technical 
reliability of its operation are the first issues that are usually considered. Then functions 
need to be allocated to operators or machines, jobs need to be defined, and interfaces 
designed. Training is one of the last consideration after other aspects have been 
optimised. All design factors build on each other and interact Hence control interfaces 
both depend on the functions allocated to operators, and influence how duties between 
people can be organised. The better interfaces and jobs have been designed, the less 
effort has to be placed into training, as it often needs to compensate for deficiencies. 
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2.5. HOW CAN WE FACILITATE A TRAINING ENVIRONMENT 
WITH TECHNOLOGY? 
2.5.1. Adaptive training 
2.5.1.1. Description of adaptive training 
An important variable to be considered when designing a training environment is the 
presence of individual differences between people. Whilst the average ability of trainees 
can be estimated in relation to the task to be trained, everybody has a different 
background experience, skills, aptitudes, different learning styles, preferences, etc. 
Training can be adaptive prior to its execution by selecting the contents and methods 
suitable to the trainees. At a more advanced level, training can be designed to react 
flexibly during the training process to the strength and weaknesses of the trainee. The 
task confronting the trainee is being modified with the rate of learning, allowing 
additional practice on issues not yet mastered, and progressing faster when the trainee 
displays confidence for certain task aspects. Adaptive training needs to consider the 
scope of trainee's abilities, needs to provide means of measuring a trainee's 
performance (e.g. number and type of errors made), needs to include some adjustable 
feature for the provision of practice tasks, and needs to possess an adaptive function 
that adjusts demands based on the trainee's performance (Patrick 1992). 
Adaptive training is suitable for complex tasks, as the progress for different aspects of 
the task may vary with strong individual differences. Adaptive methods can be 
combined with approaches of guided discovery, the provision of well designed 
feedback and additional support, or the employment of learner control. 
2.5.1.2. Design requirements 
Adaptive training is largely based on suitable part-task training that enables focusing on 
selected difficulties. Whilst adaptive methods have not been found successful for 
'continuous' perceptual-motor control tasks, where transfer from part to whole-tasks is 
a problem, clear advantages have been found in areas of keyboard use for destination 
coding and learning foreign languages. Various types of adaptive training can be 
designed, based on the character of the task and the ease at which the learner's progress 
can be evaluated and suitable practice conditions selected. Designing a database of 
measures and evaluation criteria is a laborious task. As the database needs to be rather 
substantial, computing technologies are suitable aids. The success greatly improves 
after testing the methods, to discover more about the learner's reactions and training 
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needs. The more that training can adapt sensitively, the more complicated it is, and the 
more effort needs to be applied in its design and application (Patrick 1992). 
In order to ensure that the training program reacts flexibly to the trainee's progress, each 
result has to be evaluated regarding its acceptance. If misunderstandings remairi, the 
introduction of new aspects should be halted whilst tasks at the same or even a lower 
level of complexity are repeated. Feedback is needed to eliminate misunderstandings 
and to provide more task information. The system knowledge needs to be accessible to 
allow repetition of aspects if more study is required. Certain task aspects might have to 
be practised separately before they can be applied in more complex settings (e.g. 
predicting changes, using the control panel). 
2.5.1.3. Mastery learning 
A form of adaptive training is described by Anderson (1995) as a basis for computer-
based intelligent tutoring systems, that make it possible to directly monitor and 
immediately correct student's performance. The system uses a structure of progression 
called 'mastery learning'. Instruction is based on a componential analysis that identifies 
the rules to be applied and structures the material into several topics. The student's 
performance is monitored to evaluate success for individual components. The mastery 
of earlier material is prerequisite for the mastery of later material. So students cannot 
progress to new difficulties without understanding all of the preceding material. 
2.5.1.4. Leamercontrol 
Training can be adaptive through the control of an instructor or computer program, but 
also through giving control over the progress of training to the learner. As there are 
various forms of scope for how much and what control can be given to the trainee (e.g. 
type and amount of help available, sequence of study, task speed required, time 
available) in what task environment, there is no clear evidence about the success or 
failure of the method. The advantage is largely a motivational one, whilst there are 
doubts about the learner's ability to evaluate their own progress and diagnose their 
weaknesses. It is particularly important to give trainees information regarding the 
meeting of general objectives within frameworks such as 'advance organisers'. For 
specific task circumstances a suitable optimum between an externally controlled and 
trainee-driven progress needs to be found. Often some constraints for learner controlled 
progress are necessary when some skills are prerequisites for others, or the 
development of certain skills need to be manipulated to reach certain characteristics, or 
the learner can be expected to have difficulties in developing an overview over the 
training needs (patrick 1992). 
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2.5.2. Computer. Based Training 
2.5.2.1. Opportunities in using computer technology 
Computers can provide ways of presenting training material, by both serving as a 
suitable medium for presentation and as a tool for producing material. They also allow 
the effective management of training components. Computers can be used for 
programmed instruction and can provide practice tasks (Patrick 1992). Teaching 
sessions can be alternated with intermediate tests and practice opportunities. Computing 
technology allows training in geographically remote locations (Stammers 1996). Whilst 
the technology opens new opportunities, it is important to make effective use of them by 
applying suitable training principles (Patrick 1992). 
2.5.2.2. Programmed Instruction 
Computer instruction can take the form of linear or branched systems. Linear systems 
try to avoid error by teaching the material in very small units that are easily graspable. 
Tests are followed by immediate feedback, whilst students can proceed at their own 
pace. Branching programs provide alternative routes through the training material in 
reaction to errors. They allow more flexible reactions to different needs of individual 
trainees and make the learning process more interesting (patrick 1992). 
Computers allow the design of closed-loop training systems that are superior to open-
loop training systems known from traditional lectures or films, as they provide 
immediate feedback to tests that can be included more flexibly. The presentation of 
material can be adapted in reaction to the learner's understanding. The trainee becomes 
an active participant Misunderstandings can be diagnosed and suitable training material 
can be selected. The history of the trainee's performance can be stored and is easily 
accessible (Patrick 1992). 
A further advantage of programmed instruction is the need to produce explicit material, 
as it needs to be written, structured, and presented. The training objectives need to be 
defined carefully, as does the learning progress by defining suitable sub-units. 
Moreover the product can be 'packaged', that is stored and distributed for use at 
preferable times and locations. The main disadvantage is based on the relatively high 
costs in producing computer-based instruction (Patrick 1992). 
2.5.2.3. Computer-Based Training (CBT) 
Applications such as 'computer assisted learning' or 'computer assisted instruction' are 
reserved more for educational contexts. 'Computer-Based Training' (CBT) refers to the 
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use of computers for both instruction and practice in industrial or occupational settings. 
Besides the provision of training material, such systems also provide opportunities for 
the management of the learning process. The training progress can be controlled by the 
computer at varying levels. By providing a structure that determines study and practice 
material, the system might either provide a fIxed program, or give control to the learner. 
Additional (human) instructors might have varying degrees of control over the selection 
of training material, and tasks according to the progress observed (patrick 1992). 
CBT provides training material, practice, tests and feedback. It allows fast generation 
and display of simulated material, including to model complex system relationships and 
the use of computer generated images. By providing selected practice tasks, CBT can 
be considerably cheaper than a full-scale realistic simulator (Patrick 1992). 
Computer technology can be applied to any training situation. Patrick (1992) 
summarises the successful application for training of skills including perceptual 
identification, perceptual-motor skills, basic intellectual skills, management tasks, and 
problem diagnosis. The advantages are often based on providing a suitably controlled 
range of situations to be dealt with, based on both repetition and selection of variety. 
The presentation of the task can be varied flexibly, providing both simplifications and 
alternatives. The computer can provide performance data for evaluating progress in 
complex situations. Computers can also provide feed forward information by 
predicting consequences of actions through modelling (Patrick 1992). 
2.5.2.4. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) take computer-based training one step further in 
improving the adaptability of the system. ITS are designed to create more intelligent 
automated training. Whilst CBT aims for similar objectives, ITS uses more refined 
technologies, including artificial intelligence, to deal with more complex training tasks. 
CBT is unable to demonstrate expertise that uses intelligence, it faces problems when 
the material cannot easily be broken down into frames for interactive complex domains, 
it cannot use natural language, and it can only estimate the learner's state of expertise in 
a basic way. ITS are superior in the interaction with the trainee and aim to be more 
adaptive, by acting similar to personal human tutors. The difference is largely a matter 
of degree (Patrick 1992). 
Anderson (1995) describes an ITS to teach the programming language LISP, which 
requires complex problem solving skills. Hence the tutor needs to be able to write LISP 
functions and monitor the student's performance whilst solving the problem 
simultaneously, to be able to intervene and provide suitable help. This ability is based 
on a set of about 500 production rules that the tutor stores to provide practice and 
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support The system works on the basis that trainees are given learning opportunities in 
having to apply rules during programming activities. They learn from errors and 
feedback. The learning statistics showed that performance dramatically improves from 
the first to a second learning opportunity, and only moderately thereafter. Moreover, 
students displayed significant individual differences, that were overcome by the concept 
of mastery learning. The LISP tutor allowed much faster progress when compared to 
standard university classroom teaching. 
ITS require a very elaborate design, based on careful examination of several 
components. Firstly, ITS need to include a representation of knowledge and skills to be 
trained. Secondly, the system needs to have teaching expertise, in knowing how the 
training should be designed. So training material - including examples, explanation, 
test questions, training exercises, and feedback - needs to be available. Moreover, the 
program needs to progress according to certain rules - e.g. if a specific level of 
performance has been reached, new tasks and demands can be introduced and practised. 
Thirdly, to be able to understand the student's progress, the tutor needs to possess a 
representation of knowledge and skills of the trainee, based on current and past 
performance. Lastly, ITS are distinguished by a particularly flexible user interface, that 
allows unconstrained communication, usually based on natural language. The inclusion 
of all these factors causes substantial difficulties, particularly in analysing and 
presenting the knowledge required. The more complex and unpredictable the task is, 
the more difficulties arise in anticipating knowledge requirements. ITS can only be 
designed when the full set of operating rules is available (Patrick 1992). 
2.5.3. Simulation 
Simulation can facilitate training by providing practice tasks. Computers are particularly 
suitable for representing multiple and complex tasks. Simulation can also be provided 
by abstract representations, such as paper-based displays or physical models, or by 
role-play situations. Simulation provides training away from the natural working 
environment. This has two implications. On the one hand, training may be made 
possible where real situations are ineffective for training, inaccessible, or hazardous. 
On the other hand, there are always limitations regarding the accurateness of the 
simulation. The difference of the simulation to the real situation causes concerns for the 
transfer of skills to reality. Transfer has to be evaluated according to whether a 
specified activity can be performed at all, whether it can be performed within the 
required conditions (e.g. time stress, team work), and whether specified standards of 
performance can be achieved (Patrick 1992). 
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Simulators are able to represent a realistic situation, including opportunities to interact 
with it. The use of simulation may be necessary or beneficial for various reasons. The 
realistic environment may be inaccessible because it either does not exist yet (e.g. new 
technology) or the conditions for the task arise sporadically (e.g. organisation of fire 
fighting). Moreover, the costs and consequence of error may be too high where 
hazardous training conditions or risks due to unskilled performance can be expected. 
Likewise, simulation may be cheaper where realistic equipment causes high operation or 
maintenance costs. Furthermore, simulators can provide additional instructional 
features, such as help, guidance, and extrinsic feedback. Simulators permit certain 
controls over the situations that are represented. Hence the dimensions of the task can 
be manipulated according to the requirements of skill acquisition. Complex situations 
can be reduced to a lower level of demands by restricting the problematic features 
imposed, removing time pressure, or reducing inefficient waiting times. The trainee's 
performance can be captured for review. Simulation also promotes training by the 
removal of stress caused by physical strains (e.g. noise) or anxieties where dangers or 
severe consequences of failure are possible. Lastly, simulators can be designed 
according to a required specification, and hence allow omission of certain parts of 
reality, to either reduce the costs or provide part-task training. Where only particularly 
difficult task aspects need practice or different skills need to be trained under various 
conditions, simulation can provide the right circumstances (Patrick 1992). 
The amount of realism included in. a simulator is often labelled with low fidelity or high 
fidelity. The selection of aspects to be included or omitted when designing a most 
typical or most crucial set of task requirements is a major concern. In safety critical 
environments higher expenses are required to produce immediate confident performance 
under realistic operating conditions. The level of realism depends on the amount of 
training transfer required. Low fidelity simulators are often sufficient for basic 
learning, where part-skills provide an important contribution to the overall level of 
skills. High realism might be justified by a dual usage of the simulation for both 
training and applications such as equipment evaluation (Stammers 1996). Likewise, the 
level of perfection in copying reality does not necessarily compensate for the lack of a 
suitable training regime, based on a' suitable selection and progression of practice tasks, 
including help and feedback (Shepherd 1992b). 
When building skill in dealing with dynamic environments, simulators are vital. During 
elementary training they can be used for demonstrating the effects of changing 
variables, in showing various typical system states that can occur, or in illustrating the 
effects of exceeding capacity limits. In more advanced training, simulators allow 
guided exploration - by enabling observation of the effects of changing control 
variables, and by giving opportunities for dealing with problem solving tasks. In 
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process control tasks trainees have to understand the length if time constants, the 
number of variables, and the complexity of the plant dynamics based on the interaction 
of variables. Simulators are suitable in controlling these factors from simple to difficult 
conditions, by starting with short time constants, few variables, and little interaction, 
before moving slowly to full task complexity. The opportunities for direct interaction 
with the control situation permit flexible strategies to evolve, based on making errors 
and receiving both intrinsic and extrinsic feedback (Bainbridge 1993b). 
2.6. HOW DO WE ACQUIRE AND USE THE INFORMATION TO 
ENABLE TRAINING DESIGN? 
2.6.1. The objectives of task analysis 
The purpose of task analysis is to understand how humans interact with a technical 
system. Every human factors design has to be based on a suitable task analysis. This 
requires identifying the various functions of a system to determine the interaction 
between technical and human sub-systems. Rogalski (1995) emphasises that task 
complexity needs to be managed by decomposing tasks into unitary ones. This is 
particularly important for training. 
Task analysis contributes to the identification of training needs, the specification of 
training objectives, the choice of the training content, and the design of the training 
program (Patrick 1992). Furthermore it should facilitate the specification of both 
information requirements and operational knowledge. Stammers (1996) points out that, 
besides identifying procedures, knowledge about the training conditions needed is also 
important. 
The information has to be made available and systematised by several experts using 
interdisciplinary communication between engineers and human factors specialists. This 
is based on a suitable, easily understandable data representation. The task should be 
presented well structured and partly in a verbal form. 
2.6.2. Task analysis & elicitation of expertise 
2.6.2.1. Differences between task analysis methods 
Different analyses use different methods and produce different results, depending on the 
purpose of the analysis, as analyses abstract and classify in different ways. Analyses 
vary not only with the purpose, but also with the type of task and the data sources and 
collection methods used. The analysis might refer to a particular job or range of 
activities involved in reaching a particular production goal. The scope of the analysis 
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might include a wide task span or a detailed analysis of a task element. A task that is 
characterised by series of production steps is different to an observation task to maintain 
an optimum system state. Physical, well defined and observable tasks differ from 
problem solving tasks in unstable environments. There may be very different 
circumstances in which data can be collected. If experienced experts exist they can be 
observed and asked to communicate their knowledge. Existing documentation can be 
an additional source of data. If observation is impossible or unsuitable, then data has to 
be collected from the use of simulation and/or experimentation. These methods are also 
suitable for investigating complex cognitive tasks that cannot be observed easily in their 
natural environment. Data can be collected by use of observation, interview, 
questionnaire, diary or verbal report - depending on the difficulties in which task 
information is accessible (Patrick 1992). 
Different methods of structuring and classifying the procedures lead to different results. 
Task knowledge may be structured in categories that are flexibly accessible, or 
according to a strict goal oriented hierarchy. Descriptors may be quantified in terms of 
duration, frequency, or by statistical analysis of task conditions and components. Task 
analysis techniques are distinguished primarily by the descriptive terms used. A major 
difference in the approach depends on the use of either task oriented analysis (e.g. 
Hierarchical Task Analysis, Critical Incident Technique, Task Inventories) or person 
oriented analysis as a more psychological approach (Patrick 1992). 
2.6.2.2. Difficulties in eliciting and presenting expertise 
When dealing with complex cognitive settings task analysis techniques face particular 
difficulties. Thinking processes are difficult to observe. Hence external analysts face 
problems in extracting the information needed. Likewise, experts often have problems 
in expressing the different strategies involved in their task. This is largely based on the 
fact that many aspects of expertise do not exist in a verbal form. Verbal protocols are 
therefore problematic. They are also inaccurate as thought processes are disturbed 
through additional reflections about how to express activities. Still, they help to shed 
more light into the problem, and help to 'translate' expertise into a verbal form, as this 
is the way it has to be presented to a novice during training (Duncan 1987b). 
Moreover, complex tasks require substantial amounts of material to be produced in 
order to represent them adequately. Thinking processes are difficult to express and 
present in a suitable form and structure. The distinction of specific tasks functions at a 
suitable level of detail is less apparent. A wide range of task situations needs to be 
accommodated. Problem solving strategies require a flexible approach to their 
description. 
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Additional difficulties arise where tasks cannot be observed. This may be due to the 
complexity of the system, preventing the anticipation of every possible combination of 
events. Even more significant problems arise when the system cannot be observed 
under operating conditions. A new system waiting for installation cannot provide 
experts who gained experience for its operation. 
2.6.2.3. Various task analysis approaches for specific purposes 
Psychological approaches to task analysis for training design largely produce 
taxonomies that categorise task aspects. Taxonomies either concentrate on information 
processing approaches, or the categorisation of tasks according to ability requirements 
to estimate transfer potentials based on research into individual differences. When 
dealing with complex cognitive tasks, an important psychological approach to 
understanding thinking processes is knowledge representation. This involves 
identifying the different types of knowledge involved and assembling them into a model 
of expert performance (e.g. Rasmussen's step ladder). Understanding thinking 
processes at a cognitive level either requires a high level of abstraction to generalise 
repetitive thinking processes, or a considerable level of detail when applying them to a 
particular situation. Whilst psychological approaches are important to evaluate and 
further understand tasks, they do not provide a basic structure needed for evaluation. 
They rarely lead directly to training design, as abstraction only provides limited 
insights, and the level of detail required for analysing the exact processes in the mind is 
permissive in extensive complex tasks. Hence there is a need to relate psychological 
approaches to a description of the actual task performance (Patrick 1992). 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) is a method developed by John Annett and Keith 
Duncan (Annett and Duncan 1967; Duncan 1974). It has been revised over the years, 
e.g. (Shepherd 1989). HTA produces a hierarchy of operations based on the 
identification of system's goals. It provides a broad approach to describe a whole task 
structure by breaking it down gradually into sub-tasks. HT A is not particularly 
specialised and provides a framework to organise a wide range of operational 
information. Other analysis techniques can build on it. 
Critical incident technique concentrates on behaviour, that either lead to significant 
errors or particularly effective performance. It therefore allows capturing particularly 
important aspects of expertise in complex circumstances, with particular regard to 
training. It lacks a certain level of completeness though, and requires the existence of 
experts (Patrick 1992). 
Task inventories are detailed descriptions of jobs consisting of a list of task statements 
which are rated by task holders or superiors, using various scales (e.g. difficulty, time 
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spent). Whilst the data are suitable for training and easy to store and handle, they 
require extensive effort to be produced and rely on the availability of people with 
sufficient knowledge about task demands. They include only one level of description 
and may cause high revision costs in case of job changes (Patrick 1992). 
Operational sequence diagrams allow a visual representation of the specific order of 
actions, transmitted information, received information, stored information, and 
decisions (Wickens 1992). Charting and network techniques offer a clear graphical 
representation of a task. They enable a task breakdown into clear units and are suitable 
for flow representations. So not only human tasks but also system functions can be 
pictured (Kirwan and Ainsworth 1992). They are unsuitable for the inclusion of large 
amounts of additional information. They are not designed to analyse cognitive 
structures. 
Link analysis identifies interactions between system parts and individuals. It is suitable 
for repetitive jobs that use instrumentation and displays in order to identify inefficient 
transitions by frequency measures, and is aimed at re-arranging interfaces (Adams 
1989). It may also be useful for systems incorporating several people who have to 
communicate with each other. It requires a deep understanding of the system and needs 
to be based on an established task framework. 
Failure task analysis explores the possibilities of unwanted events happening under rare 
operating conditions. Rating scales allow pre-defined operations to be grouped 
according to certain criteria. Tasks can be evaluated according to various parameters, 
such as workload. Workload analysis considers the number of activities that may be 
carried out simultaneously in relation to the demand they are placing (Adams 1989). 
Timeline analysis is a method to specify human operator needs and time requirements to 
complete certain operations. It displays operations in relation to their duration. It can 
be used to explore specific factors such as workload assessment or temporal task 
relationships. It provides only little background about comprehensive task contexts and 
requires the recognition of comparable sub-tasks prior to its application (Kirwan and 
Ainsworth 1992). 
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2.6.3. HTA as a suitable analysis method for process control tasks 
and training 
2.6.3.1. Description 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) is a suitable method for presenting entire task 
structures. It produces a logical description of the task, based on hierarchies of task 
goals. 
The purpose of the method is to subdivide a task, defined by a general target, into sub· 
tasks and sub-operations, finally splitting it down into single actions. 'Goals' referring 
to the achievement of intermediate task objectives are specified for all operations. 
A detailed task framework can be established through systematic subdivision, allowing 
a distinct picture to be developed, as intensive reflection about the task is invited. Thus 
it is possible to use different levels of task breakdown to either gain an overview or to 
explore single task aspects. Task subdivisions can be handled more easily for various 
evaluation procedures and still be seen in their context. 
A 'plan' included in the method gives guidance to when and under which conditions 
operations have to be initiated. It leads through the operations to determine their order 
as well as times and situations for when they have to be carried out. Thus the HT A plan 
enables a complete and realistic representation of the task - specifying conditions, 
constraints or cues to initiate operations. 
HT A can be presented in either organisational charts or tables. The organisational chart 
enables an overview of the whole task structure, demonstrating task interactions. The 
tables provide more detailed information of various kinds, chosen by the analyst 
according to the objective of the analysis. So additional knowledge to understand 
process parts or specific operations can be specified at an appropriate level of the task 
description. 
2.6.3.2. Wide range of possibilities for the application of HTA 
HTA has been used for manifold applications and proved to be beneficial, especially in 
process control contexts. Kirwan and Ainsworth (1992) examine a range of case 
studies. HT A was shown to be suitable for several human factors design applications 
such as human reliability assessment, job design and training. Its suitability for 
information technology related tasks is summarised by Shepherd (1989). Lamb (1987) 
used HT A for a functional utility test. Shepherd (1993) proposed its use for an 
information requirements specification to evaluate demands to operators as well as 
interfaces or organisational design. The HT A structure can be translated into a set of 
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standard task elements referring to special information requirements. Neerincx and 
Griffioen (1996) used HT A to analyse workloads for cognitive tasks in railway control. 
Baber and Stanton (1994) extended the scope of HTA with the use of state space 
diagrams to produce a method of task analysis for error identification (T AFEI), aiming 
at designing error-tolerant consumer products. By defining problem spaces for human-
product interaction a perceived limitation of HTA to describe cognitive activities could 
be overcome. It is demonstrated that the examination of cognitive activities concerning 
the operation of a certain product requires studying both the task of using the product, 
and the functioning of the product. Product re-design is indicated when a matrix 
investigating the transition of product states reveals faults regarding illegal actions to 
change a product state. 
2.6.3.3. The suitability ofHTA for analysing future complex cognitive tasks and for 
training design 
The method was originally designed for use in training design. As skills are 
hierarchically organised, the structure of the analysis allows a fundamental presentation 
of expertise. Stammers (1996) recommends HTA as the main basis for training design. 
It provides an important method for the re-description of a task based on task 
decomposition. It is therefore a suitable basis for part-task training. The level of detail 
can be controlled flexibly by deciding when to stop the analysis. Bainbridge (l993b) 
recommends the use ofHTA in complex cognitive tasks environments, combined with 
schematic diagrams and cause-effect diagrams. Bainbridge and Quintanilla (1989) 
emphasise that it is important to develop models of skills that link goals with means of 
achieving important targets. The description of goals and sub-goals in the HT A fulfils 
this aim. 
HT A itself might give guidance towards performing thinking processes, but is not able 
to cover all aspect and details of cognitive skill entirely. Specialised methods for 
cognitive task analysis, such as GOMS (Goals, Operations, Methods and Selection 
rules) often build on the hierarchical analysis of tasks similar to HTA. Whilst HTA is 
deliberately non-specialised, it can be adapted and extended by combination with 
additional methods as needed. Understanding cognition processes is less useful 
without understanding the complete task context, that provides information concerning 
aspects such as the importance and frequency of actions, and places cognitive details 
within the context of task goals (Shepherd 1998). Although a loose structure of 
different levels may be more flexible than a well-defined hierarchical tree - as goals 
might be met by various means (Bainbridge and Quintanilla 1989) - 'plan' 
descriptions in the HT A can provide flexible guidance through the various task levels. 
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In large multiple activity tasks a systematic strategy is often needed, where more 
focused methods such as link analysis, time-line analysis or cognitive task analysis do 
not cope (Shepherd 1998). HTA provides a complex task framework, that can be used 
to record various types of information in its table form. This can include data such as 
key values for monitoring, technical plant details, examples of events and best practice. 
Hence HT A is especially suitable for the analysis of complex task structures with high 
information contents. HTA can provide a comprehensive and clearly presented 
framework for a wide range of design applications. It aids communication between 
different designers. Further detailed analyses can be based on it. 
Where tasks cannot be observed, most task analysis methods fail. HTA provides a 
suitable alternative, as it is not only based on observation but can be produced on a. 
logical basis through the examination of task goals. Whilst there are risks in developing 
unrealistic perceptions of the task, it may be the only way to gain an initial 
understanding of the expertise needed for future task execution. It allows the 
organisation of large amounts of technical and preliminary operational data in a 
framework open for revision, and extension to more detail when available. 
2.7. CONCLUSIONS 
Whilst cognitive psychology helps to understand basic principles of the features and the 
acquisition of expertise, research into the cognitive processes observed in complex 
environments such as process control tasks give insights into aspects of expertise 
needed in applied task settings. Complex tasks are characterised by a considerable 
diversity of demands due to the wide range of possible combinations produced by the 
number of interactive factors. 
The powerful methods of detailed, well structured instruction, including the provision 
of fixed task procedures, need to be balanced with the necessity to provide elaborate 
practice and a large variety of task challenges - in order to generate flexible skills for 
uncertain environments. The provision of practical experience by using methods such 
as guided discovery is vital to reach effective performance in dynamic environments. 
The design of a suitable set of training conditions to ensure efficient practice in 
combination with well focused feedback, to actively build skills, is more important that 
the prescription of rules. 
When designing training, the three components of pre-instruction, practice and feedback 
have to be considered when determining contents and structure of the training 
framework. Instructional design needs to present the elements of knowledge required 
in a well-organised and lucid way. Practice often relies on part-task training, 
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particularly for complex tasks. Highly interactive tasks require the training conditions 
to enable transfer of part·skills to whole tasks. 
Different types of media are available for training. Besides traditional methods such as 
lecturing, studying texts, observation, or on-the-job training - computer-based training 
is suitable to both support and integrate instructional design, practice conditions, help 
and feedback. Computerised instruction and training often supports part-task training, 
and aims to facilitate adaptive training - based on flexible reactions to the learner's 
progress, and the need for help and practice. Computer-based training also allows the 
provision of more learner control over the training progress. 
When deciding about the media to be used for training, cost-benefit considerations are 
necessary. Facilitating the training environment with computing technology may cause 
high costs through design, implementation, administering and running of the system. 
They have to be balanced against the advantages of training effectiveness, the number of 
potential users, or the costs because of people failing to perform. Costs can be reduced 
by embedding training into the use of computer systems, or by using simulation for' 
further design purposes other than training. 
HTA is a suitable method to support the training of complex tasks. HTA is useful for 
structuring a large amount of information as a result of task decomposition. It provides 
a framework to build on during the entire evaluation and design cycle. Process 
interactions and cognitive processes can be represented in their context. Various 
evaluation and design facets can be based on it. The hierarchical structure categorises 
and orders, and so provides means of reducing the data load that has to be dealt with in 
a complex decision making context. HT A is particularly suitable for providing training 
design, by indentifying training needs, providing training material, and for designing 
training. It produces a suitable structure for part-task training and provides both an 
overview, and the examination of detail within the task context for instructional 
purposes. 
The analysis of tasks that cannot be observed as they are not yet carried out faces 
difficulties. Training design for complex supervisory tasks in the manufacturing 
industries, that needs extensive examination to build up operational knowledge before 
the installation of the system, is a particularly challenging task. 
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CHAPTER 3: FUNCTIONS OF LETTER SORTING 
OFFICES: (I) A REVIEW OF THE HISTORY 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
To be able to understand the operating requirements of a new system, it is essential to 
be familiar with the functionality of the system, the specific goals it was designed for 
and the constraints in which it will be manipulated. This chapter gives an overview of 
the different generations of mail sorting technologies used within Royal Mail to illustrate 
how practices developed. It will give an account of the engineering and managerial 
context out of which the latest sorting technology - The Integrated Mail Processor 
(IMP) has evolved. The distinct characteristics of the new system as well as the 
similarities to previous mail sorting technologies will be the focus of this study. 
3.2. THE ORGANISATION OF ROYAL MAIL 
Royal Mail is part of the Post Office Group and a very large nation-wide organisation 
with a turnover of £5,019 Million and an operating profit of £463 Million in 1997 (Post 
Office 1997). The main function of Royal Mail is to transport and deliver mail items 
from senders to receivers within the UK. In 1994 a total of 67 million items was 
handled per day (Post Office 1995). Despite the growing significance of electronic mail 
and other ways of transferring data using information technology, the importance of 
direct mail is not decreasing. Themail volume has risen by almost 43% in the last 10 
years (Post Office 1995) and the trend is upwards rather than downwards as a study 
into the preferences of companies revealed (Royal Mail 1995). In 1997 the number of 
letters posted reached a new maximum of 17.3 million. Still Royal Mail faces intense 
competition - both from electronic communications and from growing liberalisation of 
oversees postal administrations (post Office 1997). 
Royal Mail operates according to a number of important policies. Besides the aim of 
good customer care and a positive working environment, the 'Quality of Service' is the 
most important one. So first class mail is to be delivered the following working day 
after posting and second class mail within three days. This is to be achieved at high 
percentages. In 1995 an average of 92% of this target was reached for first class mail. 
There is a tendency for steady improvement. Moreover, the first delivery has to take 
place by 0900 am. 
Royal Mail distinguishes two functionally different sorting processes - Outward 
Sorting and Inward Sorting (see Figure 3.1). After mail has been posted it needs to be 
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collected for a first sorting stage. the Outward Sorting. Mail is only sorted so far that it 
can be sent out and transported to a larger local area within which the receiver is located. 
Once arrived. the Inward Sorting takes care of more detailed sorting to prepare the mail 
for the delivery (the "walks" of the postman). Currently. an average of 65% of mail is 
sorted automatically at centres nation-wide (Post Office 1995). 
Figure 3.1 Mail Circulation System: from collection flJ delivery 
(after Royal Mail 1981). 
3.3. LETTER SORTING 
3.3.1. Letter sorting process 
This thesis concentrates on the Outward Sorting Process. The main aim is to sort 
entirely mixed batches of letters according to their destination. The mail passes through 
different sorting stages to prepare it for dispatch. This is an ongoing process. divided 
into three shifts. the early shift. late shift and night shift. During the late shift the most 
important goal is to ensure that all first class letters are processed by the end of the shift, 
otherwise they can not be distributed in time and will not be delivered the following 
day. 
Because of the huge amount of completely unsorted mail arriving in relation to the high 
number of destinations. the sorting process is traditionally divided into three main 
stages: 
• Segregation; 
• Pre-sorting into larger areas; 
• Sorting for dispatch. 
During the Segregation process mail is separated by shape (e.g. letters. large flat items. 
items over 6mm thickness) and kind (e.g. first class. second class. special shape. 
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special format). Furthermore letters are faced to bring the stamp into the top right hand 
corner and then cancel it for devaluation. In machine-supported offices machinable mail 
is isolated from non-machinablemail by the process of manual pre-culling and 
mechanised culling. 
This process generates several batches of certain mail types, that are handled separately 
because they may have different processing characteristics or priorities. 
Before mail can be sorted to be dispatched it has to be pre-sorted into larger areas, called 
'roads' (for manual sorting) or 'plans' (for machines), to be able to handle the large 
variety of destinations. These can the be processed separately during the final sorting. 
The last sorting stage prepares mail for dispatch. It is carried out by people with 
specialised sorting knowledge of particular 'roads' or especiaIJy set-up machines for 
certain 'plans'. Finally mail is bundled, labeIJed and put into bags. 
Outward Sorting Offices usually also house the local Inward Sorting Office. Some of 
the automated machinery can be used for both processes. 
3.3.2. The influence of increasing automation on the letter sorting 
process - 4 stages of technology 
Since the Post Office was established about 200 years ago the sorting process has 
changed tremendously. To achieve higher productivity the letter sorting process has 
changed with the growing use of machines. Four main stages of development can be 
distinguished: 
• Manual Sorting; 
• Mechanised Sorting; 
• Automated Sorting; 
• Integrated Mail Processing. 
OriginaIJy every letter was handled manually. Mainly in the 1970's and 1980's new 
Mechanised Letter Sorting Offices (MLOs) were established. Several machines were 
introduced for segregation (into machinable and non-machinable mail), for facing, for 
dividing mail into first and second class streams, and for canceIJation. Destination 
information has been made machine readable using coding desks, where 
phosphorescent dot codes could be printed on letters after coding operators identified 
the address and typed a code. 
The next stage was characterised by the introduction of automated equipment -leading 
to Automated Processing Centres (APCs) in more recent years. Besides new advanced 
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segregation and sorting machines such as CFC (Culler, Facer, Canceller; see list of 
acronyms for definitions) and MIT (machine for sorting and stacking), new technology 
such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Video Coding (VCS) was 
implemented. Hence addresses can be read automatically to a certain extent. If the 
OCR technology fails, the image of the letter is sent to video screens to be coded by 
hand. Video coding personnel read the address and type it into a keyboard. 
Every office has different equipment according to the amount of mail which is to be 
handled and according to the time at which new technologies have been introduced to it 
APCs usually comprise all the different kinds of technologies, because unmachinable 
mail has still to be dealt with by manual sorting. Also reliability problems of automated 
equipment made the presence of some older equipment necessary to provide more 
flexibility. 
Following the three previous generations of technology the newest stage of automation 
will be the Integrated Mail Processor (IMP), which was under its final development and 
implementation phase during the course of this thesis. Trials started in summer 1995 
with plans for installation in summer 1996. The construction of the first site for IMP 
was started in May 1997 at Carnino Park, Gatwick, to replace existing mail processing 
centres at Gatwick and Brighton. It was designed to sort 3.5 million letters a day. The 
building area covers 20,535 square meters on a site of 5.3 hectares. The costs were 
estimated at £20 million. It was planned to come into operation in summer 1999 (Royal 
Mail 1997). 
All sorting stages are included in one multi-functional machine, controlled by far fewer 
people than previously involved and providing several additional new functions and 
utilities. In the APCs currently operating the IMP technology will be introduced in the 
form of a smaller version called IMPEX to provide all the additional functions within 
the automated process. 
3.4. IMPLICATION OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY - IMP 
3.4.1. Improved letter sorting technology and its influence on 
supervision - an historical· review 
Traditionally letter sorting was a very labour intensive process. When letters are sorted 
entirely manually the sorting speed and quality of the results relies to a great extent on 
the skills and knowledge of the postal workers. For pre-sorting ("Outward Primary") 
postman have to know all the major destinations. People have to be monitored for 
speed and accuracy to keep the process flowing as fast as possible. Success also 
depends on continual transport of mail to the appropriate places for sorting. The final 
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sorting ("Outward Secondary" or "Road Sorting") is more complicated as it requires 
especially trained workers who know certain "Roads" (the main areas mail is pre-sorted 
to). Because the mail to be processed varies daily, some Roads receive large numbers 
of items, others less. Supervisors have to continually watch where the mail builds up 
and assign people accordingly to deal with it This requires considering who has been 
trained for which Roads, whether that person is available and what workload had 
previously been placed on this person. Moreover speed, accuracy, transport and 
preparation of bags for dispatch needed to be monitored. Therefore supervisors were in 
continual close contact with workers. 
In order to speed up the process machines were introduced gradually to support various 
activities. Culling, facing and cancelling were improved by machines with conveyor 
belts to separate items and face them, before a mechanised cancellation (FCTs). Smaller 
cancelling and indicia printing equipment (for stamp, meter mail or PPI; see list of 
acronyms) was introduced, too. Coding desks reduced the time in which letters have to 
be moved by hand - displaying a letter at a time to the operator, who has to recognise 
it and press a certain key to initiate a code print. Then the letter is pre-sorted using 
conveyor belt systems to specified boxes. In this way letters are made machine readable 
with a fluorescent dot code that can be read by a sorting machine. But still manual 
sorting has to take a large role as many items are unsuitable for machines because of 
their format or the machine's unreliability. Certain business mail, available in different 
formats (meter mail, PPI), has to be dealt with using specialised procedures. 
With the introduction of mechanised equipment the mail volumes handled increased, the 
number of workers decreased and the process became more complicated as more 
options had to be considered. Moreover batches of certain mail types to be moved from 
one sorting station to another became larger. More supervisory activities were required 
to coordinate the different types of equipment, monitor its operation whilst ensuring the 
performance of operators. 
The same trend continued with the introduction of automated equipment. Instead of or 
parallel to Facing, Culling and Cancelling Tables (FCTs) new CFCs (Culler Facer 
Canceller) are used that separate items by dimensions and type, using a Segregation 
Drum and other mechanical separators. CFCs also turn letters to face, check the stamp, 
cancel it and divide mail into first and second class and two different format types 
(POP, FS). According to its type, letter mail is then fed into a machine (MTT) to pre-
sort letters. MTTs can read addresses automatically to a certain extent. Complex 
computer systems are in use to compare the address found with the information in a 
large database (PAF - Postcode Address File) and double-check for errors. Otherwise 
images of letters are processed in a Video Coding System which allows the storing of 
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address images for as long as needed. Now fluorescent bar-codes are printed to prepare 
letters for final automatic sorting at very high speed on Letter Sorting Machines (LSM). 
In case the VCS has to deal with recognising the address for a letter, the MTI prints a 
tag code. These letters have to be re-fed during the process of rag retrieval to print a 
routing code when address information is available. 
Manual sorting is still required to deal with unmachinablemail and machine rejects, but 
to a smaller extent. Mechanised equipment could not be abandoned as it provides 
alternative equipment in case of machine failures and fulfils functions that the automated 
equipment cannot handle (e.g. segregation of meter mail, processing of additional mail 
volumes). 
Accordingly, the supervisory tasks in the automated areas entail mainly scheduling 
activities, making sure that the right mail types go at the right times to suitably set-up 
machines. Because considerably fewer operators are employed, it becomes far less 
important to continually monitor people's high performance. Machine operators work 
independently to a great extent. The most monitored operators are now the few Video 
coding operators who occasionally change to coding desk operation. Re-assignments 
mainly concern special transport needs and machine loading and de-loading tasks, but 
are less frequent. Much attention needs to be paid to the performance of the automated 
equipment to identify problems early and deal with failures quickly. As the mail type 
and condition has great influence on the machine performance, feeds need to be 
organised carefully. Continual transport of mail to the next sorting stage needs to be 
ensured. The specific features of the interaction of automatic reading and video coding 
- in time for tag retrieval - need special consideration. Manual sorting needs to 
anticipate sudden machine reject volumes. As each process stage is supervised by a 
specialised supervisor, much communication is needed between processing areas to 
ensure a continual mail flow. 
Since all mail was sorted manually, mail volumes have increased immensely and the 
process has become much more complicated. The supervisory task has changed from a 
mainly human-resource-managing task to one with increased concern about scheduling 
mail flow to suitable equipment and dealing with machine problems. 
Although the means of sorting have changed, the major purposes and processes of letter 
sorting have hardly done so. Still mail needs to be segregated, faced, cancelled and pre-
sorted before it is finally sorted and prepared for dispatch. So supervisory objectives 
such as ensuring a continual mail flow, processing all first class mail in time, optimising 
the means available and ensuring they deliver a high performance, stayed the same 
through all stages of mechanisation and automation because the technological functions 
remained the same. 
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3.4.2. Increasing automation - changes and remains 
3.4.2.1. Description of IMP 
In order to increase the speed of mail processing, the technology needs continual 
improvement This mainly involves the reduction of mail that is handled manually or by 
mechanised equipment Efforts were made to increase the automatic address read rates, 
introduce machines to sort large flat items and to reduce machine rejects with the . 
reduction of machine errors. A new type of code print (4-state-bar-code) was 
developed to increase the reliability of code readings and the use of coded addresses by 
major companies was initiated. 
Meter mail is important business mail in a special indicia format and a major part of the 
total mail to be handled, as it has a high priority. Yet no automated equipment has been 
available for the culling, facing and cancelling process of meter mail in recent years. 
With the effort to invent a machine which can handle collection mail as well as business 
mail, the question appeared to why mail should leave the segregation machine before 
being fed into a machine for coding and pre-sorting and then into another one for final 
sorting. 
With the availability of advanced computing technologies to store a large amount of 
information whilst letters are physically processed, the Integrated Mail Processing 
System (IMPs) became possible. It is designed to handle all mail by machine to 
eliminate unmachinablemail and eventually the manual sorting process. 
The IMP system consists of two main parts - the Culling and the Sorting Section -
but ensures a continual mail flow from one part to the other. Therefore most mail is 
handled entirely by a single machine, without having to leave it until finally coded and 
sorted. 
Mter the mechanical segregation of mail items, to extract letters unsuitable for machine 
handling, mail passes a zone in which various information is collected from each letter. 
This includes the indicia type (stamps, meter mail, etc.), class recognition, mail size 
(POP or C5), orientation (location of stamp and address), any previous code marks 
(presence, type and destination), the address image and other data (foreign mail, 
recorded delivery, etc.). Up to 1000 different attributes can be stored for one letter. 
Whilst the letter is then going through a delay line, the address will be read 
automatically. If this fails, the image is passed on to the Video Coding System. 
When the details for each letter are available the letter is handled according to its needs. 
Second class may be extracted if first class has priority. It may have to be turned 
around to face the correct direction. The stamp will be cancelled. If the destination is 
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known a bar-code is printed and the letter will be sorted. Otherwise it receives a tag 
code and will be processed again as tagged mail when the image has been coded. 
Various modes and special settings can be adjusted flexibly to the individual needs of 
mail types in the machine and certain processing priorities. A total of ten priority 
selections was planned to be available (e.g. flrst class only, first class meter mail only, 
no meter mail, no locations further away, etc.). 
Address reading technology advances will allow the letter to be coded to "delivery 
points", which uniquely identifies an address. Previously the main objective was to 
code mail as detailed as necessary to allow its dispatch to major destinations - by 
identifying the complete postcode, which entails destination details up to the "Inward 
walk plans". This allowed Inward Sorting Offices to sort mail automatically into 
individual walks for delivery, but then mail had to be prepared manually for the walk of 
the postman. During the coding process compromises could be made to code only to 
the level of "posttown" areas (main dispatch areas) - according to the availability of the 
concrete information, the recognition ofletters as local mail and the time pressure for the 
achievement of the main production targets. In future Delivery OffIces wiIJ increasingly 
rely on completely identified code prints and detailed coding will become more 
important. 
The machine was planned to allow eight major operating modes (including inward 
sorting functions) with 156 different selections for culling, sorting and video coding. 
These are combinations of certain functions which can be switched off if not needed, to 
increase the machine speed. For example, re-fed tagged mail does not need to have the 
stamp recognised again nor cancelled, it only needs to have the tag code read to match it 
with the correct answer from the VCS, print the routing code and sort it to the 
appropriate box. 
These new features will create decisions regarding the level of coding detail in relation 
to production pressures and how strict priorities need to be set. Possibly a number of 
controversies about the rank of priorities according to speciflc situations may occur and 
complicate control decisions. 
Additional to the improvements for processing efficiency a number of novel services 
were provided with IMP in the form of "New products". So speciflc clues on special 
stamps allow the handling of the letter in particular ways, i.e. prioritising it or giving it 
individual prints. This has implications for private use (e.g. prints of seasons 
greetings) or business applications for a wide range of noticing and advertising 
purposes. Accordingly, besides the original letter processing objectives, additional 
functions have to be maintained at a good standard by the system controllers. 
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The IMP system has characteristics that are very different from previous technologies. 
The structural differences between the system characteristics of Automated Processing 
Centres and IMP are shown in Figure 3.2. Previous technologies were characterised by 
a number of separate sorting stages. In future most arriving mail will be fed into one 
large machine - and come out at the other end completely coded and sorted. Hence the 
IMP system will be different because all functions and sorting stages will be included in 
one multi-functional machine. 
sorting stages 1)/ pre,.wus lech1ll)u.'gies 
Figure 3.2 IMP in comparison to previous technologies with separate sorting stages. 
Moreover all kinds of mail will be sorted by the same machine. This will eliminate 
intermediate transport and storage as well as the process of pre-sorting to a great extent. 
There will hardly be time differences between processing parts. Previously there was 
about half an hour delay. Culling still needs to precede sorting but can operate until just 
before dispatch. The IMP system will be able to process a large quantity of letters at 
high speed with very little delay between input and output. So there will be a continual 
flow of letters through the system. Special set-ups to process special mail types only 
may interrupt the process briefly (e.g. first class meter mail, tagged mail, re-feeds), but 
for most of the time the machine will run for all types of mail. 
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Information about mail specifications will be stored in a computer system. 
Computerised sorting takes place before the mail is physically coded and sorted. The 
greater involvement of computing technology will lead to better access to information. 
Hence information has the potential to be organised more centrally than previously. 
Moreover the whole system is less directly (physically) accessible as much information 
is saved in the computer and the mail usually does not leave the machine until finally 
processed. This calls for a more remote control. 
Technical failures or even minor stoppages will obviously be extremely wasteful. Less 
alternative equipment results in fewer choices for actions and a higher dependence on 
technical reliability. lbis will make a closer interaction with engineers necessary. 
In the APCs different conditions can appear in different locations at different times. 
because delays are caused by intermediate buffer storage. So people were more likely 
to be needed for specific functions in various locations to meet temporary demands. 
With the very little delay between input and output for IMP and no more breakdown of 
sorting stages. everybody is needed in place at most times. So fewer re-allocations of 
staff will be required. 
There will be fewer operators but more technical functions to attend to. A wider range 
of processing functions will result in a higher number of parameters and more variety 
for sorting modes and priority settings. Operators on the other hand may tend to be 
more flexibly trained and work more independently within their duties. 
The new features of the system result in very different control requirements. Because 
letters pass the machine in only a few minutes. supervisors need to react much more 
swiftly to problems that might emerge. Because of the very little delay between 
processing steps and the faster throughput. decisions to change processing parameters 
have to be made much faster and incorporate information from all intermediate 
processing steps - there is no point in keeping the feed of collection mail high because 
the culling section works well when the stamp reading system has failed in the domain 
of another supervisor. Similarly feed set-ups and mode selection have to be determined 
in conjunction whilst monitoring the machine outputs. 
Consequently. a control system in which supervisors manage succeeding system parts 
individually appears impossible. because the system interactions are profoundly more 
complex. It would simply take too long to pass on information between several 
supervisors and decide in a team. 
Traditional supervisory activities will be decreased. Far less scheduling activities will 
occur due to the elimination of the batch production. Fewer operator assignments will 
be necessary. The number of supervisors will possibly be reduced. A more centralised 
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control will have to emerge, with less opportunity for co-operation between different 
supervisors. 
This leads also to a modification of skills required for system control. A higher 
percentage of diagnosing and decision making processes demands a wide range of 
system knowledge to find suitable solutions and asks for decision making abilities 
under pressure and at higher speed. In order to consider all factors needed for 
understanding the complete situation supervisors would need to have knowledge about 
all system interactions instead of parts only. Moreover supervisors need a more 
technical understanding as the success of processing depends on the reliability of the 
machinery to a greater extent. 
Because the new system requires different control strategies new role definitions and 
new job design decisions have to be made. Operating knowledge to support control 
decisions according to the system's properties needs to be built up to support adequate 
training. 
The new technology will eliminate the process of pre-sorting to a great extent. The 
possibility of on-line Video Coding or improved read rates will reduce the amount of 
tagged mail that needs to be processed later. Some processing steps have slightly 
changed their order - so facing and cancelling is postponed until all information has 
been taken, including the capture of the address image. Eliminating much of the 
intermediate transport and using fewer machines that serve many different functions will 
reduce scheduling activities enormously. 
On the other hand many of the system functions still remain. Much of the technology 
used is known from previous automation stages, such as the segregation drum, the 
transportation method, facing and cancelling, automatic address reading, the Video 
Coding System, etc. The major difference of the system to previous technologies is the 
collection of the complete set of information available, the suitability of the machine for 
all kinds ofletter mail and, most importantly, the direct linkage of processing sections 
with transportation units. This demands new concepts for the control of the system as a 
whole. 
Still, much of supervisory knowledge from preceding automated systems can be used 
for designing the new control strategies for IMP. The general skills of monitoring a 
system, recognising problems, investigating causes and comparing options to select a 
favourable solution still apply, even if the subject area is much more complex and 
interrelated. Continual supply of mail to the machine needs to be ensured still. The 
supervision of video coding will not differ much. Processing priorities may be more 
complicated as various aims exist in parallel, but still the processing of all the first class 
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mail is the major objective. The aim of ensuring maximum usage of the equipment 
together with ensuring high processing quality (e.g. clear cancellation and code prints, 
no sorting mistakes, no damage) remains much the same. 
3.4.2.2. Conclusions 
Although the system was simplified, as complicated scheduling activities, transport 
delays and problems because of operator shortag~s could be eliminated to a great extent, 
a number of new challenges arise for its control. It decreases the availability of 
alternative equipment, increases the need for reliable machine functioning, requires a 
better knowledge of more complex technical processes, allows more detailed set-ups 
and includes a range of "New Products" to be dealt with. 
Changes need to be anticipated, planned and implemented properly. Different 
requirements for changed tasks and organisational implications need to be recognised 
early and considered sufficiently, especially for job design and training. Three main 
conclusions can be drawn. 
Firstly, the system brings major changes for future supervisory control and its 
organisation. A more central control is needed to accommodate the higher system 
interrelations. New operating knowledge needs to be discovered to understand the 
control requirements of the system and train supervisors to master the new skills 
needed. 
Secondly, the knowledge gained for the supervision of APCs can be used to compose 
the picture of the future IMP system. Main sorting office functions and technological 
details remain, although improved, modified and extended. Supervisory monitoring 
and decision making activities may have to take different forms and incorporate different 
knowledge and scope, but will remain alike. However supervisors will need to have 
the ability to make decision quickly, under higher time and responsibility pressure and 
considering a larger number of options. 
Thirdly, the new system will originate a continuously flowing production, with 
similarities to process control contexts known from the process industries and other 
automated environments. This has organisational implications and suggests the use of 
design experience obtained in this area 
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3.4.3. IMP in a process control context 
The features that characterise the IMP system in comparison with previous automated 
mail processing reveal similarities to systems in the process industries. Analogies can 
facilitate the selection of design measures. Although there is a trend that automated 
manufacturing systems carry increasingly features of the process industries and so 
require new concepts for their control, a number of differences may remain. Moreover, 
automation in itself does not necessarily transform a process totally - much depends 
on the amount and kind of automation applied to the system. 
The following study will show what effects automation had on the transformation of 
letter sorting during the implementation of APes and the scope in which it will change 
with the introduction of IMP. It will highlight the similarities and differences in 
comparison with typical automated process control. Table 3.1 outlines major 
characteristics of automated letter sorting centres, the IMP system and process control 
for comparison. 
Process control can be described as maintaining a steady state of system parameters 
within a certain tolerance defined by the end product requirements. It can also be seen 
as supervising a continuous material flow or a largely self-running modification 
process. The number of possible variances and disturbances make the system very 
complex. 
Process control systems have usually the objective of allowing very little variance to a 
system in a desired processing mode operating mainly automatically. This reduces 
operator's interventions and requires a large amount of monitoring. This effect may 
also be achieved in automated processes, in which manual activities are replaced by 
machine manipulation. Control interventions are only applied if processing 
specifications or product properties are not met. This may be caused by a wide range of 
possible contingencies. of which some may be rare or novel. In this case complex 
diagnosis and decision making activities are required to select appropriate actions for 
limiting possible damage or improving the results. 
The IMP system shows a number of similar characteristics to previous technologies. A 
continual flow of letters needs to be sorted according to specified requirements. Most 
sorting activities originally carried out by people are replaced by automated equipment. 
Human tasks only remain for functions that technology did not cope with, such as mail 
preparation, loading, de-loading, transport for re-feeds, and coding of unrecognised 
addresses. The direct manipulation of mail is largely replaced by activities to monitor 
the machine, initiate repairs in case of problems, and change processing settings to react 
to different processing conditions. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of different stages of automated letter sorting with the automated processes industries. (page 1 of 3) 
Automated Letter Sorting IMP Automated Process Industries 
Processing • The goal is to attain maximum output of sorted mail at a minimum quality. The • The goal is to attain a maximum output priority is to process all first class mail with sufficient quality at a certain end-time and quality (but primary emphasis may 
priorities and time (dispatch-time), which is defined by the embedding into a time structure set by differ). 
structure the processes of mail collection and distribution. • The system is run relatively time-
independent for long periods, as in 
continuous process plants, or the process 
itself dictates time parameters (e.g. 
chemical reaction times). 
Process • The process is vety much a batch • A continuous flow of letters enters an • There is a distinction between continuous driven process integrated system, that can perform most flow processes and batch processes 
characteristics (batches in terms of limited processing steps without intermediate (batch in terms of modifying a large 
numbers of certain materials with storage and handles all types of mail. amount of material from a certain 
varying characteristics that need Alternatives may be in place. beginning to a required end state within 
continuous scheduling). one major location over a longer period). 
A number of different letter • Alternative equipment is unlikely to be in 
'streams' flow through different place unless for emergencies and security 
sorting stages with different options for the control system. 
devices, partly parallel whilst 
using different alternatives. 
Time differences • Equipment placed at the • There will be very little delay between the • Apart from some functions that may be beginning of the process will be running periods of the initial and the final de-activated the process is run as a unit. 
between deactivated first about half an section. Delay between unit parts usually occurs 
processing parts hour in advance of the dispatch only during start-up and shut-down time .. periods. . 
Table3.} Comparison of different stages of automated letter sorting with the automated processes industries. (page 2 of 3) 
Automated Letter Sorting IMP Automated Process Industries 
Infonnation flow. o Information gathering is mainly o Direct communication with other team o Systems with automated equipment are based on direct communication to members may be included. A large often controlled remotely; operators have 
communication the people involved and direct proportion of information can be gained hardly any direct contact with the system. 
and decision monitoring of the equipment. directly from the data that the machine o In less automated systems the major 
making 
o Being present in the process itself provides and will have to be read from an control decisions are made by people in a 
is essential to estimate and judge. interface. Control should be centralised to central role. 
organisation 0 Control devices have to be used avoid time loss. 0 In systems operated by several people 
in several different locations. o A number of issues may only become excellent communication is vital to pass 
apparent when in direct contact with the on monitoring or diagnosing results and 
system. implement changes quickly. 
Subject matter of o A technical system is to be o A technical system is to be managed as well o Mainly a technical system is to be 
managed as well as people. as people. The amount of technical managed. 
control o Man management activities functions to be controlled is high and the o Extended technical knowledge is 
include considerations of human number of operators low. The proportion necessary to run the system. 
requirements - including times of both types of control aspects will be 
for breaks or job (demand) similar. 
changes; team work for solving 
problems; monitoring. evaluating 
and instructing people etc. 
Starting up and o Starting up machines involves o Start-ups need to be monitored carefully to o Mter a start-up period the process runs little action apart from ensuring ensure mail progresses steadily without with little interruptions whilst 
shutting down operators are in place and hold-ups to reach a continuous use of the maintaining a stable processing state until 
procedures selecting certain modes to serve machine. the conditions for a shuttingdown period 
specific mail types. o During the initial start-up machine problems .occur. 
o Shut-downs require no special need to be monitored especially carefully as o Starting up and shutting down the system 
procedures. the throughput will not have reached are the most critical and most complicated 
maximum yet and repairs cause less loss. procedures. 
o Shut-downs might require special 
procedures to clear out all the mail. 
Table 3.1 Comparison of different stages of automated letter sorting with the automated processes industries. (page 3 of 3) 
Automated Letter Sorting IMP Automated Process Industries 
Starting up and • System parts are initiated or • Shut-downs or start-ups concern the • In continuous processes start-ups or 
stopped frequently to set up complete machine or one of the two shut-downs will not happen for very 
shutting down different mail types or to deal connected sections. Stops do not cause long periods (days to months). The need 
frequency with minor failures. Mostly extreme wastage but considerable loss. for shutting down will mostly arise only 
stoppages need to be kept to the Start-up are more complicated as much for cleaning, maintenance or dealing with 
minimum and all equipment larger machine sections need to be initiated. emergencies. 
should be used. Alternative • The mail arrival times and volumes and • Running times of batch processes depend 
devices may be used if needed mail in storage still determine machine start on the technological needs to reach the 
and available. and shut down, but continual processing of desired product specifications. 
buffers will be in. favour to shutdowns. 
• As one machine can handle all mail types 
and all processing steps the machine can 
continue mnning without stoppages. 
Criticality of start • Start up and shut down periods • Start up and shut down periods are • Start up and shut down periods are, 
are uncritical in terms of possible uncritical in terms of possible damage. mostly, especially critical. 
up and shut down damage. 
period 
Effects of • Emergency shutdowns cause loss • Emergency shutdowns do not spoil • Emergency shutdowns have to be 
of time, but no spoiling of material, although the hold-up causes large prevented at all times because of 
emergency material. Process parts can be production loss. Re-starting is done with intensive material loss or waste. 
shutdowns restarted relatively easily. little effort. 
• Towards the shift end stoppages • The highest loss is caused during the . 
are most critical as more mail is middle and end parts of the shift as the 
processed in its final stage. throughput is highest. 
General safety • Safety issues need consideration, • Safety issues need consideration, but on a • In emergency cases shutdown will but on a relatively limited scale. relatively limited scale. usually be preferred for safety reasons 
and criticality because of high dangers. 
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The process is running without continual instruction as long as mail arrives and no 
disturbances occur to hinder the achievement of the production goals. Hence, machine 
operators work self-responsibly to a large extent, once assigned to a certain job. As 
problems cannot be avoided and the machinery needs to be used at its best to deal with 
the different mail specifications, the system activities need to be supervised and 
optimised continually. So increased importance is given to the control of the machinery 
and its most suitable set-up. 
With the replacement of manual functions by the machinery fewer operators are 
involved in the process of production as well as the control. Therefore supervisors 
need to control predominantly a technical system rather than a large group of workers. 
The automation of control functions allows a centralisation of the control at a more 
remote location - as seen already in the process industries. 
Both automated letter sorting and IMP show differences to the process industries 
concerning the character and timing of the process. IMP shows a strong trend towards 
a continuous production without interruptions. Letter sorting is less safety critical and 
the costs of system hold-ups are bearable as hardly any material is being spoiled. 
Interruptions to the IMP system though cause high economic losses as highly 
productive processing time is lost. Therefore the technical state of the machinery is of 
even more importance than in older automated systems. The criticality of start-up and 
shut-down periods seen in process control does not appear in letter sorting 
technologies, although the efforts of bringing the system into a fully functioning state 
increase. 
It becomes clear that organisational changes concerning decision making responsibilities 
and data use are inevitable as the system characteristics ofIMP are different to previous 
developments. 
Automation in APes led to a number of features on the way to process control 
characteristics. The reduction of labour and therefore the reduced attention needed for 
the supervision of operators is one indication of change. The increased use of 
computing equipment is another. The decisions to be made become increasingly 
complex and need to incorporate much more knowledge about technical equipment 
besides traditional interactions with staff. (This does not mean that the consideration of 
operator's needs becomes unimportant.) 
Nevertheless, there are differences between IMP and process control concerning the 
process and positioning of starting up and shutting down the process as well as 
emergencies. A trend towards characteristics known from the process industries can be 
recognised. 
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3.4.3.1. Consequences on design requirements 
Because the new system is capable of very high processing speed and a larger number 
of functions and operating modes, its control has gained more complexity and greater 
pressure for fast solutions in case of problems. The inclusion of all processing steps in 
one machine with minimal intermediate delay increases the complexity considerably due 
to the high number of interrelations between processing parameters. The system has to 
be supervised as a whole. So control cannot be divided into a number of separate 
responsibilities according to its succeeding processing steps anymore. New 
supervisory jobs will have to take much more centralised authority to change system 
settings quickly according to changing conditions - as known from process control. 
The aspect of work load in complex control situations needs to be considered more 
strongly. The exact nature of the control process needs to be identified in order to 
defme the skill requirements of operators. 
The task structure needs to be viewed as a whole. In order to understand its dynamic 
and interactions close analysis is needed. This will aIIow a suitable breakdown of 
separable sub-tasks to aid understanding for design purposes. 
Higher production losses in cases of stoppages and less equipment alternatives require 
much more attention to the technical weII-being of the system and fast reactions to 
changed processing situations such as failures or different mail characteristics. A wide 
range of possible situations that can occur randomly require a detailed problem-solving 
knowledge for system supervisors. Supervisors need to be trained more intensely 
concerning system functions and decision making. Personnel selections have to be 
made based on decision making abilities on a rather high cognitive level and on good 
technical understanding rather than the ability to instruct a large number of people. 
Dealing with practical scheduling problems will be replaced by suitable adjustments to 
the processing conditions and defining processing priorities according to conditional 
changes. 
Whilst the automation of the control processes does not reach the level found in 
automated process industries the need of skills to coIIect information by presence close 
to the process or communication with operators in that location has to be considered 
still. 
Process control concepts can be used to inform interface design needs, as much larger 
amounts of data and processing variables need to be accessed frequently. Trend 
indications to recognise changes in the mail inflow or faults in the machinery will be 
suitable as the process will run fast and needs continual attention for adjustments. The 
entire set of data needs to be accessible as parts will be meaningless. As the amount of 
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data increases and control personnel may be overloaded, key parameters need to be 
identified. 
Instead of thinking in terms of processing time needs for different types of intermediate 
batches the actual throughput and output of sorted mail per (small) time unit is a more 
valuable parameter to be used. This would allow the achievement of certain set points 
to be monitored to estimate the current performance quickly. 
3.4.3.2. Conclusions 
Automation gives production processes features of process control environments. 
APCs show some features of process control indicating future trends. Still APCs have 
predominantly batch production characteristics. The IMP system shows fundamental 
similarities to process control contexts in terms of the high complexity of the system that 
needs to be supervised. It has much in common with the characteristics of continuous 
flow production found in the process industries - though some differences are present. 
Generally speaking, design knowledge gained in the process industries may be 
incorporated into human factors design considerations for IMP. 
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3.4.4. The implication of changes within Royal Mail 
Besides the plans for introducing IMP that will not only increase the efficiency of 
processing but also include new functions to provide more services to customers - a 
number of organisational changes are planned within the production system. With the 
need to re-define operating functions due to rationalisation various concepts of 
organisational improvement are being addressed in several different working groups to 
be implemented nation-wide. Projects have been undertaken to increase employee 
involvement by designing jobs with meaningful contents to improve efficiency. The 
issues addressed within the scheme of the 'Employee Agenda' also include front line 
staff. An agenda for leadership works on the assessment and training of new roles for 
supervisors as 'work area team leaders'. Supervisors are increasingly being perceived 
as managers. Similarly, reorganisation plans exist to change managerial structures. 
Royal Mail seems to be very aware of the numerous implications of the new 
technology. General organisational concepts within the general trends for applying a 
modem organisational philosophy are being worked on. A danger can be recognised 
though as there is scope for failing to communicate between the several different 
departments involved in the various projects. Different groups worked on the same 
issues separately with slight modifications for different aspects and locations. Although 
this is a feature likely to appear in large organisations, more efforts may be needed 
concerning the project organisation of IMP. There seemed to be no general co-
ordinated project that was to deal with all the issues concerning the new IMP system. 
The technological aspects were worked on separately from others. Issues concerning 
job design, training and interface design for IMP specifically had hardly been addressed 
at all at a time when prototypes were ready to enter test runs and the start of the first 
installation was only about a year away. So it was not clear what the functions of 
potential operators or supervisors would be, how many there should be and how the 
work should be organised between them. Similarly, training material was to be 
produced much later. 
Reviewing previous experiences of installing new technologies it can be observed that 
knowledge about the operation of the system tends to be not available in time, causing 
immense problems in the introductory phase. So the first month of the new APe in 
Nottingham caused considerable production losses. The machines proved to be much 
more unreliable than expected and supervisory and managerial staff were unable to deal 
with the entire range of problems that occurred. Although initial problems can be 
expected with any new system, better examination of the operational implications of the 
various types of faults and machine reactions to mail specifications and better training 
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beforehand could have prevented many uncertainties. Managers needed to learn about 
the system and its operational problems in training courses nearly half a year after its 
opening. Later installations (such as Leicester) could be prepared better as they can 
benefit from experiences in other processing centres. 
Although there seemed to be a general awareness about the difference in the set of 
requirements that the operation of IMP will bring with it, the amount of impact for its 
control did not appear to have been sufficiently recognised. The perception of an entire 
system to be controlled, rather than a series of consecutive system parts, makes it 
necessary to address changes in organisational design. Whilst it was previously 
possible to transfer most of the old organisation to new technological stages, such an 
intense change in the design is needed for the installation of IMP that the subject needs 
to be addressed very carefully. The requirements for operating IMP therefore need to 
be researched in the early stages of the design and implementation. Without early, 
thorough research production losses may not be avoided. Control personnel might fail 
to ensure the production requirements - expensive equipment might be used 
insufficiently or even damaged when overloaded supervisors make unsuitable choices 
or do not recognise faults in time. If causes for failures are not diagnosed and 
eliminated quickly, the mail flow can be brought to damaging halts. Role conflicts and 
unsuitably designed information displays can cause errors and hinder effective 
performance. 
3.5. CONCLUSIONS 
When placing the IMP system in the context of its origins it becomes clear that there. are 
a number of similarities to previous technologies, but also significant differences. The 
novelty of IMP lays in the strong interaction of previously separate processing parts that 
need to be controlled as a unit, placing a different set of demands on future supervisors. 
Similarities to automated process control can be observed. The necessity to study the 
skills and procedures needed in controlling this system becomes evident. 
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CHAPTER 4: FUNCTIONS OF LETTER SORTING 
OFFICES: (11) SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
IMP places new demands on how operations are organised with its much higher degree 
of interaction between processing parts. higher system speed and some modifications in 
its functionality. However. IMP serves the same basic set of functions as previous 
generations of mail sorting equipment - that is to segregate letters by size and type, 
face and cancel items, recognise destinations, print code marks and sort mail. The 
technology used within IMP is very similar to the automated equipment already in use. 
Therefore a large proportion of the supervisory task for IMP will include activities that 
can be observed in existing automated mail processing centres. This chapter describes 
the operating functions of the automated letter processing system that is currently in use. 
The new IMP system can only be investigated in theory because there is no prototype 
available to be operated under realistic conditions. The information for its operational 
needs must therefore be collected from other sources. Firstly, the new properties of the 
IMP system as an automated continuous process allow analogies to work organisation 
in other automated systems to be used - such as process control- in defining the new 
supervisory task structure. Secondly, similarities to older generations of mail 
processing allow supervisory knowledge already established in a working system to be 
used. Accordingly the supervisory tasks in an automated processing centre (APC) were 
investigated to produce a first version of a task analysis. 
4.2. AIM 
The APe in BeestonINottingham is a new sorting office. built at a completely new site. 
It has been operating since August 1994. As the machinery was new, a learning 
process was needed after its installation to establish effective ways for operating it. The 
study was carried out in February/March 1995. 
The main aim of this study was to understand the letter sorting process and the 
supervisory task by representing and modelling it using Hierarchical Task Analysis 
(HTA), as described in Chapter 2.6. Having the technical features of the new IMP 
system in mind, knowledge of the supervisory system of the (older) automated system 
was to be used to create a picture of how the new system might be operated. 
Research into the tasks of operators who are being supervised. and into technological 
and organisational advances for mail sorting throughout the world, helped to understand 
the character of supervisory tasks. 
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The APC provided a picture of the most modern technology for letter sorting currently 
used in the UK. Besides the new machinery. many of the older technological stages are 
still in operation. There is still manual sorting present for unmachinable mail. Some of 
the older machinery. such as cancelling machines or coding desks. was still available to 
provide backup equipment. Hence this project enabled the study of all the equipment of 
the different sorting stages. 
Every office uses slightly different equipment and operates under different local 
circumstances. So every supervisory task will have different conditions and 
constraints. Some of the details found in this study might vary from those valid in other 
locations. Nonetheless it can be expected that each supervisory task is determined by 
the same set of main functions. The outcome of this case study in Nottingham is 
intended to establish an overall valid picture of the supervisory system currently in 
place. without stressing any particular detail. The study aimed to build an overview of 
the task to understand the supervisory activities rather than give a complete account of 
duties. contingencies. the duration of specific activities. or their proportions. Part of the 
study aims was to understand the variety of issues that are involved in the task. 
4.3. METHODOLOGY 
4.3.1. Research into letter sorting office supervisory tasks 
4.3.1.1. Purpose 
This section intended to understand the requirements and current insights into the 
features of supervisory' tasks in automated letter sorting processes. In reviewing 
supervisory tasks it may be beneficial to look for both a focus on supervision itself and 
an understanding of the constituent tasks. An investigation into the character of most 
advanced systems currently in use and under development revealed implications for 
supervisory tasks under both technological and organisational aspects. 
4.3.1.2. Psychological and Ergonomics factors for constituent tasks 
Manual Sortinf,l 
With the introduction of more advanced technology the importance of manual sorting 
areas will diminish more and more. At the moment manual sorting is still required 
though to deal with unmachinable mail. and will remain for the next few years. Manual 
letter sorting has been recognised as a physically demanding task. Manual sorting 
caused ergonomic concern regarding strains in shoulder and neck muscles. when 
working on pigeon-hole sorting frames. Electromyographic analyses were carried out 
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and high strains were confirmed for the top rows and vertical positions, requiring re-
designs of the frames (Joergensen et al. 1989; Degroot 1987). 
Pbysical and llsychQIQ~ical stress in mechanised SQrtin~ offices 
Reviewing the introduction of new technologies in postal and telecommunications 
sectors, Chamberlain and Jones (1983) carried out a one-year study on physical and 
psychological stress at work. At this time new technologies referred to the stage of 
mechanisation in sorting offices. Segregation machines and coding desks replaced the 
mainly manual work seen until then. The outcome for the sorting offices was that jobs 
changed intensively due to new performance criteria. Modified requirements of skill 
such as fast typing and intense task focus have been found to stimulate to an extent, but 
reduce social interactions. Also the lack of varieties within the task appeared to have a 
negative aspect. They influenced. the overall job satisfaction of sorting workers as well 
as the way they experienced control by supervisors. 
It was pointed out that the process of change is often very slow and takes place in an 
atmosphere of tension. Sufficient training of workers as well as management was 
recognised as an important factor for its success. The supervisor was conceived as a 
key person relating to the workers and presenting management policies. His/her 
knowledge and insight into human performance seemed to be of particular importance 
for their achievements. It was recommended to pay more attention to the balance of 
speed and accuracy for the code-sort training due to the conflict recognised between 
both. Scheduling skills, coaching skills and human resource management skills are 
advised be investigated closer for supervisory training. 
Another study by Amick and Celentano (1991) investigating psychological risk factors 
for physical and mental health used the mechanised coding task as the subject of their 
study. It was concluded that a machine-paced technology system of work is associated 
with greater job demands, less control in the job, and less co-worker support. The 
supervisory support being the only job characteristic not determined by the 
technological system had the second strongest effect on psychosomatic symptoms. 
Corresponding to the results from Jones and Chamberlain it was suggested that the 
most effective way to influence a person's job satisfaction and level of psychosomatic 
symptomology is to improve the supervisor's support. 
Video Coding design in APCs 
The coding task in Automated Processing Centres is self-paced because the display of 
letter images on the screen is independent from the physical passing of the letter and can 
be delayed as needed. Also the mental pressure which was caused by the competing 
influences of speed and accuracy using the coding desks was reduced by the facility of 
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Secondary Coding to deal with unrecognised images after the Primary Coding failed. 
Still, high coding speed is required and the coder's performance comes under even 
tighter supervisory control as logging-in-times as well as every coding decision is 
recorded. Thus individual performance can be closely monitored and evaluated by a 
wide range of parameters. Specialised Auditing facilities were designed with the 
purpose of supporting the learning process of coders as it can detect specific 
weaknesses, etc. Coding performance auditing is a supervisory duty. 
Moreover supervisors have to take into account that coders can only spend limited 
amounts of hours working on a VDU carrying out a highly demanding task and have to 
be allowed regular breaks. 
Studies on workstation design for Video Coding in Automated Offices have been 
carried out within Royal Mail. This resulted in the recommendation of a suitable 
selection of chairs and desks. Efforts have also been put into the avoidance of reflection 
and glare in workstation design, lighting design and special screen adjustment facilities 
in the user set-up menu. Ergonomics advice booklets are provided for workers to 
inform them about relevant work comfort issues (Royal Mail 1994). 
4.3.1.3. Office supervision 
Automation and production p1anninc 
Mail processing equipment is in the process of becoming increasingly automated 
throughout the world. More or less advanced equipment is described as being in use in 
varying proportions in many countries. The complexity of the systems used depends 
largely on the complication caused by the size of the country influencing the number of 
sorting locations and the productions standards that the organisation requires (e.g. target 
to deliver fIrst class mail the following day by 9:00 hours with 98% security). 
The 5th Advanced Technology Conference in 1992, hosted by the United States Postal 
Service, gives an overview of the issues that the organisations with the most advanced 
technologies addressed at that time. The general level of automated equipment in use is 
similar to that found in British APCs. 
Efforts to improve mail flow and equipment usage have led to various studies for future 
developments of sorting offIces. So an integrated material handling systems to support 
the batch character of the sorting process was presented by Weller (1992). A new 
concept of 'buffer sorting' was suggested by Damen (1992) to enhance the flexibility of 
mail sorting. Every mail item is to be stored in a buffer whilst its exact properties and 
locations are known to the system. The system control can choose on that basis which 
items should be processed together under the given conditions. Automated transport 
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systems are needed for the concept whilst single processing units are combined to an 
interactive system. 
A different approach was chosen by Korosec (1992) in a study suggesting the 
simplification of the material flow with the concept of continuous flow production 
modelled on the 'just in time' approach. Sort schemes to handle mail over 24 hours a 
day were designed using a simulation model based on the possibility of integrating not 
only the currently used automated processing equipment but also management activities 
into one system. 
Flannery (1992) describes the prototype of a complex automatic control system for the 
distribution system of mail trays - both for their transport between machines and 
intermediate staging. The system is to be controlled by a central supervisor. The 
supervisor chooses when and where trays of any contents are supposed to appear and 
the system executes orders fully automatically. The computerised control system is 
organised according to a control task hierarchy, each task to be decomposed into 
commands at lower levels. Computerised processing is divided into actions concerning 
pre-processing, decision processing and post-processing. 
Simulation models were developed to estimate equipment and space needs according to 
local mail inflow variations and equipment specifications by lackson and Nebeker 
(1992) as well as Tomusiak and Bernard (1992). Likewise, plans for further 
automation within the United States Postal Service (USPS) led to a number of projects 
to estimate the suitability and requirements in using new technologies for more efficient 
mail processing. For this purpose simulation tools were developed to both support 
long-term strategic decisions concerning facilities design as well as short-term resource 
planning and utilisation optimisation (Bard et al. 1991; Bard et al. 1993) for the 
Northern Virginia Area. The aim was to include a much wider range of managerial 
factors into the analysis of requirements and consequences of technological changes. 
So specific designs could be tested against factors such as mail volumes, processing 
rates, material handling delays and operating profiles, maintenance, etc. The future 
scenario was a semi-automated processing centre with a number of separate automated 
machines such as Facing and Cancelling machines, Optical Character Readers, Video 
Coding Systems and Letter Sorting Machines. Complicated scheduling activities for 
batches of many different mail types were needed. Although the simulation model was 
designed in the first place to support issues of equipment selection, machine scheduling 
needs and others such as layout design, it was also suggested that the model would be 
developed later as a tool for shop floor supervisors to directly schedule their equipment 
on a daily basis to aid the decision making process as it mimics process activities. No 
indication though was given as yet to the application experiences on this level. 
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The studies highlight the complexity of the system to be managed in this batch-type 
environment, although the sorting process is organised slightly differently from the 
English one - requiring to be break it down further as there are more locations to deal 
with. Also Inward Sorting is included in the planning considerations. 
Other extensions of this modeIIing experience were a heuristic approach to evaluation 
practices (Jarrah et al. 1992), the extension of the project for long-term planning 
applications throughout the country (Jarrah et aI. 1994) and the application for 
personnel scheduling and work force composition (Desilva et al. 1994). A complete 
report on the history of these projects is given by Cebry et al. (1992). 
Organisational aspect 
Tonn (1992) reviews the need for organisational re-design whilst using the potentials of 
information technology within the USPS. The need to change jobs and management 
structures is examined from the psychological point of view concerning the increased 
demand of people to have rewarding and fulfiIIing jobs with a higher amount of 
personal control, combined with the pressure of organisations to function more 
effectively and to be more flexible. The future role of managers was seen to be that of 
co-ordinators with specific types of functions regarding the way they use knowledge, 
rather than being 'keepers of organisational knowledge'. Supervisors were seen to 
need interpersonal rather than technical skills. Simulation and forecasting models as 
well as interlinked management information systems are planned to play a key role for 
planning and scheduling activities. 
Support systems for letter processjnc 
Many organisations found that they faced significantly increased technological 
complexity due to developments in automation. Often efforts were made to tackle 
complexity with various kinds of computer-based expert systems and help databases for 
mail scheduling and fault diagnosis. 
Computer-based decision support systems to facilitate scheduling activities in different 
areas of the US and Canada are described by Jacobson (1992), Baker et aI. (1992), 
Vervloet (1992) and Lerch et al. (1992). All studies recognise the need to provide well 
displayed and organised information for supervisors not only about the current status of 
the system flow parameters, but also concerning predictions about the system's state 
under the operating conditions. Furthermore suggestions for actions are to be provided 
based on a knowledge base about the system characteristics and user requirements. 
Baker et aI. (1992) stress the importance of recording historical data. AIl of the 
computer systems are based on a detailed analysis of the system interactions as weIl as 
changing variables of the mail volume and the system itself. In order to support 
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scheduling activities the supervisory procedures need to be analysed. All projects 
recognise the complexity of the system and the difficulties in a representation of the 
entire set of factors and interactions. 
Lerch et al. (1992) state that supervisors spend about 70% of their time searching for 
information. The quality of the supervisory performance was found to be effected 
greatly by the level of expertise. Therefore the decision making process was 
investigated within the automated mail processing section. Real-time dynamic decision 
making was recognised to be particularly demanding as a series of interdependent 
decisions have to be taken in a continuously changing environment and under time 
pressure. Effective infonnation search being active. efficient and available to employees 
and other sorting sections was seen as the key element for good supervisory 
performance. It was suggested that supervisors can make better use of the process 
information if they have a highly developed knowledge about the system. The use of 
filtered and pre-processed infonnation was recognised within experienced supervisors. 
whilst direct observation was more typical of novice staff. A strategy of feed forward 
rather that feedback control was expected to be adopted by experienced supervisors. 
This means choosing actions on the basis of predictions rather than relying on the 
current state of the system. The information needs were researched as well as 
information acquisition strategies. Methods of direct observation and timing using a 
defined set of activity codes were applied to gather data for comparison of activities of 
novice and experienced staff. The results supported the importance of providing 
systems that aid information search and provide system details. including to support 
novices by directing the search for most important issues. It was estimated to be useful 
to prepare and filter data for supervisory use. No concrete results were found though 
for the types of filters needed nor the placement and contents of the actual decision 
making process in relation to the information search. 
Jacobson (1992) describes the supervisory duties, including to plan which mail to 
process on which machine. how much mail to commit to a certain sorting strategy (more 
or less detailed sorting) and when to start the final sorting phases. In order to make 
decisions to ensure a maximum output supervisors have to know the amount of mail to 
be processed by zone, the machine time to process mail on hand, and the machine and 
operator availability. The process is influenced by the variability of the mail inflow and 
the machine perfonnance. Supervisors have to estimate continually machine utilisation 
and loading profiles. Computer aided tools were developed to record loading data and 
predict future mail volumes using a number of parameters such as distribution plans, 
selected sorting regions, machine availability, etc. with a modelling tool. 
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Studies carried out by Royal Mail on Expert Systems concern primarily diagnostic 
systems to support maintenance engineers. Models for diagnosing specific equipment 
(Knight 1992) were extended with facilities for computer-based training (Whitton 
1992). The experience for their use in diagnosing was not entirely positive as trained 
staff often tended to prefer to rely on their own expertise. 
Vervloet (1992) describes a system combining diagnosis and decision support for mail 
processing systems in Canada The use of automated technology and the availability of 
modern information technology requires and aids the application of central management 
techniques. Mail processing support systems were developed with the purpose of both 
supporting the processing efficiency and improving the production process. The 
purpose was to provide better information to supervisors, maintenance staff and 
managers. The system includes real-time event capture, remote display of data, 
equipment maintenance support to detect faults, address directory support, off-line 
problem analysis, training facilities, set-up testing, and formal reports. 
4.3.1.4. Conclusions 
Research has been conducted to a relatively large extent concerning ergonomic and 
psychological issues in the mechanised sorting offices. Manual sorting places strains 
on the shoulder and neck muscles. The task of coding desk operators was of particular 
interest as being machine paced, potentially monotone, stressful and reducing social 
interactions but has been improved with the use of Video Coding technology. The 
supervisory role in mechanised sorting offices was seen as a crucial factor for the well-
being of employees. These results apply to an environment with a still very labour 
intensive production that is to disappear gradually. 
Supervisory activities in Automated Sorting Offices have been researched in terms of 
optimal productivity for future technological settings, but more concerning the side of 
providing information in complex scheduling environments rather then centralised 
process control. Only few results can be found addressing specific design issues for 
supervisory tasks such as job design or training design in the light of needs for 
organisational restructuring based on fundamental technological changes for mail 
processing. 
Scheduling activities were the subject of studies within the United States Postal Service 
for the selection of new sorting equipment and decision support systems on a more 
general level. The studies apply to the use of several automated devices under 
circumstances of complicated batch processing. They concerned usually close analyses 
of the process of collecting and understanding processing data, rather than the skills 
needed for the problem solving task in depth. 
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As far as is known up to the moment, no studies have been carried out to investigate 
supervisory cognitive performance either for MLOs, APCs or IMP within Royal Mail. 
Training simulators for English APCs have been developed for supervisors but are 
regarded as not very suitable as they provide only a limited range of real situations. 
Tasks are defined very loosely and insufficient training was given due to lack of general 
experience and operational knowledge. No known attempt was made to analyse 
supervisory skills and knowledge for APes in detail nor to investigate and design future 
supervisory roles for the IMP or IMPEX system. 
4.3.2. Interviews and task observation 
Interviews were carried out in two stages. In the first stage basic knowledge was 
collected. Questions addressed the main functions of the task, the time structure, 
common problems, any established procedures, decisions to be made, conditions to be 
considered, alternative choices for actions according to conditions, and any further 
process knowledge. Each of the supervisors was asked to show their area and to talk 
about their duties. 
Because supervisors often had to give priority to their duties, observation was included 
into the analysis. It was impossible to record everything that happened without 
disturbing the process. So it proved suitable to let supervisors just explain and 
comment upon events after they were seen to take place. This also filtered the 
information according to the view the supervisors had on incidents, reducing it to the 
most important operational facts as they saw them. 
In a second stage a preliminary task analysis was presented to the supervisors, 
according to the picture of the task which the analyst had to this point. The task was 
presented in the form of an HT A, showing both the whole task structure as a flow chart 
and the HTA in the form of a table, including additional knowledge for each operation. 
Whilst going through the material supervisors were asked to check accuracy, identify 
mistakes and additional problems, and provide additional ideas. They were asked to 
specify time strnctures, decisions according to certain situations, further process 
knowledge and to assess whether the task sequences had been set up correctly. 
Audio recordings were made so as to not miss any facts. These recordings were 
transferred into verbal protocols, which gave an opportunity to review the process 
whilst continually establishing a suitable task structure. 
Five supervisors where observed during the time of the study. Their functions did not 
change, and no replacement personnel was involved. The supervisor of the Outward 
Primary area also assisted the supervisor of the CFC area for supervising manual 
cancelling and operation of FCfs. The study was carried out over a time of about one 
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month, whilst the office was visited on five occasions. The study itself lasted about 20 
hours in total. Supervisors were only observed during the late shift. 
Most time was spent within the CFC and the OCRIVCS area, because these seemed to 
be the most complex and variable areas, including a high level of automation and 
various system managing activities. The time available for supervisors to talk whilst 
carrying out their duties was obviously limited. Interviews per supervisor per one shift 
lasted usually between half an hour and two hours. The material was collected in 
several studies listed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Types of analyses and time spent within different supervisory areas. 
Office Area Data Collection Duration 
CFCarea • one initial short interview half an hour 
• interview for checking the HT A one and a half hours 
• observation one hour (towards the shift end) 
• interview half an hour 
• fmal interview to check the HTA four hours 
and observation (shift end: 1700 to 2100) 
• interview for the FCT area, half an hour 
supervised by an assistant 
Outward • interview for packet sorting halfan hour 
Primary • observation and interview one hour (middle of the shift) 
Road Sorting • observation and interview one and a three quarters hours 
(shift end: 1945 to 2130) 
OCRIVCS • initial interview two hours 
area • observation two hours (towards peak time: 
1630 to 1830) 
• interview for checking the HT A two hours 
LSMarea • initial interview and observation half an hour 
• interview for checking the HTA one and a half hours 
Supervisors struggled to recollect the entire task and their features in only one session, 
because a very large amount of contingencies needed to be considered. They tended to 
explain just their current task. It appeared to be difficult to ask questions on more 
abstract levels to understand the general task organisation, possibly because of the high 
task complexity and variety. The ability to ask more specialised questions during the 
analysis evolved slowly with a growing amount of basic knowledge that had been 
provided in the first interviews. Hence the design of the task structure was an ongoing 
process. 
Several supervisors were observed per shift, helping to gain a complete picture. 
Different analysis days provided different opportunities to observe various situations. 
The interview outcome depended on the time at which supervisors were approached 
within the shift Early in the shift there was more spare time for talking and answering 
questions. Later in the shift it was more appropriate to observe. Observations could 
just cover a small part of the possible process variations. Furthermore the picture 
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depended on what supervisors felt was important to tell the analyst. In some cases it 
was difficult to observe supervisors because they tended to move very fast through a 
large area, checking as many situations as possible, especially towards the end of the 
shift, which is the most critical time. Then they were often unable to find enough time 
to comment on all the events. Still it was possible to develop a picture of typical 
supervisory duties and a variety of activities in order to understand the character of the 
task. 
4.3.3. Carrying out the HTA 
The HTA is based on all available process information. Initially, attendance on a 
training course for shift managers provided a wide range of process knowledge and a 
broad technical background. This required a basic understanding of the traditional mail 
flow processes beside a large amount of specialised terms and abbreviations. Using 
that knowledge it was possible to interview supervisors in Beeston during the late shift. 
Reviewing an immense amount of material available, including tape recordings and 
verbal protocols a task system was established to organise the knowledge within it. 
From there on the task analysis went through a process of continuous re-structuring 
with many refinements, whilst the knowledge at hand was increasing and changing 
understanding. 
4.4. RESULTS 
4.4.1. Organisational split 
The process was found to be divided into five main supervisory areas: 
• CFC area - segregation of mail with automated and mechanised equipment, 
some manual segregation, facing and cancelling of unmachinable mail; 
• OCRIVCS area - highly automated processing of mail to recognise addresses, 
pre-sort and print routing and tag codes (includes mechanised coding desks); 
• LSM area - automated fmal sorting of letters and collecting in dispatch bags; 
• Outward Primary - manual pre-sorting of unmachinablemail into 'roads'; 
• Road Sorting - fmal manual sorting and placing of mail in dispatch bags. 
Verbal protocols for all five supervisory tasks have been produced, based on interviews 
with supervisors as well as observations. They were produced in an informal format 
because they did not aim at detailed investigations into cognitive activities. This is 
possible in smaller, more restricted settings that focus on the psychological aspects of 
the task. In a more applied context, the efforts are unjustifiable, particularly when 
dealing with complex tasks. The protocols are a mixture of observations, comments 
and tape transcriptions that aimed at understanding the task and collecting data to inform 
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the task analysis, rather than being a final product in themselves. Table 4.2 gives a 
brief illustration of the data collected. 
Table 4.2 Protocol analysis examples. 
source example 
OCRIVCS " ... checking what we've got - how many coders, what capacity we got 
Area left and how much mail is coming across ... I can see at half past seven 
the mail we've got, while we can probably put it through the MTTs -
we won't get it through the VCS - then we got to make the decision if 
it's going to coding desks or if to manual .... You've got to start looking 
at seven - am I in the position and what's it going to cost. .. but if you 
got that slightest doubt in your mind and it's people there then let them 
do some manual sorting ... if you do get your fingers burned - it's no 
good to send it to manual at nine - you've failed, because then it's too 
late." 
CFCArea " ... in the moment we get a lot of meter mail - that's what slows us 
down, that's why there is not much mail coming into here - something 
which needs continuous watching and trying to improve ... not always 
under my controL." 
" .. .1 don't say I haven't checked the computer for an hour, I'll check it 
now. Just when I am passing I have a quick look at it; I might do it next 
in half an hour or ten minutes, just on a random basis." 
4.4.2. Mail flow and sorting equipment 
The five main supervisory areas have different levels of mechanisation. Three of them 
are supported by machines and two are operated manually. All of these process parts 
are in action simultaneously for most of the shift. The segregation though has to start 
about half an hour earlier and the final sorting has to continue longer. There is continual 
interaction between all processing areas. 
Nottingham has four collections per day. This results in a certain pattern of arrival at 
the sorting office, which is similar each day. During the late shift the mail inflow starts 
to rise, at about 1600 hours, to peak between 1800 and 1900 hours and decline towards 
2100 hours, to finally cease. Mail volumes, types and conditions can change 
considerably from day to day, and according to certain seasonal features, weekly 
rhythms or just randomly as the customer's demands vary; 
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Firstly. mail flows into the partly mechanised and automated Segregation Area (see 
Figure 4.1). At arrival. mail may be partly divided into collection mail (stamped mail) 
and business mail (meter mail. PPI and prepaid). which have to be treated differently, 
otherwise it is mixed. All the mail is segregated according to its type and divided into 
machinablemail and unmachinable mail. Machinable mail comprises mainly letters of 
different types and unmachinablemail includes 'packets' (thick letters) and 'large flats' 
(large letters in A4 format). Partly mechanised equipment (Facing and Culling Tables 
- FCTs) is used to manually separate mail off mixed bags and to face, cancel and 
divide it into first and second class. CFCs (Culling. Facing and Cancelling machines) 
are automated machines for handling collection mail. They do not process business 
mail without stamps. 'Packets' and 'large flats' are extracted mechanically. After 
facing and cancelling. machinablemail is divided into streams of first and second class 
for certain letter dimensions (POP and CS letter formats). Mail is now ordered in 
different batches. which are called mail 'streams' (e.g. 'stream 12' - first class meter 
mail, going directly to the OCR). 
Secondly. machinablemail is moved in special containers (,A-frames') to the 
'OCRlVCS' area. where it is fed into a machine called MTT (machine for sorting and 
stacking). This machine is linked to a computer system that can read addresses 
automatically using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). or pass them on to a 
manually operated Video Coding System (yCS). Therefore a camera takes the image of 
each letter which is stored temporarily. Letters leave the machine in pre-sorted stacks, 
comprising 14 different boxes. Then a bar code (routing code) that contains the address 
information is printed on each letter. All addresses that could not be recognised by the 
OCR have to pass first through the slower VCS and receive a 'tag code' with a certain 
number. They have to be re-fed to retrieve the address when recognised and to print a 
routing code. Alternatively letters are coded and pre-sorted using half-mechanised 
coding desks. 
Lastly letters have to be sorted on Letter Sorting Machines (LSM). which need be set up 
for certain regions ('plans'). The LSM reads the bar code and sorts the letter. 'Tag 
retrieval' can be done using either MTT or LSM. After the sorting, letters are put 
manually into dispatch bags which have to be labelled. 
Unrnachinablemail is passed from the Segregation Area to the first manual sorting area, 
the 'Outward Primary' Sorting, where it is pre-sorted. Then it needs to be transferred 
to the final 'Road' Sorting. Letters, 'flats' and 'packets' are treated separately. 
Machine rejects from all points may be re-fed or be dealt with manually. The efficiency 
of the manual sorting areas depends partly on the scheduling ability of supervisory 
personnel whilst watching carefully the amounts of mail entering for pre-sorted 
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locations. Sorting specialists have to be chosen especially carefully for the final sorting 
stage as nobody is able to sort mail for more than 2 or 3 sorting areas. The more 
multiskilled workers are available the more flexible is the sorting process. 
Mailflow overview - the Outward process 
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Figure 4.1 Mail flow in an APe. 
4.4.3. Experience and problems 
One of the main objectives was to make the task analysis as general and transferable as 
possible so as to be able to use the same framework for all areas. It was possible to 
merge the different HTA parts to one HTA for the IMP system. Differences were found 
between processing areas, especially between the automated and the manual areas, 
which will probably make a division between those remaining. 
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The presentation of an HT A proved to be a beneficial tool in the second stage of the 
interviews. It helped the supervisors to start expressing details about their task. It also 
allowed coverage of the whole process and consideration of all the task functions 
without missing any. 
It was very difficult to check the accuracy of the sequences in an interview. People 
tended to concentrate on the information available in the table. They did not keep to the 
given structure but often talked about various related problems starting from a cue. 
Nonetheless, generally, the proposed sequence was accepted. 
It was not easy to find out time structures or established procedures because they 
seemed to differ extensively from day to day according to changing situations and also 
from person to person. So many checking procedures were guided by intuition or 
occurred whilst passing by within other tasks. Closer enquiries did not result in any 
more detail. 
Supervisors could not recall the specific timing of procedures and had difficulties in 
recalling the variety of different contingencies leading to specific problem solving 
activities. Possibly the time of the interviews during the shift was unsuitable, as 
supervisors had to focus on their task and avoid getting too distracted by the questions. 
Moreover most supervisors were at the time of the study still completing a learning 
process themselves as the APC was only very recently installed and supervisory 
problem solving strategies were possibly not yet fully adjusted to the new requirements. 
Likewise routine supervisory procedures, such as the regular checking of system 
parameters, are likely to be driven by largely unconscious habits that were difficult to 
recall. Another reason to account for their difficulties to recall may be the high 
complexity of the task as well as its intense dependency on specific circumstances. 
4.4.4. The main features of the supervisory tasks in an APC 
This mail sorting process has mainly batch characteristics. Although there is a 
continuous flow of letters from one area to the following one, mail takes time to pass 
through the whole process as there is storage and manual transport between processing 
areas. Therefore each major processing stage can be supervised individually. Apart 
from dealing with internal problems within the area, major concerns are to ensure that 
mail keeps flowing with no delay into the area and leaves it quickly. The overall target 
for the late shift is to process all first class mail at the end of the shift. 
It appeared that there were no firm procedures established and no special time structures 
dictated when certain monitoring actions should be carried out. Because the area is very 
large, the frequency of checks often depends on the current location of the supervisor. 
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Areas with problems may need temporarily more attention. All activities are highly 
influenced by the situations that arise - particularly because the mail flow is unknown 
until the mail comes in, varying considerably in volume and type. 
Much of the time is spent with continual monitoring of various processing parameters to 
identify problems. Decisions to direct different batches of mail to suitable equipment 
need to be made frequently. Some isolated tasks could be identified such as operator 
planning for the next day, dealing with paperwork of operator's concerns, auditing the 
coding performance, preparing management reports, reviewing problems of the 
previous shift, making sure that the working area is prepared, etc. - which was done 
mainly during the first hours of the shift when there was not much mail to deal with. 
4.4.5. HTA results 
An HT A was produced for each of the five supervisory areas. Flow chart presentations 
as well as tables containing process knowledge and information requirements are 
included. The HTA is presented in Figure 4.2 as a flow chart. Table 4.3 shows an 
extract of the HT A in table form. 
The way HT A is subdivided is kept flexible and may depend on personal views as well 
as the purpose of the analysis. There is no one best version to be achieved, provided 
the task description is accurate. The number of levels in the hierarchy is defined by the 
analyst, so is the depth of details at the lowest levels. Different issues may determine 
what appears at the top levels, which may be organised along process functions, 
specific tasks in timely order, main task targets (ensure A, B, C), cognitive structures, 
etc. It appeared to be possible to exchange the level organisation flexibly. 
In case of developing HTA for the APC the existing job structure was preserved at the 
top level, so each supervisory area could be sub-divided separately. Next, the 
distinction was made between 'take over process and prepare shift', 'run process' and 
'carry out auxiliary jobs'. Most of the shift time will be occupied by the actual 'running 
of the process', so this task received most of the attention. It is subdivided primarily 
according to the cognitive activities of monitoring and evaluating the process, finding 
solutions to problems and implementing changes. 
As the sub-tasks only function with a large amount of process knowledge at hand, care 
was taken to organise knowledge within the task structure at the most relevant task 
subdivisions. This helped to deal with the amount of information and made it more 
easily accessible when organised within the task context. 
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causes to work team 
8. Review 
situation 
to 
prioritise 
problems 
I plan 2.2.3.2: Do 1. 2. I. ...................................................... . 
.actions 
plan 2.2.3.2.1: Do 1.2.3. 
plan. 2.2.1.4: Frequently throughoul shift do 1.2. 
·_··_·····_·_·_···_··_·1.._···-T -···_·······_···_·····-_.-~~~--, '-~~, 1. list solutions 2. W,igh 3. liaise 
2. Monitor 
output of pre-
sorted mail 
3. Monitor 
output of 
mail 
4. Monitor levels 
of uncoded and 
coded 
1. Monitor 2. Monitor 
read code print 
rate 
which appear options and with 
possible consider other 
consequences people 
Figure 42 HTAfor supervising anAPC- extract of the top levels. 
.21 MONITOR KEY SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
required process Inronnatlonl task details required knowledgef system specifications 
plan: frequenlly IhrollglamU shift 
001-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 
I monitor time and mail inflow expectation 11 
· 
time left until dispatch 
· 
how much more mail to expect (according to peak times) 
2 monitor type and amount of batches to be 11 
· 
general amowu. of mail coming into the office 
· 
visu.mc ~ount of mall to be processed in segregation area (amount of 
processed 
· 
types of mail and amount per type to deal with 'A'frames, amount on FCfs) 
· 
mail left over from previous shifts (how old. when to be processed 
· 
ask CFc/ FCf - manager 
according 10 priority) 
· 
maillypc - versions to be considered: 
• fonnat (CSI POp) 
· 
first classl second class 
· 
kind (collection mail (stamped) - mainly from CFCs; m~er mail. 
(COUnted - stream 11. not counted because in bundles - stream 12) 
- from Fer.; PP!; prepaidl po.taoo paid 
3 monitor mail arrival times 11 
· 
late arrival 
· 
liaise with CFC/ FCT manager 
· 
special arrival times of bulk mailings 
· 
if MTT operators are forced to fetch mall themselves the machine 
· 
speed of processing in segregation area! delays caused by problems processing time and therefore throughput rates will drop, because the 
wilh CFCs or FCI's feeder has to be present to run it 
f 
.... 
.. 
· 
how loog will it take to come into MIT area 
· 
is mail brought over regularly from CFCs and FCTs? 
4 mmitor mail passing the sySlem > 
· 
are capacities already fully used? 
S mmilOr availability of capacities H 
· 
time and amount of people coming in} leaving! being out of action for 
· 
general availability will be decreased by 
break's, accidents etc. • ilIn .... holiday of people 
· 
skill of people available 
· 
major repairs of machines 
· 
currentloc:ation and job of people 
· 
staff hour recording sheets give information about workina hours of 
• how many coders are logged on each operator 
. how many coders work on coding desks 
· 
machine readinessl machine failures 
6 monitor system performance > any performance problems?, e.g. 
· 
capacity utilisation 
· 
failure; (~pair times) 
7 obtain! receive informarim from other H 
· 
are manual sorting capacities utilised in the moment? 
· 
information can be received from operators! other supervisorsl 
processing areas 
· 
will they .et very busY? engineers! shift manager 
8 review entire situation to recognise and > 
· 
will capacities cope with targets? problem. coold be caused by: 
prioritise problems 
· 
what are the priorities? 
· 
insufficient perfonnance of operatorsl machines (technical 
problem./bad mail) 
· 
change of conditions: 
• kind! C<lIlditioo/ amoont of mail 
· 
time (left until dispatches, needed for clearing) 
· 
left over mail which needs treatment soon 
• people coming in! leaving 
· 
other uiB:ent matters (e.g~ accidents) 
Table 43 Extract of the lIT A table for supervising an APe. 
Chapter 4: Functions of letter sorting offices: (ii) Supervisory /unctions 
4.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Experience of the supervision of equipment currently in use was gathered to provide 
understanding of the operational requirements that supervisors will face in the new 
system. Whilst Royal Mail is to an extent familiar with the operation of automated 
equipment it has only been implemented very recently and much of the knowledge 
needed was still not available at the time of the first analysis within this project. After a 
problematic introduction phase for the management and control system in new 
automated sorting centres, better operating knowledge started to evolve. A number of 
problems, mainly of a technological nature, were still difficult to deal with in 
supervisory procedures. As much of the experience was established in a trial and error 
fashion, the supervisors closest to the production control process were the carriers of 
most of the knowledge about operating the automated systems. Knowledge from 
supervising older mechanised and manual processes was still available as supervisors 
had been transferred from the old sorting office. 
The task functions for operating the system could therefore be informed significantly by 
an analysis of the supervisory tasks carried out in the existing automated processing 
centre. It was not intended io give a complete account of all possible factors involved, 
but to produce a reasonable picture of the process and its supervisory requirements. A 
sufficient version of an HT A for the supervision of earlier mail processing generations 
before IMP was produced. Specific issues for the analysis of such tasks were identified 
such as the difficulties of capturing timed procedures and the entire range of 
contingencies, because supervisors needed to recall partly intuitive activities with a very 
large variety of options. The combination of interview and observation was an 
economical method to gain a good impression, but there was a conflict in both trying to 
observe activities directly and asking questions whilst the supervisor needed to attend to 
the process. 
The automated letter sorting process made all development stages visible. The manual 
sorting areas (Outward Primary and Road Sorting) showed the original labour intensive 
supervisory working style, which comprises mainly allocating duties and making sure 
that people are working satisfactorily and efficiently. The Segregation Area is still 
labour intensive, but more advanced supervisory functions such as machine handling 
and directing mail streams are incorporated. For the OCRlVCS Area the allocation of 
duties is far less important. There the management of the technical system is most 
significant. Because there are five different supervisory areas, many communication 
functions are needed. The supervisory task structure produced can be used as a base to 
model the supervisory system for the IMP system, especially using knowledge gained 
concerning the supervision of the OCR/VCS area and in conjunction with the 
representation of the whole process regarding the mail flow. 
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CHAPTER 5: PRESCRIBING THE SUPERVISORY TASK 
FOR IMP 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
To provide a good basis for developing training for IMP it is necessary to describe the 
tasks involved. In the case of a system yet to be developed, this means that effort must 
be directed towards understanding how best to use people in this role. Using the 
information gained about operating existing letter sorting technologies from the task 
analysis described in Chapter 4 and taking into account the argument that a novel 
automated process is likely to respond to similar treatment as other automated tasks it is 
argued that a centralised supervisory system must be used that incorporates monitoring 
and decision making for all processing parts in conjunction. Instead of scheduling 
various batches between different pieces of equipment the task will mainly include 
monitoring and maintaining production rates in a continuous system between system 
start-up and shut-down. This chapter demonstrates the manner in which IMP should be 
supervised. 
Development of a task analysis to meet the needs of IMP requires several facets to be 
explored. 
(i) Firstly, it is necessary to establish the purpose to which the analysis will be put. The 
analysis was intended to inform training by extracting the knowledge needed to operate 
the system. Moreover, an aim was to find a suitable structure that would be able to 
divide the task into jobs. Understanding the purpose, in this sense, is important in 
directing how the task information collected should be used to represent the organisation 
of the task. 
(ii) Secondly, the analysis requires an understanding of the functionality of the new 
system. Because the functionality of the IMP system is similar to previous 
technologies, the task structure established using expertise of supervisors in an APC, as 
described in Chapter 4, can be utilised. But this must be qualified by taking account of 
the similarities of the IMP task with the way systems are supervised in the process 
industries because, it has been argued, the supervision of IMP is in effect a process 
control task. 
(iii) Thirdly, the task analysis would need extending to take account of the technicalities 
of the new system. In some respects, IMP embodies new processing technology. 
Another important aspect, however, is the move towards an integrated process, which 
affects task timings, interactions between task elements and the requirement to monitor 
and support automated systems rather than relying continually on manual intervention. 
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(iv) Fourthly, the task analysis would need extending further to identify the strategies 
and procedures that supervisors would need to follow to cope with the novel properties 
of the IMP system that will emerge through various system interactions. The technical 
specification of the new system prescribes operational objectives and system functions, 
but it does not prescribe procedures. These can only emerge as people engage with the 
system and try to deal with the contingencies that arise. 
The first three of these stages will be developed in this chapter. The fourth stage will be 
developed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
5.2. THE PURPOSES TO WHICH THE ANALYSIS WILL BE PUT 
The main aim of the present thesis is to identify the sorts of information needed for 
training. To achieve this, however, it is also necessary to address the issue of job 
design, because the Royal Mail has not yet understood the roles the staff need to fulfil. 
5.2.1. The dependence of the analysis on the purpose and the process 
characteristics 
The supervisory task could, in principle, be organised in a number of ways as listed in 
Table 5.1. The structure of the HTA concerning the choice of level organisation is 
rather flexible and the analyst makes choices both according to personal preference and 
the characteristics of the process. 
In a complex task different types of task breakdowns may re-appear at different 
hierarchy levels, whilst some of the level hierarchies are exchangeable. The final choice 
of the analyst depends to some extent on the design questions that have to be answered 
and the versatility of the application needed for the final analysis version. 
One of the purposes of producing an HT A is to structure the task information by using 
several hierarchical levels defining goals of sub-tasks. The plan structure sets out the 
procedural details in terms of times and conditions for actions. Therefore it is a way of 
categorising a complex environment to make it better understood. Instead of lining up a 
number of actions that can be treated identically with a similar level of content, HT A 
provides a context for each activity by defining higher level goal structures that link to 
the primary tasks goals and includes execution conditions. The task structure can give 
information about the order of activities. In parts the cognitive procedures define order 
information by themselves as it is not possible to start certain activities until others have 
provided the information for it. The task structure can be extended at the top levels by 
adding superior goals (e.g. production planning at management level) or at the bottom 
level be adding execution details (e.g. feeding machine). 
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Table 5.1 HTA structure versions. 
task organisation examples of sub-tasks 
established duty areas supervise section A and B - supervise section C -
diagnose faults - monitor manual performance 
consecutive process segregate mail- pre~sort mail- sort mail 
sections 
timely order start up process - maintain process - shut down process 
major events in case of situation type A - follow procedure B, etc. 
cognitive activities monitor system state - diagnose causes for problems -
plan rectification - implement changes - monitor effects 
operational goals ensure minimum stoppages - ensure high throughputs -
maintain high product quality 
5.2.2. The design of jobs 
The supervision of the existing APC and earlier sorting offices corresponds to task 
organisation by consecutive process sections, because each of the various mail sorting 
activities can be supervised as a separate batch activity. However, it was shown that the 
interactions between these functions is critical within IMP, so the organisation of jobs in 
terms of separate process sections would be unsatisfactory. 
Job design in any system must take account of the functional requirements of the task in 
meeting the system's needs, but it must also take account of the extent to which 
different task elements rely on each other to ensure effective performance. It is difficult 
to find the right way of decomposing the task for deriving job design decisions. Using 
HTA to produce a complete functional description of the task can only go so far. Other 
factors apart from the actual hierarchical task structure play a role for job design - such 
as time, location and interaction (with people, parameter indication, machine, etc.). Job 
design in less complex environments can use listings of separable task components and 
combine them, to constitute new jobs according to a list of criteria (e.g. timely 
availability of operators, demand profile). 
When making job design decisions in a more complex background the task interactions 
play a more important role. The more separable a sub-task is from another the more 
suitable it is to be assigned to a different person. HTA can support that selection 
process as it aims naturally at separating issues as best as possible according to the 
character of the system. By studying how these task elements interact, often through 
the interdependence of information, the potential of separating task functions across 
jobs can be evaluated. For IMP, it will be shown that there is considerable 
interdependency of information, suggesting that the best way to organise work is 
through a process control paradigm. When these issues have been resolved, the issue 
of how jobs are trained can be addressed. 
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5.2.3. Use of HTA for training design 
The suitability of an HT A for training design is apparent. Task specification for training 
requires that behavioural objectives are described. By providing general strategies, 
criteria lists, action requirements for certain types of event combinations, and practical 
rules for checking and estimation procedures in combination with guidance towards the 
selection of interventions - the knowledge that is needed for supervising the system is 
laid out. The hierarchical task structure allows a distinction between system 
(declarative) knowledge and procedural knowledge. Functional details needed to carry 
out the task can be organised within the task context to support their understanding in 
relation to the production goals. As an HT A structures the task knowledge it also 
facilitates a suitable split of training components so that the complex task may be taught 
in parts. 
5.3. DESCRIPTION 
From Chapter 4 it can be summarised that the APC process is batch-like and split into a 
number of separate sorting stages, which are all supervised individually. This causes 
much need for communication between supervisors about operator exchanges as well as 
problems, delays, and amount and specifications of mail that is to be transferred from 
one area to another so that the following supervisor can plan the handling of the mail 
sufficiently. Much time is spent for allocating information about the performance of 
different system stages. Much consideration is given to the types and amount of mail 
that enters or leaves the supervisory area. Most sorting areas have to consider their 
output with regard to the processing time necessary to further process the mail and 
adjust their efforts accordingly. Many different batches have to be scheduled for 
processing at a limited set of machines according to their characteristics and priorities. 
The IMP system and APC still share the main goals and functions from culling, facing, 
class segregation, code recognition and mechanisation to sorting. The major goal is still 
to process all mail, preferably first class mail, by the end of the shift for the dispatch. 
But the characteristics of how this is achieved have been changed immensely. Manual 
intervention is reduced to a minimum. The tasks for intermediate scheduling of batches 
from one processing area to the next have been largely eliminated. Much larger 
attention has to be paid to the efficiency of the unit as a whole and the functioning of al\ 
parts of the equipment. Therefore the same standards of ensuring high input and output 
with high machine efficiency have to be maintained. The technology of IMP has many 
similarities to the previous ones, so similar methods of recognising and eliminating 
faults apply. The specific importance of certain parameters is known and can be 
transferred. It can be expected that mail items will still jam the machine causing 
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stoppages and the need to find and remove the blockages quickly, as well as to avoid its 
re-occurrence will be ongoing. For IMP this becomes a more important issue as 
stoppages cause a much higher loss. Likewise, the processes of OCR and VCR 
function in a very similar manner for both APCs and IMPs. The proportion of mail 
read by the machine will improve. IMP adds the additional opportunity to code on-line 
(without sending items out as tagged mail), so sufficient coding can reduce mail 
handling substantially. Hence the task structure has to take account of the differences, 
although much of the established knowledge and many of the strategies can be 
incorporated. The top levels of the HT A for IMP are shown in Figure 5.1. 
In order to derive the task structure for the IMP system the former job divisions could 
not be maintained. AIl duties of sorting areas previously allocated to specific equipment 
were built into one major supervisory task, imposing a centralised control over the 
complete system. Manual sorting areas may still be construed as separate, as they are 
only an alternative for mail that could not be handled by machines: they are planned to 
disappear as technology improves. The new structure allows large amounts of data to 
be organised and allocated within the combined task structure. 
The new task structure proposed for IMP is able to dispense with communication for 
the transfer of mail between processing steps~ The process of taking over and preparing 
the shift will include similar activities. Auxiliary tasks such as the handing over of the 
system to the next shift, operator tutoring and managerial reporting and planning tasks 
will be subject to considerations based on factors external to the process and cannot be 
estimated with much accuracy at this point. Therefore, the analysis presented focuses 
on the activities for maintaining high processing rates within IMP. 
Because the task was organised without the previous job partitions, the top level of the 
APC HT A disappears and its elements move down into a lower level. For instance, 
monitoring the key processing parameters now includes those from the previous 
segregation area (e.g. the amount of machinablemail generated) as well as data from the 
coding area (e.g. read rate) and the sorting area (e.g. number of letters sorted). So a 
much larger variety of issues appears below the task level of maintaining system 
parameters. Figures 4.2 and 5.1 show the reduction of the top levels and the extension 
of details at the lower task levels for IMP in comparison with the APC. 
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O· 
I.» 
o. Supen'lse Letter Sorting Process - WP 
I 
pion O/Al slart of shift OR if proce.sss has been halted do 1. Throughoul shi/l db 2. When 'M· processing is complete OR when major problems occured do 3 . 
C 
.. _._ ... _. __ ............ _ ...... _----_ ...... _ .., 
1. Start up the system 2. Maintain mail processing targets I 3. Sh.ut down the syst~ 
plan. 2: Continually do 1. 2. 3. 
--_._ .. _._ .. _--.-.. __ ._---_ .. __ ._.- ..... _._--- -_. __ . __ ._. __ ._--_._._ .. _._._-_._. __ ._-_._._._.-==' 
t 3. Ensure unloading and dispatcl\ of process~ mail 1. Ensure mall supply 
plan 2.2: Do 1. If problems need solving. do 2. 
1. Monitor situation ~ .. ;:~~;:;;~.~~~;~;: ................................................... · .. · ...... ···· .. ·····F ... ~==·:~7m perfurmsncc I plan 2.1: ContinUQ}Jy. do 1. 2. 3. 
-
1. Ensure continual mail 
flow to the machine 
without delays 
2Vi IOW lypC so d 
amount of mall to be 
processed 
plan 2.2.1: Do 1 ~ 2. plan. 2.2.2: Do 1.1//ast action required OR recovery plan available do 3. 
For all recognised problems do 3. 1/ no plan available do 1 _ 2 _ 3. A/ter recovery has been expected do 4. 
. L I ' -,.;,'--,..,-'"",' .L...-, r-"""'"''-'-'---''''--''' _ ........... _-, r-·· .. ··_-_· .. ·_ .. ·· .. ····· .. ,···· .. _· __ .. · .. _ ..... -_ .... ; ........... _._ ...... 
11. Monitor key 112. Evaluate 3. Estimate priorities I 11. Diagnose I 12• Plan I 13 . Issue instructions I 
system parameters situation of problems problem causes recovery to work team 
13. Check sufficient 
tipping and culling 
plan 2.2.12: Do 1 • 2 • 3. :-' plan 222.1: 
1/ machine doesn't perform satis/actorily do 1 - 2 ~ 
1/ performance 0/ operators is insuffIcient do 3 - 4 
7. 
·2·7. 
dD 4. 
1. Compare 2. Conclude if 3. Conclude if 
requirements with emergency problem 
plan. 2.2.1.1: Frequently capacity availability has occurred has occured 
throughout shift do 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
-,' .- -_. -....,.. -- - ... .. , 1. Monitor 2. Monitor lypC 3. Monitor 4. Monitor S. Monitor 6 .. Review 
time and and amount mail availability system situation to 
mail inflow of mail to be p8SJI.ing the of perfonnance prioritisc 
expectation processed the system capacities problems 
plan. 2.2.1.1.2: plan. 22.1.1.5: 
Frequen.tIy throughout hilt dD 1. 2. Frequently throughout hi/t do 1. 2. 3. 4. 
1. Monitor mail I 
storage 
12. M~itor mail 
arnval . 1 
1. MonitOr 112. Monitor 
. read rates reject rates 
3. Monitor 114. Monito~ code jam rates print quality 
plan. 2.2./.1.3: Frequently throughout shift do 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ .................................... y ......................................... , ................................... , 
1. Monitor levels 2. Monitor 3. Monitor thoughput 4. Monitor S. Monitor 
of uncoded. and thoughput in the of machinablc mail output of outputs of half 
coded. images culling sec:ti.on in the sorting section sorted mail processed mail 
If operators orll needed ·elsewMre or n,ot available 
When kind or condition 0/ mail has changed and . 
the reason for machine performance problems do 5 
When there will be a shortage 0/ capacitiu do 6 • 
IS ·Iikely to be 
·2·6·7 .
2·7. 
In case 0/ other urgent matteTs do 1 - 2 - 4 - 5 - 6 ·7. 
I" case 0/ high rejecls andIor low read rales do 8. 
In case 0/ high reject ratlls do 9. 
... ~ 1. Consult engineer and review ~blem I 
H 2. View "problems connections I 
H 3. Review reason. for bad operator performance I 
14. Check o~ator availabi1i~ I H S . . Analyse mail features which caused. the . 
·problem or are likely to cause more I 
16. Review alternative ~ui2ment I 
H 7. Review time "parameters I 
H 8. Check for reasons of rejects/low read rates I 
Y 9. Check availability of manual sorting I 
FigureS.I Extract of the HTAfor operating IMP. 
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Most of the task entails decision making of some kind (e.g. monitor - diagnose -
plan recovery - activate changes - monitor effects). More practical tasks such as the 
preparation of the work area at the beginning of the shift and a number of auxiliary tasks 
(e.g. prepare reports for management. coach coders. make duty plans. deal with 
absenteeism of operators. carry out team briefmgs. etc.) could be separated easily from 
the main cognitive tasks concerned with maintaining efficient processing rates. The 
sub-levels were found to be very difficult to structure. This showed the need for more 
concrete exploration. Much of the system dynamics were difficult to reflect upon on a 
theoretical basis. The interaction between task elements appeared diverse and difficult 
to perceive. 
5.4. ANALYSIS OF TASK INTERACTIONS 
Whilst creating a structure to derive job design the interaction between the different task 
elements is of primary importance. When two tasks are separately allocated to two 
people. data transfer requires communication that may result in delays and 
inefficiencies. Job design must try to avoid fragmenting infonnation crucial to specific 
decisions. Moreover. unnecessary communication could result in data being handled 
twice. The task elements identified in the IMP HT A can be used as a basis for 
exploring how task elements interact through infonnation flows. 
Drawing on the idea of link analysis a study of task element interactions was attempted. 
A hierarchical task structure is relatively unsuitable for direct comparison of activities as 
it does not define task elements at the same level of abstraction. Therefore a selection 
needed to be made. 
The task elements were used to construct an extensive interaction matrix. using an 
EXCEL spreadsheet. After listing the infonnation needs for each task. task interactions 
and the direction of influence. were indicated in the intersecting cells. This is illustrated 
in Figure 5.2. 
Identifying the task interactions proved to be very difficult as often the appropriate 
knowledge about system reactions under specific conditions was not yet available to 
reach clear conclusions. Later it became apparent that the task listings using an 
interaction matrix are too complex to be understood completely without having more 
knowledge about the implications of different sets of scenarios. 
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I 2 3 4 , 6 7 • 9 ID 11 12 13 , decide about main dail strst les X 4 5 
2 take OYer stem information from reviOU8 shift , X 7 
• r9vteW options influencing the process from outside 2 X 6 4 view availability of resources 3 X 8 8 
• ensure area Is clean and enough equipment available X 
• ensure machines are set up rich. X 7 ensure machines are cleaned and maintained X 
• view type and amount of mall to be processed - - - - - - - X 9 
• ensure containers are brouaht In from Dlatform - - - - - - - X ,. ensure mail transfer for r.feed 
- - - - - - -
X Y 
11 ensure 15 mln curing time before re-feed of coded mall 
- - - - - - -
X '0 
12 ensure mail fed in contlnuall at feed B 
- - - - - - -
X 
,. ensure start-up procedures 
- - - - - - -
X 
~end: 
1 major problems from previous shift. e,g.: leftover mall; problems with the machinery; 
=:gJ results from engineer's momlng machine tests; quality diagnostics check results 
2 humidity outside: season (e.g. Christmas): day of the week; jj la'er mall arrival (e.g. road works): arrival special bulk maillngs 
3 machine failures; lack of (skilled) operators 
4 modes; priorities; which machines to use! not to usa; use of alternative equipment; 
'""'"';:'""" assignment of operators; addlUonal procedures (e.g. mall preparation) + Insufficient equipment + more equipment needed l:=:l connection irrelevant 
7 special maintenance needed . no connection + what mall should go where: availability of Feed B and feeder 
~ Is enough mail available or does It need bringing In 
GJ recognised, but undefined link ..!..Q. feed times 
Figure 5.2 Extract of the link matrix. 
Examining information flow was made more difficult by the changing state of 
information as task activities progress. Raw data that is read from the system itself goes 
through a process of transformation before it is put to use by the supervisor in making 
decisions. For example, the number of letters processed must be compared to the target 
value - is the information to be considered this number, or is it the fact that the number 
exceeds the target? What constitutes information, therefore, is difficult to resolve 
because the original set of raw information is continually transformed and gains more 
and more complexity whilst different bits of the data are linked in various ways. 
Eventually complete plans for improvements will evolve that need assessments on a list 
of criteria (see Figure 5.3). 
The different data available can be understood better by grouping the data according to 
their purpose or type. A further step towards understanding the properties of the 
system is to list the different variations possible for different system variables. For 
example, a system that is optimised under normal mail inflow volumes, but which 
currently contains a higher than normal proportion of mail which cannot be read by 
OCR, will necessarily require higher efforts for Video Coding. This will create a 
problem if, during this period, more people are needed than usual to help out with 
removing mail off certain output stacks. It may be possible to improve OCR 
performance by cleaning dirty lenses in the system, but a decision needs to be made as 
to whether the stoppage time needed is acceptable. The system therefore needs to be 
investigated closely as to whether the reading performance of the machine is up to 
standard and the cause of the low rates are the hand-written addresses only, or if 
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adjusttnents to the location of the address field read by the machine should be made, etc. 
If enough operators are available then the supervisory efforts may be free to concentrate 
on other issues such as the setting of priorities to allow different mail types to be sorted 
straight away. 
action type of Inlonnatlon 
1- •• monitor' -. parameters! readings 
~-~~gE~-H causes 
~-_-_-J,-_-_-_~ 
: compare! I I situation characteristics I evaluate i-"L ________ --' 
----,l,---' 
1"I;;'~gl~~' -I possible effects! 
, ---r --- future Implications 
1- - ctiOoSe- - I acceptance 
1 ______ --
_ .. --*---, 
I suggest 1 ______ -- possible actions 
~_{ BOtution . 
1 ... n 
"--r---
effects 
accepted 
not feasible 
action feasible 
knowledge required 
checking 
procedures 
possible causes! 
system Interactions 
comparison values! 
processing requirements 
system Interactions! 
mail inflow 
amount of disturbance to 
be tolerated 
usefulness of 
actions 
requirements! 
prerequisites 
system Interactions! mail 
inflow! current strategies 
contributing factors! 
advantages! priorities 
experience about best 
strategies, best prediction 
operation 01 
controls 
system Interactions! 
expectable effects 
Figure 5.3 lnfonnationflow model- the cognitive cycle. 
By viewing the variety of scenarios, different categories of system state factors could be 
identified. They include the: 
• availability of capacities (machines and operators); 
• time structure (mail expectancy and dispatch times); 
• location of machine outputs and operator activities; 
• characteristics of the mail flow in the system (types, how much, where); 
• failures and inadequate machine functioning; 
• machine set-up (choice of activated functions); 
• video coding set-up (skills and assignment of coders). 
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By identifying different data categories for different purposes and their interaction 
(using a link matrix), more could be learned about the task procedures needed. It 
allowed the interaction between different monitoring actions to be specified and helped 
to identify task elements for evaluation activities better. The direction and criteria of 
decision making activities became clearer and led to improvements in the structure of the 
HT A. Intermediate task goals could be identified more clearly and activities could be 
grouped better according to their highest relevance. 
5.5. THE USE OF THE SIMULATION MODEL IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH EVENT-ACTIVITY MATRIXES 
Where the systematic examination of interactions proves too complex, an alternative is 
to understand the emergent properties of the system through simulation. The process of 
building a simulation and observing its performance under different contingencies is 
extremely informative. To this end, the HTA of IMP was produced, in part, in 
conjunction with the development of a simulation model of mail sorting within IMP. 
Both processes informed each other as they were carried out and improved. The details 
of the model are explained in Chapter 6. The model was particularly useful in 
examining the different scenario structures that may occur. Although the content of the 
model was a reduced version of the real process it helped to better understand the task 
needs. 
Supervisors attempt to picture cause-result structures during their tasks, partly to 
establish reasons for problems as well as to predict future processing results based on 
the current conditions. Knowing that certain events can only result in a limited number 
of effects and vice versa limits the number of options and helps to define rules. 
Event schedules were developed in conjunction with building the model. An initial list 
of possible events went through the process of a first categorisation before more 
examples were added to complete the list. This led to a process of refining basic values 
for system estimation procedures via identifying details for calculations, data search and 
identifying suitable strategies. An interaction matrix specifying causes of different 
events helped for this purpose. Next, the scope of actions concerning solution 
possibilities and measures available was examined. This led to a matrix containing the 
interaction of actions, and to a matrix that matches specific situations with actions or 
action combinations to design plans. A database of events and actions can be sorted by 
selected criteria. 
This allowed the derivation of monitoring procedures for information gathering, 
evaluation and estimation procedures and decision making procedures. It helped to 
specify plan information in the HT A and to define rules without too much restriction, 
allowing freedom for inventing uncommon interventions. Despite some benefits and 
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insights, the mass of data proved to be too large and too diverse to come to suitable 
conclusions within the time resources available. 
5.6. REMAINING ANALYSIS NEEDS 
It proved to be too difficult to examine the range of different event structures concerning 
the exact needs for task procedures logically by various types of listings. The attempt to 
produce link matrixes concerning the information flow and direct interaction of task 
elements is too complex to be helpful in understanding task structures. The complexity 
of the system requires stopping the methods of rationally building data at a certain point 
where there is no more practical gain whilst getting lost in too many details. 
It appeared to be difficult to split cognitive activities into independent tasks as they are 
characterised by many interactions. Their internal order is primarily defined by 
cognitive procedures whilst their initiation, based on system events and production 
aims, is difficult to categorise in their diverse occurrence. A suitable structure 
combining the main production objectives as well as the cognitive procedures could not 
be identified in a way that is satisfactory to clearly separate tasks. It was possible to 
identify rnle-based behaviour to a certain extent The large amount of knowledge-based 
activity to deal with unfamiliar combinations of events cannot be understood yet as the 
system dynamics are still not sufficiently known. 
An attempt at building an HT A entirely from bottom to top based on large listings and 
interaction analysis with extensive detail can only be partially successful. To be 
practical, it should be combined with an approach that works top down - by splitting 
major system goals into operations. To be able to meet in the middle the influence of 
different situational characteristics needs to be examined further. Thus, Chapters 6 and 
7 will consider this approach through the use of a simulation of the IMP system. 
5.7. CONCLUSIONS 
Using (I) knowledge about supervisory strategies from automated processing, (2) the 
awareness of the modified technical functionality of IMP and (3) the idea of a more 
centralised supervisory control needed for a highly interactive system, a new task 
structure was devised by combining all available data in one HTA. Accordingly, the 
monitoring and decision making process became much more complex. 
Finding a suitable way of decomposing the supervisory task it seemed to be suitable to 
develop a method of categorising activities. The need for a closer study of the variety of 
situational combinations was identified - to really understand the reasoning for the 
different choices to be made. Lengthy listings of activities in conjunction with varying 
conditions improved understanding of the different factors involved but also showed the 
high level of complex interactions and the need to use modelling tools to progress. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROL 
STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT IMP: (I) 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMULATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes a simulation model of the IMP system that is intended to support 
the understanding of the system characteristics and the operational needs in greater 
detail. Whilst extensive knowledge about the system characteristics had been 
accumulated and recorded in a task framework described in Chapter 5. concrete 
procedures for identifying and dealing with problem situations still needed to be 
understood. This was because responses to the large variety of event combinations in a 
highly interactive system could not be described from inspecting studies of the system. 
but needed to be elicited as expertise was developed. As the IMP system was not yet 
available to explore various operating conditions and to develop expertise for its 
supervision. a model was used as a suitable alternative. The functionality of the model 
needed to be reduced because of the time resources available. The simulation model 
was designed to enable supervisory expertise to be developed and studied. 
For a system that is still in its final design phase. such as the IMP. there is very little 
knowledge about details of how the system has to be operated. A method for 
establishing knowledge and procedures is to produce a simulation model that can enable 
people to develop expertise with it. A number of technical functions needed to be 
simulated and situations based on different parameters needed to be varied. The 
simulation model can function as a tool to carry out a number of experiments to study 
how the system will have to be operated. A number of participants can be presented 
with a range of scenarios in order to develop strategies for dealing with the task. 
The process of producing the model is also very useful in itself because it helps the 
researcher to learn about system dynamics and interactions and understand the emerging 
properties of the complex system. The design process gives insight into how 
supervisory decisions should be made and which factors they depend upon. 
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6.2. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF MINI· IMP 
In order to deal with the complexities and unknown features of IMP, the simulation to 
be developed to support experimentation, aimed at understanding the operation of IMP, 
will be a simplification of the system. The simulation will be referred to as mini-IMP. 
The functionality of mini-IMP includes the main process characteristics of IMP. The 
processing interactions within mini-IMP to described best by outlining the mail flow 
through the system. 
6.2.1. The main process characteristics of the real IMP 
The mail that arrives at the sorting office is completely mixed. It has to be sorted 
according to its destination, before it is distributed all over the country for its delivery. 
Different types of letters have different characteristics determining the way they are 
handled. A number of items are unsuitable to be processed within the machine. They 
have to be segregated within the culling section. The most important information on the 
letter is the address, which can be read automatically to a certain extent. 
Whilst this is happening the letter has to be faced the same way as others. Additional 
information has been collected from each letter, such as the class, which will allow the 
letter to be cancelled. Finally a code is printed on the letter to make it machine-readable. 
If the address information was still not available at this point or other problems occurred 
mail might have to be stored half processed and can be fed back later. The basic 
structure of IMP is shown in Figure 6.1. 
Figure 6.1 The Integrated Mail Processing System. 
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6.2.2. Processing interactions within mini·IMP 
The mail flow through the mini-IMP system is shown in Figure 6.2. All mail has to 
pass through a culling section to extract machinable mail, which is then handled by the 
sorting section. Mail is passed over from the culling to the sorting section without 
intermediate storage. The sorting section is linked to a computer system, which checks 
images of letters automatically for address information. If the address cannot be read by 
the Optical Character Recognition system (OCR), images are passed on to the Video 
Coding System (VCS). 
Letters arrive in the form of ordered or unordered letters. They have different 
characteristics in the way they are processed. Unordered letters come from the letter 
collections and have to be fed into Feed A for segregation according to size and to 
extract unmachinable mail. Ordered leiters include different types of business mail in 
certain formats and arrive in bundles. They are fed into Feed B and usually result in 
higher read rates because their printed addresses are easier to read. Full operation of 
Feed A needs two culling operators. Feed B requires one local feeder. 
Figure 6.2 The mail flow for mini-IMP. 
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It is assumed that operators always feed as much mail as possible directly after its 
arrival. Mail that cannot be fed due to insufficient capacity, machine failure or lack of 
operators will be stored as unfed mail. This also includes mail not fed because of lost 
processing time during machine stoppages caused by jams or repairs. The culling 
process results in a certain amount of unmachinablemail (packets and flats) to leave the 
machine. This mail will be treated by manual sorting, which is not included in the 
model. 
Feed A and B work independently and are controlled by Mode I and 2. Mode 1 allows 
Feed A and B to work, whilst Mode 2 restricts the operation to Feed B only - to work 
without most of the culling section. If the total of machinable mail leaving the culling 
section exceeds the capacity of the sorting section or the latter is not working, mail will 
flow out at the auxiliary stacker and may be stored for later re-feed to Feed B. 
All machinablemail will flow into the sorting section, where a range of information is 
collected for each letter before it is faced, cancelled, given a routing or tag code and 
finally sorted. The information collected will guide the way each letter is handled. So 
the letter may need to be turned around - according to its original orientation. A code 
will be printed according to the availability of the complete address information either 
from the OCR or VCS. A letter can only be sorted if the complete destination is known, 
otherwise it might be stored as first or second class tagged mail (with no VCS decision) 
or second class mail (if there is general priority for first class mail). Other mail coming 
out of the machine and not being sorted might be rejects or overflow. Half processed 
mail output needs to be stored until it is suitable to re-feed it 
Re-feeding requires a transport operator. All mail coming off the sorting section needs 
destacker operators to clear the boxes and to put sorted mail into dispatch bags. Video 
Coding is operated by a number of video coders. 
According to the availability of video coders a certain amount of unread images has to 
be stored uncoded. Because the system will know at that time whether the image is first 
or second class, it can be stored separately allowing prioritising of first class images. 
It has to be made sure that there are enough destacker operators available. A maximum 
amount of five destackers is only necessary during tag retrieval (sorting only). Usually 
three destackers are sufficient for high throughputs in mode 1. 
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6.3. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM FOR SIMULATION 
6.3.1. The reasons for simplifying mini-IMP 
The simulation model is a simplification of the real IMP system. Simplifications were 
necessary for three reasons. 
Firstly, a complete simulation model requires extensive programming effort. The model 
is a mathematical representation of the system. Representing the physical features and 
events, including 'faulty' conditions requires imagination. Thus considerable efforts 
were necessary to program all logical interactions correctly - e.g. if the capacity is 
exceeded then mail has to flow out into a buffer; if a certain operator is missing then 
mail cannot flow into the machine; if 'first class coding priority' is selected then only 
first class images should be coded; more images need coding with a lower 'read rate'. 
Certain issues were not included because they would have demanded a too extensive 
programming effort (e.g. visual quality checks, diagnosis procedures, messages from 
operators, flexible operator breaks, different locations of jams, detailed properties of 
mail stored in buffers). Moreover, the specific circumstances for future operation that 
may arise after the implementation of IMP, such as technological problems due to local 
contingencies, are not known yet and so cannot be included. 
Secondly, the presence of a complete representation of the real IMP is not required for 
the purpose of the study. The way the system is controlled rather than the system itself 
is important for the study. Hence a much smaller representation of the system is fully 
sufficient. The aim is not to produce a completely realistic representation of a system or 
its parts but to learn about the system's properties. 
The purpose of this study was not to investigate the exact future task of the supervisor 
managing IMP - because of restricted resources. The aim was to demonstrate how 
operational information can be retrieved from a study based on modelling techniques. 
The study concentrated on analysing the cognitive processes involved in making 
decisions to change processing parameters in the context given. 
Thirdly, an extensive number of features will cause the model to run very slowly. The 
time needed for teaching the system had to be kept within reasonable limits. Hence a 
number of issues were left out to avoid complicating the system unnecessarily. 
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6.3.2. The selection of process issues to be included in mini-IMP 
The selection of issues was partly guided by the types of tasks that needed to be 
included in the experimental studies. The model had to provide a cross-section of 
various aspects instead of focusing on specific issues in great detail. Table 6.1 lists 
operations that needed to be covered and issues which enabled their presence in mini-
IMP. 
Table 6.1 Selection o/model issues according to required activities. 
operations and activities issue handled in model by: 
review process stage • time left until dispatch 
• how much more mail to expect 
view mail arrival times and • early/Iate arrival 
volumes • mail volumes 
view type and amount of mail to • general amount of mail coming into the office 
be processed • types of mail and amount per type to deal with 
ensure regular, continuous infeed • infeed volumes to capacities 
view amount and kind of mail • are capacities already fully used 
already in the system • for which type of mail are capacities used 
review general availability of • changing staffing levels 
capacities • machine readiness/machine failures 
check system set-up • mode selections 
• mail priorities 
• current location and jobs of people 
check system performance • capacity utilisation 
• failures (causing repair times) 
• performance rates 
diagnose causes for problems • causes of failures 
• causes of Iow performance 
• causes of system functions not working (e.g. 
lacking operator) 
• causes for mail outflows 
plan solutions • scope of action 
(assign operators, repair, feed buffers, select 
modes and priorities, switch machine on/off) 
weigh options and select choices • importance of issues before others 
• restrictions (only one buffer can be fed at time) 
plan ahead • what mail should flow out 
• what to feed when 
Many other issues were initially included but later discarded to keep the model simple. 
Delay calculations based on sinus functions, differences in operator skills expressed by 
adjustable factors, the division of ordered mail into two kinds, the availability of more 
than one machine, etc. were dropped before the final version was ready for use. 
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Other issues were omitted because they were too difficult to program, such as detailed 
causes for failures or rejects, flexible jam stoppage and repair times, communication to 
operators and managers, evaluation of jam locations, etc. Further related issues were of 
no interest for the study. Thus dealing with manual mail or the function of using 
primary and secondary coding as a double check facility could also be left out 
6.3.3. The model features included in mini·IMP in comparison with 
IMP 
Although important characteristics of the IMP system were included in mini-IMP, 
substantial reductions of the realistic situation have been made. Table 6.2 shows a 
comparison of major differences between the model and reality. 
Table 6.2 Model characteristics in comparison with the realistic setting. 
model reality 
• Events are placed in a block at the beginning • Events do not happen at the same 
of a time interval. So a set of events time, but one after another. There 
happens in one instant and will then be are implications of timely 
constant for 15 minutes. placement and their duration. 
• Some knowledge about the consequences of • True average figures are only 
events is being provided, that would not available when time has gone by 
appear realistically until the end of the period and the results are known. 
(e.g. average read rate per time interval). 
• Feedback is given directly after • No direct feedback of action 
interventions. 'Undoing' of actions is results is available, until after 
possible to test the results of actions. some time. Trends can be seen, 
but the final results are fixed as 
time cannot be turned back. 
• There is no timing of actions. The order of • The sequence of actions in relation 
actions is irrelevant, there is no earlier or to time and results determines the 
later action and the placement of actions has results. Fast reactions are 
no influence on the outcome. required occasionally. 
• Diagnosis was reduced to understanding of • Extensive monitoring and 
the mail flow, buffer storage, operator and diagnosis procedures are needed 
coding situation. Failures and several types to understand the state of the 
of machine problems are only to be system and fmd causes for 
recognised as such. No further analysis of . various failures and disturbances. 
causes is required. 
Although the model provides a history over time by a progression of time intervals that 
give the impression of time moving on, a single model situation has a static character. 
The issue of time only plays a role if the time allowed for dealing with a model situation 
is restricted to a few minutes. The order of interventions as such does not play a major 
role for the outcome, only for the problem solving tactics of the operator, as certain 
model reactions can be tested. In realistic situations future events are not known until 
they happened and control actions cannot be reversed. The model allows this. The 
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activities of monitoring, information collection and diagnosis were reduced to a 
minimum as all important information is readily available at the control panel. 
Additional displays showing the history of data and the proportions of current 
processing figures are given. 
The entire process simulated was designed to be supervised by one person only. For 
simplicity, only one machine is being controlled. It was assumed that mail flows 
through the machine without any delay. Mail arrives in two main types - ordered and 
unordered mail - that have slightly different features in the way they have to be 
processed. The model assumes that there is also no time delay in processing the mail 
between arrival and feed. A selection of simplifications and assumptions made is 
described in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Simplifications and assumptions for mini-IMP. 
• Shorter processing times (e.g. for tag retrieval) are implemented by suggesting 
higher throughputs for the time interval. Any mail being temporarily stored in a 
buffer will need at least one time interval (onto the next one) to be fed back into the 
machine. 
• Pre-culling of mail is only briefly considered, in form of culling operators 
necessary to feed the mail into Feed A (for unfed unordered) or Feed B (for unfed 
ordered). All arriving mail is considered to be fed straight into the machine. 
• All collection mail arrives in form of unordered letters. Business mail is defined as 
ordered letters, which are not further divided. In case the capacity is exceeded, re-
feeds are given priority to the mail arrival. 
• Jam loss as well as repair loss represent unprocessed mail because of stoppage 
time. Any mail left unfed due to stoppages will be considered as unfed unordered 
mail, even if originating from ordered feeds, because the separation of mail types 
for unfed mail proved to be too complicated to be programmed. Jammed letters 
cleared off the machine are neglected. 
• Very little technical detail about the causes of machine failures is given (e.g. 
functional failure, insufficient quality). The most specific failure cause to be 
identified are shut-downs, after reject rates or read rates have reached a critical 
point Efficiency loss can be caused by low read rates, high reject rates or high jam 
rates - which can all be repaired. Repair times are fixed constants (5 minutes). 
Some repairs set main parameters back to required values (e.g. read rates to 0.7; 
reject rates to 0.2). Jam occurrence is set back to none per interval for the next five 
time intervals. 
The mail volumes change as the shift goes by (see Figure 6.3). This feature follows 
reality, gives an impression of time moving on, and provides different situations 
requiring specific activities. Many activities are concerned with controlling mail inflows 
and outflows, which includes planning of buffer fIll-up patterns and conducting re-feed. 
The idea of a video coding system operated by coders is included in mini-IMP. This 
gives a choice of preferences regarding what system functions should have priority as 
opposed to others. 
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Figure 6.3 Letter arrival pattern. 
Simplifications for mini-IMP were also achieved by leaving out a number of control 
issues from IMP, assuming constants for variables and reducing details to a necessary 
minimum. Important processing information is easily attainable on the interface -- in 
contrast to the real IMP where this is not always the case and additional diagnosis 
procedures are needed. 
The model is designed to investigate the cognitive processes of evaluating situations and 
choosing from options for interventions. Hence mini-IMP does not allow dealing with 
auxiliary tasks (e.g. plan operator need for the next day, ensure cleaning procedures at 
the beginning of the shift), which supervisors would have to carry out in reality. The 
task comprises only planning, monitoring and decision making processes. 
The supervisor controlling the system has to judge it on the information on the interface 
and display only. Much of the actual mail processing and machine operating has to be 
imagined. This suggests a very remote control without direct contact to the real 
process. 
Modes and priority selections are available to influence processing settings. Mail has 
only to be stored if the machine cannot cope with it for certain reasons, whilst assuming 
that most mail can be processed without intermediate storage. All operators are 
interchangeable whenever necessary as if they were multi-skilled to keep operator 
assignment decisions simpler. Most machine failures only need to be detected, whilst 
fault diagnosis is very straightforward. Special care has to be taken concerning the 
interpretation of machine efficiency rates and their interaction with machine functions, 
leading to decisions about repairs. 
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6.4. THE DESIGN OF THE MODEL 
6.4.1. Model Structure 
The model was produced using the spreadsheet Microsoft EXCELTM. The model 
simulates dependencies between different parameters including disturbing factors and 
variables for specific situations. It can react to a variety of actions from supervisors. 
The model produces figures for certain amounts of mail flowing into a letter sorting 
office. It consists of a number of different worksheets, which are linked to each other 
- either directly or based on 'macro' programs. Macros are pre·determined procedures 
that are run whenever needed to ensure a variety of model functions. 
The model includes the following components: 
(I) calculation sheet; 
(2) event sheet; 
(3) control panel (containing display sheets and input sheet); 
(4) input history sheet; 
(5) data history sheet; 
(6) macro sheet 
The model structure is shown in Figure 6.4. 
macro sheet 
_ ............. ~.~;lt~:~ .. .l 
r--;-..,.-,,---j 
calculation J input history I 
she~~ ........... 1 .... ' ....... s.heet 
l change to parameters: 
................... .-, ................. . 
control panel I 
Figure 6.4 Architecture of the IMP modeL 
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The main calculation sheet contains a mathematical representation of all machine 
functions and interactions of factors. It produces figures of certain amounts of mail 
flowing into a letter sorting office. Each row in the main calculation spreadsheet 
represents a certain time interval (see Figure 6.5: Extract of the calculation sheet). 
Columns show the number of letters of a certain kind (e.g. first class mail) and handling 
stage (e.g. fed into machine, sorted into boxes) - to be processed during that time 
interval. Letters flow into imaginary system units with an input and an output. Each 
row is calculated based on the amount of mail flowing into the office, which is defined 
by constants. Because the total mail volume is changing over the shift time in a 
characteristic way, this primary figure is based on a sinus function. 
All activities are controlled by the macro sheet. It contains all programs guiding the 
automatic functions within mini-IMP, which can be started from 'buttons' on the 
control panel. 
For each new time interval a new row is created on top of the calculation sheet showing 
the current figures. For each new time slot a set of events is copied into the current time 
line within the calculation sheet. The scenario structure is provided by the event sheet, 
into which pre-set event structures can be fed. This entails outside settings, which have 
to be dealt with by the supervisor. The intensity, frequency and variety of disturbing 
events can be manipulated to change demands for specific experiments. Seven different 
scenario structures provide a range of difficulties at various levels. So new problem 
factors can be introduced to a trainee one by one and finally be combined. 
A control panel shows the current settings and enables the supervisor to 
• assign operators; 
• select modes and priorities; 
• switch machine parts on and off; 
• feed mail from buffers into either Feed A or Feed B; 
• repair machine parts, whilst the repair time will cause processing loss. 
This requires the supervisor to diagnose problem causes, evaluate situations, weigh 
options, make choices concerning system settings or mail feeds. The demands force 
trainees to monitor the most relevant information and to develop procedures for best 
performance. 
Apart form the control panel all work sheets are 'hidden' during normal operation of the 
model, to enable fast processing and avoid the appearance of background activities. 
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The display sheet contains a graphical display of all relevant flow and storage figures at 
a time and a history graph over the time for flow figures (e.g. sorted mail). Figures for 
accumulating buffers are presented in a separate graph. The diagrams are presented as 
bar charts. Furthermore numerical figures of data indicate reasons for problematic 
machine behaviour (e.g. mail contributing to the figure of unfed mail). The interface 
design was chosen rather freely using mainly common sense - as not much 
information was available yet concerning the importance of different pieces of data and 
their use during the task performance. 
After changes to the process calculation sheet have been initiated from the control panel 
they are recorded in an input history sheet - so that decisions and alterations made can 
be reviewed. A similar function is fulfilled by the data history sheet, into which data are 
cleared after each run and saved for later reference. 
The experimenter can choose to run the model in two different ways. To control it 
manually - independently from the time - the insertion of a new row can be initiated 
by the participant whenever it seems appropriate by pressing a button. To run mini-
IMP more realistically the insertion of rows can be linked to the computer clock using 
the ON-TIME-function of EXCEL. Thus the model can be run as a simulation of letter 
flows - using small fixed time intervals that cover imaginary shift intervals to represent 
reality (e.g. 15 minutes). The starting time and the length of time intervals can be set 
according to preferences. 
6.4.2. Programming features 
6.4.2.1. Different types of data 
The model includes various types of data with different functions and characteristics, as 
listed in Table 6.4. Some data are results of the calculated model interactions, others 
define the state of conditions as an outside event or a control parameter. Some 
parameters vary between two logical states, others show proportions. Storage figures 
and the time itself are updated by special macro programs to carry information through 
to new time intervals, based on previous one's. It has to be distinguished between 
variables and constants. Equations can be based either on mathematical operations or 
conditional functions, and combinations of both. 
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Table 6.4 Different types of tklta in the calculation sheet. 
Categories Description/Examples 
Calculated Contents of cells can either be set values or contain formulas to calculate 
figures certain figures. Calculated figures represent mostly letters in a certain 
and processing stage (e.g. mail fed in Feed A or B, mail passing the culling 
set values. section, images passing through the Video Coding System, processed 
and sorted mail). They are calculated based on system interactions. 
Constants All overall settings not to be changed during a run are constants and 
cannot be influenced by the trainee supervisors. Constant parameters 
and can be adjusted by the experimenter from special cells on top of the 
sheet For example, specific days or seasons will provide different 
overall mail volumes, certain machine parts have defmed maximum 
variables capacities under defined conditions, or operators wi th lower skill can 
effect the performance of certain machine parts. 
Figures can be considered as variables if they are set within the event 
sheet and change with time, or if they can be changed by supervisory 
actions. For example, reject rates will indicate technical machine 
performance problems, percentages of first and second class might 
vary, or machine functions might fail or operators might not be present. 
Mathematical Data can be produced by two kinds of equations with different 
equations and properties. This can be 
conditional • direct calculations using mathematical equations and functions; 
equations • conditional (IF-) relations, which are nearly always combined with 
calculations. 
Each value in the calculation sheet is produced using preceding values in 
other cells, simulating a mail flow. Equations can make use of 
constants, can relate to various other formulas within the current row, 
or depend upon cells that provide variables. 
Parameters They cannot be influenced by supervisory actions (e.g. mail inflow 
being pre-set volumes and proportions, machine failures, overall operator numbers 
as outside and skills, season, day of week). 
conditions 
Parameters They are pre-set in the event sheet (e.g. operator attendance, machine 
influencing failures, overflow rate). Some can be influenced from the control panel 
system (e.g. jam rates, operator assignment, machine repairs, buffer re-feed). 
interactions 
Figures They switch settings (e.g. 'on' or 'off) or can be part of large 
indicating conditional functions for mail volumes (e.g. mail stays unfed because 
logical states the capacity is exceeded). 
Figures They show divisions of mail within certain processing stages -
indicating sometimes indicating physical divisions, sometimes informative (e.g. 
proportions amount of first and second class mail in the sorting section, or within 
uncoded images) 
Storage They represent mail stored in buffers, based on what has been stored 
figures before, what has been added, and what has been taken off (e.g. storage 
cumulating of unfed mail, unculled mail, images in video coding, rejects, overflow, 
over the time tagged mail, unprocessed second class mail). 
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6.4.2.2. Calculation of the mail flow in the calculation sheet 
Each time interval is defined as a certain point within a sinus curve. This function 
generates a value for mail arrival to give the impression of mail rising and falling during 
the shift 
The time factor is multiplied with a standard inflow amount (that is based on several 
factors to express seasonal or daily inflow variations) to generate values for the current 
mail inflow. These are refined by inflow variations (given as a percentage factor) to 
allow delays or early mail arrival. Percentage factors control proportions of certain 
kinds of mail (e.g. ordered and unordered mail). Mail arrival appears automatically as 
mail being fed into the appropriate Feed (A or B), unless there are reasons to fail that 
intention (e.g. no operator in place). Unfed mail is calculated based on the mail entering 
the machine, using a set of restrictive conditions, such as the presence of operators, 
stoppage times due to jams or repairs, machine parts being activated or not, and feed 
capacity limits. 
6.4.2.3. Parameter settings in the event sheet 
The event sheet allows conditions and difficulties to be varied. It contains all parameter 
settings, which change over the time to provide scenarios for the model. The event 
structure in the mail processing model is based on the parameters shown in Table 6.5. 
The structure of the event sheet is vital to allow the updating of events to the current 
values after a new time interval was started or changes were initiated. The sheet 
constitutes certain values within a range of different variables available. It is organised 
in a fixed structure according to the time intervals chosen and does not change. This 
structure is different to the dynamic structure of the calculation sheet, that changes with 
the insertion of new rows as time moves on. 
At the beginning of a run a new scenario structure is fed into the current event sheet 
from a specified source. Because the event sheet has a static structure, the right time 
needs to be matched between both sheets when moving on to new intervals. Therefore 
the cursor position within the event sheet relates to the current time. Mter the insertion 
of a new row in the calculation sheet the cursor moves to the following time position. 
Changes to the event sheet are based on precise positions of the parameters to be 
changed, to maintain the determined cursor position after each activity. 
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Table 6.5 Model parameter types in the event sheet. 
parameter description type 
operator expressed by a logical' l' (for present) or '0' switch; 
attendance and (for not present), including places for fixed numbers for 
breaks • coders 1 to 7 work start and finish 
• cullers 1 and 2 
• local feeder 
• transport operator 
• destacker operators 1 to 5 
machine part failure of machine parts caused by specified switch, with '0' for 
failures reasons or parameters exceeding certain failure 
points, expressed by a logical '1' (for 
working) or '0' (for not working) 
operators number of operators additionally available total to be added 
arriving/leaving for work or now unavailable (e.g. '3' or '_3') 
jams per time number of jams per time interval, causing each time interval has 
interval production loss due to a certain jam clearing its own set value 
time (e.g. 2 jams) 
proportion of percentage factor, expressing the amount of switch, with pre-
manual mail non-machinable mail defined values for 
proportion of percentage factor for first class mail as changes within the 
first class mail opposed to second class event structure, and 
reject rate percentage factor for machinable mail being pre-set replacement 
rejected values in case of 
read rate percentage factor, expressing the proportion repairs 
of mail with addresses that could be read 
automatically 
proportion of percentage factor for collection mail (mail to 
unordered mail go through the full segregation process) 
deviation from percentage factor, to assume higher or lower each time interval has 
inflow figure amounts and delays its own set value 
The events - such as the presence of operators or low read rates - are pre-defined at 
chosen times. A supervisory action influences all following events: after switching a 
machine on it has to stay so until switched off or a failure occurred. Hence the event 
sheet also functions as a device to generate future data - according to control actions. 
Each cell is formulated to be the same as the value in the previous time interval (e.g. 
E4=E3). When a certain event has been placed (e.g. read rate at 0.3), all following 
figures react. This enables switching a machine to 'OFF', carrying out repairs, 
assigning operators, etc. An example of an event sheet is shown in Figure 6.6. 
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6.4.2.4. Macro procedures 
General model controls 
The model functions depend on a set of specifically designed macro procedures. 
Macros are used to initiate the insertion of a row to display a new time interval, read the 
event structure into the new row to update parameter values, ensure a continuous 
running of the model using the on-time function, record changes from the control panel 
into the input history sheet, etc. 
To move on to the next time interval, a macro is being initiated to insert another row on 
top of the calculation sheet. This method enables displaying the current row always in 
the same position within the sheet to facilitate display and internal evaluation functions. 
This is necessary because, in order to allow the graphs and displays to update 
automatically, they have to relate to the same positions in the reference sheet. 
Therefore the new row is actually inserted below the 'aJI-time-current' top row, shifting 
older data down. Then the data of the row that now becomes history are copied from 
the top row into the new row. The top row is than updated to the new time and events. 
Parameter settings are transferred from the event sheet and figures such as cumulated 
buffers are copied from the previous row into the new one. This also includes the 
previous time, to which a set time interval is added to calculate the new current time. 
FinaJIy the new row is updated to the present parameter values and inflow figures. 
A continuous run of the model in fixed time intervals links the insertion of a new row in 
the calculation sheet at pre-set times to the computer clock. This macro relates to a list 
of times in the event sheet, which is suitable to contain them because it has a static 
structure as no rows are being inserted. The time list is linked to the start time, set in 
the calculation sheet for convenience, and pre-produces all following times determining 
when to move on to a next time interval. They are calculated based on the step value set 
in the calculation sheet (e.g. 2 minutes). 
After a complete run a macro is used to clear the sheet. This includes saving all data 
(from the calculation and input history sheet) in storage sheets, feeding a new event 
structure into the event sheet, setting the event sheet to start time, copying initial events 
to the calculation sheet and setting the control panel back to the original appearance. 
Actiyities from the control Panel during a run 
The procedures following the activation of buttons from the control panel lead to a 
change in the parameter section within the main calculation sheet. Parameter changes 
from the input device are recorded in the input history sheet. Input activities, shown in 
Table 6.6, involve several types of procedures. 
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Table 6.6 Input activity types. 
Activity types: In the model they are applied as: 
(a) switch between a 1. switch between a selection of buffers to be fed 
number of choices from 
2. switch between different modes 
(b) single on/off-switch 3. switch priorities on/off 
4. switch machines on/off 
(c) multiple on/off-switch 5. assign operators to new tasks; 
involves inputs of '0' or '1' for a number of 
parameters before activation 
(d) feed of a certain value 6. feed mail from a buffer back into the machine 
using Feed A or B; 
needs an input of a required value before 
activation 
(e) repair 7. repair machine failures 
8. repair machine performance problems caused by 
jam rates, reject rates or read rates 
Some activities (type b, c, and e) involve switching to new values within the event 
sheet For these figures the event sheet has a prepared format that calculates the current 
value based on the previous one. All following parameters will react to changes made. 
Repair operations (type e) entail the setting of fixed values (e.g. always '0' to '1') in the 
event sheet Repair also includes notifying the calculation sheet about processing time 
loss. So a field indicating repair will be set from '0' to 'I', which will leave a certain 
amount of mail unfed according to the length of a constant repair time. 
A single on/off switch (type b) refers to a simple calculation determining whether the 
switch is currently on or off, to react the opposite way. A more complex procedure is 
required for multiple switches (type c). They involve re-setting several values after they 
have been entered into the appropriate box. Again, all figures that are to be changed are 
switched on or off depending on the original setting. Firstly, all figures to be set from 
'0' to 'I' are changed using a specialised macro sub-routine; then the sub-routine is 
altered to switch the remaining figures from '1' to '0'. Selective choices (type a) are 
supported by a number of cells that will all be set to '0' apart from the selection, which 
will be set to '1'. 
To feed mail into Feed A or B (type d) the amount has to be entered before the 
appropriate button for feed can be pressed. In the calculation sheet this figure will be 
added to the infeed and it will be subtracted from the selected buffer. Feeding a 
negative figure reverses the action. 
For more convenience, changes are initiated from buttons, which alter the button colour 
permanently if it is an on/off or selective switch. For selective choices (type a) the de-
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activated selections will be set back to black. Buttons initiating a set of changes will 
flash briefly to indicate being 'pressed'. 
The control of the input history sheet 
All changes initiated from the control panel are recorded in an 'input history sheet'. 
This is controlled by additional macro procedures that govern the changes. Changes 
from the control panel are recorded using a macro that copies all values and settings into 
a row dedicated to the 'current' time at the top of the input history sheet. This involves 
inserting a new row in the input history sheet if time has moved on since the last entry 
- in a similar fashion as the procedure for the calculation sheet works. If time has not 
moved on, then the new set of values is entered into the same top row. This allows all 
data within one time interval to be collected in the same row until time has moved on. 
So values for feed to Feed A or B can be added to previous one's (or deducted) until the 
preferred feed level is reached, using the function 'paste special'. 
The use of macro procedures in combination with the structure of linked sheets 
Many macros are closely linked with the structure of the sheets, and with formulas in 
sheets, to calculate specific values. So the procedure that handles operator leave and 
arrival is based on a mixture between calculated values in cells to record historic values, 
and macro procedures that copy the current values into the appropriate locations when 
changes are made. The model allows checking the total number of operators against the 
number assigned, to make sure all operators assigned were available. 
The model makes use of the possibility of linking sheets. So the display on the control 
panel is based entirely on values that are calculated in other sheets, mainly within the 
current row of the calculation sheet. The number of operators available is displayed on 
the control panel, using a calculation comparing the operators assigned with those given 
to be available in total in the event sheet Many values in the input history sheet link to 
current settings in the calculation sheet and are used to be copied into the current history 
row when updated. The linkage provides a feature for time comparison and speeds up 
the updating process. An example of the input history sheet is shown in Figure 6.7. 
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6.4.2.5. The design of the control panel and display - methods of creating an 
interface to change parameters 
An example of the final version of the control panel is shown in Figure 6.S. Cells that 
display process figures are linked to values in the current row in the calculation sheet. 
Some cells contain formulas to display special information based on original values. So 
the culling section will be displayed as 'OFF' when there is a '0' in the appropriate field 
in the calculation sheet 
For the purpose of initiating changes to the model, the control panel contains 'buttons' 
to start macro procedures and entry cells for data. To support the ease of use, cells for 
the entry of values have special coloured borders, so they can be easily distinguished. 
Likewise, cells displaying values with certain characteristics have characteristic borders. 
Moreover issues were grouped according to certain aspects they belonged to. 
Most cells and objects are 'locked' and the sheet is 'protected'. So values cannot be 
changed and objects not moved - to provide a secured interface that can be used under 
experimental conditions. Only cells for data entry are not locked, because they have to 
permit changes. To not allow the user to move to other parts of the sheet by clicking the 
scroll bars, the complete section of the control panel itself was 'frozen', and scroll bars 
were hidden. 
It is difficult to make an interface completely 'user-safe', which means that unusual 
actions taken cannot disturb the model's proper functioning. This can be achieved 
partly by simplifying procedures for changes. So the model was improved during the 
course of the experiments by eliminating the requirement of selecting the required buffer 
before initiating the feed-button, by joining the two functions into one. Secondly, the 
action of entering a '0' or 'I' to set the presence or absence of an operator was replaced 
with buttons to 'switch' assignments on and off. But the model still needed to be run 
with the attendance of the experimenter, who needed to note occasionally that 
• it is not allowed to run the process with insufficient numbers of destacker 
operators; 
• operators are needed to be assigned as a group by pressing a specified button, 
even if the numbers for individual operators had been entered already; 
• the amount of mail to be fed had to be entered first and 'ENfER' pressed before 
the appropriate feed button can be clicked. 
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Whereas the first problem might have been possible to be solved with large additional 
programming efforts the others could not be eliminated for procedural and logic 
reasons. For this purpose though it did not cause any major problems. The need for the 
presence of an experimenter could not be completely avoided. 
The display sheet does not allow changing parameters (see Figure 7.4). Instead, it 
presented all flow figures and rates in a number of bar charts. This gave an opportunity 
to view all data available additionally to the selected information on the' control panel. A 
graphical representation also allowed proportions to be visualised. An additional feature 
was added which enabled seeing not only the data of the current time interval, but also a 
history of some selected figures since the beginning of the shift. The use of bar charts 
that update was possible because they can always be based on the same position in the 
calculation sheet. The insertion of rows creates new data sets without changing the 
references to the top row. Additional data sets are added to the history graph as rows 
are inserted. 
6.5. PROPERTIES OF THE EXCEL MODEL 
6.5.1. The novelty in the use of EXCEL as a real·time simulation 
Spreadsheets are usually used for models with the purpose of system optimisation. 
They represent one or a number of defined static situations to extract the most suitable 
set of factors for a defined outcome. A more complex version of that, which is 
sometimes referred to as simulation (Rothery 1990), is a model that explores random 
behaviour when the number of possible situations is so high that every single one could 
not be modelled. It delivers a stochastic trend indication. 
The model for letter sorting has a different construction, because it also simulates 
changes over the time, which results in a history of situations. So accumulating data 
can be included as well as certain settings resnlting in different circumstances that can be 
altered during the course of a run. Certain buffers might fill up with the settings chosen 
or machine parts will not work until repaired. This type of interactive simulation -
producing a history of events over time according to the interventions made at chosen 
times - is an unusual application for a spreadsheet such as EXCEL. Its use was 
considered partly because of the opportunity for exploring the merits of this novel 
application - and partly because of the ease of its handling, the facilities available 
within it, and the high level of familiarity with it available at the start of its use. 
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6.5.2. The reasons for the preference of a spreadsheet 
Because EXCEL was not designed as a simulation tool. it has some limitations. 
Nevertheless. it allows investigating the interaction of a number of important factors 
within a simplified version of the real IMP. The decisions required are based on a range 
of different control factors. enabling a thorough study of the subject matter. 
The package provides convenient calculation and programming capabilities (e.g. record 
function) and has good graphics facilities that update automatically. It allows a good 
overview of data and a simultaneous usage of linked sheets. It is capable of great 
complexity and is easy to use. There is convenient access to it at reasonable cost and 
quite a few people already possess considerable experience with it. This might 
encourage analysts to use the process of producing the model to learn about the system 
interdependencies. 
The model was written without much previous programming experience. However. a 
large amount of knowledge needed to be studied and a number of specialised 
procedures needed to be written. The results and experience of this study will make 
new modelling attempts using EXCEL much easier as procedures could be created to 
deal with weaknesses of the program for use as a simulation tool. Considerations pro 
and contra using EXCEL are listed in Table 6.7. 
Table 6.7 Arguments pro and contra using EXCELfor simulation purposes. 
Pro Contra 
• The purchase of specialised simulation • The conditional structures caring for 
software is not required. all the different possible options with 
• The mathematical representation is the 'IF' -function can become very 
facilitated by easy-to-use equation complicated. 
editing. Constants can be defined easily. • A number of specialised manoeuvres 
• It allows the use of mathematical are needed to create the simulation 
functions as well as complicated and interface functions. 
structures of 'IF' - conditions. • Knowledge about macro 
• A very satisfying control interface can be programming is needed to understand 
created. including display and controls in the backgrounds of design. although 
the form of buttons linked to pre- facilitated by the recording function. 
programmed routines. • time delays due to computer memory 
• Dependencies of formulas can be tracked restrictions 
conveniently. 
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6.6. PREPARATION FOR EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 
Before starting the experiments mini-IMP needed to be 'tuned' to ensure that a suitable 
amount of mail flows in, the operators are available at the right times, repair and jam 
stoppage times make sense, the difficulties imposed have the right amount of impact, 
the amount of items that certain operators can handle allows dealing with the 
requirements placed, all conditions are well balanced, etc. The length of individual runs 
needed to be tested. This process also helped to learn more about the model's 
characteristics and control requirements. 
6.7. INSIGHT INTO THE COMPLEXITY 
Every formula in the model needs to specify exact links to other data, based on 
mathematical equations or conditions. Whilst relating to the real process that was to be 
simulated, a variety of interactions and conditions could be explored and understood. 
Many more interactions than originally expected became apparent, as the simulation was 
made to work. A huge network of conditional relationships, partly opposing each 
other, needed to be balanced to come to the right results. Knowing these system 
interactions greatly increased insight into operating necessities. 
As mini-IMP only represents what had been understood as features of the real process, 
the examination of interactions mainly re-calls and clarifies insights. The IMP 
technology needed to be studied thoroughly. Moreover, relating reflections about 
technical characteristics to potential operational needs allowed useful conclusions to be 
made - indeed, reflecting about problem interactions changed the overall 
understanding. A few examples of insights are listed in Table 6.8. It has to be pointed 
out though that the insights are diverse and often of a more general nature, making it 
difficult to recall them in a particular list. The structuring and details of the HT A for 
IMP were informed efficiently. Examination of the different variables of the process 
helped understanding of the variety of scenario structures. The results of various event 
combinations can be understood much better and assessed faster. However, the 
understanding gained has to be seen within the limitations of mini-IMP in comparison 
with reality - though, part of the model design process was to select the issues to be 
included, which initially involved the examination of the entire system. 
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Table 6.8 [nsights into the functioning of the system. 
Example Description 
a) estimating The comprehension of the fact that lower read rates cause more images 
the effects to be generated leads to the understanding that more coding capacity is 
of the read needed to deal with the additional amount Any image left uncoded 
rate will result in a tagged mail item. Therefore more coders need to be 
assigned, the read rate is to be improved by machine maintenance, etc. 
b) estimating The number of destackers needed depends on the amount of mail 
the need sorted - and so not only on the amount fed, but also on the read rate, 
of the number of images coded on-line and the priorities set Therefore, 
destackers in case of a shortage, coders might be taken off or the feed decreased. 
c) estimating Mail may be left unfed due to stoppages because of j ams or repairs, 
the need lack of feeding staff, disabled machine parts or excess of feed 
for repairs capacities. Jam losses may be decreased by repairs, when the time 
gain seems reasonable. The assignment of feeders, switching machine 
parts on or selecting more appropriate modes may solve potential 
problems. 
d) optimising The main goal of the operator is to maximise the output by an optimal 
capacities use of capacities under the circumstances given. The less mail goes 
into buffers for intermediate storage and the better the operator's 
abilities are used, the faster the mail can be cleared. 
6.8. CONCLUSIONS 
In order to examine the variety of interactions within the complex IMP system a 
simulation model was produced. The use of a spreadsheet as a simulation tool was 
explored. Thus a variety of specialised procedures were invented to make mini-IMP 
function in the required way. The model needed to compromise on the realistic 
complexity of the system because of time and programming limitations. A reduced 
version of the reality though is fully sufficient for studying a range of operational needs 
within a selection of issues. It still provides a complex range of scenarios and mirrors 
the main characteristics of the real IMP. 
Producing mini-IMP helped learning about the system's interdependencies and 
informed about a variety of operational needs. The next step will be to monitor the 
process of building operational strategies in three future experts who will be trained in 
an experimental setting to develop a wider range of procedures to ensure an efficient 
system performance under varying circumstances. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROL 
STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT IMP: (11) 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIES AND 
SKILLS 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 7 describes an empirical study carried out to learn about the strategies that 
people adopt in operating mini-IMP under a wide range of operating conditions. Some 
operating principles had been developed whilst producing the model itself. Chapter 7 
will now extend this by exploring the variety of the scenarios provided by the model 
and the influence of a history of interventions during the course of an imaginary shift. 
Moreover it was necessary to add a more objective exploration of the operational needs 
for mini-IMP by studying the strategies that develop in different experts according to 
their different understanding of the system. 
The approach to be developed will demonstrate a way of knowledge elicitation for a 
specific task based on a set of practical requirements simulated in mini-IMP. HT A is to 
be used as a tool to represent the captured knowledge. as it facilitates the presentation 
and communication of task information. At this point many of the main activities for 
operating mini-IMP as such are known. What is not known are conditional details to 
find a most suitable way of structuring the task. An appropriate form of categorisation 
within the hierarchical structure will improve understanding of it and facilitate the 
application of the method. 
A preliminary HTA for operating mini-IMP redescribes the task of maintaining 
production specifi~ations in terms of the reasoning process involved. The system 
requirements for specific activities in unfarniliar situations will become clearer as the 
analysis develops. 
Procedures can also be established to bypass some complex decision making processes. 
by determining priorities in dealing with certain events. monitoring procedures and 
selecting suitable interventions in the case of problems. Rules of best practice will be 
established to reach a high performance. Specific skills needed will become apparent. 
It is intended to specify which activities interact with each other most. Activities that 
have weaker connections will provide options for splitting the task structure into 
different jobs. The experiments will give insight into skill acquisition and training. 
based on the learning progress and errors observed. 
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Decision making strategies are difficult to elicit from experts as they can be difficult to 
describe verbally due to a high involvement of intuition. Hence it is important for the 
experimenter to witness the entire processes of developing strategies. 
7.2. SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONS 
According to the design of mini-IMP and the purpose of the study, the task to be carried 
out includes mainly the cognitive processes of monitoring and decision making to 
eliminate problems. 
Control actions are straightforward, involving the entering of numbers or just pressing 
appropriate buttons on the control panel. Therefore the main focus of the study is the 
thinking process whilst controlling the system. The aim of this experiment is to gain 
operational knowledge rather than comparing the performance of trainees according to 
set conditions. 
The experiments include three major stages, which can be differentiated depending on 
the trainee's progress. Initially the system has to be taught and the trainee needs to 
memorise and understand the entire set of task information available (training phase). 
This process will move into a second stage where the trainee explores the system, tries 
out strategies, learns from mistakes, receives advice and challenge from the 
experimenter to establish their own strategies (fixation phase). The last stage will be the 
application of the task knowledge under more difficult conditions of time pressure 
(application phase). 
According to these stages the information that can be gained changes slightly. During 
the training phase it will be of interest to see how the trainee copes with the amount and 
complexity of the information and which are the main problems in understanding the 
process - considering presentation, order and material. Different people have different 
learning styles, preferences, motivation, working styles or experiences, which is likely 
to result in different strategies emerging. The process of how the trainee transforms the 
system knowledge into control strategies is of particular interest. The usefulness of the 
training methods chosen needs to be evaluated. 
For the last two stages the development of control strategies used is of most interest. 
The fixation phase is likely to entail error and inefficiency before most useful strategies 
are applied more frequently. These experiments will enable the HTA for mini-IMP to 
be completed. 
This task information will entail several aspects. Firstly, supported by the structure of 
fixed time intervals, a certain sequential structure can be expected. So specific activities 
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would only be carried out in certain order. This might partly be guided by the cognitive 
process of collecting information before evaluating data, prior to choosing actions for 
improvement and then finally initiating them. Certain aspects though might have order 
constraints due to system requirements or might have specific order preferences to 
achieve efficient performance. 
A second aspect to be investigated is whether certain procedures may stand on their own 
as self-contained activities that can be separated from other issues. This helps to 
structure the task by splitting it into sub-procedures. So most related activities might be 
identified to form 'clusters' of separable issues. 
Thirdly, different situations will require different strategies. Some procedures will 
become irrelevant, others have to be carried out in more detail. Specifying types of 
situations and exploring the choice of activities according to concrete events will help 
understanding of the task and complete vital 'plan' information for the HT A. So it 
becomes clear what has to be carried out when and under which conditions. Fixed 
procedures might become apparent. The extent to which specific activities vary with 
different circumstances may become manifest 
Furthermore specific issues on information flow interactions and memory use have to 
be looked at This includes specifying information requirements, especially key process 
information for monitoring procedures. This is the information that is most suitable to 
assess the situation quickly. 
7.3. MEmOD 
7.3.1. Experimental plan 
The experiments were carried out with three trainees over four sessions, with about four 
hours for each session. The course of an imaginary shift will always be referred to as a 
'run'. One session included on average two 'runs'. An overview of the experimental 
plan can be seen in Table 7.1. 
Session I was an introductory training session to teach the characteristics of the 
process, the displays and controls. An interactive animation program of about one 
hour, developed in Macromedia Director, was played to each trainee. This included 
intermediate test questions to monitor the trainee's progress and to detect problems in 
understanding the process before moving on. Identical material for each trainee in the 
animation program helped to keep the training consistent at the beginning. Verbal help 
with additional explanation was given where necessary throughout the experiment - to 
cover material that needed further clarification or repetition. 
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After the trainee was familiar with the technical functions of the system. task 
information was given. Trainees were asked to study a manual based on a Hierarchical 
Task Analysis. This was followed by a training run with a small amount of interfering 
events (scenario 0). Maximum help was given from the experimenter during the run. 
The time spent for each time interval was chosen manually by the trainee as it could last 
until an acceptable solution was found. 
Table 7.1 Experimental schedule a"angements. 
1 
3 
4 
of parts 
1:30 
0:45 
0:15 
0:30 
2:30 
0:30 
1:30 
1:45 
0:15 
1:45 
1:30 
0:15 
0:20 
1:00 
1:15 
1:15 
0:10 
contents 
introduction 
animation 
extra time for tests 
read the HTA manual. questions 
start 
using 
scenario 
training and explanation - at 1600 scenario 0 
with manual time control 
read the HTA manual 
manual time control 
manual time control 
discussion 
manual time control 
manual time control 
discussion 
read the HTA manual 
manual time control 
fixed time intervals (= 3 min) 
fixed time intervals (= 3 min) 
discussion 
at 1615 scenario 1 
at 1530 scenario 2 
at 1600 scenari 0 3 
at 1630 scenari 0 4 
at 1830 scenario 5 
at 1600 scenario 6 
at 1600 scenario 7 
After the first training session the demands could be increased continually by 
introducing new difficulties - changing the level of disturbance. mail inflow volumes 
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or time limits for each time interval. Session 2 was introduced by reading the HT A 
manual again at the trainee's own pace. It contained two runs (scenario 1 and 2) with 
slightly more demanding situations. but still with moderate complication. Less help 
was supplied. but hints for better performance were given wherever useful to develop 
the trainee's skills. 
Session 3 included two runs with high difficulty (scenario 3 and 4). The HTA manual 
was only provided as reference material without request to study it. Help was only 
given for obvious mistakes or to consider a different choice when the trainee had not 
come across an alternative idea. The time was still controlled manually for sessions 2 
and 3. 
Session 4 included a further brief study of the HT A manual, as there was a time gap of 
two to three weeks since the previous sessions. (The time delay was needed for 
improvements of mini-IMP.) A short run with manual time control was given first 
(scenario 5) before two runs (scenario 6 and 7) were carried out with fixed time 
intervals of three minutes. This proved to be a comfortable time limit. One trainee also 
managed to complete a run with two-minute intervals. Most runs (apart from 5) started 
at about 1600. At 1600 the mail inflow starts rising again after the afternoon dispatch. 
Because the session was still very long with (4 hours). breaks of 10 to 20 minutes were 
provided half way through. 
The trainees were encouraged to express all thoughts and comment on activities. 
This was recorded on audio-tape and some issues were clarified in post-run-interviews. 
The trainees were allowed to initiate the changes themselves using the control paneL 
The experimenter just observed and asked for the reasoning of choices to be made. 
Every experimental cycle builds upon what has been learned from previous trainees. So 
improvements to the training methodology and experimental method are included in 
each successive experiment. 
7.3.2. Experimental conditions and their justification 
7.3.2.1. Help given and objectivity 
Help was given wherever a need was identified by the experimenter. Comments and 
suggestions were made to challenge the trainee's judgements. During an initial training 
phase the experimenter would give advice on unfeasible actions or potentially irrelevant 
information until the trainee was familiar with the system and able to develop hislher 
own 'rules of thumb'. 
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There will be a concern that suggesting other strategies to tackle the problem might 
influence the trainee. As this is a process that lacks expert operating knowledge, 
different strategies need exploring. The trainee has an idea of what can be done in the 
first place and different ideas were never introduced until the trainee seemed to have 
made hislher own decision. Often it proved useful to prompt the trainee to look at the 
matter from a different angle. Sometimes it encouraged the trainee to express even more 
the reasoning process underlying a particular choice. 
7.3.2.2. The number of trainees 
Only three trainees were used. Although this is a very small number of trainees, the 
total number of hours spent during all experimental sessions was rather extensive (15 to 
16 hours, depending on their own pace). This is because the training for such a 
complex system is very time consuming and therefore rather costly. As the purpose of 
the study was to accumulate knowledge-based on a wide range of different conditions 
rather then compare the effects of identical circumstances, the total number was of 
minor importance. Three trainees seemed to be enough to collect a wide range of 
qualitative experience with reasonable costs. 
7.3.2.3. The choice of trainees 
Students with little or no knowledge about the details of the process were used as 
trainees. All were in the process of completing a PhD in applied Ergonomics subjects. 
Trainees 1 and 2 had some knowledge about the Royal Mail organisation. Trainee 2 
had seen an automated processing centre during a visit of about one hour, about two 
years prior to the experiments. 
An alternative option to using students would have been to involve trained staff from 
Royal Mail, such as supervisors or engineering staff. There was only limited access to 
Royal Mail staff due to their work commitment In any case Royal Mail staff had no 
direct experience of supervising IMP, and certainly no experience of mini-IMP. Using 
students had the advantage that they are readily available for experiments locally. They 
can be expected to be able to deal with complex reasoning tasks and are willing to learn. 
Students might even be more inventive because of the fact that they are not biased by 
older operating knowledge. Hence they are likely to be open towards mini-IMP and 
interested in finding operating strategies. As non-specialists though they have no 
background knowledge and require additional training to come to the same level as 
Royal Mail personnel. As the number of issues within mini-IMP was deliberately kept 
within limits, training costs were reasonable. 
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7.3.2.4. The involvement of trainees 
Trainees were told about the aims of the experiments, as their support was needed for 
the collection of most useful data. They knew that there would be no performance 
comparison. Although some task information was given for preliminary guidance to 
how the task should be organised, the detail was rather low. 
Information about model characteristics and details were kept to an absolute minimum, 
because all information needed could be found on the interface. It was made clear to the 
trainee that the displays given are not necessarily the best solution and may contain 
irrelevant data. Trainees were encouraged to point out deficiencies and name the 
information that was most relevant to their decision making activities. 
Trainees were asked to comment on all thoughts and activities including what is 
currently being looked for, estimated, decided about, as well as what is not yet 
understood. Trainees were informed that their comments were taped. 
7.3.2.5. Implications of using of a simplified model 
One major characteristic of mini-IMP is that time does not move on progressively. It 
stays within a certain time interval in which changes can be placed, as long as the model 
does not move on to the next time interval. So the operator has to imagine looking at a 
situation at the end of the time interval with changes being made at the very beginning of 
it, with no progressive reaction to changes as time would move on in reality. This 
proved to be slightly difficult for the trainees to understand initially, but all of them got 
used to it and managed to work with it 
The simulation model is controlled entirely via an interface enabling recognition of a 
number of production problems that can be solved with a selected number of activity 
choices. So the task is reduced to the actual interaction with the process. Auxiliary 
tasks such as preparation procedures, planning activities for the next day or daily 
performance evaluation for the management are not included. The control panel is 
characterised by the fact that all information needed is always available and easily 
accessible at a single glance. This reduces the memory load when dealing with the data. 
Only few diagnosis activities were required because throughput information, the 
operator assignment situation and failure specifications were easily accessible on the 
interface. 
During training and exploration the thinking process works considerably slower than 
when expertise has been developed. Therefore as much time as is needed by the trainee 
has to be allowed for a complete problem solving sequence for a given situation. This 
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was achieved by manually initiating a new time interval when the final situation had 
been accepted. This also allowed enough time to express thoughts and ask questions. 
For the purpose of training the deviation of mini-IMP from reality might be a 
disadvantage in terms of accuracy and the elimination of a number of procedural 
requirements. Several advantages appear that facilitate the training progress. The 
training time is reduced due to less complication. The ability to neglect the timely order 
of interventions simplifies the objectives. Immediate feedback avoids high memory 
load as the history of interventions does not need to be memorised over long periods. 
Moreover, the possibility of reversing actions enabled trainees to test model reactions 
and learn more about the system dynamics to develop the skill of predicting future 
situations. Whilst the facility was used during training, time pressure required trainees 
to use their own predictive skills as the model reaction times were often long and 
trainees had not enough time to make use of the facility. 
7.3.2.6. The continual improvement of mini-IMP 
The model was continually improved during the course of the experiments. This was 
necessary as a number of functional errors only became apparent under certain operating 
conditions. A number of them had to be fixed to ensure mini-IMP ran correctly. Other 
changes were improvements following trainee's comments. 
So complications and formula errors were eliminated, constants adjusted, automatic 
functions added and the operator assignment procedures improved. The interface was 
re-designed both for the control panel as well as for the graph displays to facilitate the 
gathering of information whilst concentrating on the most important parameters on the 
one hand, and speeding up the model calculation process on the other hand. 
Although the experimental conditions were modified, this was only of minor importance 
as the overall aim was to continually improve the performance and to accumulate 
knowledge-based on the most suitable operating techniques. 
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7.3.3. Materials provided 
7.3.3.1. Training material 
Animation proJ:rarn 
During the introduction in session 1 trainees used an interactive animation program, that 
they could play at their own pace. The program had been developed using Macromedia 
Director. The program moves on from an overview to reveal detail about the system 
itself and the way it can be controlled. 
content list 
IF introduction 
(} test questions 
IF letter sortil1{] process 
o general terms 
o operators 
o more detail 
o test questions 
IF parameters 
o test questions 
IF how to control the system 
() test questions 
IF display/control panel 
() test questions 
Please click on 
your choice I 
Figure 7.1 Content screen of the animation program. 
All necessary technical knowledge was presented in a number of different chapters, as 
shown in Figure 7.1. After a general introduction into the processes, including 
requirements of mail sorting as well as the aims of the experiment, system functions 
were presented from a general level to most detail. The next chapter explained the 
system parameters to demonstrate what can happen to the process. A number of 
possible events were introduced with the notion that the trainee will control a 
mathematical model. This led to a description of the means of control as well as control 
restrictions, including the functions of modes and priorities. The control of the system 
was then illustrated in more detail with an explanation of how to diagnose and influence 
system behaviour (e.g. how to enter changes) using the display and the control panel. 
The description of the control features was followed by a number of concrete examples. 
After each chapter, trainees were required to answer prepared test questions (see Figure 
7.2 for an example). 
Animation was used to present the text in an interesting way, by using different effects 
for its appearance on the screen, by including animated pictures, and by controlling the 
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amount of detail on the screen. A basic mail flow model was gradually replaced by a 
detailed flowchart of the machine with its inputs and outputs. Hidden details were 
revealed in portions, whilst the appropriate explanation appeared on the screen (see 
Figure 7.3). Later, examples of the display and control panel were used to explain their 
functioning and use (see Figure 7.4). Locations on the screen relevant to the text 
displayed were emphasised using red circles, animation of arrows, etc. The tests were 
administered simply by displaying a question and requesting the trainee to review their 
own understanding by expressing a solution. The answer could be revealed after a 
mouse click, including the next question. The instructor encouraged the trainee to 
formulate answers, to be able to evaluate the understanding of the learner. 
INTRODUCTION 
_...-1_ 
1 What Is your Job In the letter _lug 
011"'" 1 
2 1I0w '" your machlue called? 
3 Which .... U, do you have '0 control? 
4 What Is your working time? 
5 What Is your most bn.--cau' obJective? 
6 When '" 'be peak 01 the mall Inflow 1 
7 Wben Is the malllnOow Iow_ ? 
lIIlSWen 
o Supervisor 
o mlP. Integrated Mall 
-o Thelace .... 1ft 
o 1400 to 2200 ho ..... 
o .......,.,... aD 1st ea- maD for 
d ....... teh at 2200 hou .... 
o 1800b ........ 
o laoo and 2100 h ........ 
Figure 7.2 Example of intennediate questions during the animation program. 
The progress through the program was controlled by the reader. Each time a portion of 
new information was displayed, the program halted, whilst the mouse pointer changed 
its appearance and a certain waiting tune was played. The next piece of information was 
displayed after a mouse click. Moreover, interactive buttons were included. The user 
could return to the contents list at any time, to navigate from there through the program 
structure. In case the test questions revealed problems, the repetition of the previous 
section was given as an option. 
HTAmanual 
Mter viewing the animation program, trainees were given a paper-based manual. Its 
contents were based on a preliminary HT A that had been designed for the task of 
operating mini-IMP - according to the operating experience so far. The experience 
originated from the HTA for IMP, knowledge about the model specifications (operating 
requirements and restrictions) and from a number of test runs with mini-IMP. The 
manual also included major process information at the appropriate task levels (e.g. mail 
inflow figures, capacity limits for certain modes, etc.) 
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-Iv Q:oerAtDIS art IIefeIt fi:l (MIll! /IItI c.der<d H::ir I uncull<d ~1IIItdwIe.1KjNllll\f(lbllDlJ optfI'ItrJf$' AIf rff/U1n!i1Jr flIl Imen mail 
petfOmuaa.1e8f If HealS. batl JNifl'.. 
L-. 
... ~ met ... , PP! I) 
'= 
G 
MAIL '¥ 
second cIos. cveri'lCNi I I rejects I mued mail I routinE ood.cl sorted f-- .., I--.~ 
bal' ...... aIl 0 1st 2nd eloss el&, MAil OUTFLOW 1 destocker 11 1 cles1acker21 1 derucker31 . 1 des1acker4 destockerS I OUTFlOW 
Figure 7.3 Different stages of the animation program; 
(a) shows the simplified mail flow, (b) shows how details are revealed, (c) shows the complete detail of the mini·IMP mailflow. 
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Figure 7.4 Chartfrom the animation program showing an interpretation of a display for an example situation. 
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7.3.3.2. Practice material 
For the experimental runs the trainees used the model interface on the screen to control 
the process simulated. This consisted of a display and a control panel. The control 
panel contained most processing figures for the current time interval and provided 
facilities for interventions. The display showed various graphs of mail proportions. 
During the runs a sheet of paper was available with information about operator presence 
and breaks. A picture of the IMP as a realistic machine was provided. Furthermore the 
HT A manual was available for viewing as reference material. For later experiments a 
sheet was provided with most essential model specifications such as the definition of all 
major terms, machine and operator functions and capacity limits. 
7.3.4. Use of scenarios 
Seven different scenario settings provided increasing difficulties by introducing new 
problem factors, singly and in combination. 
Not all the trainees had exactly the same conditions at the same training level. This was 
caused partly by necessary model improvements. The purpose of the study did not 
require the conditions to be kept exactly identical for each trainee. Moreover this was 
impossible as every run had to be different due to the variations of choices made by 
different trainees at different points. Slightly changed conditions even widened the 
scope of the study to explore more system variety as long as the scenario level was kept 
at a similar difficulty. 
Scenario 0 avoids all additional difficulties and concentrates on the understanding of the 
shift characteristics, the flow of mail through the machine, the availability of operators, 
the existence of repair facilities for dropped read rates, the mechanics of mode and 
priority selections and the need for re-feeds of stored mail. Scenario 1 adds more 
difficulty to the mail inflow and explores the issue of occasional machine failures and 
repair needs. 
Scenario 2 abandoned the appearance of failures for the exploration of more subtle 
disturbances such as jams or reject rate changes. Higher inflow volumes with varied 
inflow proportions and higher initial buffer levels needed to be coped with. Scenarios 3 
and 4 were slightly varied for different trainees, but generally showed another increase 
in difficulty. More intense and variable changes for different types of machine 
efficiency rates were applied in one of the two scenarios. The other one mostly dealt 
with a number of severe failures, whilst other disturbances were minimised. A final 
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verSion of scenario 4 included both rate changes and failures. Throughout scenarios 3 
and 4 the inflow volumes and initial buffer storage were considerably higher, 
demanding more proficient strategies. 
Scenario 5 was a last practice session before performance under time pressure was 
started in scenarios 6 and 7 on the same day. Therefore it was shorter and comprised 
only the most crucial later period of the shift It included rate changes, failures, variable 
inflow proportions, high inflow volumes and high initial buffer storage. Scenarios 6 
and 7 included the full range of difficulties and added the requirement to complete a time 
interval within 3 minutes. This could cause considerable difficulties in situations with 
various factors to be considered and required a good understanding of how to deal with 
the task efficiently. An example for a scenario setting can be seen in the event sheet 
shown in Figure 6.6. 
7.4. RESULTS 
7.4.1. Experience during sessions 
7.4 .1.1. General remarks 
All trainees varied considerably in their personalities and their preferred learning and 
operating strategies. Their motivation to reach the highest level of performance at the 
time of the experiment could be influenced only little by the experimenter. Mostly the 
trainees were ambitious to clear all the mail in time. 
Trainees were encouraged to develop their own strategies and not to take any advice as 
an instruction, but as an alternative choice. Initially, they were very keen on advice 
from the experimenter, but soon they made up their own mind and kept to their 
strategies in many cases, even when the experimenter suggested different options. 
Sometimes a tricky situation with a number of alternative solutions tempted a 
constructive discussion about all options to be considered. 
Until they mastered the skill of making predictions, trainees benefited from the facility 
of 'undoing' actions when the results were not acceptable enough. Testing actions 
helped to deal with the complications of choosing suitable actions as long as the skill of 
making predictions needed to be developed - both by demonstrating reactions and 
reducing the complexity. 
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7.4.1.2. Training experiments (runs 0, 1) 
All three trainees expressed difficulties with the amount of information that was 
presented during the animation program. The test questions proved a good means to 
recall issues and focus on important points. It gave the experimenter an opportunity to 
see what had not yet been understood and give further explanation when necessary. 
Although all trainees were overwhelmed at the start by the high complexity of the 
process and the difficulty in understanding all the connections, they felt increasingly 
comfortable each time they had completed a run. All trainees asked frequently for 
confirmation of actions and needed frequent prompting. This indicates that, although 
the information presented was well structured, it was not very helpful to present it all at 
once without reference to task issues and no intermediate practice of specified issues. 
The trainees found the method in which the system was presented in the animation 
program useful. It seemed that the greater the time and attention that the trainees paid to 
understand the process characteristics at the beginning (spending more time), the better 
was the performance later, as operational details were understood and applied earlier. 
The trainees went through the process of learning how to interpret displays, of 
considering system restrictions and of learning how to change parameters (e.g. where to 
enter data, which buttons to press). They learned how the system reacts to changes of 
settings, about the need to balance priorities, to see when means are insufficient, to 
understand which parameters influence which system conditions, and how. Trainees 
varied in the issues that they found difficult to understand, but most issues were 
understood after further explanation. All experienced the disappointment of lacking 
capacities during the highest mail inflow and learned that capacities will be available 
sufficiently towards the end of the shift 
Many misunderstandings seemed to be cleared away towards the end of the first run, 
when trainees felt they had a much better grasp of what was going on. It was important 
for them to experience the difference of conditions due to the change in the mail inflow 
through the complete shift. 
7.4.1.3. Performance improvement - exploration and fixation (runs 2, 3, 4, 5) 
The need for help as well as the help given continually declined. A number of questions 
still needed to be answered and a few misunderstandings eliminated. The higher 
demands forced the trainees to cope with a range of new problems. Trainees found it 
most difficult to understand the functions of modes and priorities. Repeatedly they 
failed to notice that operators had left or were lacking for other reasons. 
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They established that the machines had first to be checked to ensure that they are 
working and operating without problems. Then inflow figures had to be checked to 
estimate whether or how much mail needs feeding in from buffers. Initially trainees 
paid a lot of attention to the figures given in the additional displays. They felt that it was 
useful to have them during the learning process, especially to have a visual 
representation of the proportions of different kinds of mail as well as the order of 
transformation. Later, all trainees abandoned looking at the display as all information 
needed could be found from the control panel itself; thus saving a lot of time. 
Trainees often waited for cues for action requirements, expressed requests to be notified 
by alarms of situations, rather than having to identify problems. 
7.4.1.4. Expert performance - application (runs 6, 7) 
As trainees gained experience, they learned what information is relevant for which 
decision. They developed routines of how to evaluate and influence the process. 
Estimations about the system states and its requirements as well as decisions were made 
faster, once they knew what information was relevant for what. Because of the demand 
for quick decision making, trainees started to pay more attention to the issues of greater 
importance. Moreover they tried to eliminate trial activities as much as possible and 
thought ahead as many steps as possible before initiating changes. With time pressure 
and long system reaction times, trainees were forced to use their own skills in 
forecasting the effects of interventions. 
Trainees planned activities further ahead, mostly after the system was brought into a 
satisfactory state. The control activities incorporate forecasting, history reviews, 
diagnosis and intermediate assessments and planning. Some of them were skipped later 
for more effective procedures. When under time pressure, trainees found it rather 
difficult to communicate all intermediate thinking stages. 
It emerged that strategies were adopted according to three major types of situations 
based on the change of mail inflow over the shift time. They comprise the periods of 
mail rise, peak mail inflow and inflow decline. During mail rise the emphasis lies on 
clearing large leftover buffers and repairing allfaults to ensure sufficient functioning of 
the machine. During the highest inflow few actions can be taken, apart from choosing 
priorities and filling up certain buffers in favour of others. Other than that, the activities 
comprise mainly monitoring to detect faults. When the mail inflow declines the 
emphasis lies very much on managing the re-feed of buffers. This is the most 
complicated phase as many changes have to be planned and initiated. Towards the end 
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of the shift trainees concentrated too much on managing buffer re-feeds at the risk of 
neglecting checking for failures or machine problems. 
7.4.2. Formal data analysis approaches 
7.4.2.1. Model data evaluation 
During each run all model activities were captured. So the final model state for each 
time interval can be examined in the 'calculation sheet' and all changes initiated by the 
operator can be viewed in the 'input history sheet'. 
The amount of mail that has been finally sorted over the whole shift in relation to the 
amount that was given to be sorted could be used as performance measurement within 
the data available. Obviously this has risen with the amount of mail to be sorted as well 
as the trainee's expertise, and has been lowered by difficulties placed as events to cope 
with. Comparisons between trainees are not very appropriate, as the training conditions 
varied. Experimental conditions had to be changed as previous experience was 
incorporated into following runs (e.g. amount of difficulty to stimulate more intense 
reasoning activities, elimination of model insufficiencies, improved display with more 
facilities). Likewise, the individual learning speed differed. Three trainees represent 
only a very small sample. The interest lay mainly in exploring as many different 
settings as possible to see their implications for the strategies to be used, rather than 
exploring the differences between individuals. 
Major strategies may be indicated by the preference of certain modes, by the average 
quantity of mail that had been sent out to certain buffers and fed back, etc. - as visible 
from the result pattern over the shift. So the extraction of 2nd class mail and a 
deliberate large production of tagged mail appeared as a strategic advantage. An 
example for the performance data obtainable is shown in Table 7.2, enabling 
comparisons for run 6. 
The pattern of activity captured in the 'input history sheet' may similarly reveal 
differences or similarities of specific strategies in comparison between different trainees 
(see Figure 6.7). Again, the data out of this experiment reveal very different strategies 
used. This is partly because event structures were different, but partly because there is 
a large amount of freedom for activities during the course of a whole run, even if similar 
major strategies are applied. 
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Table 72 Extract of performance data results (the different sorting criteria are prinled 
in bold). 
culling sorting 2nd class routing 1st class 
RUN 6 throughput throughput buffer coded sorted left stored 
generated at end 
indication amount of extraction of strategy perfonnance amount of 
sorted of: mail fed machinable chosen by average missed 
by: mail trainee target 
culling trainee 2 7458 5958 587 4966 758 
through- trainee 3 6646 5219 688 4510 3450 
put trainee 1 6394 4968 526 4418 1420 
culling trainee 2 7458 5958 . 587 4966 758 
through- trainee 3 6646 5219 688 4510 3450 
put trainee 1 6394 4968 526 4418 1420 
2nd trainee 3 6646 5219 688 4510 3450 
class trainee 2 7458 5958 587 4966 758 
buffer trainee 1 6394 4968 526 4418 1420 
routing trainee 2 7458 5958 587 4966 758 
coded trainee 3 6646 5219 688 4510 3450 
sorted trainee 1 6394 4968 526 4418 1420 
1st trainee 3 6646 5219 688 4510 3450 
class trainee 1 6394 4968 526 4418 1420 
left trainee 2 7458 5958 587 4966 758 
7.4.2.2. Protocol analysis 
Another attempt to analyse the data was to produce transcripts from the tapes that had 
been recorded during the experiments. Because this is a very time consuming process 
when done in full, it was focused on certain aspects to speed up the process. So 
attention was paid to extract data concerning misunderstandings, repeated problems and 
hints given to understand the problems and the progress of the leaming process. The 
analysis of verbal protocols focused on understanding the strategies expressed, 
including major actions and their results - without transcribing every single word 
spoken. An example of the protocol analysis can be found in Table 7.3. The tape 
transcripts were only completed for a selection of data as other methods proved to be 
less time consuming and equally informative. Additionally trainees were asked to make 
comments concerning the strategies used and to suggest improvements for mini-IMP. 
The method of recording the comments made whilst operating mini-IMP showed a few 
problematic features. Firstly, it depends very much on the amount a particular trainee 
wants to communicate. Some trainees expressed more thoughts than others. 
Sometimes trainees needed to be reminded to comment. 
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Secondly, trainees often expressed conclusions rather then intermediate thinking 
activities. Likewise, they communicated rather complex questions they would ask 
themselves, which were often just starting points to be examined in the mind, although 
thoughts were not always given verbal impression. This trend increased when trainees 
became more experienced and under time pressure, because thinking sequences becarne 
too fast to be expressed in time. Thus trainees expressed more thoughts when still 
learning and exploring - then their thinking process was slower and they had to 
explore all options as well as make more choices as to which option would be most 
suitable for a particular situation. 
Table 7.3 Example/or a protocol analysis (Run 6). 
time tape analysis 
18:30 fix ves and read rate - 1 operator left - take off coder for now - a 
minimum though can put through B - 2nd class 1267 items - if I take it off I 
only have it going through overflow -let those go through - 1st class coding 
priority on - not enough destackers - someone off coding - almost at 
maximum - not worth putting more through - but enough coders - can do it 
-too late. 
18:45 everything OK - operators OK - all at maximum - no need to put more 
through - no images stored - could only put 1 st class priority back on -
there is all second class that is going through with coding. 
19:00 have some problems with rates - how much will I lose - because several 
little problems will fix them all- need all operators - got a spare coder-
need to put anything through? - will come out anyway - 2000 from 
overflow. 
19:15 all OK-l operator left- throughput at maximum- 200 overflow- all 
destackers used, coders, local feeder too - not worth putting more through A 
and change of priority [70% first class]-only another 1000 - very little not 
being coded - would have to take a coder off. 
19:30 read rate down - if I stop it now - need coders, spare destacker -loads of 
spare capacity - 3500 through A - probably need destacker back-
[weighing repair loss against coding loss] - coder on transport - almost at 
maximum - not worth it 
19:45 fix read rate because it is low - too many destackers - put 4000 in A - some 
will come out - not enough coders - feed some B, not enough coders 
anyway - from overflow - some will end up as A - but cleared that store 
down. 
20:00 read rate down again -lost two operators - don't need that culler - fix read 
rate - transport on to feed all not culled - [forgot to assign operators] - feed 
someA. 
Detailed checking procedures were hardly extractable as all types of data were easily 
visible and the operators could just glance over the display without any effort, often 
without mentioning every single activity as they happen very fast and partly 
unconsciously. Checking procedures could sometimes be followed visually as the 
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trainees tended to move the mouse pointer to the appropriate point on the display or 
made intermediate statements aboutfmdings ... 
7.4.2.3. Sequence analysis 
As previously mentioned the protocol analysis was a way of transferring the data into a 
more suitable form and gave an opportunity to explore the issues a second time after 
experiencing the experiments directly: but it did not provide a formal way of producing 
results. Therefore an attempt was made to capture the sequential structure of the 
decision making process. It was hypothesised that people would start off with rather 
different procedures and reach a similar pattern when gaining expertise. It was hoped to 
compare patterns between different experienced trainees. 
The structure of mini-IMP supports a performance in which each time interval contains 
a complete decision making process from recognising problems, through selecting 
suitable choices for interventions, to initiating them. A new time interval would only be 
initiated after a suitable set of choices had been made. The next time interval would 
restart the process as the conditions will have changed again. One objective of the study 
was to layout a general cognitive structure that could be applied to each of these cycles. 
This could support a refinement of the basic HT A structure for the task. Whilst specific 
situations encountered would lead to different sets of choices, the process of finding 
them would still be comparable. Therefore it was hoped to record repeating sequences 
of standard actions that could help to identify preferred strategies. 
Because the basic operations to be carried out were known, a list was made with all 
operations in an order that was close to the main cognitive succession of activities that 
could be expected. Using a spreadsheet, each operation done was given a number 
according to the order in which a trainee had carried them out. For each new time 
interval the count was started again at number one as the previous decision making 
process had been finished. Appendix Al shows a list of predicted operations based on 
a preliminary HT A, which are given position numbers within each time interval, 
according to their appearance during the performance of the trainee, that could be 
studied using the audio recording and other recorded data. The list of data continues for 
further time intervals; Appendix Al is an extract. 
For each operation the number of incidents was then summarised across all time 
intervals, in which the operation had appeared in first, second, third, fourth place and 
so on. Additionally, sums indicating how often the operation was carried out in total 
gave an idea of the frequency and importance of each particular operation. Appendix 
A2 is a continuation of Appendix A 1. It shows the total appearance for operations, and 
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the sums for the positions at which the different operations occurred. After a process of 
sorting the operations according· to their appearance for each position, ideally a 
clustering of the highest numbers should appear as a line from the top left to the bottom 
right to give an indication of when particular activities were preferred to be carried out 
Appendix A3 shows the sorted list, with high occurrences for different positions in bold 
font. 
A number of difficulties arose during the study. Most importantly, the use of direct 
order references did not correspond sufficiently with conditional aspects. So some 
routines might follow others only under certain conditions, which modified the 
numbering system later on. Complex situations would require going through several 
intermediate decision making processes. This could be eliminated by recognising 
procedures as units and treating them as complete sub-tasks, restarting the numbering 
system. Still one of the major observations made was that most operations relied on 
specific conditions that channelled operations into many different ways. 
The pre-defmed operations were difficult to match with the activities encountered due to 
their high number and fine specification. So operations had to be generalised more and 
reduced to a much smaller list - at the cost of some detail. It was found that operations 
entailing the recognition of certain event combinations were important activities that had 
not been incorporated as yet in the task listing. Also activities entailing predictions were 
not considered sufficiently. 
The strategies chosen proved to be very irregnlar. So 'initiating changes' could be 
carried out straight after a decision had been made or delayed until later. Interventions 
were not always initiated as results of firm decisions as they could also just function to 
test their implications on the process. 
Moreover a problem appeared concerning the differences in frequency between actions 
- rare actions could not find a suitable score in the sequential placement due to low 
sample size. Data of early runs during the training phase could be expected to be very 
inconsistent. 
The attempt to tackle the data available in a formal way was not very successful. This 
was caused by the amount of variety within the task details due to its conditional 
characteristics and its variability. Process restrictions (e.g. repair stoppage time) add to 
the number of conditions to be considered. Problems had to be approached from 
different angles. Fixed sequences could therefore only be found rarely as the task needs 
a lot of flexibility. The influence of different conditions on actions seems of much 
greater importance for the understanding of the task. 
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Still there were some findings that can be generalised. It was confinned that checks for 
failures and efficiency rates had to be carried out before one could decide whether 
repairs needed to be initiated. There was a rather clear routine to be found of how to 
decide whether to repair or not, once a fault was identified. Basic checking procedures 
appeared rather consistent concerning the issues considered and the order they were 
perfonned in. A new list of operations reflects the most important activities in a typical 
order (see Appendix A4). Other procedures could be identified drawing from the 
knowledge that was accumulated whilst experiencing the experiments, but without 
displaying repetitive patterns. 
It could be established that the detailed optimisation of operator assignments has to be 
carried out after the mail flow situation is known and preliminary plans to improve it 
have been made. Originally trainees paid too much attention to the operator situation at 
the start as very manifest messages about deficiencies invited them to do. Later they 
adjusted to a more suitable strategy. 
It has to be noted that the order of activities is slightly artificial because of the fixed time 
structure. As time would nonnally go on continuously, activities might be prompted by 
the events that appear. Priorities might arise more dominantly as some activities are 
more urgent and need to be finished faster than others. Monitoring would be an on-
going process that follows less closely detennined sequential rules as in the model with 
fixed time intervals. More information needs to be memorised over longer periods. 
Since the results were too ambiguous the approach was abandoned after the first three 
data collections and evaluations. Still the process of executing them and re-structuring 
the task according to the operations found was useful for adding more understanding 
about the task properties. It was a good way of standardising operations and examining 
the task in close detail. 
7.4.2.4. Knowledge from observation and accumulating experience 
As argued in the previous section, it was found that developing the HT A could not be 
done fonnally by examining the data collected. Instead, the most effective way forward 
proved to be for the experimenter to prescribe the task from the wealth of knowledge 
gained from various sources. Using the experience gained during the attempts of the 
sequence analysis, during listening to tapes, during sitting with the trainees whilst 
monitoring their progress and discussing issues, and even during producing mini-IMP, 
the experimenter had accumulated a comprehensive collection of applicable expertise. 
This knowledge now needed to be recorded, systematised and presented in a suitable 
way. Besides several insights about the general characteristics of the process and the 
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task a range of operating rules had been observed. A new version of the HT A needed 
to be based on these insights as well as a new systematic listing of events and activities 
to match them in a suitable procedural structure. 
7.4.3. Process knowledge gained 
7.4.3.1. The dependence of the task on system characteristics 
Every order of actions depends on a concrete situation. Therefore it is necessary to 
detect the problem and estimate what changes will have which effects in a projected 
future situation, before choosing from possible versions. Hence a supervisory task is 
based on causal structures of events and constraints. It entails activities of tracking back 
and forecasting, which also can be referred to as diagnosing and planning (see Figure 
7.5). An important skill is therefore the ability to picture the system state in the mind-
for the present situation as well as for imagined changes. The knowledge of the internal 
system dynamics is vital for supervising the system. 
Figure 7.5 
PAST PRESENT 
DIAGNOSE (MEMORISE) IDENTIFY 
Ill( 
e.g. 
low read rate; 
insufficient 
coders 
e.g. e.g. 
large store of assign 
~ncoded more 
Images coders 
FUTURE 
e.g. 
PREDICT 
.. 
no 
uncoded 
images 
Causal structure of events - results based on symptom interaction. 
The events have to be evaluated in relation to each other. Related to the disturbances as 
well as to the overall purpose of the system, operating targets have been defined leading 
to means of estimation for the situations that appeared. In case of differences between 
the situation and the values required, needs to deal with the problem will be expressed, 
leading to activity plans being developed. As there are tolerances and priorities, not 
every problem recognised needs to be followed up. Acceptance limits are defined by 
the ability to cope with the problem and the feasibility of actions. In order to choose 
suitable actions, future states have to be pictured in mind to estimate the effects of 
changes and choose the most suitable plan (see Figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.6 Evaluation of present andfuture system states based on system interactions. 
During this process the understanding of the situation changes continuously and 
infonnation contents are being transferred from basic values to complex plans (see 
Figure 5.3). In reality the process described above is not as linear as it might appear, 
but entails many backward reflections and intennediate results that are later discarded. 
7.4.3.2. The reduction of the memory load with training progress 
Forecasting entails building up a picture of future goal states in the mind. This involves 
mentally changing variables L.n for a current situation, to imagine new situations 
L.n, then evaluating the outcomes and choosing actions according to certain criteria. 
The idea of the future state is a fragile picture due to memory restrictions. Moreover it 
is possible to make mistakes or forget issues due to lapses in concentration or because 
of too many more recent encounters with events. 
The mind can move quickly from one state to another. Restrictions to its speed are 
caused by: 
• lack of knowledge and experience; 
• memory capacity (the number of issues that can be held in mind); 
• information access restrictions such as information fragmentation, 
communication problems, etc. 
There are a number of ways to reduce memory load by consideration of the most 
relevant infonnation only. With training these methods are gradually built and allow 
faster and more confident perfonnance. Moreover aids can be given and unnecessary 
task difficulties avoided. The task is facilitated by evaluating system states, using 
methods listed in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 Ways to reduce memory load. 
Method Explanation 
1) using use procedural expert knowledge to be able to reduce the 
procedural consideration of details 
knowledge 
a) evaluate evaluate issues. to extract important infonnation, decide between 
priorities evaluated differences - starting off with the most important issues 
b) evaluate don't consider the complete issue in all details when possible, cut 
importance out issues that are unconnected 
c) evaluate don't consider what is not relevant for certain situations 
events 
d) evaluate don't consider what is known to be impossible 
feasibility 
e) makingpre- make preliminary choices in favour of certain actions against others 
decisions before moving to more detail and a refmement of the evaluation 
2) using the mini-IMP model allows testing part-solutions to see their results 
decision and implications - several changes may be made in succession to 
aids decide afterwards which combination leads to the best results 
3) task design designing suitable displays, work organisation, etc. 
7.4.3.3. The recognition of shortcuts due to training leading to expertise 
With increased experience, knowledge-based behaviour is replaced in parts by rule-
based behaviour (see also Chapter 2.2.3.6). With practice, some activities become 
unconscious and automatic. This leads to a reduction of memory load by recognising 
whole situational patterns and matching them with known activity patterns. This is 
needed for fast, critical processes to speed up the supervisory activities. So with 
practice, checking and evaluating procedures progress very quickly from one to 
another. This is supported by the development of 'shortcuts', so that the retrieval of 
procedural knowledge from memory becomes very efficient (see Figure 7.7). 
problem solution 
Trainee 
procedural 
knowledge 
0r-~~~[ir::.rtl:.--1i>4I>{~B~ 
problem solution 
Expert 
Figure 7.7 Development of shoncuts. 
Typical shortcuts are abilities to qualify an issue quickly as a problem or acceptable 
state, to estimate promptly whether any action would be possible at all or to choose 
swiftly from a range of options. To be able to decide quickly about the acceptance of a 
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situation, background knowledge has to be available readily as to whether the issue is 
problematic (within a certain range), whether an action is possible and whether certain 
actions have priority in comparison with others. Whilst the availability of procedures 
allows the process to be speeded up, the ability to reason is needed so as to be able to 
deal with unforeseen or rare situations. 
7.4.3.4. Strategies found 
The situations that have to be dealt with arise out of the introduction of single events 
(e.g. read rate drop, failure) on one hand, and the pattern of mail inflow change 
according to the time passing by, on the other. Guided by the latter, three different 
phases of the sorting process could be identified, demanding a modification of the 
strategies applied (see Figure 7.8). Phase I comprises the time before the peak inflow. 
The focus then is on clearing all leftover mail, carrying out repairs and keeping the 
throughput high to use all capacities fully. 
Phase 2 relates to the time of the peak inflow. It will mainly require monitoring the 
system for the occurrence of problems (e.g. failures, read rate drops). Mail re-feeds 
will rarely be possible. Instead it has to be decided whether first class priorities are 
suitable. The filling of buffers needs to be controlled. Strategies for their clearance 
need early planning. 
mail 
inflow 
1 
mail arrival 
buffer feed 
Figure 7.8 Phases of mail inflow. 
target mail 
throughput 
Phase 3 includes the period after the peak inflow, when the mail arrival starts declining 
to finally end. It is characterised by the concern to clear all buffers and code the images 
stored to allow tag retrieval. It is the most complicated phase when most interventions 
with the model for optimal re-feed and operator assignment have to be made. 
A clear distinction can be made between strategic planning and tactical planning. 
Tactical planning refers to the optimisation efforts within a time interval of 15 minutes. 
The need to plan ahead longer hardly arises before the mail reaches the maximum 
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inflow. From there on plans regarding future time intervals towards the shift end were 
often applied using longer-term strategies. They concerned mainly which buffers are to 
be kept filling and which will be cleared when, after taking the amount of time left into 
account. During tactical planning the decision making process often appeared as an 
iteration process with a number of sub-stages, where pre-decisions were favoured, until 
all aspects had been considered. 
Most strategies were identified whilst experiencing the problems during running the 
experiments. From there the following procedures appeared: 
Trainees started by looking at the current time during the first time intervals, to then 
noticing it only rather infrequently or without drawing any conclusions, until the end of 
the shift came near. Then it became an important consideration. 
All trainees established rather quickly that it is essential to check for machine faults and 
drops in the performance rates first. Otherwise further reflections may be useless until 
repairs were decided upon and carried out or at least considered. 
Next it was important to detect problems concerning the amount of mail inflow in 
comparison with the capacities available, leading to buffer enlargements or the necessity 
to increase the. throughput due to under-use of capacities. This included checking 
whether the current settings (operators, mode, priorities) matched the current inflow 
characteristics. The need of operators to serve the functions required was usually 
identified as one of the fust issues to be estimated, either for the present or a future state 
in the process of planning. The current modes and priorities were often remembered or 
glanced over without mentioning. A number of parameters could be stored in memory 
(e.g. size of certain buffers, current assignments), whilst others had to be monitored for 
changes (e.g. mail inflow, faults, leave or arrival of operators, buffer increases). 
Once the situation was recognised after the problematic issues were identified, the next 
step was usually to imagine what actions generaIIy may be possible for improvement. 
From these some might not be feasible under the current conditions. There may be 
restrictions due to inflow properties, buffer storage, operator shortage or time. The 
remaining solutions needed to be evaluated for the usefulness of their effects and 
compared with other possible choices, including the option of no intervention. This 
could be facilitated by testing the effects using the model controls. With a comparison 
of the implications of possible solutions (e.g. different capacity limits due to mode 
changes) and a process of weighing options and priorities the best alternative should 
become apparent. 
Class priority considerations (first class mail prior to second) were initiaIIy often left to 
the end as they were most difficult to understand and so incorporating them earlier on 
was avoided. With growing expertise trainees realised that they are only important 
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when the mail is in excess of capacity and made class priority considerations a prior 
consideration in that case. 
When there was a need for choosing mail outflow to certain buffers or when there was 
time left after all urgent decisions. had been made, longer term strategies were 
expressed. 
A number of operating rules were found with growing expertise in order to reach the 
best results. They are listed in Table 7.5. 
Table 7.5 Operating rules/ound. 
rule description 
(1) When deciding whether to repair or not it is necessary to consider the amount of 
mail to be fed or already going through the machine. This is of importance 
because the repair loss (mail not fed due to stoppage) will be higher with more 
throughput. Therefore repair should be given preference when the inflow is low 
and not much mail is stored that may have to be fed. 
(2) As re-feed to Feed B uses two operators (feeder and transport operator) the need 
for it must be balanced very carefully. U nordered mail can be fed less effortless 
as it does not need a transport operator. 
(3) Because of the restriction that only one buffer can be fed into Feed B per time 
interval, it has to be made sure that not too many small buffers are left towards 
the shift end. So it should be taken care not to generate small amounts of mail in 
buffers that were just cleared. A good balance of feed should be kept onto the 
end. Therefore it might be worth to leave some unordered mail until late to make 
the machine worth running when only small buffers for Feed B may be left over. 
(4) Mail fed into Feed B may generate higher read rates - so fewer coders may be 
needed. 
(5) If a destacker operator is moved to coding, the additional images coded on-line 
might increase the need of destackers to take off extra processed mail. Additional 
feed causes need of destackers. 
(6) Only re-feed buffers when they are large enough. It is useful to let mail build up 
in specific buffers to make re-feeds worth it. This is partly because mode 2 may 
be used efficiently with high feeds at Feed B. It is also of advantage to match the 
amount of free capacity with the available buffer sizes to be re-fed, so that 
buffers can be cleared completely whilst ensuring high throughput. Buffers need 
to be grown with as much control as possible. 
(7) First class priority is only sensible when there is a high overflow and capacity 
problems can be seen ahead. Otherwise second class might as well go through, 
so that capacities are used sufficiently. Moreover the proportion of second class 
should not be too high. Otherwise too much mail will have to be stored as 
unprocessed second class, because the overflow has a limitation in size due to 
the exit of unculled mail. It has also to be made sure that no coding capacity is 
wasted. 
(8) Reject re-feeds are best done at the shift end, because there will always be a 
proportion rejected and the buffer will keep filling up until then. 
(9) Tagged mail should be left to the shift end, because it is very likely to keep 
producing uncoded images up to then. Also mode 3 allows processing a large 
amount of mail and will not be used sufficiently with a small tagged buffer. 
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Training materials that have been usedlntensively were the inflow graph given in the 
HT A manual (even in the expert stage)· and the chart of capacity limits in the HT A 
manual- but only during the fITstruns.: The more complex display sheet including 
various graphical charts was only used during the novice stages, hardly at all later. This 
shows that the graphically given information was largely redundant. Trainees 
welcomed thegiaphs though during the learning stages as they supported understanding 
of the various flow figures, including proportional relations of figures. 
7.4.4. . The completion of the HTA 
7.4.4.1. Different goal structures 
The aim of supervising a system is to interpret it and ensure it remains in a required 
state. Therefore the task structure is closely related to the system structure and its 
constraints. The system has a specific purpose, independently from the physics and 
constraints in which it has been designed. The purpose might lead to a set of sub-goals 
that have to be maintained whilst operating the system. 
For supervising mini-IMP - in order to process all first class mail at the end of an 
imaginary shift for dispatch - the major system goals (targets) include: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ensure high output of sorted mail; 
ensure the correct working of system functions (rates, no failures); 
avoid processing loss (due to low efficiency, stoppages, etc.); 
ensure an efficient use of machine capacities and operators; 
ensure a high throughput (near processing capacity limits); 
avoid unnecessary storage of buffers; 
ensure a high coding efficiency. 
'System goals' or 'targets' are states and situations to be achieved. They exist as 
permanent background conditions, providing criteria which give purposes to the 
handling of the system. 
The idea of HT A is to provide a range of intermediate task goals by structuring the task 
in several hierarchy levels. Therefore a second type of goal structure can be produced 
specifying 'sequential goals' or 'task goals' or 'operators'. So every operation is 
broken down into a more specific task description and becomes therefore a goal of sub-
ordinate activities. This goal structure is guided strongly by event characteristics and 
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cognitive processes. As this goal structure is based on task definitions it may be 
slightly artificial, although based on system necessities. 
System goals (processing targets) and task goals ('operators') interfere with each other 
as separate structures. Ideally, task goals can be matched with system goals, but there 
is a limitation due to the need for more detailed task specification. 
Many events occur in parallel and interact with each other. So several types of sub-
goals exist that may interfere with each other - either competing or complementing 
each other. During the operation of mini-IMP, conflicts may continually arise between 
high functional efficiency and the avoidance of repair stoppages, between first class 
priority and maximum throughputs, between the feed of one buffer versus another or 
between the increase of one buffer versus another, to specify just a few. 
Moreover long-term goals may compete with short-term goals. So tactical 
considerations for the optimisation of the current, static situation interact with long term 
strategies of buffer filling and clearance. The latter need to be present in the mind over 
longer periods. 
These competing goal characteristics cause problems formulating the HTA and generate 
a need to find suitable algorithms, possibly within the plan structure. 
7.4.4.2. The use of heuristics versus analytical methods in an HTA structure 
The analyst who attempts to carry out a task analysis for a new system goes through the 
same process as a trainee. Novices have to examine the entire set of data and reason 
carefully using the entire set of system knowledge to come to conclusions. The more 
the data can be grouped together, links established, unfeasible plans eliminated quickly 
and the system reactions be predicted accurately, the more is known about the task. 
Knowledge-based activities have to be replaced partly by more efficient rule-based 
behaviour. 
Procedures are based on the recognition of specific events or classes of events that 
demand certain actions. The structure of an HTA demands mainly procedural 
descriptions. It is less suitable for the description of flexible reasoning activities. The 
original HT A attempted to allow unlimited flexibility by organising the task levels 
according to the cognitive structure. As supervisory tasks have been identified as 
closely related to the constitution and functioning of the system, the linking of events 
and actions needed to be examined: 
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7.4.4.3. 'Systematic activity listing using the experimenter's experience 
In order to reduce the workload and speed up the process, situations need to be 
identified and evaluated. This helps to identify specific problems and to channel and 
focus activity plans. Where several problems appeared simultaneously they are dealt 
with in order of importance - according the severity of their impact on system 
performance. 
The reasoning process goes through several types of information states, such as reading 
values, comparison outcomes, evaluation results, solution version, contributing or 
opposing factors, choices or decisions. The different stages in producing these insights 
need to be outlined in the HTA (see Figure 5.3). 
Moreover, standard situations need to be identified that lead to fixed problem solving 
strategies. The experience gained by the experimenter in observing task performance 
and viewing the data seemed to be the most useful source to carry out another 
systematic approach for producing a suitable task representation. Several listings of 
events and activities were produced to understand the various interactions between 
them. 
A first activity listing evaluates parameter readings using a set of conditions to identify 
whether any problems for the system performance occurred. Only if this is the case 
diagnosing activities may be initiated, but only if more infonnation about the problem is 
required at this point. Likewise, the influence of activities on the system's efficiency 
needs evaluating by comparing the parameters with the required goal states to identify 
candidates for potential problems. For example, the high arrival of 9000 items for feed 
into Feed B needs to be evaluated by comparison with the feed capacity limit of 8000. 
This leads to the conclusion that there will be mail left unfed and the amount of unfed 
ordered mail that is stored will increase. 
A second listing contains infonnation to estimate how important the identified problem 
is, by taking contributing factors into account. This can be pre-defined to an extent 
using knowledge about system properties. So problems are defined as certain events in 
combination with specific other circumstances. An inflow of ordered mail exceeding 
the capacity only needs to be considered as a problem if there is a lot of mail in the 
unfed ordered buffer - unless the buffer was just recently cleared and it is important to 
keep it so due to time restrictions.' 
A third listing connects the problems that can occur with a number of actions that are 
suitable to solve them - to estimate whether any interventions may be feasible at all by 
comparing it with a list of means that are available to influence the process. This 
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reduces the amount of issues that have to be considered further. The list specifies 
problems as a set of events .andcriteria (e.g. large store of images and not much time 
left to code them), under which actions are n.eeded and suggests possible actions. Too 
high inflow of mail may 00 solved by either selecting mode 2 or first class priority or 
both. 
A fourth list contains issues pro and contra the choice of activities. So, conceming the 
example, mode 2 would only be suitable if there is a low inflow to Feed A, because it 
haste be disabled. There might be a number of options of different weight that have to 
be compared in order to make the most appropriate choice. 
The knowledge about the options available decreases the efforts necessary in making the 
decision. Most of the information was gathered by exploring the different conditions 
given in the experimental settings and the way certain strategies proved to be 
worthwhile. The listings provided means of categorising problems into certain event 
groups to get an idea of how tasks may be classified; The information gained from the 
conditional listings had now to be incorporated into a suitable task analysis structure. 
7.4.4.4. lITA split best according to event structure 
After scenario structures had been examined, the activities needed for certain event 
combinations were known much better. This allowed a re-design of the task structure 
using the new insights; the HTA was carried out for mini-IMP. The top levels of the 
lITA are displayed in Figure 7.9. 
The completion of the lIT A was driven by the aim of finding the most suitable way of 
presenting the information so. that it can be passed on to supervisors who learn to 
operate the system. In order to make the material most understandable it has to be 
structured suitably. Because the process of assimilating data, storing and applying them 
needs to be facilitated, it was necessary to split the data into a number of separable sub-
issues. 
Four major coinpeting ways of breaking down the activities appear suitable. Firstly, the 
task could be characterised by cognitive structures. Secondly, specific events or their 
combinations may play important roles. Thirdly, the three phases of mail inflow 
according to the time may guide the process - providing major event categories. 
Fourthly, major considerations for interventions may guide the task split 
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strategies and skills 
The top level combines a cognitive split with a division according to major action 
considerations to be chosen from. Lining up all these issues at the same level allows a 
more flexible structure in contrast to using additional levels. Because the task objective 
is to interpret and adjust the system there is a need to have a complete picture of its 
status. Thus the activity of checking for efficiency rates and failures, including the 
consideration of repairs, is carried out separately before all other operations. Next the 
task entails estimating the situation in more general terms, specifying the situation 
before considering changes. 
One of the major questions that led to the experimental study was the task structure 
needed on the level below the cognitive structure. As a split by major process parts is 
unsuitable for IMP or mini-IMP, the event structure needs to be the main factor for 
decomposing the task. Examining the strategies of experts allowed the information 
detail required to be elicited. Therefore it seemed most suitable to have the second level 
of the HT A being driven predominantly by the situational structure. Plans needed to be 
designed mainly according to the events arising. 
To understand process knowledge, situations must be specified in detail. To be able to 
group actions suitably, situations needed to be classified. They may be distinguished 
by the effects of events, by major process times, the choice of actions feasible, by 
technological location, by the complexity concerning type and amount of contributing 
factors, by the amount of efficiency loss, etc. 
The grouping of event characteristics demanding certain strategies allowed the task 
levels to be organised according to the situations encountered. The finding that 
strategies change with the amount of capacity left was used; this is closely related to the 
shift time. Knowledge of the three main process stages identified was used to 
distinguish two major classes of situations: 
1.· where capacity limits are exceeded; 
2. the throughput being below the capacity limits. 
Whilst the selection of suitable buffers for feeds is an issue requiring the optimisation of 
feed operators according to the feed characteristics of the mail to be fed, dealing with a 
high inflow requires making decisions regarding the direction of mail outflows and the 
selection of suitable modes and priorities. Therefore two separate sub-tasks deal with 
these situations. Either the mail flow needs optimising according to the exceeding of 
capacity available or the feed of buffers needs consideration. The two categories are 
incorporated into the HT A within plan 0, leading to carrying out either sub-task 3 or 
sub-task 4. 
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7.4.4.5. Task flexibility 
Complementary activities that could be separated are the optimisation of operators and 
the optimisation of the Video Coding System. Once some complex operations are 
established as separable issues, they can be handled as 'blocks' to simplify the analysis. 
A certain order might seem suitable, but individual preferences can provide approaches 
from different angles. 
Although rules of best practice and preferable strategies have been established, a 
number of task variations are open to the individual supervisor, depending on personal 
preference or specific situational aspects. So some issues to be optimised may be 
approached from different angles for different purposes. The needs for operator 
assignments might be estimated before dealing with the video coding system. This may 
also be handled the other way round as both issues influence each other due to the 
function of coders. 
The same task may be carried out with minor variations for a number of different 
purposes. The structure of the lIT A provides goals due to the context of the hierarchy. 
There are many cross-references in the HTA for thinking processes. Two kinds of 
reference tools were defined as: 
1) SEE move to a specified point within the HT A, carry out the sub-task 
and return to the original lIT A position; 
2) GO TO - move to a specified point and carry on from there according to 
the plan context 
This has implications for the use of the HT A for defining more than one job-holder as 
certain procedures may be repeatable and can be given to a specialist. The more 
flexibility is needed within parts of the HTA, the less suitable are job divisions. 
Two different thinking strategies were recognised. In order to deal with system 
problems efficiently it is useful to consider the feasibility of actions first by examining 
the implications of changes in regard to benefits. Likewise the decision making process 
can be initiated after examining first the restrictions for actions (e.g. operator capacity) 
concerning the availability of means. This depends on the nature of the problems and 
on personal preferences. 
The facility of testing system reactions was not considered in the HT A as it was a 
training measure that does not exist in reality. Anticipation and imagination of future 
system states without trial is in the HTA referred to as 'consider'. 
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Account was taken of the fact that decisions are being made as an iteration process. 
This means that people go through· a number of pre-decisions in several stages, whilst 
estimating all implications towards a fmal decision as there are so many interactions that 
have to be considered. Therefore a fmal activity includes selecting the most appropriate 
solution. 
The format of the HTA table has been changed slightly. It was produced in EXCEL, 
making use of the outline function to extend or collapse levels as needed. The plan 
conditions were kept close to the operations to which they apply to. Different types of 
operating knowledge have been collected within the structure of the HT A at the 
appropriate task levels, and ordered according to three different categories. These are 
recorded in three different colunms in the HTA table (see Figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.10 Extract of the HT A for mini-IMP. 
A first colunm specifies additional information of how and why the operation has to be 
carried out. It may formulate the task in a different way to clarify the objective, might 
give reasons for its necessity, entail an example, specify the location on the display for 
checking activities or give other hints for its execution if there is no further task split. 
A second column identifies goals and rules for evaluation and decision making 
activities. These can be experience values (e.g. read rate low from below 60%), 
principles established (e.g. do not repair when the buffer of unfed unordered mail is 
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larger than 8000 items) or general aims (e.g. keep the throughput high, but do not waste 
efforts nor capacities). 
A third column entails system knowledge concerning the functions, physics and 
interactions of the system including restrictions and technological rules (e.g. 1 local 
feeder and 2 cullers needed for full feed operation, mode 1 does not allow feeding more 
than 7()()() items on Feed A). 
7.5. CONCLUSIONS 
The experiments were set up to explore a range of scenarios and record the perspectives 
of different experts - so as to not rely only on the experimenter's understanding of the 
system. Often useful discussions were inspired to find out the best way of carrying out 
the task under specific circumstances. It was examined in detail how the trainee tries to 
transform the data into control strategies and what reasons there could be for differences 
in learning progress. 
Different formal approaches in analysing the data available have proven to be unsuitable 
for a complex environment. The direct analysis of performance data could not provide 
sufficient insights as there was too much variability to come to secure conclusions. 
Verbal protocols allowed the activities observed to be examined and presented, but the 
additional knowledge gained did not justify entirely the substantial efforts needed in 
producing them. An attempt to formally analyse sequential rules for carrying out the 
task again proved to be unsuitable. 
Finally the experimenter's own understanding of the task knowledge proved to be the 
most suitable basis for designing a final task analysis presentation for operating mini-
IMP. Whilst all other methods enriched the understanding of the task, the experience 
gained in directly observing the activities of trainees was most valuable. As this 
knowledge had gone through the process of sharing it with other expert opinions it can 
be considered as information that can be generalised and used to pass on control 
strategies to new operators whilst providing efficient training procedures. 
The HTA for mini-IMP could be re-designed using the process knowledge gained. 
This was facilitated by listing criteria for evaluating situations, examining the need and 
feasibility of interventions and listing criteria for possible actions. Whilst the division 
of the task according to the main cognitive processes was preserved at the top level, the 
processes of selecting suitable interventions was organised primarily according to the 
three main process stages. The selection of actions is driven predominantly by the event 
characteristics that may occur. 
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CHAPTER 8: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING 
STRATEGIES TO TEACH THE CONTROL OF 
IMP: (I) DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
S.1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous chapters have demonstrated methods by which task knowledge may be 
acquired to support training content The present study is intended to demonstrate how 
this information might effectively be used in practice. One of the questions that arise is 
how to pass on the knowledge collected to its prospective users. The aim of this final 
study was to establish an effective set of conditions by which a complex task, such as 
IMP, could be leamed. 
The purpose of the investigation into training can be broken down into two main 
directions. Firstly, it will be demonstrated how the knowledge collected can be applied 
to training design in practice. Secondly, methods and principles in which complex 
tasks should generally be trained need to be identified. 
Different systems require different strategies for the way they need to be trained. 
Complex systems as well as systems that function within a large variety of 
contingencies place particularly high demands on the training method. Training 
methodologies provided by the literature can be used to set out a suitable strategy. 
When dealing with complex tasks, particular difficulties arise which are not sufficiently 
covered by the techniques available. The method should allow the trainee to develop 
good knowledge-based decision making skills to find solutions for unusual situations 
and conflicting circumstances. Chapter 8 outlines methodological principles and 
variations for training complex tasks. It describes the reasoning behind an 'iterative 
single subject approach' that was designed to deal with these demands. 
S.2. EXPERIMENTATION 
S.2.1. Aspects for the experimental examination of training methods 
In order to develop a suitable training method experimental investigations can help with 
the selection of appropriate techniques. Moreover preferred methods need to be tested 
for their suitability by collecting experience of their application. Concerning the 
methodological needs for training design, a number of issues need to be investigated. 
Favourable versions may be found when comparing issues such as: 
• the amount of task data provided - in relation to the participant's ability to 
develop and use procedures flexibly; 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
the presentation of the technological system from overview to particularity - as 
against from particularity to overview; 
a slow pr!)gression of demands .-.. as against a fast increase of complication 
the use of the hierarchical goal structure for task knowledge - in contrast to 
simple task listing; 
the integration of knowledge into the trainiilg process in relation to the placement 
of practice sessions; 
the amount of freedom that a trainee has to select training issues - as opposed 
to a finnly defmed procedure. 
As there are a large number of questions, special methods have to be found to collect a 
maximum amount of insight within a context that is difficult to control due to its 
variability. 
8.2.2. The unsuitability of controlled factorial experiments 
The traditional approach for research into a subject matter is the use of controlled 
factorial experiments. Formal experiments are designed to prove a hypothesis by 
comparing a certain condition with another one. Therefore the set of variables allowed 
for an experimental investigation is very limited as conditions should only vary by one 
aspect for each study. 
Difficulties for carrying out formal experiments arise as decisions have to be made 
between too many factors that would need close investigation, whilst ensuring results 
with statistically secure conclusions. Moreover, complex circumstances are bound to 
produce unforeseen aspects that may disturb the condition to be investigated. 
A meaningful experimental strategy can be approached in two ways. Firstly, the 
number of factors to be investigated can be narrowed down according to importance. 
Secondly, the complexity of the subject matter can be reduced to allow investigations of 
a more theoretical nature whilst moving fuither away from the original application. 
The conditional factors in complex environments are very difficult to control. 
Reductions of the complexity make the investigation inadequate as the contents are 
removed. When training is devised for a complex real task, it is inevitable that several 
training devices need to be used in conjunction with each other in order to obtain the 
required benefits. Irrespective of the findings of factorial experiments, it is unclear how 
their effects will combine in practice. There is, then, a real problem in developing how 
training conditions are best combined to enable real complex skills to be learned in a 
practical way. Moreover, individual differences in dealing with tasks have to be taken 
into account as specific preferences and approaches cannot be predicted sufficiently. 
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Whilst 'complexity means dealing, with a considerable amount of interactive factors, 
experimental investigations in the traditional sense are bound to involve a very large 
number of participants as individuals vary in ,their training progress. Finally, the insight 
gained with varying only a single factor is small. ControIIing factors at a complex level 
and running a reasonably large number of participants is very uneconomical and largely 
impossible. 
Moreover, gathering information for applied contexts does not necessarily need to lay 
out fundamental training principles, as much of the already known techniques can be 
applied to some extent. It is also important to coIIect concrete information concerning 
the contents of tasks, the scope and detail of teaching material, the procedural details to 
be communicated and the extent to which certain types of task issues have to be trained 
and tested for the concrete circumstances provided by the technology. 
In order to allow the results to stay in close contact with the application and to aIIow a 
review of the practical needs for the design as weII as general methodological insights, a 
different approach was chosen. This study seeks to establish training conditions that 
could be useful for IMP by using what is described as an 'iterative single subject' 
approach. 
8.2.3. The iterative single subject experiment 
8.2.3.1. Description 
This current study is to explore the use of an iterative single subject approach. This 
method wiII study a group of participants individually in turn as they attempt to master 
the task presented to them. The first participant is presented with a version of the task 
and a set of training conditions. The participant is studied closely as he or she is taught 
to carry out the task. Observations recorded include both objective performance data 
and observations made by the experimenter. Tlius, an impression is gained of where 
the participant appeared to benefit and where problems were encountered. FoIIowing an 
analysis of the data, recommendations are made of how the training context might be 
improved and these improvements are then studied employing the next participant. 
Therefore each experiment is unique, being designed on the grounds of earlier 
conclusions .. 
The method is therefore largely based on subjective experience and logical reasoning, 
using intermediate results rather than proof or disproof of a certain methodological 
factor. Each participant covers an entire experiment under a specific set of conditions. 
The results and experience gathered aIIows conclusions to be made that can lead to 
improvements in the conditions for the next participant, whilst a certain basic structure 
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is kept constant. So each single experiment infonns the next one whilst gradually 
. . 
improving the design. Conditions to be changed here are specific design aspects such 
as training aids and additional feedback. Additionally, variations concerning the 
scenario structure provided will be investigated. 
8.2.3.2. Benefits and criticism 
This new experimental concept does not allow coming to assured conclusions as to 
what condition is best, but it allows exploring the issues and gaining experience that 
helps to choose from the set of options available and may promise success. More 
definite conclusions as to what measures need to be taken for most effective training 
will gradually evolve with practical experience after a: training method has gone into use. 
Close monitoring of effects in practice may be an option for further research. 
There are two main objectives of this study. Firstly, it is intended to identify guidance 
towards effective training provision for IMP. Secondly, it aims to review and comment 
upon the general adequacy of this approach to training. At the outset, several problems 
can be anticipated. These include the individual differences between panicipants both in 
their work experience and in their approaches to learning. These differences affect the 
confidence with which judgements can separate the efficacy of training conditions and 
the strengths and weaknesses of the individual participants. Indeed, there is a basic 
problem of generalising about performance from observing individuals. A further 
problem is that, as iterations on training conditions are made, there is no opportunity to 
review how these conditions would have affected people earlier in the experimental 
sequence. 
In spite of the obvious problems anticipated in this approach to experimentation, it is 
important to recognise that, in practice, complex systems are idiosyncratic and their 
unique combination of characteristics probably means that a separate investigation of 
how training conditions combine is necessary in all cases. Furthennore, examining the 
effects of the unique sets of conditions and how they might best be supported by 
training is costly, because. participants need to master complexity and this takes time. 
The costs of carrying out a comprehensive factorial training experiment would be 
prohibitive, or, at the least, seen by management as unnecessary. Time and costs are of 
real concern in the current project as well. The approach chosen provides an 
opportunity to evaluate the extent to which this sort of problem might sensibly be 
appraised to support real applications. Although the results are subjective, useful 
insights into design needs can be gathered. 
Training design can be based on a good knowledge of the system interactions that are 
important for the task as well as, most importantly, the concrete procedures that enable 
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supervisors to deal with the demands. Likewise concepts from the literature such as 
part-task training and data presentation rules can be applied to ensure a good structure 
(see Chapter 2.4 and 2.5). The experimental results will allow constructive criticism on 
the basic material and the methods chosen as well as on specific variable conditions -
to test their usability. Moreover, experience will evolve concerning general training 
design needs for complex cognitive tasks. 
It can be concluded that, considering the properties of the task and the practical means at 
hand, it was appropriate to settle for an experimental approach that suppons design 
directly, rather than layout general theoretical principles. That is to be done by using 
subjective impressions of design needs, arising out of experimental experience rather 
than using statistically secured results of experiments under controlled conditions. 
8.3. DESIGN CHOICES FOR TRAINING COMPLEX TASKS 
8.3.1. Objectives for structural design considerations 
Although formal experiments on statistical grounds had been ruled out, the influence of 
different scenario structures needs investigation. A major step towards a suitable 
training system was the split of the system into modules to be able to apply part-task 
training. 
Two different aspects need to be considered when planning the design of scenario 
versions. Firstly, the issue of suitably challenging tasks while the training progresses is 
to be addressed - to ensure advance to new skill levels. Secondly, the integration of 
teaching and practice regarding their placement within the course of the training needs 
examination. Two scenario versions suitable for comparison were chosen from a range 
of possible combinations. 
8.3.2. Separation of training modules to support part-task training 
Training needs to be facilitated by separating system components that can be practised 
on their own. Otherwise the system will appear too complex to be understood within 
reasonable time limits. Using developed understanding of the system, four main 
components could be established as separate modules. They are organised along major 
system functions that are also reflected in the HT A. Direct translations of the HT A 
conditions were not used because the divisions amongst event classes in the HT A are 
too diverse. 
Firstly, the mail flow needs to be understood,being the essence of the model. So only 
the characteristics of mail arrival, culling and soning throughput, generation of half 
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processed mail and buffer storage are presented. No actions are considered at this 
stage. Secondly, the idea of mail re-feeds from buffers can be isolated whilst keeping 
the idea of operators and coding hidden - and without influence by using constants. 
The functions of modes I and 2 need to be introduced here to allow reflections about the 
choice of suitable re-feeds according to the mail flow. Thirdly , the issue of feed 
operators can be addressed. Lastly, the aspect of coding can be added to the picture, 
including the function of the OCR, VCS, coders and mode 3. 
There is a defined order to the introduction of the modules. Video coding requires the 
understanding of operator, assignments, operator selections only make limited sense 
without feed considerations and no issue can be understood Without reflecting upon the 
mail flow. 
Theses issues can be introduced separately to some extent, whilst keeping most other 
aspects constant. The question remains as to whether it is more beneficial for the 
progress of training to separate the issues -' making the tasks easier - or whether it is 
better to introduce issues accumulatively (see also Chapter 2.4.2.2: 'part-task training'). 
The different possible scenario versions are visualised in Table 8.1. Most difficulties 
Will arise with version 3 as all issues have to be dealt with from the start. Version 2 
introduces issues accumulatively, allowing previous knowledge into the understanding 
of new aspects to be incorporated. Version 1 focuses on maximum simplicity with 
most separation until all issues are brought together eventually. 
Table 8.1 Possible scenario versions. 
stage 1 stage 2 stage 3 stage 4 stage 5 
version 1 A AB AC A.D AB CD 
version 2 A AB ABC ABCD ABCD 
version 3 ABCD AB CD ABCD ABCD AB CD 
Key: A: mail flow; B: buffer feed; C: operators; D: VCS 
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8.3.3; Choosing suitable task challenges to ensure progress 
In order to decide about the design of scenario structures, the progress of demands in 
terms of the task complexity needs to be addfessed. The way adjustments are made to 
the complexity of a test situation presented to a trainee depends on insights into the 
relationship between difficulty and complexity. 
8.3.3.1. Difficulty and complexity 
Difficulty is relative in a training context, depending on the momentary capability of the 
trainee. On the one hand it depends on the degree of complication placed by the system, 
on the other hand it depends on the participant's expertise and ability. So the same 
situation with a certain complication may be construed 'difficult' when seen by a 
novice, but 'easy' by an expert. A more objective measurement for the difficulty is the 
level of complexity. 
Regarding a task to assess and optimise a: test situation, the process becomes more 
complex (a) the more factors are involved, (b) the more severe the disturbances are, (c) 
the more intensive the interaction of factors is, and (d) the more controversial the issues 
involved are. The difficulty is defined by the sum of these factors in relation to the 
ability. 
The number of system components involved can be influenced by the number of 
constants that are replaced by variables and the number of disturbing events placed in a 
situation (e.g. efficiency losses, mail stored). There is a difference between factors that 
have been introduced to the trainee and need consideration but do not cause a problem 
and those that do. 
More complication is caused by the impact of a: disturbance on the performance in terms 
of the difference to the ideal situation as well as the number of different implications to 
the system. The level of complication rises with'the number of intervening activities 
required as well as the availability of means (e.g. operator number, capacity limits). 
The complexity of the decision making process is influenced by the balance of 
controversial factors towards a suitable choice. So it will be much more straightforward 
to choose a preferable solution when all problematic issues involved suggest a similar 
response - as opposed to choosing suitable actions when competing factors are 
involved. 
On the one hand, difficulty due to complexity can be influenced by variability and 
uncertainty of a situation, requiring reasoning processes as opposed to the availability of 
rules to deal with well-known situations. On the other hand, a high complication of a 
task can be caused by the actual range of different situations possible and the wealth of 
different rules available. 
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8.3.3.2. Training progress and results 
Successful training is based on a suitable increase of difficulty according to the trainee's 
progress (see Chapter 2.4.2.2: The need to provide the right set of practice conditions 
rather than prescribe perfonnance'). Progress is made not only by the amount of 
functional knowledge that a trainee accumulates, but is also based on the skills learned 
by dealing with practical tasks. Task procedures can be taught as fixed sequences but 
they 'are also developed by reacting to challenge. The demand to deal with unfamiliar 
situations helps to conslrUctexpert reasoning processes. Task rules are useful as 
support. Challenge enhances the motivation for study by identifying weaknesses. 
Information about the most suitable set of actions is perceived more readily after the task 
in question has been dealt with actively. Providing many practical challenges as 
opposed to intensive theoretical study may therefore support a very active learning 
progress. 
There is a danger that unsuitable procedures might be developed if mistakes are not 
addressed sufficiently. Progress can be slowed when vital task strategies are withheld 
in favour of self-discovery by the participant. Too slow progress can discourage the 
participant and reduce motivation. Accordingly the question arises as to what amount of 
difficulty challenges sufficiently, each time a task is given to a trainee, to allow fast 
progress (see Figure 8.1). 
training 
achievement 
too easy 
right challenge 
(optium 
complexity! difficulty 
too difficult 
Figure 8.1 Complexity and challenge in training - a simple visualisation. 
The result wanted in tenns of skills gained depends therefore to some extent on the 
progression of suitable demands placed on the trainee. Flexibility and transferability of 
Skills are needed in complex systems. Suitable problem solving strategies need to be at 
hand to react to problems flexibly when unknown situations occur. Hence a control 
variable for the training results is the ability to transfer skills to a wide range of difficult 
situations. The theoretically possible results of different versions regarding the way 
challenge is progressively advanced are shown in Table 8.2. The right amount of 
challenge progress allows adjustable skills based on a confident understanding of the 
entire system to be built. 
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Table 8.2 Finding the right progress of complexity. 
one extreme optimum other extreme 
all task infonnation sufficient task knowledge is little strategic help is 
is provided provided provided 
a number of simple steady progress of challenging a number of complicated 
situations are trained; situations situations are presented 
steady progress 
the trainee is the trainee is confident in a wide the trainee was challenged, 
confident for the range of standard situations and but has gaps in the 
situations trained can transfer skills to new knowledge (could not cope 
problems using the problem with complexity) 
solving strategies gained 
the trainee copes confident and correct the trainee developed 
with known performance for wide range of strategies to tackle complex 
problems, but will problems problems, but lacks 
riot cope with confidence in operating the 
unknown problems system 
high performance, average performance and generally low performance, 
but no transfer transfer some success for single 
. problems 
In order to determine a suitable progression of scenarios at the right level of complexity 
several factors need to be considered that define the difficulty of a situation to the 
trainee. An objective measure of the demand to a trainee is the complexity of the 
situation. The difference in challenge between the previous situation to the next one 
influences the difficulty perceived by the participant. The event schedules therefore 
have to'consider the extent of complexity 'gaps' between situations. The progression of 
challenge is also defined by the starting level of demands - as well as the chosen level 
of complexity to be achieved at the end of the training process in relation to the time to 
be spent. Technically, a number of versions can be produced on this basis, as shown in 
Figure 8.2. 
finish at a lower level 7 
~~~~st~ea:d~y~p~ro~gr:e:$~~ ~ complexity 
versions 
start at 
a higher 
level 
, Figure 8.2 Different versions of challenge progression. 
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When starting at a higher level the gap difference can later be smaller. Likewise, the 
lower the starting challenge, the more progress needs to be made - using either larger 
gaps or spending more time. In practice, challenges that are too high will result in 
failures and require repetition, or may even require the trainee to step a level down. 
Simpler situations take less time to deal with. Moreover, the difficulty perceived by the 
participant changes according to the progress of demands placed, as is shown in Figure 
8.3. 
, difficulty/complexity 
~ !_ - perceived difficulty ~ .............. < ................ 
,~ l,.~' ,~ complexity ~ ........................ ,; ,,""-
: ......., .. 
1..'_..::,""'1 ____ '_"'_"""'_,_' --------@Io-time 
Figure 8.3 Progress of difficUlty and complexity. 
The actual contents of the situations need to be considered besides their complexity. 
The more that problematic issues are covered the more widespread will be the 
participant's understanding of the scope of the task. Technical facts and conditions 
need to be understood in the different contexts in which they need to be applied. 
Different types of decisions need to be practised to sharpen the sense for the most 
relevant criteria. 
8.3.4. The integration of teaching and practice 
Before a trainee can enter practice, a sufficient degree of knowledge needs to have been 
taught and understood. Ideally, small portions of knowledge should be taught before 
they are put into practice to ensure understanding before moving on to a new issue. 
When dealing with complex tasks it is difficult to separate issues sufficiently without 
losing some information about their interaction. It can be argued that it is beneficial to 
establish a comprehensive view on the interaction of system parts from early in the 
training. To understand most issues as well as their interactions large portions of the 
system need to be taught before knowledge can be applied. 
After a trainee has been informed about system characteristics, the knowledge needs to 
be understood and memorised by repetition. Knowledge tests focus the trainee's 
attention on important issues, train recall and point towards issues to be studied again. 
A suitable level of understanding needs to be established before practical tasks can be 
dealt with successfully. 
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The order of (a) teaching, (b) knowledge testing and (c) practice can be varied. Four 
major schemes for the integration of passing on knowledge and practice suggest 
themselves as sensible possibilities: 
(]) Full integration of teachin~. knowledge testin~ and practice. 
Each module is introduced by teaching a selection of system functions, followed 
by a knowledge test before practice can start. 
(2) Partial intemtion of teaching. knowledge testing. practise later. 
All knowledge is passed on and tested before the different modules are practised 
inturo. 
(3) Integration of knowledge testin~ and practice with a separate teachin~ session. 
A well-structured teaching module precedes the module of training, consisting of 
knowledge tests and practice. 
(4) No inte!!!,ation of teaching. knowledge testing or practice. 
A well-structured teaching module precedes knowledge tests, followed by a 
practice session across all modules. 
Table 8.3 visualises the variations among the four versions.· A similar question as to the 
appropriate degree of integration occurs concerning the introduction of theoretical task 
rules and procedures. It might be beneficial to teach system functions in close 
conjunction with task rules. Likewise task rules can be best understood when taught in 
close connection to their application. 
Table 8.3 Scenario versions by integration o/teaching and practice. 
Version (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) 
(1) A A A B. B B C C C D D D 
(2) A A B B C C D D A, B, C, D 
(3) A,B,e,D A A B B C C D D 
(4) A,B,e,D A B C D A, B, C, D 
Key: (a) teaching; (b) knowledge testing; (c) practice 
A: mail flow; B: buffer feed; C: operators; D: ves 
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8.3.5.. Choosing two scenario versions 
As discussed earlier it is impractical to investigate a large amount of different scenario 
combinations. Hence, only two different versions will be chosen for experimental use. 
To summarise, the way scenarios are presented to a participant is defined by: 
(I) . the manner in which the complex system is broken down to allow the 
presentation of part issues; 
(2). the order in which issues are presented, influenced by (a) the placement of 
functional and task knowledge arid (b) the order in which system components 
are introduced; 
(3) the increase of challenge to the trainee, influenced by (a) the number of issues to 
be dealt with simultaneously and (b) the complexity gap between situations in 
relation to participant's current ability. 
The level of complexity in a scenario is difficult to measure practically. A suitable way 
of influencing the content of situations regarding their complexity is to introduce new 
modules either separately or accumulatively (see Chapter 8.3.2). An organisation of 
scenarios accor~ing to main system components in conjunction with major event 
categories was chosen. 
Regarding the integration of teaching and practice, version (3) (see Chapter 8.3.4) was 
chosen. So an all-inclusive teaching session precedes a practice part organised along 
the modular structure. Each module repeats functional knowledge with multiple choice 
questions. The approach was chosen to give trainees extensive freedom in their rate of 
progress. Moreover it allowed the use of the animation program that had been designed 
already for earlier experiments, using a structure that introduces the system as a whole 
by presenting it from overview to detail, rather than by the division into different system 
parts. Firstly, the comprehensive approach seemed favourable to ensure the 
participant's comprehension of the interaction of the system. Secondly, the re-design of 
the material would have been too costly in terms of the time available for the project. 
The effects of providing different amounts of task knowledge was chosen to not be 
investigated. 
It could be anticipated that no trainee would be able to memorise or even understand the 
entire set of system functions at the beginning of the training session. Therefore 
feedback as well as opportunities to view the system information needed to be 
incorporated. The original idea of presenting trainees by default with a screen to repeat 
study was given way to letting the trainees choose whether they needed to study again, 
saving time when the participant understood the issue from the feedback (whilst 
assuming that the participant is able to asses whether he/she had understood the issues). 
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A final set of tests was designed to evaluate the skills employed in dealing with 
considerably complex situations. The two scenario versions chosen are visualised in 
Table 8.4. 
Table 8.4 The two favourite scenario versions chosen. 
. information practice practice practice 
Version 1 .ABCD A AB AC 
Version 2 ABCD A AB ABC 
practice 
AD 
ABCD 
practice 
ABCD 
ABCD 
Key: A: mail flow; B: buffer feed; C: operators; D: VCS 
8.3.6. Knowledge types needed for developing expertise 
TEST 
ABCD 
ABCD 
Complex. tasks require specific sets of skills that involve a number of different cognitive 
levels. Although a trained operator uses all the skills interactively and switches quickly 
. . . 
from one to another, they need to be recognised as different aspects. During training 
they have to be built up gradually. The different types of skill and knowledge require 
different ways to be taught and trained (see Table 8.5). 
According to the task structure laid out in the HT A three different types of consecutive 
activities can be distinguished. 
Firstly, the trainee needs to understand suitable monitoring procedures, allowing the 
most important information to be extracted [lfSt and attention to be focused accordingly. 
They might take a different course once primary conditions such as the current shift 
progress or a major disturbance have been discovered. 
Secondly, operators enter evaluation procedures, based on knowledge about suitable 
comparison values according to system goals and requirements. These may be set 
values or preferable situation descriptions. The operator will make conclusions about 
the amount of the deviation (e.g. from the capacity limits) and categorise a problem as 
more or less severe. Conclusions depend on the consideration of contributing factors 
such as time, backlogs, use of capacity, operator use - to estimate the criticality of the 
situation and decide about the level of acceptance. This is done by viewing implications 
to see the amount of impact to the system. For cumulating problems interactions need 
to be understood. 
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Thirdly, the operator needs to know how to suggest actions and choose the most 
suitable one. There may be rules available for defined situations, otherwise the choice 
is based on knowledge about: . 
• the scope of action - what control facilities are available for modifications, what 
are the costs of using resources that are not available in the current setting; 
• relevant criteria based on processing objectives; 
• restrictive conditions (e.g. transporter needed for re-feed). 
Table 8.5 Types of knowledge and skills to be trained. 
type is needed for includes 
1. functional data basic physics of technical system and its 
(system) understanding; operation; system components and their 
knowledge monitoring interactions; causal structures; restrictions 
procedures; 
diagnosis 
a) system description of component functions; 
functions understanding of interactions 
b) event knowledge about the 
possibilities • variety of events that may occur 
• system dynamics (possible system 
reactions) 
c) interface the way in which the information 
functions accessible; ways of interfering with the 
system 
2. evaluation data interpretation knowledge about system objectives -
knowledge and evaluation what has to be achieved, laid out in rules, 
reasons, evaluation values, comparison 
values, such as: 
• high output of sorted mail 
• little storage left 
• high read rate 
• high throughput rate· 
3. decision skill selection of 
making actions 
knowledge 
a) procedural best practice by experience, rules, 
knowledge procedures: 
(+ strategic • checking and diagnosis procedures 
knowledge) • evaluation procedures 
• planning - choice of activities 
according to situation conditions 
b) knowledge skills of knowledge-based behaviour; 
of how to flexibility of adjusting fixed procedures to 
generate unfamiliar situations 
decisions 
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Choosing a·suitable option is a comparison process at a rather high level, as complex 
predictions need to be used: the benefits of the present situation are weighed against the 
results of an imaginary set of changes. The three different activities require responses at 
all levels· of cognitive complexity (skill-, rule- and knowledge-based behaviour). 
Experts are able to reduce the complexity of a situation by narrowing down quickly the 
significance of different problem indications and the opportunities for change. A good 
understanding of the system interactions and reactions to changes is a prerequisite. The 
evaluation of the state of the system according to the processing objectives is one of the 
most important activities. 
8.3.7. Training needs regarding knowledge types 
Table 8.6 lists the needs to be considered for training the different types of knowledge 
and skills. 
Table 8.6 Types of knowledge and skills to be trained- training aspects. 
1. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
2. 
3. 
a) 
b) 
type 
functional knowledge 
system functions 
event possibilities 
interface functions 
evaluation knowledge 
decision making skills 
procedural knowledge 
knowledge of how to 
generate decisions 
training aspects 
requires memorising the facts, visualising the process 
helped by examples and different scenarios 
interpretation of the display; use of the control panel 
use of key parameters; recalling of assessment values; 
choice of most important criteria 
applying rules set out in the HT A 
flexible use of the entire knowledge base 
To understand a complex system a large number of facts need to be memorised. 
Terminology, flow charts, explanation concerning system functions, system parameters 
and control means need to be studied. A good structure of the information is essential 
- moving from overview to detail. Suitable visual effects keep the trainee interested 
and support the perception of abstract ideas as well as processing dynamics. The 
animation tools used in the previous experiment are therefore beneficial. Intermediate 
tests with questions help to fix understanding of the large amount of details involved. 
Understanding of the system functions and the application of the supervisory task 
interact strongly. A number of aspects might not be understood without experiencing 
their practical background. Examples and opportunities to apply knowledge in practical 
tasks help to clear misunderstandings. 
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The final decision making skills need to be built actively by the trainee, using a pool of 
knowledge as well as practical experience to produce individual sets of strategies that 
can deal with uncommon variations .. The ability to make use of the variety of 
knowledge available rather ~an applying fixed rules that can be identified in an lIT A is 
part of the skill. 
A number of task rules and procedures can be learned by studying written material. The 
use of the conirol panel needs to be passed on as a fixed set of rules. The complete set 
of skills needs to be built up by practical tasks. Therefore the complexity needs to be 
reduced topereeptible pieces before it can be assembled again, as achieved by part-task 
trainiIig.·· 
When still in the process of memorising large amounts of data, relatively simple tasks 
entailing the practical use of the data appear very difficult to the trainee.· The complexity 
can be reduced by: 
(1) reducing the factors involved· in a task (e.g. by setting variables to constants, 
removing issues from control panel; see Appendix B 1); 
(2) reducing the number of choices available by focusing the scenario on a single, 
straightforward solution; ; 
(3) practising task elements rather than a complete diagnosis and decision making 
process. 
Test questions as well as test assignments need to be designed according to these 
requirements. 
8.3.8. Difficulty lewls in questions and optimisation tasks 
8.3.8.1. Design of suitable test questions 
Questions can be designed to address a. number of different skills. After certain aspects 
are tested it is possible to estimate which issues are not yet understood or mastered, and 
then to build missing knowledge by giving feedback, demonstrations or simply 
requiring more study. 
Table 8.7 lists a number of examples of questions that address different skill levels. 
The questions had to be designed as multiple choice questions to allow computerised 
evaluation. This limits the scope of possibilities as the participant is not required to 
repeat complete sets of information or make descriptive statements. It was possible 
though to test a complex understanding of interactions. The questions and answers had 
to be designed carefully to avoid conclusions about the right choices. 
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In order to progress to complex skills, different types of questions were designed, 
requiring to understand functiOlial details, the use of the control panel, the evaluation of 
specific situations, and the prediction of changes. Testing of more complex task 
fragments was dropped in favour of the application of complex skills during practical 
assignments as unnecessary repetition was anticipated. 
Table 8.7 . Question design. 
types and examples skill needed category 
locate information static I 
• Is any unordered mail stored? description 
• Is any mail left unfed? 
• How many coders are assigned? 
understand system functions and restrictions recall of IT 
• What is the function of Feed A? functional 
• What do the modes control? knowledge 
• For which purpose is a transport operator required? 
interpret data compare, III 
• Does. the throughput exceed the capacity? observe, 
• Why is overflow generated? evaluate 
• Which operator is least needed? 
• Is the output of sorted mail acceptable? 
forecas t effects dynamic N 
• What happens if a coder is assigned to culling? interpretation 
• What happens if unfed unordered mail is fed? 
• What happens if mode 2 is selected? 
• What happens if mode 2 is selected and the buffer of multiple not 
unordered mail is fed? prediction included 
task fragments active not 
• Why is re-feed to Feed B unsuitable? planning included 
• Does more coding lead to better results or more feed? 
• Is it beneficial to feed the unordered buffer instead of 
the overflow? 
• Does mode 2 allow better results (consider operators)? 
• What needs to be done most urgently in the present 
situation? 
• Which actions need to chosen for a better outcome? 
8.3.8.2. Design of suitable scenario contents 
A range of scenarios was designed to include as many different aspects as possible, 
whilst reducing the contents to a suitable minimum according to the progress of the 
trainee. The number of issues involved was regulated as required by the two scenario 
versions. Each level included one initial and two reserve situations to repeat similar 
issues at the same level of difficulty, but under different circumstances. 
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8.3.9. Conclusions 
Investigations into suitable methods to train complex tasks have to consider the structure 
in which difficulty is increased, the way in which the training is suitably broken into 
part-tasks,the structure in which the system knowledge is presented in relation to 
practice sessions, how system and task knowledge can be memorised and how 
increasingly complex issues should be addressed. 
Two scenario versions were chosen for an experimental study to evaluate suitable 
training methods. A range of scenarios was designed, including test questions and 
feedback information for a number of difficulty levels. 
The aim of the training experiments was defined as gaining insight into the needs for 
training design for this task on a range of issues. Controlled factorial experiments were 
found to be unsuitable as complex environments do not provide enough control over 
variables to come to secure findings - unless uneconomical effons or too many 
compromises on the complexity of the system are made. Therefore iterative single 
subject experiments were chosen to be conducted, to learn about the needs for training 
this particular task as well as to gain insights into the practical methods to be applied for 
training complex decision making tasks in general. 
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. . 
CHAPTER.9: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING 
STRATEGIES TO TEACH THE CONTROL OF 
IMP: (11) DATA COLLECTION 
9.1. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 9 concentrates on the application of methods for training and strategies for their 
experimental testing outlined in the previous chapter. A set of training experiments was 
carried out to collect knowledge concerning the needs of training design for the 
supervisory task. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, an iterative single subject approach was used. 
Eight participants were trained. Each experiment for one participant was seen as a 
complete unit that allowed making a set of conclusions regarding the methods used. 
Apart from a basic structure and a set of training material that was kept constant, the 
different trainees were subjected to varying conditions. Conditions were adjusted for 
the next participant according to the experience gathered in the previous experiment. 
The only major set of conditional variances that was planned beforehand were two 
different scenario versions allowing different progress of the complexity presented to 
the trainee. 
Chapter 9 describes the training conditions used and the experience gathered. The 
general needs of organising training in complex environments as well as specific 
knOWledge and practice that needs to be provided for the context given, were hoped to 
be established. The approach is being demonstrated using a further simplified version 
of the IMP model. 
9.2. METHOD 
9.2.1. New model and task features 
To be able to carry out studies investigating particular training design versions, it was 
necessary to reduce the complexity of the task. So the training experiments were carried 
out using a further simplified version of the mini-IMP model (see Chapter 6). The need 
to cut down on the model complexity becomes apparent when viewing the amount of 
time needed for training participants during the first set of experiments (see Chapter 7). 
Although the second set of experiments benefited from the additional operating 
knowledge obtained earlier, the model still needed to exclude a number of issues to be 
more easily manageable - whilst still retaining sufficient complexity to fulfil the 
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purpose of the experiment. The time needed fonhe experiment was decreased from 
about 16 to about 4 hours training time per participant 
The new model will be referred to as mini-mini-IMP. A number of functions were 
eliminated to simplify the modeL The minimised model does not include the idea of 
second class anymore, requiring no more consideration of priority selections, mode 4, 
division of images and division of tagged mail into two classes and eliminated the need 
for a second class buffer. The aspect of machine problems was eliminated by taking out 
the complication of failures, jams and rejects. Therefore failures as well as jam and 
reject rates need no more checking, no more repair decision are required, and no more 
storage appears due to jam loss, rejects or repair loss. The repair facility was removed 
completely, also for the read rate. Destacker operators were made redundant, resulting 
in fewer operator considerations. Machine and operator capacities were adjusted and 
simplified. This also allowed a reduction of the numbers of coders needed. The idea of 
unculled mail was eliminated, reducing the numbers of buffers and machine outputs 
further. The general event structure was made less problematic with more suitable mail 
arrival proportions, etc. The new interface is shown in Appendix B2. 
What remains of the task requires the operator to decide about feed necessities to 
maximise the output of sorted mail and reduce storage. Taking the arrival, the current 
throughput, outputs of half processed mail and the storage into account, suitable feed 
selections have to be made, considering mode changes and the availability of feed 
operators. A secondary issue to be considered is the performance of the OCR and video 
coding as it may reduce the output of sorted mail. In that case coders need to be 
aSsigned, whilst balancing the coding need against feed losses. 
The task involves 
(1). analysing a situation influenced by a number of interactive factors in a technical 
processing setting via a computer interface; 
(2) planning and conducting control actions to maximise the processing achievement 
whilst optimising all the factors involved, using knowledge of technical 
conditions. 
The model functions were extended and the structure for providing scenarios was 
changed. Trainees no longer complete a succession of interdependent situations over a 
period of time, producing a history of. events. Instead, participants are exposed to 
single, selected training situations that give a wider range of task types to be solved. 
This gives more experimental control about the issues involved. 
The lack of time progress within a time interval becomes more problematic and needs to 
be understood as situations without direct progression are displayed. The situation 
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displayed shows the processing results at the end of an imaginary time interval of 15 
minutes -' 'looking into the future. Control actions are assumed to have taken place at 
the beginning at the time interyal and are taking effect immediately - as if time could be 
turned back. Therefore the order and duration of activities that appear to the operator 
whilst the display is updated is of no consequence to the results calculated by the model. 
There will be no 'time pressure duri~~ training or tests. The difficulty of events chosen 
was kept low with relatively little controversy of feed issues. The model also provides 
on-line sets of questions and detennines the entire sequence of the experiment. It 
organises the selection of scenarios according to a defined structure, evaluates results 
and gives feedback (see Appendices B3 and B4). A detailed on-line help function was 
added, including infonnation presented in different chapters, mail flow pictures that 
adjust with trruning stages and interactive explanation for the use of the control panel 
(see Appendices B5 and B6). 
9.2.2. The training situation: consideration of the participant's 
experience 
Each participant will be trained to operate the system model using a fixed procedure, on 
to which, a number of additional conditions will be imposed. When investigating the 
needs fot training design, the skills that potential trainees will bring into the learning 
process are vital. When it can be expected that all trainees will have a very similar set of 
skills the training can be tailored to these needs. The more widespread the background 
of different participants is, the more flexibility is needed in the training method to adapt 
to the needs of the different trainees. 
The participants used for the experiments were students with varied backgrounds. All 
apart from one was in the process of completing a PhD within Human Sciences. None 
of the participants could be expected to have particular experience in this or a similar 
task. ,The training therefore assumed,no background knowledge, but a good ability to 
learn and understand complex environments. The participant's individual skills in terms 
of qualifications and work experience were recorded. Characteristics were documented 
whilst observing learning styles. 
9.2.3. The training situation: static training conditions 
Training was designed to be entirely computer based. It was organised in two parts. In 
preparation to the practice, knowledge was taught about the system that was to be 
operated. This knowledge was applied during knowledge tests, followed by practice 
opportunities to learn how to carry out the task. 
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9.2.3.1. Teaching system knowledge 
The first part oCthe training provided the trainee with infonnation about the system and 
details for its control. An animation program was used to present trainees with a 
complete set of knowledge about the system. It gave an all-inclusive view on the 
complete system - starting with a general overview of the task objectives and the major 
parts of the system. Gradually, more details were revealed about the different functions 
and restrictions of the system model before an introduction was made of how system 
needs to be· controlled. . After illustrating which parameters of the system are 
changeable, the control panel and its different purposes were explained before a set of 
task recommendations was added. ·This approach allowed the interaction of all parts 
from an early stage onwards to be understood .. It has to be noted though that it is 
unlikely that trainees would be able to memorise the entire set of data. No infonnation 
was delayed until later training stages for two technical reasons. Firstly, the structure of 
the animation program was available from earlier experiments and the effort to split it 
into several parts needed fundamental restructuring, that was not suitable within the time 
limits given for the completion of the project. Secondly, there were concerns as to 
whether it was practical to switch frequently between two different computer 
applications for procedural reasons and due to limitations of the computer memory 
available. 
The animation program allowed progress according to the participant's speed. After 
each chapter of the animation program self-tests were provided: trainees were required 
to carry them out but not to complete them error-free. They gave the participant an idea 
about his/her own level of understanding. Sections could be repeated if the participants 
felt the need for it. All sections had to be viewed. The program also included 
instructions. about the training to follow and the tasks to be completed. 
Task knowledge was not given in extensive detail: letting the trainee develop a set of 
strategies based on experience rather than flx·ed procedures was favoured. Major rules 
were provided, but without any hierarchical task context. 
9.2.3.2. The structure of the practice session 
After the completion of the animation program the participants were presented with a 
first set of questions that referred to a situation displayed on the control panel. 
Questions were answered by selecting one of three choices, and clicking the appropriate 
button to give it a tick (see Appendix B I for an example). 
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The trainmg program was organised in five stages. Each stage dealt with optirnising a 
particular part of the system. Scenarios had been designed to focus on the topic 
featured in the training stage. They were introduced in the following order: 
stage 1. 
stage 2 
stage 3 
stage 4 
stage 5 
mail floW; 
buffer feed and mode selection; 
operator assignmentS for feed purposes; . 
Video Coding System (VeS); 
complex stage, including all issues. 
Training issues that were not practised were made invisible at the control panel and their 
parameters set to constants to not interfere with the issues being explored. 
Each stage included 3 levels to be passed. Therefore a total of 15 levels was included in 
the training. Each task consisted of a set of up to 5 questions, followed by a practice 
situation that required the use of buttons at the control panel to improve the outcome of 
the situation displayed. The practice task using the model interface controls will always 
be referred to as the 'optirnisation task'. Stage 1 did not include any optirnisation tasks 
as it was designed to understand the functions and variations of the mail flow only. 
The understanding of the model functions, interactions, evaluation and reactions were 
tested with between two and five questions for each situation before the optirnisation 
task was begun. The contents of the questions focused largely on the issues currently 
dealt with. 
In order to pass a level and enter a new one, the complete set of questions had to be 
answered correctly and the results of the optirnisation task had to be within certain 
limits. Situations were evaluated on the optimum solutions - defined primarily by the 
highest possible output of sorted mail, but also by the mail left behind in storage and the 
uncoded images left stored. All situations were designed in a way that allowed only one 
best solution. Therefore the results could be measured on a data set prepared, based on 
the highest possible achievement. A task had to be repeated when any of the three 
criteria reached a value below the given optimum. Failing a situation required repeating 
a task of the same kind. 
Because some of the answers to the questions would have revealed the solution to the 
optimisation task, feedback about the success of both parts was not given until both 
were completed. The required solution could be viewed with a brief explanation for the 
original situation as well as a justification for the required choices (see Appendix B4). 
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When a situation was failed, a second set of questions and optimisation tasks was 
entered involving similar issues and difficulty. This will be referred to as round B. In 
case of another failure another set was entered - called round C. When making further 
mistakes the fIrst situation (round A) was entered again and situations could cycle until 
no more errors occurred. 
This gives a total of 15 levels with one original and two reserve situations (A, B, C) 
available. Each participant had to complete a minimum of 15 situations. The number 
was open from there onwards. As the number of situations encountered depended on 
the success rate, considerable variations could occur depending on the specifIc set of 
tasks each single participant faced and his/her skill to cope with them. The structure of 
the experiments is visualised in Figure 9.1. 
STAGE 
1 
STAGE 
2 
STAGE 
3 
STAGE 
4 
STAGE 
5 
Figure 9.1 Training level structure. 
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9.2.3.3. Tests 
The practice period was followed by 10 tests that were identical for all participants. 
Each test included a situation that had to be optimised whilst maximising the criteria of 
mail sorted and minimising the buffers and uncoded images left in storage. Situations 
had been designed to deal with a specialised number of issues, but involved evaluating 
the entire set of functions of the model. The more issues needed to be put right for the 
situation the more complex it was and so its degree of difficulty could be estimated as 
higher. Table 9.1 lists the test situations by difficulty and shows the issues that should 
play a role in a successful decision making process as well as the actions that need to be 
taken to come to the best possible solution. 
Table 9.1 Overview of the test situation characteristics. 
issues involved due com- actions required comment-
to situation design ple- task requirement 
xity 
Issue Issue Issue (low 
1 2 3 to Feed in re-assign high) 
T03 Feed I A only Feed A 
T08 Feed 2 B only Feed B 
T02 0, Coding 3 A T->F identify operator 
T06 0, Coding 4 B Co->F Co->T problem 
T05 Modes, FO, Coding 5 B mode Cu->Co Cu->T mode 2 needed 
2 
TOl C, <-> FO 6 A no operator change 
TlO C, <-> FO, Modes 7 B Cu->Co mode 3 not possible 
T04 C, <-> FO 7 Cu->Co no re-feed 
T09 C, <-> FO 7 A (F ->Co) T->Co deal with image store 
T07 C, <-> FO 7 A,B Cu->Co deal with low read 
rate 
Key: 
T: transporter; Cu: culler; F: feeder; Co: coder; 
->: assign to; <->: contrary to; 0: operators; FO: feed and operators. 
9.2.4. The training situation: variations on the training context 
A major structural variation was imposed onto trainees/participants using two different 
scenario versions. Moreover, various specific training conditions concerning aids given 
were changed for different participants. These factors were liable to some revision from 
participant to participant and arose out of the experimental learning progress. 
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9.2.4.1. Scenario versions 
The introduction of new system parts when entering a new training stage was organised 
in two major versions with different sets of scenarios (see Chapter 8.3.5). Version 1 
gradually increased in complexity as new training issues were added on top of previous 
ones, considering earlier practised issues in the tasks given. Version 2 focused on only 
one single issue at each level, avoiding any interaction with issues dealt with in earlier 
stages and blanking out parts of the control paneL 
The issues of mail flow dealt with during stage 1 are inseparable from the others. Both 
versions ended with complex tasks involving all issues. Therefore stages 1, 2 and 5 
were largely identical for both scenario versions. Differences laid in the integration of 
operator assignments and the ves into a complex system for version 1, as opposed to a 
simplified system in version 2. The questions were only identical for situations 1 to 3. 
Version 2 focused more on level-specific questions. Version 1 included all issues from 
their introduction onwards. 
The first 4 participants used scenario version 1, being accumulative with high 
complexity. The second 4 participants used scenario version 2 with lower complexity 
as all issues were dealt with as separately as possible. 
9.2.4.2. Variable conditions 
A number of conditions were changed as new experience led to suggestions for 
improvement. The complete set of conditions used for various participants is 
summarised in Table 9.2. 
Originally, a failure was measured only using the results for sorted mail. A situation 
was 'passed when the output of sorted mail did not drop below 5% of the expected 
maximum achievement. Later the tolerance was decreased to 3% below expectation. 
The amount of mail left in storage and uncoded images left stored were taken into 
account as well, as factors to be minimised. 
Initially, control actions were irreversible, whilst only one action was allowed per 
category for all situations (including training) - to be closer to reality. Later changes 
were allowed to be undone during the training period. Irreversibility of control actions 
was kept for the tests though, to supply high demands. 
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\0 
\0 
tondltlon 
Fall .... 
condition 
Interface 
actions 
Forte to study 
knowledge 
to ask 
Practice 
sessions wltb 
additional 
Knowledge 
test structure 
Pr.c:tl<al 
problems 
neme none 
no additional no additional 
tests apart from tests apart from 
test in model test in model 
too low passing too low passing 
threshold threshold 
sorted, buffen and soned, buffers and buffen and image store at buffers and image store at buffers and image store at 
simplified interface simplified simplified intedacc simplified intedacc simplified intedacc 
undoing possible undoing possible undoing possible Wldoing possible undoing possible 
compulsory study of compulsory study compulsory study of compulsory study of compulsory s~udy of 
of knowledge knowledge aftertwo of knowledge after knowledge after two knowled~e after two knowledge after two failures 
two failures failures 
available at all available at all available at all times available at all times available at all times 
times 
additional feedback additional feedback additional feedback fiedback given; feedback given; explanation additional feedback given if 
given if asked for or giv~n if asked for explanation after verbal m:te! verbal questions asked for or needed 
none none none information about 
'no additional tests no additional tests no additional tests 
apart from test in apart from test in apan from test in 
model model model 
could feed mail model kept failing right could feed mail to some 
into Feed B solutions earlier on extend into Feed B without 
Table 9.2 Training condition variations for all subjects. 
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The control panel and question display are shown in Appendices Bl and B4. 
Originally, parts of buffers could be fed. This was discarded later for feeds of complete 
buffers - to simplify the control procedures. Moreover labels and notes to help 
finding function displays and controls as well as reminders. for the completion of 
assignment actions were added. 
Originally, no help was given to the participant at all during problem solving - to 
provide more consistent conditions for all participants. This was changed later when 
serious misunderstandings were detected and additional help was needed to build the 
task knowledge base. Later specific aids were given to support the evaluation of 
solutions. 
Initially, the participant was given freedom to choose what knowledge to study 
whenever a need appeared. Later the participants were encouraged to read more and 
eventually a requirement was programmed in to study relevant knowledge again after 
two failures at the same level had occurred, before a new situation could be entered. 
The on-line tests were extended with additional oral tests for functional details before a 
new training stage was entered. Eventually programmed knowledge tests were added 
that required successful completion before training could resume: they provided 
extended feedback. 
Originally, oral feedback, additionally to the feedback displayed on the screen, was not 
given. The participant was expected to find the answers when studying the system 
details provided. Later the participant was allowed to ask questions and increasingly 
encouraged to do so. Eventually in many cases the experimenter would ask some 
related questions - to either reveal the participant's state of.knowledge or to enable the 
participant to understand the solution better. 
9.2.5. Study materials 
The system's and sub-system's aims were presented to the trainee in written 
descriptions, processing flow charts and interface examples in both the animation 
program and a help function within the model. The information included in the model 
could be accessed after feedback for solutions was given. The detail of the data 
displayed was adjusted automatically according to the training stage by hiding irrelevant 
information. Procedures for control actions from the interface could be demonstrated 
visually. Task information was given as written rules. Some participants were given 
paper-based manuals or information sheets to be used at any time. The model included 
pre-programmed experimental procedures, that could be intermpted easily for additional 
oral explanation or test questions. 
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9.2.6. Measuring performance 
The following objective and subjective measures were made on participants, both to 
enable adjustments to conditions and to evaluate the benefits of changes. 
9.2.6.1. Means of the data analysis 
The computerised data recorded include: 
• answers to the oral questions; 
• sets of optimisation actions for each situation entered; 
• mail processing figures achieved; 
• information about failure or passing situations; 
• times for entering new tasks such as questions, new situations to be optimised, 
test situations. 
The experimenter recorded all questions asked by participants during the course of the 
experiment, verbal feedback given by the experimenter as well as any thoughts and 
design recommendations by participants and experimenter that occurred during the 
sessions by making written notes. Also answers to additional verbal questions were 
recorded briefly. 
The data were recorded in 3 main data sets. They include: 
(1) the results of the questions asked during training; 
(2) the way people dealt with the optimisation tasks given during training; 
(3) the test results. 
In general terms, the results can be compared between (i) individual participants, 
between (ii) scenario versions as well as between (iii) the various study conditions 
across all participants. Progress should be visible from low to higher skill level for 
both questions and situation optimisation during the training. The training progress can 
also be measured by comparing the success during practice to that during the tests. 
Some of the data were prepared further for analysis. This was done by producing 
• mistake codes for optimisation and tests; 
• success codes for tests measured on choosing required actions; 
• average achievement figures for various criteria. 
To understand the results it is necessary to highlight the issues participants struggled 
with most (generally and individually), by looking at the types of issues that were failed 
most often or for which most questions were answered wrongly. 'Issues that 
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participants found most difficult during the optimisation of situations can be measured 
on failure rates, achievement of optimum processing rates and high occurrences of 
certain types of mistakes. 
To evaluate the level of expertise success in answering questions can be analysed by 
different question types (see Table 9.3). The skill in optimising situations can be 
viewed by comparison with the issues understood during questions and comparison 
with the results during the final tests. The learning progress can also be measured to 
some extent by the ease of learning, expressed in the time spent, as weII as problem 
occurrence and re-occurrence. 
Table 9.3 Question difficulty levels. 
Type Descri ption 
Category I locating the right infonnation at the control panel 
Category IT functional system knowledge, operating conditions and means 
Category 1lI evaluation of situations 
(understanding the different criteria involved, the need for actions, etc.) 
Category IV prediction of system reactions for specified interventions 
For both training and tests, the performance in optimising a situation can be measured 
as the actual achievement in terms of mail processed. Over a number of situations the 
number of failures and the severity of failures (difference to the maximum achievement) 
can be analysed. The training success can be evaluated according to measures listed in 
Table 9.4.· 
Table 9.4 . General measurements/or the evaluation o/results. 
Factor· Expression 
learning time how long until issues are understood 
retention . use questions; test for right answers 
transfer to unfamiliar tasks confront with new unpractised events 
For a more detailed analysis mistake codes can be given to study the actions that were 
taken wrongly. Although the errors made include a wide range of problems it is 
possible to categorise the activities by four major failure groups and combinations of 
these. They can be coded to ease the understanding in a large data pool. Hence 
different unsuitable actions taken can reveal gaps in the participant's understanding of: 
(1) bufferfeed-F; 
(2) operator assignment - 0; 
(3) selection of modes -M; 
(4) video coding - C. 
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In many cases issues are inseparable or can be specified further. So the mistake of 
"feeding mail generated" was coded as FG, "feeding machine at full capacity with 
coding need" as FC, "feed to B without transport operator" as Fa, etc. For those cases 
which included more than one single or combined mistake a second combined line was 
available (resulting in codes such as FCFO). Where one of several issues is of more 
primary importance, it is listed first 
This allows an analysis of the frequency of certain failure types. Differences for the 
two main scenario versions as well as participant differences can reveal specific problem 
areas. Moreover scenarios can be viewed in more detail with regard to the success rate 
and the diversity of mistakes across several participants for particular situations. 
For the tests a different evaluation system was developed to measure more accurately 
the extent to which test situations have been failed. A point system rewards every 
action taken rightly and subtractS points for actions taken wrongly. The total is divided 
by the amount of points expected for passing the situation, to take actions into account 
that were missed out. Finally, both the results from the point scale and the 'mail 
processing' achievement have been combined in a graph to visualise the actual overall 
achievement (see Figure 9.2, page 210). 
9.2.6.2. Dataevaluation 
The success could be measured on the amount of situations that had not been failed. 
This though does not consider any grading in the amount that had been understood. A 
more detailed analysis can be made by looking at the each of the main result figures 
(mail sorted, buffers left, images left). This reveals wrong overemphasis of certain 
issues or the extent of problems in choosing suitable actions to maximise the outcomes. 
One of the major questions that arise is whether or not participants actually learned 
something, and therefore how they improved from their original abilities just after 
learning about the system functions towards their capability in handling complex test 
situations. Numerically this is difficult to demonstrate as test data and practice data are 
very differently structured data sets. Firstly, the tests combined the highest complexity 
levels - compared with a range of complexity grades encountered during practice. 
Secondly the complete set of practice data incorporates by definition many right 
solutions, as finding the right answer was the condition for moving on to the next level. 
Thirdly, the tests were made particularly difficult by not allowing undoing of actions. 
That explains why the percentage of mistakes during the test is much higher with 61.5% 
than for the practice with 52.2%. Therefore sensible data comparisons can only be 
made concerning the proportions of the various types of mistakes. 
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Each participant had an individual pattern of questions asked. This is partly caused by 
differences in the sets of questions in scenario versions 1 and 2, but mainly on the 
experimental structure - as failing of either one question or the optimisation task 
required dealing with another situation, including questions. Least questions 
accumulated on the stage concerning mail flow only, most on the stage for operators. 
High levels of mistakes show problems. That can lead to two kinds of conclusions. 
Either the problem was particularly difficult or the participant was for some reason not 
very able in dealing with a certain issue. If most participants showed a high number of 
problems than the question can be seen as particularly demanding, otherwise the 
participants shows a particular gap of knowledge concerning the issue. 
Unsolved questions can be displayed as sum or percentage out of questions given. The 
more questions were encountered, the more problems had occurred previously. The 
average figure gives the more accurate picture for the level of uncertainty of a participant 
for a certain issue. The sum of mistakes gives additional infonnation to the extent of the 
problem. 
The tests results can be measured on the number of situations failed on certain criteria, 
the number of required to wrong actions taken, and the results in tenns of how much 
processing was done in comparison to the optimum given. Test results can be compared 
• between participants (for training conditions) for issues dealt with best - to 
assess the suitability of the training approach; 
• according to individual failure patterns (e.g. the amount of failure, types of 
failures); 
• to different problems during training. 
To compare the progress during practice with the test perfonnance a number of factors 
can be evaluated, such as 
• types of mistakes that re-occurred; 
• proportions of mistake types; 
• result patterns (e.g. priorities chosen, general understanding); 
• qualitative comparison of the test performance with the perfonnance during 
training for particular problems. 
9.2.6.3. Individual participant evaluation 
Besides the quantifiable infonnation that allows the participant's performance to be 
evaluated, a large quantity of qualitative data was collected according to the individual 
experience of each participant of the training method. Moreover, the low sample size of 
quantifiable infonnation requires a high amount of subjective interpretation in regard to 
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the conditions applied. Qualitative data are useful to identify problems that several 
participants had. The overall quantifiable results can function as means of participant 
comparison, but reveal also general trends. Evaluation of (1) the training progress, (2) 
the test results and (3) interactions between both are suitable. 
To some extent the experimenter was able to judge the participant's progress whilst 
carrying out the experiment. Quantitative data can give more insight into the accuracy of 
these judgements and provide additional details concerning the learning progress. The 
impressions can be expected to correspond to performance data recorded by the model 
Most of the adjustments made to experimental conditions were based on subjective 
experience. This demanded knowledge about the success and problems that the 
participants were exposed to under the different requirements during the training. 
Success could be estimated using knowledge about specific mistakes, questions asked, 
help given and additional comments by the participants. Detailed data analysis and 
comparison was mainly carried out after the last study, when data from all participants 
were available. 
9.2.6.4. Subjective interpretation of the training progress 
During the course of each experiment the experimenter had to take part actively, 
watching the participant's progress, so as to be able to give suitable feedback whenever 
needed. Any verbal explanation - either in response to questions asked or in case the 
experimenter felt a need to clear up a misunderstanding - was recorded with written 
notes. A distinction can be made here between information given during dealing with a 
particular task and feedback given afterwards. Support given during the process of 
solving a problem was mostly supplied in the form of confirmations, but also as 
explanations when serious knowledge gaps appeared. Provision of actual solutions 
was always avoided, but pointing the way by repeating functional interactions, task 
principles, etc. was allowed. Additional feedback was given by talking through the 
reasons for the choices to be made and repeating system knowledge as needed either in 
response to questions of the participant or after the experimenter had enquired as to 
whether answers and optimisation"task solutions had been understood. 
The active involvement of the experimenter allowed a good understanding of the 
participant's progress to be developed and subjective assessments towards the 
suitability of the training conditions to be made. Most changes in the conditions were 
based on this type of insight. 
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9.3. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL 
PARTICIPANTS 
9.3.1. Participant 1 
9.3.1.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
The objective of this study was to gain a first impression of how the training conditions 
chosen will support the progress of the participant. It was intended to keep the 
conditions consistent - using on-screen feedback only - as the opportunity of a 
formal element in the study was not yet ruled out entirely and the final number of 
participants was still unknown. 
Therefore the participant was exposed to considerably difficult circumstances. The 
experimental conditions are outlined in Table 9.5. One of the aims was to test whether 
the on-screen information given is sufficient to ensure the participant's progress. The 
participant was not able to undo actions taken during practice in order to develop the 
participant's pre-planning abilities. The requirement to study most system knowledge 
on the participant's own initiative provided individual freedom regarding the choice of 
what is needed to be known. The scenario version 1 places high demands in dealing 
with complex situations as new issues are introduced on top of previous ones. 
Table 9.5 Experimental conditions/or panicipant 1. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 1 - accumulative, with high complexity 
Failure condition the condition deciding whether to move on to the next level was 
measured only on the mail sorted, with no check on buffers and 
image store; the tolerance for the output of sorted mail was 95% 
Interface design original interface 
Undoing of actions no undoing - only one action is allowed per category for all 
situations, including training 
Force to study left to participant's choice 
knowledge 
Opportunities to ask no comments or help, no spoken feedback (only if felt 
questions unavoidable) 
Feedback after task no additional feedback on top of on-screen standard 
information - ,- -
Practice sessions with none 
additional feedback 
Knowledge test no additional tests apart from the tests in model 
structure 
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9.3.1.2. Results 
Training progreSS 
The parcicipant displayed considerable problems as training progressed. With a total 
duration of about 05:30 hours it was to be the longest of all sessions. The training had 
to be resumed the next day to avoid unnecessary fatigue. With a total of 58 practice 
situations encountered participant 1 also has the highest failure rate. Considerable 
problems with situation optimisation tasks appeared at levels 4,5,7,8,11,13,14 and 
15. 
Substantial problems appeared in learning to master all training stages. The highest 
problems .occurred during the first level of the stage for dealing with operators. The 
best progress can be noted for understanding the VCS. Frequently serious deficits are 
apparent for the ability to apply knowledge to optimisation tasks. A particularly high 
number of errors occurred, as well as very wide· range of error types. The selection of 
modes in combination with feed choices,. as well as choosing operators for feeding 
purposes, show highest appearances of mistakes, whilst coding issues in relation to 
feed considerations were dealt with relatively well, reaching a problem level below the 
proportional average of all participants. 
Participant 1 was also least successful in answering questions, again with most 
problems occurring during the stage for dealing with operator concerns. A particularly 
high peak· for mistakes was reached by predicting model reactions to hypothetical 
changes (the most difficult questions) - higher than all other participants. Also 
questions for locating data on the display and questions addressing system functions 
reach relatively high problem levels. Questions for evaluating model situations were 
handled very well, with a tendency to improvement towards the higher training stages. 
The. participant shows clearly that many gaps in knowledge were not eliminated 
properly as identical mistakes were repeated in the questions, in some cases more than 
once. Particular problems in understanding can be identified for the forecasting of mail 
flow reactions to various feeds of buffers, considering the restrictions given by the 
current operator assignment as well as estimating the use and need of feed operators and 
coders. 
Repeated problems also appeared for the optimisation tasks. So mode 2 was used 
wrongly eight times during the beginning of the training. The mistake of unsuitably 
feeding to.Feed B was repeated ten times altogether, of which seven happened during 
level 7 and 8. Some mistakes that were eliminated during earlier stages reappeared at 
more complex levels (e.g. wrong use of mode 2, processing with a missing local 
feeder, choice of a smaller buffer). Particular problems that appeared concerning modes 
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and operator functions were not cleared as the participant did not make the effort needed 
to revise the knowledge base and was not able to identify the cause for the frequent 
failures sufficiently using the on-screen feedback given. 
Although giving additional infonnation was mostly avoided to maintain the condition of 
self-study as a responsibility of the participant, it was in some occasions unavoidable to 
give vetbal help to ensure progress. 
Remainin~ problems apparent in tests 
With 6 out of 9 situations failed, the test results show quite a few problems remaining. 
The participant can be placed sixth in comparison to the other 8 participants. Figure 9.2 
shows an evaluation of the test results using a point scale that considers the difference to 
the optimum situation and the number of failures, as well as the number of actions that 
were selected rightly, missed out or selected wrongly in comparison to the set of action 
required for the best solution. 
RESULTS 2··°r-------------------~~~~~~=;--------------------1 
20.0 t-------....... ---..... - .. - .... -....... -c-.......... --. 
... 0+ .... · .............. · .... · .. 
10.0 + .......................... . 
'.0 
0.0 
Participant Participant Participant Parilclpant: Participant Participant Participant Participant 
I 2. 3 4 5 6 7 • 
Figure 9.2 Test results for all participants. 
The performance can be evaluated on the 3 main outcomes -- 'mail sorted', 'buffers 
remaining' and 'uncoded images left'. Problems appear rather evenly spread for all of 
these categories. The failure criteria for the unsuccessful situations are rather varied 
with failures on mail sorted, buffers left, uncoded images or combinations. Five 
situations were failed because of a too strong preference for coding. The amount of 
estimated difficulty seems to have had not much effect on the success, as situations 
were passed at all levels (see Appendix C). 
Unsuitable feed arrangements are the main cause for failures, leading to many errors in 
combination with coding and modes. Errors combining operator and feed selections 
occur, but on a relatively low level in comparison with other errors as well as other 
participants (see Figure 9.3). 
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participant • 
Figure 9.3 Mistake types during testS. 
Concerning the progress from training to tests, there is no proportional improvement for 
the understanding of modes visible. The participant learned to associate mode 2 with 
Feed B and the right selection of operators, but did not identify the right situations for 
its application. This shows some improvement to problems that appeared during the 
training, but more coaching would have been needed. Similarly older problems on 
operator selections were eliminated but replaced with some new mistakes. Problems 
concerning the selection of the most suitable feed carried on from training to tests. 
Likewise mistakes on wrong selections of buffers for feed concerning the size that fits 
the capacity best reoccur in relatively high numbers. The participant showed more 
problems on deciding on the priorities between coding and other issues than during 
training. This might have been caused by the inability to apply the comprehension of 
issues mastered earlier to more complex situations. The participant appears to have 
most difficulties in recognising the needs that a particular situation has. This could have 
been caused by a missing understanding of the main processing objectives and the 
different effects of interventions. 
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It can be summarised that training progress has taken place - as a number of right 
actions were selected in dealing with the most difficult test tasks. Still major problems 
remained. There is a need to facilitate the learning progress to achieve better results. 
9.3.1. 3. Discussion of concerns 
ParticioantchanK1eristics 
Whilst the participant's slow progress is caused by a rather difficult set of training 
conditions, it can also be explained to an extent by the little expertise the participant had 
gained previously elsewhere for this type of task. Details about the background of 
participant 1 are listed in Table 9.6. 
Although the participant seemed well motivated, there was not much confidence in 
mastering computer-based and technical topics. Whilst it was difficult to identify 
problem areas sufficiently, the participant hesitated to study large parts of the 
knowledge base again. The participant's dislike of spending extra effort in reading a 
lengthy documentation of system functions hindered the progress significantly. 
Table 9.6 Background of participant 1. 
Highest Two different university degrees in teaching and psychology; 
qualifications currently in the process of completing a PhD. 
Past experience The participant has never worked in industrial settings and not 
related to current dealt with technological systems, apart from computer 
experimental tasks familiarity. 
Experience relates to collecting and analysing different types of 
data for research projects. Teaching experience may give 
insights into training strategies. 
Age Over 40 
Review ofexperjmental conditions leadinl: to chanus for the next participant 
The task given in the model proves to be much more difficult than expected. The 
conditions· given here are therefore too demanding. More support is needed. The 
knowledge provided as reference material was not used at all. That may have been 
caused by the participant's particular preference, but also proves that participants may 
not be able to estimate sufficiently when additional study is needed. Focused study is 
hindered as the participant does not know as well as the experimenter what particular 
knowledge is missing or misunderstood. 
The little feedback given was absolutely vital to bring the participant back on to the right 
course for progress. Additional help was needed to understand important issues about 
mail flow and feeds. Some original misunderstandings about operator functions led to a 
series of failures that could have been avoided with additional feedback at the right time. 
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Problems set in again at the complex levels, mainly based on misunderstandings that 
were not completely resolved earlier. 
Not being allowed to undo actions hindered the participant in understanding model 
reactions and therefore limited the development of confidence in comprehending model 
interactions. This resulted in a lack of ability to forecast results of control interventions. 
The questions and remarks by the participant reveal that the participant experienced 
particular difficulties in memorising the terminology. In fact the choice of terms for 
model functions is rather arbitrary. Terms often show similarities for different issues 
whilst not always revealing the type offunction behind them sufficiently (e.g. mode 
1(2/3). 
Easier conditions, more time to become familiar with the basics and a better chance to 
try out model reactions would have ensured a better understanding of the model 
characteristics and probably led to more care in evaluating the own optimisation results. 
The experiences acquired led to a number of suggestions for improvement of the model 
conditions. Not all of them were put into practice as additional programming needs 
were apparent and time constraints existed. Other measurements were delayed for later 
participants to be able to judge reactions to particular changes in the conditions better, 
whilst unchanged conditions could be monitored again for another participant 
It was confirmed that formal experiments are not possible in this complex context The 
task has too many possible facets - hindering a direct comparison of the results. The 
reactions of the participant to the task are too unpredictable. Additional help is needed 
to ensure that particular knowledge is given in case of misunderstandings. Moreover 
the experiment is too time consuming to run a sufficiently large number of participants. 
Changes made to the experimental conditions based on the identification of inadequate 
conditions are discussed in Table 9.7. 
Table 9.7 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 2. 
Improvement suggestions. Changes made 
Participants should be encouraged to study The next participant was to be encouraged 
more. A simple measurement would be to more strongly to use all information 
just point out the need to read certain . available. No restriction was applied for 
passages in the text that will inform about entering new situations if no study was 
misunderstandings. Another idea is to carried out - to observe whether the 
make study compulsory as a condition for condition allowing freedom on individual 
progress after a certain amount of failure. study might suit a different participant 
It appears to be useful to give feedback on The additional effort was not feasible due 
all questions in category IV as the right to time constraints. Verbal feedback by 
solution only is often not quite sufficient the experimenter is needed. 
to help understanding. 
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Table 9.7 (continued): Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 2. 
Improvement suggestions Changes made 
More concrete feedback is needed when Repeated misunderstandings need to be 
basic misunderstandings remain and the cleared more readily with verbal help by 
participant is not able to identify the the experimenter. Feedback will still be 
problem. limited to on-screen help to test the 
sufficiency of the data provided and the 
benefits from the freedom for self-study. 
The memorisation of the terminology The control panel was re-designed with 
needs to be eased. To support the linking additional labels to ease the association of 
of terms with their functions, additional buttons and displays with their functions. 
information can be given on the control 
panel to help locate data aIid understand 
functions. 
Participants should be encouraged to check No additional familiarisation situations 
for the results of their actions better before were programmed due to the additional 
accepting the situation changes as most programming effort and time constraints. 
suitable. 
In order to familiarise the participant with 
the functions of the control panel and the 
model reactions to changes, a button trial 
situation may help - to just experiment 
with the controls. . 
It will be useful to take off the restriction The function was not changed yet in 
of allowing to carry out a particular control order to investigate the effects on a 
action only once without the possibility to second participant. 
adjust to better choices. This would 
encourage to check system reactions better 
before moving on, and to leam about 
system dynamics. It also avoids 
punishment for wrong use of buttons. 
Several instructions appeared to be helpful No additional information that the basic 
to avoid misunderstandings about the task task goals and technicalities were given. 
characteristics, such as: This appeared to be too much instruction 
• giving information that questions don't to be received at the beginning, only 
necessarily suggest the right solution; adding to the large amount of data given 
• giving notice beforehand that actions 
may not always be required; the success 
already. 
of actions should always be measured 
on the improvement on the result only 
• stressing the difference between mail 
generated and buffers 
Minor model improvements were carried 
out to eliminate confusion for the use of 
some buttons. 
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9.3.2. Participant 2 
9.3.2.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
Table 9.S shows the experimental conditions for participant 2. The objective of testing 
the sufficiency of the information provided on screen and in the manual was kept. 
Additional feedback was to be given only if unavoidable, but more readily after repeated 
mistakes. Actions still had to be pre-planned as they could not be reversed after they 
had been. initiated. Slightly more encouragement was given to study the system 
knowledge when problems occurred. The interface had been re-designed to include 
details about the functions of the displays and the controls on the interface. 
Table 9.8 Experimental conditions/or panicipant 2. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version I - accumulative, with high complexity 
Failure condition the condition deciding whether to move on to the next level 
was measured only on the mail sotted; the tolerance for the 
output of sotted mail was 95% 
Undoing of actions no undoing - only one action is allowed per category for all 
situations, including training 
Interface design original interface; with additional labels 
Force to study encouragement for study if needed, but on the participant's 
knowledge own choice 
Opportunities to ask no comments or help, no spoken feedback (only if felt 
questions unavoidable) 
Feedback after task no additional feedback on top of on-screen standard 
infonnation 
Practice sessions with none 
additional feedback 
Knowledge test no additional tests apan from the tests in model 
structure 
9.3.2.2. Results 
Trajnin~ pro~ess 
The partiCipant was able to deal rather well with the conditions imposed. The 
participant can be found in the middle range for situation repetition, whilst working very 
fast, with 33 situations failed. With 02:30 hours the total duration of the experiment 
was extremely shott. The participant showed no problems at all for optimisation tasks 
until stage 3, where many problems arose for dealing with operator selections. 
Particular problems appeared only at levels L 7, LS and LI3. After the training focusing 
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on the yeS was handled rather well, more problems appeared again for dealing with 
situations op the most complex levels. 
The participant made very good progress based on a good understanding of the model's 
characteristics and the mail flow features from the early training stages onwards. 
Besides, the participant demonstrated a good ability to deal with practical situations 
based on a good capability to devise the task procedures needed. Operator related 
probleins occurred frequently in combination with unsuitable feed selections. Errors 
concerning operator selections only peaked during stage 3, but were eliminated. The 
understanding of balancing feed selections with coding needs revealed problems as 
coding was consistently treated secondarily. Modes were understood especially well. 
These results have to be eval~ated considering the condition for failing a situation, that 
was too low, as remaining images and buffer storage were not considered. Some levels 
were passed that should have been repeated. So the model conditions caused a situation 
in which the participant was not made sufficiently aware of the fact that the output of 
sorted mail depended to some extent on sufficient coding. 
Questions were answered with good average results - with most problems occurring 
during the stages dealing with mail flow and operator issues. The participant found it 
rather difficult to predict model reactions, although less so than participant 1 did. All 
other question categories were dealt with very well. At more advanced stages only the 
more difficult questions were failed. Questions for evaluating situations were only 
failed at the first and last stage, demonstrating a good ability to assess conditions. 
No particular problems could be observed in matching the different terms with the right 
functions. Although to give additional information was mostly avoided, verbal help 
was given when needed to ensure progress. No extra verbal feedback was given after 
situations were dealt with. Verbal heIp during situations mainly concerned mistakes in 
handling the interface: at times the participant read the manual for help. 
The participant demonstrated ease in deyeloping task procedures with a basic 
understanding of functional knowledge. The participant did not use the on-screen 
system knowledge, probably expecting faster access to the chapters in the paper 
manual. It is apparent that with more encouragement to study knowledge better results 
were achieved. However, study was kept to a minimum and did not always lead to the 
right solution. There was a strong preference for the on-screen feedback. 
The participant found the actual handling of the control panel relatively difficult 
according to remarks made after the experiment. So the participant occasionally forgot 
to press the 'assign operators' button or tried to feed empty buffers with wrong button 
choices. 
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Remaining problems apparent in tests 
For the tests parucipant 2 was very successful and reached the third best results (see 
Figure 9.2, page 210). The participant failed 5 out of 9 situations on the condition of a 
failure allowance of 5% (see Appen~ C). 
The main cause for failures can be identified as the amount of uncoded images left in 
storage. The deficiency for the results of uncoded images stored is also one of the two 
highest problems compared to other participants. All of the situations requiring 
prioritising of coding against feed were failed. The amount of mail sorted was hardly 
ever a strong reason for failing a situation. The figures for buffers left in storage show 
only one significant failure. The participant therefore reached the third-best position 
compared to other participants for the overall performance. Both the failures and passes 
for situations appeared at all levels of estimated difficulty. 
Whilst issues on feed, operators and modes show much better results than the 
participant average, issues to do with coding show problems above average. The 
misunderstanding of the importance of coding led also to errors on other issues whilst 
avoiding the difficulty of balancing the optimisation needs to some extent 
The participant shows considerable improvements to the problems with operator 
assignments in the tests. Misunderstandings concerning the feed in connection with 
cOding issues, apparent during training, remained and became the primary problem. 
Feed issues as a primary cause for failure disappeared, although the problem of feeding 
mail generated emerged as a new concern. Slight insecurity can still be noted for the 
selection of mode 2, although without significant impact on the results. It can be 
concluded that the participant made good progress on a range of training issues. 
Balancing the need between feed and coding measured on the maximum output of mail 
sorted would have needed further attention for an acceptable performance. 
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9.3.2.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
The participant was advantaged inirnagining and memorising the technological 
background of the task having worked for Royal Mail and studied computer related 
participants. Details about the participant's background are listed in Table 9.9. The 
participant was well motivated and interested in the task. The total length of the 
experiment did not cause much concern for attentiveness and tiredness. With the 
participant's good practical skills version 1 was probably beneficial as it allowed the 
task aspects to be explored efficiently. 
Table 9.9 Background and related experience a/participant 2. 
Highest The participant has obtained a combined university degree in 
qualifications Information Technology and Human Factors and is in the 
process of completing a PhD. 
Past experience With background knowledge for the design of Human-Computer 
related to .current Interfaces in applied technical settings the participant is to some 
experimental tasks extent familiar with the general setting .. 
Moreover, having worked for Royal Mail doing manual letter 
sorting in a delivery office as a temporary job, the participant had 
a good idea of the processing objectives and the concrete work 
context and therefore a slight advantage in dealing with the task. 
Age 25 years 
Review of experimental conditions leading to changes for the next participant 
A review of the experimental conditions and changes made based on the identification of 
inadequate conditions are discussed in Table 9.10. More help, study and feedback 
needed to be provided. The procedures for initiating changes were simplified and 
aided. Model reactions were allowed to be tested by adding the facility of undoing 
actions. 
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Table 9.10 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 3. 
Improvement suggestions Changes made 
Alihough ihe participant used ihe The next participant will face ihe requirement to 
manual and looked up some. enter a knowledge study sheet after two failures 
information that had not been . on ihe same level, oiherwise it will not be 
understood ihere is no guarantee that possible to enter ihe next situation. 
ihe participant chose to study at each Depending on the current level, ihe appropriate 
necessary time and was able to locate study section can be entered automatically 
ihe right data to eliminate ihe whilst being able to view previous sections. 
remaining misunderstandings. Mail flow pictures and control panel guides 
Hence, ihe participant needs to be adapt to ihe information needed at ihe current 
forced more to study system and task level. The control panel help has interactive 
information after problems occurred. features for pointing at the detail required. 
The on-screen feedback for ihe A model feature was added to allow displaying 
solution of ihe optimisation task lacks of the original situation as well as ihe 
a possibility of displaying ihe original participant's own results by clicking to compare 
situation. Participants revealed wiih ihe right solution. Selections can be made 
difficulties in remembering ihe as often as liked by clicking ihe appropriate 
original data and iherefore might not button. 
always have understood ihe solution Moreover the solutions to the questions are 
completely. from now on always displayed together with 
the original situation. 
It must be avoided to let participants The threshold for passing. a situation will be 
pass situations that have been failed increased from 95% to 97% of the figures in 
on some account. the optimum solution provided as a standard. 
Besides measuring ihe solution on the mail 
sorted, the results for 'uncoded images left for 
storage' and 'buffers remaining' will be 
included as conditions for passing. 
The participant did have a need to ask It will be beneficial to provide verbal feedback 
a number of questions as the whenever the participant needs it. The 
information was oiherwise not participant will be encouraged to ask questions 
available or too difficult to fmd. As so that misunderstandings can be eliminated 
different participants will have early. This requires a continuous interaction 
different approaches to handlin g the wiih the experimenter who needs to monitor the 
task and understanding the details, participant's progress to identify problems. In 
different problems will arise. The case ihe participant can not find the right 
experimenter needs to identify ihese question to ask ihe experimenter might 
problems if possible to bring the intervene and enquire about the participant's 
participant onto ihe right path to avoid perception of the problem. 
wasting time repeating mistakes. Whilst giving help freely, letting the participant 
Giving direct help to specific exploit ihe condition to come to the right 
problems can clear answers wiihout much effort will be avoided. 
misunderstandings early and make Therefore complete solutions will not be given 
ihe remaining practice more effective. until the misunderstandings have been cleared. 
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Table 9.10 (continued) Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 3. 
Improvement suggestions Changes made 
It is too difficult for the participants to The selection of modes and operators can now 
forecast mOdel reaction changes be changed without limit. This encourages 
without being able to observe a bener checking of the system reactions before 
considerable number of model moving on. It helps to learn about system 
responses before deciding about the dynamics and avoids punishment for wrong 
favourite set of actions. This use of buttons. 
becomes especially apparent due to Buffer selections for feed can be made as 
the high problem rate for category IV preferred, although they cannot actually be 
questions. taken back. This facility would require 
One solution to the problem would be additional programming needs. This is also of 
to allow a 'play situation' for the limited need because buffers that cannot be 
familiarisation with the controls. processed will flow back into storage 
This limits the experience to very few automatically. Different operator selections or 
scenario possibilities. modes can alter choices as well. 
Another solution would be to allow The restriction of not allowing to undo actions 
undoing of changes to the model until was kept for the tests to provide the extra 
the results are satisfactorily. difficulty needed to understand the participant's 
ability to cope with additional complication. 
The participant spent additional Th,e interface controls will be simplified by a 
efforts to learn handling of the control restriction to feed only complete buffers instead 
panel and perceived this as rather of parts. That eliminates the procedure of 
difficult. entering the number of items for feed before 
Mistakes in handling the interface selecting the bunon for the buffer and avoids 
controls may result in unnecessary confusion with the 'all' button to feed complete 
mistakes as this skill was not to be a buffers. 
primary issue here and most effons A distinctly visible note was added reminding 
should be spent on the decision to press the 'assign operators' button after at 
making process itself. least two operator selections have been made. 
The additional labels on the control It was made impossible to move on to the next 
panel were not perceived to be situation until either the button has been pressed 
confusing or unnecessary. or the operators have been put back to the 
original position. 
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9.3.3. Participant 3 
9.3.3.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
It was aimed to study the advantages and disadvantages of the conditions listed in Table 
9.11. A tighter failure condition applied, additional help and feedback was given when 
needed .. Compulsory study of knowledge was introduced after two failures in one 
level. . Some model attributes were re-designed for simplified feed procedures, 
additional support messages and the facility to undo actions. 
Table 9.11 Experimental conditions/or panicipant 3. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 1 - accumulative, with high complexity 
Failure condition the condition deciding whether to move on to the next level was 
measured on mail sorted, buffers and image store; 
the tolerance for the output of sorted mail was 97% 
Undoing of actions actions could be reversed when the results were perceived as 
not satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interlace design simplified interface (only feeding of complete buffers, 
additional labelling of controls, automatic reminder to press 
'assign operator' button with restriction to move on otherwise) 
Force to study compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge training level- no moving on to next level until one of the 
knowledge study sheets had been entered 
Opportunities to ask help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about 
questions or needed confirmation on (often confumed system 
knowledge) 
Feedback after task besides the standard on-screen feedback extra verbal feedback 
was given on answers to questions and optimisation solutions 
when participants asked questions or if the experimenter felt a 
need to give additional information 
Practice sessions with none 
additional feedback 
Knowledge test no additional tests apart from compulsory test questions 
structure 
9.3.3.2. Results 
Trainin~ progress 
The participant worked very fast with only 3 hours spent for the entire experiment and a 
practice ,length of 02:20 hours, whilst encountering the second highest number of 
situations having entered 40 of them. Peaks for problems appeared at levels L 7 and 
LlO. Optimisation tasks during the stage dealing with the VCS caused most problems. 
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Whilst displaying a low level of errors, particular misunderstandings such as the need 
of the transport operator for re-feeds iuid the application of mode 2 persisted rather 
long. Feed tended to be prioritised too strongly against coding needs. 
Questions on assessing situations caused particularly many problems. The problems in 
dealhig with issues concerning the ves system for the optimisation tasks can be 
explained by a rack of system knowledge apparent with the weak results for questions 
of category IT for this issue. Likewise problems for situation assessment and location 
of data on the display reach high levels at this stage. 
Additional help was given on many different issues from stage 2 onwards, but not in 
very large quantity and mostly in response to· the participant asking questions or 
wanting confiniIation of facts. Misunderstandings of some issues that should have 
been cleared in earlier stages appeared at more complex levels. Help was given 
concerning the meaning of questions, basic functions and interactions of system 
elements and locating information on the· display. 
The participant benefited ftom the requirement to study knowledge after two failed 
situations. Many misunderstandings could be Cleared that way. This is visible for stage 
3, less so for stage 4 as there. was a series of failure repetitions. The participant 
expressed support for the conditions whilst acknowledging natural reluctance to do 
extra study. 
The training progress was also assisted by the possibility to test actions during practice, 
leading to better results for predictive questions. The participant appeared to have made 
good progress as misunderstandings could be cleared mostly rather quickly with the 
exception of dealing with video coding. This was dealt with too though, leading to only 
few problems during the complex training stage. 
Remaining problems apparent in tests 
After indicating a rather goOd progress with only few problems at the complex level the 
tests were unexpectedly disappointing with the lowest results in terms of overall 
achievement in comparison with the other participants (see Figure 9.2, page 210). 
Participant 3 failed 7 out of 10 situations, allowing 5% failure tolerance. Situations 
T07, T08 and no can be seen as acceptable (see Appendix C). 
The results show that the participant was very unsure about balancing the need for 
coding against feed as wrong choices were made for most situations. The high level of 
errors can be e~plained partly by a fault in the model performance allowing re-feeding 
without the transporter which confused the participant and led. to unsuitable planning 
activities. The main criteria of mail sorted is nearly always met, whilst too many 
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buffers are left in storage. The most difficult contradictory situations are mostly solved 
wrongly with prioritising feed instead of coding. The participant reaches the highest 
number of unsuitable actions selected, often caused by the misunderstanding about the 
need of the transporter, leading to unsuitable feed and mode selections. 
Concerning the progress from training to tests, errors on coding generally decreased in 
comparison with the training results, whilst operator problems (in combination with 
feed) appeared much stronger. Problems'in selecting modes for feed purposes slightly 
hicreased proportionally, whilst unsuitable mode selections to do with coding issues 
(mode 3) were eliminated 
The unexpectedly disappointing test results may also have been caused by the fact that 
the facility to test model reactions during training might have led to a strategy of trial and 
error. In this case the test requirements with no possibility of undoing actions may be 
too difficult Although prediction abilities were of a good standard the participant might 
have struggled with a very high number of combinations at the most complex level after 
getting used too much to being able to test model reactions, rather than pre-plan. The 
participant remarked on the high failure rate that the right solution was much more 
obvious during the training as expectations regarding the solutions were possible, based 
on the scenario design at the different training stages that focus on specific issues. 
9.3.3.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
With no previous experience in any of the skills needed in the task the participant had no 
advantage. Details about the participant's background are listed in Table 9.12. The 
participant tended to deal with tasks very quickly and might not always have applied 
maximum care, preferring to try another task rather than being held up tOQ long. 
Table 9.12 BackgrouruJ and related experience o/participant 3. 
Highest The participant is in possession of a university degree in Human 
qua1ifications Biology and has started doing a PhD. 
Past experience With most time spent to this point in full-time education hardly 
related to current any industrial expertise has been developed. 
experimental tasks Student vacation jobs add little to particular knowledge about 
manufacturing settings or complex planning tasks. 
Age· about 25 years 
Version! suited the participant up to stage 3. Additional knowledge tests could have 
ensured better progress. The participant would have benefited from additional practice 
at the. complex level with more focus on the objective of balancing needs and the criteria 
required in the tests. 
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Review ofexperimenta! conditions leading to changes for the next participant 
The enforcement to study knowledge was beneficial, even if not always fully used. The 
participant expressed suppon afterwards, suggesting there would have been much less 
study effon and slower progress. The verbal feedback and intermediate suppon by the 
experimenter ensured good progress. It has to be noted though that not all the problems 
could be identified and cleared, measured on the test results. The possibility to undo 
actions had a very good effect on the forecasting ability. The simplification of the 
interface caused a programming error to occur, but helped to eliminate mistakes in 
" " " 
handling the controls. Changes made to the experimental conditions based on the 
identification of inadequate"conditions are discussed in Table 9.13. 
Table 9.13 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 3. 
Improvement suggestions , Changes made 
The conditions seem to have supponed a good The error was eliminated for 
learning progress, but the test results revealed funher runs. 
unexpected problems that were not detected earlier. 
In pan, the problems were caused by a programming 
error allowing the participant to re-feed mail into Feed 
B without a transpon operator, causing confusion. 
More feedback on question results appeared to be Feedback will be given 
suitable to speed up learning and clear up problems verbally. More attention will be 
early. paid to ensuring that the 
panicipant has understood the 
reasoning behind the solutions. 
The particular struggle with the test could have been No changes were made to the 
caused by the panicipant's insufficient inability to tests to keep the test conditions 
forecast model reactions to changes. Being still used consistent and to be able to 
to the opponunity to undo and re-select actions when compare the results between 
the effects seen were unsatisfactory, the restriction of participants on the basis of the 
not being able to reverse actions during the tests may same level of difficulty. 
have been too demanding. 
Another opportunity to deal with the lack of ability in This was not done due to the 
forecasting complex model reactions to a set of additional programming effon. 
changes would be to add practice time for this more 
difficult condition before applying it in the tests. 
The high complexity of the test situations caused The next participant though 
great problems; This may be a sign of a too strong will keep scenario version 1 to 
advancement of demands in scenario version 1, have a second set of results 
suggesting the use of version 2 instead. under similar conditions. 
It was noted that more questions combining feed and No changes were made for 
coding are needed to improve the knowledge base for participant 4 to keep conditions 
these issues. . harmonised. 
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9.3.4. Participant 4 
9.3.4. L . The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
It was aimed to study the advantages and disadvantages of the conditions listed in Table 
9.14. The conditions were kept the same as in the previous experiment. Additional 
help concerning the optimisation task procedures proved to be necessary in later training 
stages and was given. 
Table 9.14 . Experimental conditions/or pimicipant4. 
condition specification· 
Scenario version version 1 -. accumulative, with high complexity 
Failure condition measured on mail sorted, buffers and image store at 97% 
Undoing of actions actions could be reversed when the results were perceived as 
not satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interface design simplified interface with labelling and guidance for the use of 
controls 
Force to study compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge training level 
Opportunities to ask help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about 
questions or needed conflrmation on (often conflrmed system 
knowledge); later gave extensive coaching on task procedures 
and helped through highest levels; . 
additional task coaching in levels 11 to 15 - talked through 
evaluation and decision making strategies, giving most of the 
answer as the participant seemed to be at a loss about 
optimisation objectives and procedures 
Feedback after task besides the standard on-screen feedback extra verbal feedback 
was given on answers to questions and optimisation solutions 
when the participant asked questions or if the experimenter felt 
a need to give additional information 
Practice sessions with none 
additional feedback 
Knowledge test no additional tests apart from compulsory test questions 
structure 
. 
9.3.4.2. Results 
Trainjn~ promss 
After no problems at all until level L5 the participant revealed considerable diffIculties in 
handling optimisation tasks at levels L6 and L7 on buffer feed and operator selections. 
So the functions of the operators were not understood for some time and, once 
established, diffIculties appeared in applying the knowledge to the optimisation tasks. 
Mistakes appeared repeatedly in selecting suitable operators for feed purposes and 
feeding of mail just generated .. Once crucial misunderstandings had been cleared, good 
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progress was made until problems mounted again from level LlO onwards. The time 
spent was comparably long with 04:30 hours. A total of 39 situations was dealt with. 
Most theoretical problems occurred during the stages concerning mail flow and 
operators. The learning progress was held up with a lack of functional knowledge for 
dealing with operators and the ves. Otherwise the success in answering questions did 
not reflect the distinct problems in the optimisation tasks, indicating practical problems 
in devising task procedures. Predictive questions and questions concerning the location 
of data at the control panel caused many difficulties, whilst the other question categories 
show average problems. During the later stages of the experiment major difficulties 
occurred, as skills acquired earlier seemed to be lost again. 
The progress was endangered seriously by a misunderstanding of the model 
characteristics and therefore failure to understand the task objectives. Whilst 
approaching the more complex training stages it was discovered that the participant had 
not understood the notion of a static situation where all actions are placed to create a 
single optimum solution instead of continually adjusting settings as time progresses. 
Accordingly the participant was not clear about the nature of the task being a balancing 
between factors to find an optimum - and often to some extent imperfect - solution. 
With detailed guidance through the process of dealing with the task on the complex 
levels the participant started to display a better understanding, whilst most of the 
solutions at the complex levels had to be demonstrated. 
Various issues were explained during and after the tasks were solved. The participant 
askedparticulilrly often for confIrmation of facts and solutions during the process of 
fmding answers to problems. It was taken care not to reveal the conclusions too easily. 
Often the terminology in the questions needed clearing. A comprehensive review was 
given for the functioning of the ves. Most problems occurred during stages 3 and 4. 
The participant's questions were mostly asking for basic details on system functions 
whilst no complex procedural reflections were expressed. When guided the participant 
(mostly) found the right solution, unless there were basic theoretical misunderstandings 
left .. During the complex stage the participant was talked through the handling of 
situations in detail as major problems in understanding the model structure and the task 
objective had become apparent. The procedures for the weighing of different options 
was demonstrated, based on reflections as to what happens to hypothetical actions and 
what can be gained from each of them. 
Remaining problems apparent in tests 
The tests show good average results (see Figure 9.2, page 210). Participant 4 failed 7 
out of 10 situations, allowing 5% failure tolerance. All failures show the same pattern. 
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No situation was failed on. uncoded image.s because coding was given 
disproportionately high priority. Six situations failed strongly on the results of mail 
sorted and mail left in storage. Situations were passed at all levels of estimated 
difficulty, whilst most of the situations at the highest difficulty level were failed -
involving a larger amount of pre-planning activities for a complex set of actions (see 
Appendix C). 
Errors for niaking choices for feeds and coding are particularly strong, whilst errors to 
do with modes and operator selections appear comparatively rarely. The participant 
displays improvement in dealing with operators and feed issues. Making the right 
choices concerning coding needs occurs as a new problem. 
Considering the amount of difficulty that had occurred during the later training stages 
when progress came to near standstill, the results are rather successful. Several issues 
improved strongly. The results could have been better without the major misconception 
towards the importance of coding, which proves still an amount of inability to judge the 
outcome of the optimisation task on the main criteria. 
9.3.4.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
With no previo~s expertise concerning the technological background or supervisory 
skills the participant was disadvantaged for the task. Details abou.t the participant's 
background are listed in Table 9.15. 
Table 9.15 Background and related experience o/participant 4. 
Highest The participant has obtained a university degree in Psychology 
qualifications and has started doing a PhD. 
Past experience With mo'St time spent to this point in full-time education hardly 
related to current any industrial expertise has been developed. Voluntary work 
experimental tasks carried out during education does not add any know ledge about 
manufacturing settings or complex planning tasks. 
No work was carried out for Royal Mail or in similar contexts. 
With no parricular education in science, technology or computing 
the technical setting may be quite demanding. 
Age under 25 years 
The participant was inquisitive, but expressed more questions for elementary functional 
details rather than complex practical issues. Devising suitable task procedures appeared 
as a major difficulty, although partly caused by a misunderstanding of the model 
structure. An approach demanding less complexity with the introduction of new issues 
and more help for finding practical solutions would have been more suitable .. 
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Review of experimental conditions leading to changes for the next participant 
The participant seemed to greatly benefit from special task coaching for complex 
situations. With difficulties for transferring facts into task strategies, additional task 
information was very important and proved to be successful. It became clear that many 
functional details should not be introduced until they are about to be practised. 
Feedback on the right answers to questions appeared very important. More test 
questions addressing functional basics at the appropriate training level are needed to 
ensure a good repetition for a fundamental understanding. Changes made to the 
experimental conditions are discussed in Table 9.16. 
Table 9.16 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 5. 
Improvement suggestions 
The scenario version 2 seemed more 
suitable as scenario version 1 is too 
demanding. 
Serious problems were detected for the 
participant's comprehension of the 
characteristics of the task defmed by the 
model features. It needs to be made sure 
that participants have understood the static 
nature of model situations with no 
intermediate time progress. The 
perfonnance was clearly decreased by the 
participant's inability to assess the 
suitability of actions as the task objectives 
and the evaluation criteria were not clear 
enough. The understanding of both of 
these issues was previously assumed too 
readily. 
It should not be moved on to practise 
complex task procedures before all system 
functions and interactions are understood. 
The task procedures caused particular 
problems whilst not understanding the 
task objectives sufficiently as being a 
balancing of needs to suit the conditions 
given. . 
There may be even more problems with 
scenario version 2 as complex questions . 
are addressed less strongly. 
Changes made . 
Scenario version 2 will be used to reduce 
the complexity on the levels for dealing 
with operators and the VCS. This will also 
give an opportunity to focus the test 
questions better on the major issues of the 
training stage to ensure a good level of 
functional understanding. 
An additional set of questions was prepared 
addressing system knowledge as well as 
questions to the optimisation objectives and 
the model characteristics. They were 
available to be asked whenever a series of 
problems occurred and there is some doubt 
about the understanding of specific issues. 
A second failure within the same level when 
more study was required was the criteria 
chosen for applying additional questions. 
More emphasis should be given to feedback 
after mistakes in the questions. 
It should be given verbally at most times, 
even if the participant does not express any 
confusion as they might not realise 
misunderstandings sufficiently. 
It will be beneficial to have an example 
situation available with a set of optimisation 
issues. This can be used to talk the 
participant through the evaluation and 
decision tasks involved before entering the 
complex level, pointing out the mail flow 
features to be considered primarily whilst 
reviewing the task procedures. 
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9.3.5. Participant 5 
9.3.5.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
It was aimed to study the advantages and disadvantages of the conditions listed in Table 
9.17. The scenario version with a less demanding progress was chosen. Additional 
intermediate verbal knowledge tests and material to give help on task procedures were 
prepaied for the case of need. 
Table 9.17 Experimental conditionsfor panicipant 5. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 2 - non-accumulative, less complexity 
Failure condition measured on mail sorted, buffers and image store at 97% 
Undoing of actions actions could be reversed when the results were perceived as 
not satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interface design simplified interface with labelling and guidance for the use of 
controls 
Force to study . compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge training level 
Opportunities t6 ask help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about 
questions or needed confirmation on (often confirmed system knowledge) 
Feedback after task besides the standard on-screen feedback extra verbal feedback 
was given on answers to questions and optimisation solutions 
when the participant asked questions or if the experimenter felt a 
need to give additional information 
Practice. sessions with none 
additional feedback 
Knowledge test no additional tests apart from compulsory test questions 
structure (although planned, the experimenter did not feel a need for extra 
knowledge tests for this participant) 
9.3.5.2.. Results. 
Training progress 
The participant made exceptionally good progress and reached the lowest failure rate 
with only 25 situations encountered in total. Likewise least time was spent with 02:20 
hours for the entire experiment and 01 :30 hours spent on practice. No particular hold-
ups occurred during practice with two situations failed on level L4 and only single 
failures on levels L6, L9 and 111. . 
For both questions and optimisation tasks the problems were very limited. 
Remarkably, no problems appeared at the complex training stage. Most error types for 
optimisation tasks show much lower occurrences in comparison with other participants 
apart from mistakes to do with modes which caused a slight hold-up at stage 2. 
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Predictive questions as well as questions on functional knowledge and locating 
information were handled especially well, whilst some difficulties appeared for 
evaluating situations in comparison with other participants. 
Help was given both during and after tasks were dealt with to about even proportions 
between levels L3 and L12, but with low frequency. Some enquiries aimed to 
understand the question formulation. Many questions were very specific, coming out 
of practical considerations and therefore showing good basic understanding. The 
participant asked questions concerning the effects of imaginative actions, showing 
clearly an interest and the ability to reflect on a rather complex level of thinking. 
Questions' were very well aimed, leading to. vital explanations about major system 
interactions, including the task objectives. Important feedback on mistakes was always 
asked for. The participant revealed a good understanding of the idea of static situations 
and maximising the output of sorted mail due to a balancing of needs from early on. 
With a good understanding of the functional details very good progress was made. 
Misunderstandings existed, but were cleared very effectively. The ability to deal with 
all complex situations error-free shows a very good understanding of the task at the end 
of the training. 
Remaining problems apparent in tests 
With only 2 failures during the tests the achievement is exceptionally high and therefore 
best (see Figure 9.2, page 210). ·The failures were caused by unsuitable operator 
selections when dealing with feed or coding needs. The errors can be seen as relatively 
minor mistakes caused by overlooking factors within the entire disposition of the 
scenario, rather than showing basic misunderstandings. The participant shows above 
average results for all error types. Whilst the participant displayed a good 
understanding during the training, particular improvements can only be pointed out for 
the understanding of modes. All other issued remained on a low problem level (see 
also Appendix C). 
9.3.5.3 .. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
The participant might have benefited from previous expertise concerning training and 
supervision although there was no advantage for understanding the technological 
context. Details about the participant's background are listed in Table 9.18. Possibly 
the overwhelming success of participant 5 can be explained by a good ability to evaluate 
the system performance and choose tre actions with the highest priority. The 
participant was very well concentrated and very focused on "Iearing misunderstandings. 
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Moreover the original grasp of the functional knowledge seemed to be particularly high. 
Participant 5 was also able to extract vital links for understanding the system needs. 
Additional efforts were made to reflect about results for hypothetical actions. 
Tdble 9.18 Background and related experience o/participant 5. 
Highest The participant is in possession of a combined university degree in 
qualifications Pure Science and Psychology and has started doing a PhD. 
Past experience Conceming supervising a complex system the participant collected 
related to current experience in a non-industrial setting by supervising a 
experimental tasks telefundraising group using a computerised telephone call-in 
system. Moreover the participant has some insight into training -
having worked as a training superVisor conducting tests and 
producing protocols. With most time spent to this point in ful1-
time education hardly any industrial expertise has been developed. 
Age under 25 years 
Reyiew of experimental conditions leading to chanEes for the next participant 
The .excellent results suggest that the scenario version chosen was suitable for the 
participant and is also more promising to deal with the training requirements in general. 
qhanges made to the experimental.conditions based on the identification of inadequate 
conditions are discussed in Table 9.19. 
Table 9.19 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 6. 
Improvement suggestions. Changes made 
AlthQugh participant 5 did not require Additional knowledge test including 
additional knowledge tests it has to be system functions, model characteristics 
expected that other participants did not and the main evaluation criteria will be 
show such.an exceptional ability in made compulsory each time a new 
memorising all the details so efficiently .. training stage is about to be entered 
Testing the knowledge gives an (apart from the complex stage when no 
opportunity to review knowledge and new system knowledge comes into 
eliminate knowledge gaps. It also allows use). The experimenter wiII ask a set of 
the experimenter to obtain a better idea .' questions and explain any issues that 
about potential weaknesses. revealed comprehension gaps before 
commencing with the model training. 
Many participants did not seem to know An additional feature was added to the 
very well what outcome is required from model. During the entire first level of 
the optimisation. They had difficulties in each stage (situations in lA, L7, LlO) a 
judging. what results are acceptable and display shows whether a satisfactory 
when further actions are required - even outcome has been reached or 
if they were told beforehand what issues improvements are stiII possible. In later 
the results should be measured on. levels the information was to be 
It would be beneficial to let the trainee withdrawn to allow the participants to 
know when they reached the best develop their own evaluation skiIIs. 
possible solution so they can play with 
the controls until they found the right set 
of actions or seek help otherwise .. 
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9.3.6 . . Participant 6 
9.3.6.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
The implications of the conditions listed in Table 9.20 were to be studied. Scenario 
version 2 with a·less demanding progress was used again. A new feature was added, 
giving the participant feedback on the success Qf the optimisation task during each first 
level of a new training stage. Additional oral knowledge tests were carried out 
Table 920 ExPerimental conditions for panicipant 6. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 2 - non-accumulative, less complexity 
Failure condition measured on mail sorted, buffers and image store at 97% 
Undoing of actions could be reversed when the results were perceived as not 
actions satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interface design simplilled interface with labelling and guidance for controls 
Force to study·. compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge. training level 
Opportunities to help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about or 
ask questions needed confirmation on (often system knowledge was conflrmed); 
more help was given towards the end of the training 
Feedback after besides the standard on-screen feedback extra verbal feedback was 
task given on any issues when participants asked questions or if the 
experimenter felt a need to give additional information; 
. - additional verbal feedback was given on issues that appeared as not 
understood during the verbal knowledge tests 
Practice sessions information was given on-screen about the satisfactory outcome of 
with additional a situation optimisation during the first level of a new training stage 
feedback (Situation 4); this had to be abandoned later for ari earlier model 
version due to programming problems 
Knowledge test additional verbal knowledge tests were given with feedback at the 
structure beginning of each new complexity stage 
9.3.6.2. Results 
Trammg prowess. 
With. 36 situations encountered and 05:15 hours spent in total the participant faced a 
number of difficulties during the learning progress .. Levels L7, L8, LI4 and LIS 
displayed most failures, showing difficulties in understanding issues to do with 
operator selections and dealing with complex tasks. Most errors appeared when applied 
in combination with other issues, indicating problems in dealing with complex tasks. 
Mistakes made when answering questions reveal difficulties in understanding aspects 
concerning mail feed and operators. The misunderstandings to do with feeding buffers 
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were caused by particular gaps in the functional knowledge base. Predictive errors 
occurred relatively rarely, so did errors on locating infonnation on the control panel. 
Misunderstandings of functional details led to hold-ups. Some problems could not be 
cleared entirely as they re-appeared under the more demanding conditions of the 
complex level. 
Assistance was needed at all stages. Much help was given as support during solving 
tasks, whilst not so much explanation was asked for as feedback afterwards. No 
additional help was requested after optimisation tasks were completed. The participant 
tended to ask many questions. At the higher levels, when the progress became very 
slow, the participant often asked for confmnation of views to avoid failing levels that 
extend the time spent. This led to discussions. about the optimisation concerns at the 
complex level. Explanation mostly concemed functional details. Some help cleared the 
meaning of expressions used in the questions of knowledge test~. 
The additional verbal knowledge tests can be estimated to have influenced the basic 
knowledge level positively when entering the standard set of questions - as extra 
explanation was given after problems had been identified. 
The participant spent a lot of thinking time and therefore moved on comparatively 
slowly. Particular problems occurred for understanding the idea of the mail flow, 
whilst being confused by the locations of parameters on the control panel. The 
participant expressed some dislike of the missing visualisation of the mail flow. 
Remaining problems allParent in tests 
The test results show average success with a number of problems remaining. 
Participant 6 failed 6 out of 10 situations, of which 2 failed the criteria of 5% failure 
allowance only very marginally. Only one situation was failed heavily on uncoded 
images, whilst four situations were failed strongly on both mail sorted and buffers left 
(see Appendix C). Situations were passed at all levels of difficulty. 
A rather large number of errors occurred with a very widespread occurrence over all 
categories available, concerning modes, operators, feed selection, feed of mail 
generated as well as prioritising of coding. Mistakes do to with feed selections in 
combination with operator assignments (FO) remained as a major problem. Problems 
concerning mode selection remained. Problems to do with coding improved 
proportionally. There was a shift from problems on single issues to issues in 
combination, indicating problems of handling more complex combinations of actions. 
The participant revealed generally a good comprehension of system conditions and the 
use of control actions, but failed to apply suitable actions consistently. That suggests an 
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ambiguous understanding for some functional details. The inconsistency could have 
been caused by problems for predicting complex model reactions as well as for 
evaluating the optimisation criteria sufficiently .. 
9.3.6.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
Details about the participant's background are listed in Table 9.2L The background 
knowledge about design in control rooms did not show to be helpful for dealing with 
the task as the system characteristics may have been too different. The participant 
expressed some expectations towards the interface design. With increasing frustration 
at the complex levels and much time. spent already, the motivation and vigilance 
dropped. 
Table 9.21 Bac~ground and related experience o/participant 6. 
Highest The participant has a university degree in Industrial Design and is 
qua1ifications' . in the process of completing a PhD. 
Past experience The participant has a wide background knowledge for industrial 
related to current and training aspects, having been a lecturer and researcher for 
experimental tasks industrial design courses. This includes administering student 
projects and being part of a team of consultants for designs in a 
power station control room. The participant has a good 
understanding of general manufacturing and computing settings. 
Age over 40 years 
Review of experimental conditions leading to chan!!es for the next participant 
Additional help would have been needed to deal with the complex levels. Initial 
problems in memorising the system knowledge could have been dealt with by repeating 
tests until details were understood. Scenario version 2 appears to be more suitable than 
version 1 would have been. The initial knowledge tests were very useful as they picked 
up on many problems and contributed to clearing m.any misunderstandings, especially 
concerning the YCS. Changes made to the experimental conditions based on the 
identification of inadequate conditions are discussed in Table 9.22. 
Table 9:22 Changes in experimental conditions/or participant 7. 
Improvement suggestions Changes made 
The feature of letting participants Problems were eliminated to use the additional 
know when they reached the feature of the model for optimisation tasks. 
best possible solution to be able During the entire first level of each stage (situations 
to play with the controls until in lA, L 7, Lt 0) a display shows whether a 
they found the right set of satisfactory outcome had been reached or 
actions is still desirable after it improvements are still possible. In later levels the 
had to be abandoned due to information was withdrawn to allow the participants 
programming errors. to develop their own evaluation skills. 
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9.3.7. Participant 7 
9.3.7.1. The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
It was aimed to study the advantages and disadvantages of the conditions listed in Table 
9.23. The same conditions apply as in the previous experiment. It was made sure that 
the additional feedback for the task optimisation at the first level of a new training stage 
functioned satisfactorily. 
Table 9.23 Experimental conditions/or panicipant 7. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 2 - non-accumulative. less complexity 
Failure condition measured on mail sorted. buffers and image store at 97% 
Undoing of actions actions could be reversed when the results were perceived as 
not satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interface design simplifled interface with labeIling and guidance for the use of 
controls 
Force to study compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge training level 
Opportunities to ask help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about 
questions or needed confmnation on; 
more help was given towards the end of the training 
Feedback after task besides. the standard on-screen feedback extra verbal feedback 
was given on any issues when participants asked questions or 
if the experimenter felt a need to give additional information; 
additional verbal feedback was given on issues that appeared as 
not understood during the verbal knowledge tests 
Practice sessions with information was given on-screen about the satisfactory 
additional feedback outcome of situation optimisation on all situation during the 
first level of a new training stage (Situations 4. 7. 10) 
Knowledge test additional verbal knowledge tests were given with feedback at 
structure the beginning of each new complexity stage 
9.3.7.2. Results 
Training progress 
Participant 7 made good training progress, with 31 situation encountered. With 04: 15 
hours spent in total the participant follows the average duration expected. Apart from a 
slight hold-back at level L6 very few problems occurred for optimisation tasks until 
more difficulties became apparent at stage 5 with three failures at level L14 and one at 
level L13 and L15. The success in answering questions reflects this pattern with peaks 
at stages5 and 2. 
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Various types of optimisation errors occurred, but few in comparison with other 
participants. The participant dealt very well with the questions, with no problems at all 
fot locating information on the control panel and below average problems for functional 
knowledge and predictions. The participant made a steady progress with moderate 
problc;ms on all levels. Most difficulties occurred at the complex level L14. Apart from 
a re-occurring problem of missing out mode 2 a good level of understanding appears to 
have been developed. 
Explanation was given during all training stages, mostly in response to questions asked 
or requests for confirmation - primarily concerning knowledge tests. A large number 
of explanations were given whilst most help was given as feedback. Strongest 
problems appeared during the process of understanding issues on the mail flow. Help 
was given concerning the terminology in questions, system functions as well as to 
questions asking for model reactions to hypothetical changes. This shows the ability to 
deal with predictions at a rather complex level of thinking that would not be shown 
without a good understanding of the basics. The additional verbal knowledge tests will 
have influenced the knowledge level when entering the standard set of questions - as 
extra explanation was given after problems had been identified. 
Remainin& problems lI12parent in tests 
With 4 out of 10 situations failed the participant reached second best results (see Figure 
9.2, page 210). Most situations were passed on the more difficult levels apart from two 
that were failed on uncoded images only. All other failures for less complex situations 
were failed on the criteria of mail sorted, but none particularly strongly. Only situation 
1'03 was failed on the remaining buffers as well. All situations that failed on mail sorted 
had prioritised coding too strongly (see Appendix C). 
The strong occurrence of operator problems improved in comparison with the training 
results but remained high. The moderate problems on coding issues in combination 
with feed are now the main cause for concern. Errors on modes remained but can be 
neglected as they did not cause any strong failures and show a good ability in choosing 
actions to satisfy the main criteria. Hence clear progress can be observed. 
9.3.7.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
The participant's experience will have helped the participant imagining the background 
and some of the task issues, although the differences of the system characteristics will 
have hindered a strong advantage. Details about the participant's background are listed 
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in Table 9.24 .. The participan~ worked very concentrated and revealed interest in 
learning the task. 
Table 9.24 Background and related experienCe of participant 7. 
Highest· The participant has obtained two university degrees - an M.A. 
qualifications' in Psychology and an M.Sc. in Human Factors and 
Manufacturing Systems. Moreover the participant has started 
doing a PhD concerning the visualisation of information within 
virtual environments. . 
Past experience The participant has a substantial background in computing and 
related to current applied technical settings. The participant worked as a process 
experimental tasks operator in an automated production line - supervising several 
machines concerning constant rnateriallevels and faults. The 
task did not involve complex supervisory decision making skills 
nor remote controlling via an interface. 
Age 25 years 
Review of experiinental conditions leading to changes for the next participant 
Although good 'progress was made, a number of problems occurred. So a scenario 
version with faster progress of complex demands would have caused problems. 
Therefore version 2 was suitable. The additional knowledge tests Were very successful 
in identifying and clearing up problems of understanding functional basics. The facility 
of indicating the success of the solution for familiarisation with the controls and the 
optimisation goal was very useful. Changes made to the experimental conditions based 
on the identification of inadequate conditions are discussed in Table 9.25. 
Table 9.25 Changes in experimental conditions for participant 8 . 
Improvement suggestions . Changes made 
To this point there was no The additional compulsory knowledge tests were 
guarantee as to whether the made an integral part of the model. 
participants really understood the A set of 10 questions concerning system functions, 
explanations given, after model characteristics and evaluation criteria was 
misunderstandings for functional automatically displayed before entering a new 
details were detected and training stage. Extended on-screen feedback was 
explained. It would be useful to given after 5 questions. Aslong as mistakes were 
ensure the understanding of made the same 10 tests were repeated until at least 
functional knowledge by making 9 out of 10 were right. Then the training resumed 
the success in answering these according to the original design. The original set 
questions a condition for of questions excluded any category 11 question as 
progressing with further training. they had been dealt with earlier. 
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9.3.8. Participant 8 
9.3.8.1.· The purpose of the experiment and training conditions 
The implications of the conditions listed in Table 9.26 were aimed to be studied. The 
same conditions apply as in the previous experiment. Additionally, computer-based 
knowledge tests were included for system functions only. Successful completion was a 
condition for entering each new traIning stage. Detailed feedback for these tests was 
given on-screen. 
Table 9.26 EXperimental conditions/or panicipanl8. 
condition specification 
Scenario version version 2 - non-accumulative, less complexity 
Failure condition measured on mail sorted, buffers and image store at 97% 
Undoing of actions actions could be reversed when the results were perceiVed as 
not satisfactory (apart from buffer feeds) 
Interface design simplified interface with labelling and guidance for the use of 
controls 
Force to study compulsory study of knowledge after every second failure per 
knowledge training level 
Opportunities to ask help was given on all issues the participant was not clear about 
questions or needed confirmation on; 
more help was given towards the end of the training 
Feedback after task verbal feedback was given on any issues when participants 
asked questions or if the experimenter felt a need to give 
additional information 
Practice sessions with information was given on-screen about the satisfactory 
additional feedback outcome of situation optimisation on all situation during the 
first level of a new training stage (Situations 4, 7. 10) 
Knowledge test additional programmed knowledge tests had to be passed with 
structure extra on-screen feedback at the beginning of each new 
complexity stage - with repetition until 9 out of 10 questions 
were right; alllevel-II-questions from the original tests prior to 
optimisation tasks were removed to be featured in the new tests 
9.3.8.2. Results 
Training progress 
The training progressed exceptionally well until stage 4. After a single failure on the 
very first situation encountered at level lA no problems appeared at all for optirnisation 
tasks up to level Lll. Slight difficulties started to arise in levels Ll2 and L13 before 
major problems set in during levels Ll4 and LIS. The participant seemed to have 
understood most of the knowledge very well but struggled when applying it in a 
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complex context. This revealed an inability to estimate the needs of the system in 
complex circumstances. The time spent in total was according to average expectations 
with nearly 4 hours, including the additioIial knowledge tests. 
Participant 8 displayed a particularly good grasp of dealing with operator issues in 
combination with feed issues (FO), although the few occurrences during the last 
practice stage show that some confusion remained. On the other hand, issues to do 
with coding - both in combination with feed and operators - have caused particular 
problems. Feed was given too much priority when coding was important and the 
machine was operated already close to the capacity limits. Problems on modes were 
infrequent but as they appeared during the last levels they indicate remaining 
misapprehension. 
Considerable problems can be recognised for predictive questions. Particularly many 
questions were answered wrongly during stage 5, followed by stage 1. The additional 
questions on the system knowledge also revealed gaps 'concerning the YCS. The 
participant was advantaged by the additional knowledge tests to be passed before 
applying skills for the situations given. Accordingly many problems were eliminated 
and not much additional help was needed. After initial explanations on the mail flow no 
more help was needed until problems arose again at the complex stage. The participant 
seemed to dislike asking questions, making it difficult to detect possible 
misunderStandings. Specific enquiries by the experimenter were sometimes needed to 
fmd the reasons for mistakes. 
Remaining problems apparent in tests 
With 8 out·of 10 situations failed and the second position from the bottom compared to 
the other participants the test performance of participant 8 was unexpectedly 
disappointing (see Figure 9.2, page 210). Situations were failed on various criteria, 
often on more than one. Within the very high number or errors, problems of balancing 
coding issues with others, selecting suitable operators and modes show highest 
occurrences - whilst issues to.do with the mechanics of feed were handled relatively 
well. Coding was both neglected and prioritised unjustly. There might have been a 
confusion concerning the need of the transport operator as a programming error 
occurred. Especially the need for selecting mode 2 and 3 had been understood 
insufficiently (see also Appendix C). 
The large amount of problems that occurred during training in balancing the needs for 
coding with feed remained as major cause for errors. Errors regarding the selection of 
operators appeared as a new concern. Earlier misunderstandings of mode functions, 
particularly concerning mode 3, showed again. Hence major problems need to be 
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recognised for dealing with complex situations, particularly for deciding between 
coding needs and the suitability of feeds. The participant seemed to be unable to plan 
ahead sufficiently to separate the most suitable. set of actions from others to reach the 
best possible output of sorted mail. Possibly there was also uncertainty about the right 
criteria for evaluation solutions. 
9.3.8.3. Discussion of concerns 
Participant characteristics 
The participant had no relevant previous expertise and therefore no advantage. Details 
about the participant's background are listed in Table 9.27. The participant had a 
tendency to not ask questions, preferring to hide uncertainties when unsure about 
specific isSues ... 
Table 9.27 Background and related experience o/participant 8. 
Highest The participant is in the fmal year of obtaining a university degree 
qualifications in Human Psychology. 
Past experience With most time spent to this point in full-time education hardly 
related to current any industrial expertise has been developed. Several jobs in the 
experimental tasks service industries have developed much practical experience for 
the participant, but not for manufacturing settings or complex 
planning tasks. 
Age under 25 years 
Review of experimental cOnditions for possible improvements 
Participant 8 demonstrated that there is a very different skill involved in solving 
complex contradictory situations as supposed to straightforward situations. The 
participant did not have much exposure to additional optimisation problems as only 
small numbers of situations were actually entered after passing most situations straight 
away. This might have caused a lack problem solving and adaptability skill with 
missing operating experience. Hence extra training in adjusting to a balancing task is 
needed when the complex stage causes problems. A combination between versions 1 
and 2 would have been beneficial. 
Although the participant passed all the knowledge tests provided, misunderstandings 
concerning the selection of modes remained. More test questions should be designed to 
cater for the remaining gaps. Example situations should be used to talk the participant 
through the estimation and decision making process. This will ensure awareness of all 
the major criteria in a balancing task and improve the performance for complex tasks. 
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9.4. CONCLUSIONS 
The experience in conducting an iterative single subject approach for developing and 
testing a suitable method to train skills for supervising a complex system such as 
supervising mini-IMP has been illustrated. A total of 8 participants were trained using 
two different scenario versions and a range of different training conditions and aids. 
Each participant was treated as separate experiment that informed the design of the next 
experiment A number of concrete design suggestions could be collected. 
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CHAPTER 10: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING 
STRATEGIES TO TEACH THE CONTROL 
OF IMP: (Ill) DISCUSSION OF 
IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING DESIGN 
10.1. INTRODUCTION 
Mostly qualitative information was gathered that could be quantified to some extent. 
Chapter 10 describes the way the data could be used and analysed, leading to various 
design recommendations. It is clear from inspection of the data that there are 
considerable variations between participants. It is also clear that some aspects of the 
task presented general difficulties. The chapter demonstrates the results of the study 
and examines the lessons learned .. The method was specified further, demanding 
adaptive training. 
10.2. DISCUSSION OF TRAINING FACTORS 
10.2.1. Purpose 
After analysing the data for each participant separately, data summaries and 
comparisons can give further information about the success of the training design. With 
the small sample size of only 8 participants there is not much scope for statistical 
analysis and secured findings on specific issues. Only trends can be pointed out that 
may need closer investigation in further studies. 
An efficient training program ensures fast progress by eliminating misunderstandings 
quickly and building reliable task procedures. Difficulties for this process can be 
caused by three different factors. Firstly, some issues in the system might generally be 
difficult to understand as a result of inappropriate static experimental conditions (e.g. 
unsuitable display design or missing explanation). This can be identified by comparing 
the data across all participants. Secondly, participants might have their own 
dispositions towards certain tasks, based on previous knowledge, specific abilities, 
attention changes, preferences, constitution on the day, etc. Thirdly, varying 
experimental conditions might have different effects on the learning process - both 
generally and participant-specific. All of these need to be identified to make suitable 
changes to the training design. 
An overall view on various issues across all participants therefore serves mainly as 
means of relating participants to the average performance on different issues, to 
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highlight individual differences and common difficulties and identify general trends for 
the learning progress using the methods applied. 
10.2.2. Individual differences 
10.2.2.1. Introduction 
The process of learning to handle a complex task depends very much on the individual 
approach a person may choose to establish a set of skills. The variety can be restricted 
to some extent by the training regime chosen. The training conditions allowed a 
relatively high variety as the participants could study the system knowledge at their own 
pace. Because participants were given the entire knowledge base before entering 
several practice stages the specific pattern of a participant's understanding depended on 
a range of factors. The extent to which certain issues had been memorised could vary 
due to the participant's ease in understanding the explanations given, the placement of 
attention, specific interest in certain issues, the care and patience of a participant applied 
to make sure details had been understood, etc. 
Participants are likely to have different abilities in memorising the technological details 
and devising task structures. The ability to visualise the imaginary process as well as to 
accept the particular model conditions could influence the performance. The outcome 
depended strongly on the apprehension of the task objectives, including the character of 
the task being a balancing of needs. Some people prefer an approach of trial and error 
when dealing with practical tasks, others apply a larger amount of theoretical reflection 
about the system properties. Ease in using computer interfaces might have been 
advantageous as well as previous experience in dealing with similar tasks. The 
participant's motivation and vigilance plays an important role. The ability to keep up 
attention will have influenced progress during later training stages. Progress may 
depend on confidence to be able to deal with the requirements. This section will review 
some aspects of individual differences by demonstrating formally how individual 
performance relates to the overall means. 
10.2.2.2. Dealing with questions 
Different participants demonstrated a very different recaII of the functional details - in 
comparison to each other (see Figure 10.1), and at different training stages (see Figure 
10.2). Conditional differences hardly explain the variations. These results have to be 
related to the types of questions failed. Figure 10.3 illustrates the success for question 
categories for individual participants. It shows that comprehension gaps appear rather 
varied for questions requiring the recall of system functions as well as locating 
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infonnation on the control panel, evaluating situations and predicting model reactions to 
changes. No distinctive pattern can be reco gnised for how participants dealt with the 
main learning stages as individual differences are very strong. Panicipants with fairly 
similar conditions show little similarity in results. 
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Figure 10.1 Question mistakes for different participants. 
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Figure 10.2 Question mistakes for the different participants at various learning stages. 
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Figure 10.3 Mistakes for different participants for question demand categories. 
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10.2.2.3. Optimisation tasks - training and test results 
Success inprogressing through the different training stages concerning the optimisation 
tasks shows many different patterns. Although common difficulties and some response 
to the training conditions can be observed, individual differences obscure the picture. 
Different trruning levels are handled inconsistently well by different participants. The 
different patterns are visualised in Figure 10.4. 
optimisation task achievement averages 
per subjects and training levels 
participant 7 
participant 5 
participant 4 
participant 3 
participant 1 
::I 
Training levels 
Figure 10.4 Comparison of the training progress between different participants. 
A particularly strong difference can be observed between participants I and 2 who had 
nearly identical conditions but displayed very different progress and results. Participant 
2 revealed more ease in memorising functional details, studied knowledge more readily, 
developed a better idea of the model reactions to changes but eventually developed a 
wrong understanding of the importance of Video Coding. 
Both participants 3 and 4 show similar percentages of achievement at levels 6 and 7, 
participant 4 failed more situations, revealing difficulties, whilst participant 3 
demonstrated relative ease. Only Participan t 6 had problems in passing the levels for 
dealing with operators in comparison with the other participants who used scenario 
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version 2. Further differences can be observed regarding which particular situations 
were passed or failed, what criteria they were failed on and what types of mistakes were 
made. Very different failure patterns occurred across all participants. 
Similarly participants 5 and 8 were trained using the same scenario version.· Although 
participant 8 was theoretically advantaged by several additional training facilities, the 
ability to deal with complex situations was very low - whilst participant 5 was the only 
participant to not make any errors at the last training stage. Moreover, the difference of 
the test success for these participants is particularly strong in regard to both the top and 
bottom end of the scale. 
Differences in test results also appear between participants 3 and 4, participants 6 and 7, 
participants 7 and 8 as well as participants 5 and 6 - all of which had comparable sets 
of conditions. The test results show very different understandings of the task priorities 
and very different types of errors and failure patterns. Ideally, a steady improvement 
should be· visible as conditions were improved, but the results show the scope of 
different needs for different individuals. Test achievements for different participants are 
shown in Figure 9.2, page 210 and Figure 9.3, page 211. Every participant appeared 
to have a different final understanding of the system and its needs. 
10.2.2.4. Conclusions 
It was illustrated how differently the partiCipants dealt with the tasks given. The results 
for the different conditions have to be seen with regard to the strong individual 
differences that became apparent. Some participants are simply more able to deal with 
this type oftask than others. All participants revealed different patterns·ofprogress and 
have therefore different needs for coaching. The strong presence of individual 
differences proves the need of a good training system that is able to adjust to individual 
needs. 
The strong aspect of individuality underlines the difficulties that would have to be faced 
when carrying out a formal experiment as opposed to the single subject approach to 
investigate complex tasks. Large numbers of participants would be needed to come to 
satisfactory conclusions on statistical grounds. 
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10.2.3. Common difficulties 
10.2.3.1. Introduction 
Certain problems may produce more difficulty than others. This can be caused by a 
particularly high level of demand placed on participants with a certain task. It also 
relates to the participant's learning progress. 
The difficulty perceived by a participant increases with the complexity of the situation 
given. The training program increases complexity by controlling the issues involved in 
optimising a situation. Exact gradual increase of complexity was only possible to a 
certain extent as the aspects are interacting and every situation is unique. It also had to 
be made sure that different types of vital aspects were included. They could not always 
be assessed accurately for the amount of difficulty - so some situations might have 
been more difficult than expected. 
To some extent the level of demand can be controlled through the chosen method by 
which the participant is helped to progress from simple to more complex tasks. 
Particular problems might have been caused by inadequate training methods that 
structured the knowledge unsuitably, missed out vital information to focus on important 
issues, introduced new task demands too early or failed to consider stressing links in 
complex settings. Additional question sessions, help, feedback or practice needs to be 
provided for issues that have proved to be more difficult than others. 
Issues that might cause most difficulty and therefore need special care in introducing can 
only be anticipated to some extent when designing training methods for complex tasks. 
Therefore it is important to know what issues people struggled with most after a test 
run. Moreover, conclusions can be made towards better training design after 
problematic topics have been identified. Specific participant data concerning error 
patterns has to be seen in the context of the issues that can be identified as particularly 
difficult 
10.2.3.2. Highlighting difficulties in dealing with questions 
The recall of system knowledge and the ability to evaluate situations and forecast effects 
to system changes can be measured by the amount of mistakes made when answering 
test questions. 
Participants dealt best with the questions during the stage concerning the yeS, followed 
by questions on the complex stage and the mail flow. Most mistakes occurred when 
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answering questions related to operators, followed by questions concerning buffer 
feeds. 
The different categories of question difficulty (I...IV) give insights into the specific 
abilities at different points during the learning process as well as the general level of 
ease for different types of questions. Figure 10.5 shows an analysis for the different 
question categories across all participants. 
mistake percentages lor learning stages and difficulty (I, 11, Ill, IV) 
i 
. . ... . . . . . . : . , 
, 
operators vcs all 
Figure 10.5 Questions results by demand categories and learning stages. 
The questions requiring expertise in forecasting model reactions to control interventions 
especially caused many difficulties. Category IV is followed by category Ill, II and I, 
showing that the difficulty grows with complexity - as can be expected. The data are 
not aligned perfectly proportionally though - showing that category III in particular 
and also category I was dealt with comparatively well as opposed to categories II and 
IV. 
Participants were in average especially successful in category III for buffer feed, in 
category I and II for operators and in category III for complex issues. They were 
notably deficient in category III for operators and in category II for the VCS. There is a 
clear improvement for all questions at the complex level in relation to the average 
results. 
The strong drop in memorising functional details in the stage for dealing with Video 
Coding could be caused by the time gap since its introduction in the animation program. 
Understanding the implications of operators is difficult as they always occur in 
conjunction with issues on mail flow and mail feed. 
Particularly difficult questions that were failed by a high number of participants could be 
identified. Most of them are questions in the higher categories (IV, III), but some also 
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belong to category n. Some of the problems might have been caused by unsuitable 
question formulation. Others are related to the tendency of participants to think too far 
ahead for predictive questions as the circumstances invite planning of additional actions, 
that where not asked for. 
10.2.3.3. Optimisation task achievements during training 
The success of training levels can be judged best by the number of errors made during 
the optimisation process. Particuiarly difficult situations can be identified best by 
viewing the failure rates - that is the percentage of failure that participants displayed in 
difference to the optimum solution. This can be assessed using the three main 
evaluation criteria (mail sorted, buffer left, images left). 
The success rates differ for the various levels. Particularly many difficulties in reaching 
the achievements required were encountered at level L7, foIlowed by L13 and LlO-
all indicating the first level of a stage - as can be expected. Moreover many difficulties 
appeared at levels L 14, L 15 and L 11. 
The strongest problems can be recognised for situations 6A, 7A, 7C, 9A, lOB, llB, 
13C, 14A, 15A and 15C with high numbers and at least 50% failure (see Figure 10.6). 
This suggests that most difficulties appeared for the situations during a training stage 
dealing with complex issues, foIlowed by particular problems at the stage for operator 
training and strong stagnation of progress at some levels dealing with mail flow. 
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Figure 10.6 Percentage of situations failed across all participants; showing difficulty. 
Any task that cannot be mastered will be perceived as difficult by the participant. As the 
learning process progresses, difficult tasks become manageable as the participant's 
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skills develop. It can be expected that people could often initially not cope with the flfst 
situation of a level (round A) as task knowledge for dealing with the problems presented 
is not yet established (see also Figure 8.3, page 184: learning progress). Every 
additional round gave a chance to apply new knowledge as well as to gather more 
experience - and could theoretically be solved with more ease. Theoretically, mistakes 
should decrease as repetition rounds and further levels in the stage are entered. The 
results concerning failures often differ from this picture (see Figure 10.7), whilst the 
analysis by errors confrrms improvement with growing expertise, although there are 
exceptions indicating particular difficulties (see Table 10.1). The problems increase 
with more complexity in higher stages. 
% failed 
stage2 stage 3 stage 5 
Figure 10.7 Percentage of situations failed across all participants; showing progress. 
Table 10.1 shows that most stages show an improvement with growing expertise. The 
success rates are quite different for the various levels. Most mistakes (80%) were made 
in level L13, which can be expected as it is the flfst ofthe level incorporating all issues. 
Least problems appeared in level L5 with 26.7%. There is an improvement visible 
towards level LIS, although still more than 50% of situations show problems. 
Participants particularly struggled on the frrst level for operator assignments, level L 7. It 
has a particularly high repetition rate, which of course is also caused by failed 
questions. Likewise the flfst level for Video Coding (level LID) has a high problem 
rate. Level L6 was perceived relatively difficult considering it was the last of the levels 
with lowest complexity for buffer feed only. Also level L11 was relatively difficult. 
Level L12 though was handled with more ease. 
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Table 10.1 Errors made during optimising situations at the different training levels. 
sorted by level of difficulty sorted by training progress 
level total of situations percentage level total of situation percentage stage 
situations with of imperfect situations with of imperfect 
given errors situations given errors situations 
(in %) (in %) 
13 20 16 80.0 4 20 7 35.0 
11 18 12 66.7 5 15 4 26.7 
14 25 16 64.0 6 22 9 40.9 34.2 
7 36 23 63.9 7 36 23 63.9 
10 19 11 57.9 8 22 9 40.9 
15 25 14 56.0 9 15 5 33.3 46.0 
6 22 9 40.9 10 19 11 57.9 
8 22 9 40.9 11 18 12 66.7 
4 20 7 35.0 12 12 4 33.3 52.6 
9 15 5 33.3 13 20 16 80.0 
12 12 4 33.3 14 25 16 64.0 
5 15 4 26.7 15 25 14 56.0 66.7 
total: 249 130 52.2 249 130 52.2 
Considering the type of errors people made most, the aspect of feeding mail caused 
most problems - both as a single factor and in combination with others. Operator 
assignments appear as the next strongest problem, particularly in combination with feed 
issues. This can be expected as participants were also most frequently exposed to these 
issues. Nevertheless there clearly is a need to address these aspects with additional help 
and exercise. 
10.2.3.4. Test situations 
The difficulty of test situations can be estimated by the task complexity - based on the 
number and internal conflicts of issues involved as well as the number of actions 
required (see Table 9.1). The difficulty participants experienced in reality can reveal 
deficits of the training method - when certain mistakes appeared frequently or should 
have been dealt with better according to the difficulty provided. 
Situations T02, T03 and T09 were perceived as most difficult with the most and the 
most severe failures. This is surprising as situation T02 and T03 were estimated to be 
at the lower end of the complexity scale. Many participants seemed to expect a large 
number of actions to be taken and did not realise that very few changes needed to be 
made. Most successful was situation 1'07, which was estimated to be at the highest 
level of difficulty. The other situations were failed at about 60%. 
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More infonnation about the reasons for failures can be found when looking at the errors 
participants made when choosing actions. The analysis of error codes reveals that 
problems originated particularly frequently based on unsuitable feed choices, with high 
occurrences in combination with both operator choices and coding issues. Most errors 
appear in combination with others,' showing problems in making the right plans for 
complex surroundings that require predictions of model reactions to a set of different 
actions. In comparison with the training results significantly fewer problems occurred 
that were caused by unsuitable operator selections as well as mode selections in 
combination to feed choices. Mistakes regarding coding issues show an increase. This 
can be. explained by the higher demand placed in many situations due to conflicts 
between feed and coding needs (see Figure 9.3, page 211 and Figure 10.8). 
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Figure 10.8 Mistake type occurrences during tests. 
10.2.3.5. Conclusions 
The issues that proved to be most difficult to deal with by several participants 
particularly demand improved training design, by giving better explanations, more help, 
more feedback, more practice, etc. Additional material or beiter structuring of the 
training program may be appropriate. 
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10.2.4. Static training conditions 
In order to review the training methods, the conditions that remained static throughout 
the experiments will be concentrated on first. All participants were given the same 
animation program, used the same rules for progressing through the scenario structure 
and were given the same set of final tests. Improvements may be apparent for all these 
issues. 
10.2.4.1. Preparation for overa1l practice - animation program 
The program was chosen for organisational reasons, time limits on the re-design of the 
material - and because it allows the system to be presented in its complexity 
developing the participant's understanding of interactions from early on in the training. 
It appeared to be difficult to recall the entire set of functional information presented at 
the beginning of the training, particularly in the later training stages. Refreshment of 
important details when entering a new training stage before practice resumes has been 
shown to be a suitable aid to memory. Still major information had to be re-leamed and 
the method is rather ineffective. It will be appropriate to ensure that most system details 
are taught immediately before the training on the issue. This should make the set of 
. knowledge tests and tasks more effective. Where the computational means allow it, the 
trainee would benefit from using the same teaching material for additional study during 
training as he/she is already familiar with its structure. 
The large amount of freedom for the participant in moving through the animation 
program was successful as some participants chose the option of repeating sections after 
they found problems using the intermediate self-tests. These tests could be made more 
efficient by making them compulsory, and making progress dependent on their 
successful completion. The number of issues covered in the tests could be extended. 
10.2.4.2. Providing practice on simulation - training structure 
Due to the training structure participants were exposed to a range of conditions 
conceruing the number and contents of questions asked, the situations encountered and 
the help given. Table 10.2 lists ideas which contribute to improvements in the selection 
of scenarios, the question progression and the inclusion of additional training aspects. 
One of the targets of the training was for participants to be able to deal with the test 
conditions, which were more difficult than most of the training situations as there was 
no more facility to test actions for their results before making a final choice. Most 
people were not ready for these requirements - hence nobody was error free.' It would 
have been useful to include intermediate tests, using the higher test requirements. This 
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would allow the participant to focus on the final requirements and test the prediction 
skills needed at a lower complexity level. 
In a realistic training setting the tests also have to fulfil the function of revealing the 
difficulties that trainees still have - then to be able to provide additional focused 
training. Mistakes due to basic misunderstandings may be difficult to identify when 
manifest in a very complex surrounding as the actual reasons for unsuitable choices are 
often difficult to judge. It would be beneficial to include some tests with lower 
complexity and more focus on particular issues to interpret the level of skills achieved 
more accurately. 
Table 10.2 Experience and suggestions/or the experimental structure and its use. 
Experience Suggestion for improvement 
It is difficult to design situations at just The more examples are given the more 
the right difficulty with the right issues chances are provided to cover many issues. 
involved and a single direction of the Besides straightforward tasks, situations 
solution. with more contradictory conditions need to 
be included in later training stages. 
The rather complicated mode of It is useful if the participant is well informed 
progression did not always allow about the training structure and understands 
participants to understand their own the procedures after failures and the progress 
advance through the training stages. through the stages. 
Too many gaps could be identified in the Extract questions for functional knowledge 
trainee's knowledge base during as for participant 8 and make sure most 
training. Trainees had not always issues are understood before testing 
understood all issues when optimising a knowledge using concrete situations. Allow 
situation. trainees to use study material during the 
optimising tasks (paper-based or animation 
program). 
Different types of question difficulty Make sure that lower level questions on 
were mixed together for each situation basic functions and display locations 
to address various aspects and guide the (category I and In can be mastered before 
strategies for finding a solution. moving on to more complex evaluation and 
If the understanding for basics is prediction tasks (category III and IV). 
missing, the performance for more 
demanding tasks will be variable. 
Some questions should have addressed Include a separate training session on 
predictions on a complete set of actions predictions only - with visualising the 
prior to the test - rather than model solution and detailed explanation afterwards. 
reactions to single actions only. This could be computerised or controlled by 
the trainer. 
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Table 10.2 (continued) 
Experience Suggestion for improvement 
More attention should be paid to dealing Provide more training to develop abilities for 
with complex situations. Issues that multiple predictions, the evaluation of 
were mastered in simple circumstances contradictory needs, viewing a number of 
need to be applied again in more issues in connection, etc. Give more task 
complex situations - to train both the information. Repeat older knowledge to 
ability to extract the issue and to deal make sure it is still present. 
with it in combination to other factors. 
The different exposure of participants to This has to be accepted. The change in the 
situations led to different training exposure is also a reaction to the individual 
effects. needs of different participants and has the 
function to provide the practice needed. 
Participants often expected that there Make participants aware of the predicament 
would be one perfect solution and did that the circumstances are often not as 
not seem to accept that some problems straightforward as expected - to avoid 
need to be ignored in favour of a more frustration and to decide more confident. 
important issue. 
Some model and task features were Pay more attention to the participant's 
misunderstood. Trainees often did not understanding of the model characteristics 
realise that the output of coded and and the task objectives. 
sorted mail is the most important Choose suitable names for functions that 
parameter. There may have been too inform about them and are unlikely to 
much distraction due to other problems become confused. 
that needed to be dealt with. Give visual examples of how the process 
The terminology was slightly arbitrary. looks like behind the control panel if the 
Some people found it difficult to picture trainee doesn't know. 
the process. 
10.2.5. Comparison of scenario versions 
A number of training conditions have been changed for different experiments. A major 
variation which of two scenario versions was chosen. Each version was tested on 4 
participants. A comparison of the versions regarding the training progress is only 
possible to some extent for a number of reasons. Firstly, only stages 3 and 4 were 
significantly different. Secondly, version 2 was designed to be easier and will have led 
to faster progress. Thirdly, various other conditions such as additional training aids and 
more knowledge tests can be expected to have increased the success of participants in 
version 2. 
Differences between the two scenario versions concerning question results appear 
because the increase in complexity was altered in version 2. Likewise, several learning 
aids were used for version 2. Accordingly, participants dealt more easily with the 
demands in version 2, but the complex stage caused as many problems as in version 1 
- as a result of the sharper rise in demands for the last training stage (see Figure 10.9). 
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Figure 10.9 Question results jor le{U1!ing stages and scenario versions 1 and 2. 
With an easier set of conditions due to less complexity, participants show better results 
for optimisation tasks in version 2 ull to level 12. For the complex levels LI3 ... 15 no 
difference can be observed according to the participant averages. Participants with 
particular difficulties at the complex level are present in both versions, whilst the only 
participant with no difficulties belonged to version 2. Participants 1 and 8 showed most 
problems at the complex stage. Participants in both scenario versions 1 and 2 spent a 
similar amount of time for the training in average (see Table 10.3). 
Table 10.3 Time spendjor the different scenario versions. 
test 
Version 1 0:18:45 
Version 2 0:24:00 
model 
3:17:45 
3:14:15 
total 
3:52:45 
·3:55:15 
249 situations were given to an the participants in total. Of these, 125 situations had 
some type of problem (50.20%) and 118 situations were failed (47.39%). Participants 
working with version 2 made much better progress. Of an the situations with any 
unsuitable action 68% belong to Version 1 and only 32% to Version 2 (see Table lOA). 
This significant decrease was caused partly by the difference in the scenario, as Version 
2 included simplified situations for level 7 to 12. Also the additional knowledge tests 
before starting a new level of difficulty increased the success rate. 
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Table 10.4 Overall training performance during optimisation tasks. 
total situations situations situations with mistakes mistakes 
situations failed passed some mistakes Version 1 Version 2 
numbeI 249 118 131 125 85 40 
% 47.39 52.61 50.20 68.00 32.00 
(of mistakes) (of mistakes) 
The final test results give the best indication of success. Although the test performance 
varies between different participants, scenario version 2 delivers clearly the better 
results with 55% of all situations passed, whilst participants in version 1 passed only 
36.8% of all situations. 
Participants trained in scenario version 2 made faster progress with fewer mistakes. 
Mistakes involved fewer issues, but this is caused to some extent by the fact that 
participants were exposed to situations involving fewer aspects, and more suitable 
training conditions applied. The results show that version 2 has deficits in preparing for 
the most complex level, but that it allows a more consistent progress at the lower 
training stages to ensure basic skills are learned efficiently. The tests results show-
with exceptions - that version 2 leads to the better results. 
10.2.6. Review of the variable training conditions 
Some conditions were changed more intensely from participant to participant, to 
continually improve the training method, based on intermediate subjective impressions 
of the participants' success. A number of suggestions for the design of training 
conditions arise from this. 
10.2.6.1. Control panel design 
Additional on:screen labelling that helps to recognise unfamiliar locations and 
terminology is useful during the training phase until all functions have been sufficiently 
memorised and can be identified routinely. The particular problems of participant 1 in 
matching terms with functions did not re-appear. 
The model controls were made 'safe' against misunderstood use by participants. The 
simpler the procedures for handling the interface controls are, the less effort needs to be 
made in memorising them at the expense of neglecting estimation and planning 
activities. Errors due to incorrect use of buttons on the control panel could be 
eliminated after changes were made for participant 3. Moreover simplified choices for 
buffer feeds saved unnecessary calculation activities. 
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It would have been beneficial to organise ·the display better in the order and direction of 
the mail flow: the picture of the control panel was the only visualisation participants had 
of the process. The understanding of the mail flow caused unexpected problems for 
some participants. 
10.2.6.2. Procedural conditions 
It has been es~blished that it is important to apply failure criteria strong enough to make 
the participant aware of remaining mistakes and ensure situations can be dealt with 
sufficiently before resuming practice. Otherwise misunderstandings might be supported 
as shown by the results for participant 2. The better the feedback is about the 
achievement of the task in comparison with the optimum solution the more that can be 
leamed. 
It proved to be vital to allow participants to test model reactions using the facility to 
undo actions for better selections. This helped familiarisation with model interactions in 
order to make predictions and brought participants closer to the idea of optimising a 
situation according to the criteria. 
In order to give guidance for the optimisation criteria, practice sessions incorporating 
help towards the success of actions chosen in search of the most suitable solution were 
perceived very positively. The facility also suppons the familiarisation with model 
reactions when .new action plans need to be tested. It helped to recognise the most 
imponant optimisation criteria. All participants would have benefited from this 
measure. 
10.2.6.3. Feedback, help and knowledge tests 
A first aspect concerns the relevance of knowledge to practice. The first participant 
revealed that not studying knowledge is unacceptable and that people are not necessarily 
good at using their own judgement of what they know. Just relying on feedback to 
optimisation tasks is not enough to understand all the system propenies. Participants 
tend to avoid the study effon. The participants therefore need to be pressurised more to 
study system details formally, especially when major misunderstandings persist. 
Instant feedback by an experimenter saves time, but might not cover all the issues that 
had been misunderstood. 
Help is imponant when given as feedback as much as when given as suppon whilst 
solving a problem when needed. When comparing the results for participant I, 3 or 8 
(who received relatively little help) with those for participants 4, 6 or 8 (who where 
given much help) the success of suppon becomes apparent. When comparing 
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participants 2 and 5, who were especially suited to the task and achieved highest results, 
the same conclusion can be made. 
The opportunity to ask questions is vital for the progress as it allows misunderstandings 
to be identified and cleared. Additional information to the written help was needed, 
especially. concerning task procedures such as situation evaluation, hypothetical 
reflections to changes, and choosing actions according to criteria. 
Demonstrating procedures leading to a solution or giving vital information when strong 
misunderstandings existed, bring the participant on to the right track, as long as the 
information is given with care to avoid that the trainee turns too passive. More feedback 
is needed, preferably on-screen without much need to search for it or to be given 
verbally. It is necessary to make sure feedback is given, also if the trainee does not ask 
for it. So enquiries need to be made about the participant's understanding of the 
feedback. 
Additional knowledge tests helped to clear misunderstandings early and use the standard 
training more effectively. Version 2 included additional questions for three participants 
and shows faster training progress compared to Version 1. Ensuring that functional 
basics have been understood before moving on to practice does improve the ability to 
solve simplified problem situations significantly with effective reasoning, as participant 
8 indicates. It could not compensate for a lack of skill in dealing with complex 
situations though - as participant 8 shows as well. Help for dealing with complex 
tasks and additional practical experience in dealing with a wider range of issues is 
needed, too. 
10.2.7. Summary 
Strong evidence could be identified for profound individual differences that demand a 
flexible training strategy. This has also implications on the ability to evaluate 
experimental data. A number of training issues could be found being particularly 
difficult. So a general problem was identified for the understanding of operator 
functions and using skills in most complex contexts. Difficult issues need more 
attention for their introduction, more practice time, and more feedback to facilitate the 
participant's progress of understanding. The static training conditions can be improved 
on a number of factors. Preferences were expressed towards scenario version 2 that 
demonstrated better results. More intermediate knowledge tests, gradual increase of 
demands by placing more help in initial encounters with higher complexity levels, more 
coaching and practice opportunity for the most complex tasks, to fully understand the 
decision making criteria, and more facilities to practise predictions need to be included. 
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10.3. CRITICISM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Two main criticisms of the experimental approach appear. Firstly, there is a substantial 
subjective factor that might have influenced the results. Secondly, the choice of an 
experimental Setting that contains a number of differences to the realistic setting in Royal 
Mail might raise questions about the applicability of the results. These issues are 
discussed in Chapter 11. It is argued that the method allowed information to be 
collected that permitted to draw the conclusions made. Furthermore specialised studies 
into the effects of various training conditions in complex tasks might give additional 
insights into the methods that need to be applied. 
10.4. PROPOSITION OF AN ADAPTIVE TRAINING METHOD 
10.4.1. Aim 
The experimental study using training methods to facilitate generating skills for 
supervising a complex system has been able to collect a range of information concerning 
the needs for training design. 
It was possible: 
• to gain more insight into the task demands and the skills needed for handling the 
system; 
• to learn about the issues that are particularly difficult to master; 
• to learn about the suitability of the training material; 
• to learn about conditions that need to be included in the training method. 
The methods chosen demonstrated some success but also a number of deficiencies. In 
the continued search for a flexible method that supports the requirements of complex 
tasks, a further aspect emerges from the experience collected - that is the need for 
adaptive training. 
10.4.2; Reviewing the success of the training method chosen 
The training method adopted in the experimental study aimed for flexibility, enabling 
trainees to learn primarily by practical experience and inferring strategies according to 
the circumstances given. It aimed to be effective and reduce the time needed in learning 
to handle a demanding task. The idea was to allow the participant a large amount of 
freedom in developing a suitable way to deal with the various interacting factors given, 
to develop their reasoning methods - rather than supplying ready procedural 
prescriptions for a limited set of standard situations. The challenge was deliberately set 
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high for the optimisation tasks to make people inquisitive about the syste~. The 
requirement to repeat tasks as long as then: were errors were thought to motivate 
participants, to apply efforts in learning to move on - otherwise the entire session 
could be rather long. It was assum~ that people develop an interest to fill gaps in the 
knowledge base by choosing to study system details, whenever problems became 
apparent 
The results show that the task caused more difficulties to people than expected. 
Trainees were given too much freedom in choosing to obtain functional system 
knowledge. People tended to follow tlie succession of tasks suggested on the screen 
rather than applying efforts into the study of system details as they were mostly offered 
as a suggestion rather than a requirement. Participants did not take advantage of the 
detailed material available and were not sufficiently able to determine their own needs 
for study as the reasons for their failure were often not apparent to them. The objectives 
in dealing with optimisation tasks were often not clear enough and sub-skills developed 
slowly as too many factors needed to be controlled at the same time. The method 
started to rely on good feedback about reasons for failures as a primary source of 
insight. 
This attempt of providing a flexible learning approach to accommodate both the 
variability of the system, as well as the differences in individualleaming approaches by 
trainees, proved to be not particularly successful. Participants had to be able to deal 
with the high requirements set, rather thlJ.n being helped individually when problems 
occurred .. Measures to improve feedback, encourage study, reduce the level of demand 
and train skills separately, such as the understanding of system functions and evaluating 
the success of interventions, helped the participants to progress better with more 
guidance given. Although the initial experimental idea might be useful, it was applied 
too rigorously - as the participants faced too high demands and the training method 
was not able to adapt. 
10.4.3. Task demands 
One of tIie difficulties in learning to master complex tasks is the high interaction of 
factors within the system. If certain factors can be separated at all, they can be trained 
in a reduced context to help the trainee understand their function and how to influence 
them. The same factor might have very different implications in combination with other 
factors. 
The training method chosen introduced different components of the system in isolation 
to simplify the training tasks. It has been experienced that participants were able to pass 
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a number of training levels, but were not able to deal with similar combinations of 
problems, when there was no straightforward solution. To be able to deal with a 
complex situation a supervisor needs to predict different reactions of the system after a 
set of changes, and to balance different needs towards an optimum solution. Learning 
the task requires the ability to build task procedures using the set of conditions provided 
Task sIdlls include a number of different sub-skills, such as the ability to observe key 
data and evaluate them according to processing objectives, based on a good 
understanding of the key evaluation factors and system interactions. Several levels of 
complexity in handling the task could be identified. They are listed in Table 10.5. One 
has to be tackled after another to reach a complete set of skills. 
Table 10.5 Skill levels. 
skills needed explanation 
(1) understanding system purpose, interactions, restrictions, means of control, 
functions model assumptions (e.g. static situations, mail flow, 
operating conditions and restrictions) 
+ (2) using the • the way the information is displayed 
control panel (what is where) 
• control mechanisms on the control panel 
(how to operate buttons) 
+ (3) identifying • using general estimation values 
problems • evaluating priorities according to task objectives 
.• estimating impacts of disturbances 
• assessing the means of control available 
+ (4) predicting • imagining fuiure operating states 
future • forecasting effects of single or multiple actions 
system states • (estimating effects on future time intervals) 
+ (5) balancing dealing with complex arrangements, including to 
competing. make plans 
needs • understand evaluation criteria in optimisation 
context (e.g. soned mail rather than mail inflow) 
• compare strategies on selected criteria 
• master evaluation procedures - what numbers to 
compare under which conditions 
• choose solutions according to means 
There are two distinct skills involved in the task. Firstly, a supervisor needs to deal 
with the task designed, that is ensuring efficient inail processing according to the system 
conditions iUld objectives. A second task is to use the interface display and controls. 
This aspect has been previously neglected slightly within the task analysis, but has 
proved to be of greater difficulty to the trainees than expected. 
Participants are able to infer their own procedures for dealing with problems to an extent 
- but to an extent they don't, That is when they need concrete guidance and practise 
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certain skills (e.g. locate data on the control panel, predict future situations) separately. 
Just feeding system information is not enough. The definition of the task objectives 
needs to be made clear by examples as to how to apply them in various situations. 
10.4.4. Individual differences 
Strong individual differences were found. Some participants performed extremely 
differently under comparable training conditions. This may be caused both by different 
background experiences that participants brought into the training - but also by 
specific aptitudes for both the type of the task !llld the leaming process required. 
Different participants can be expected to grasp different types of knowledge and 
expertise with more or less ease. The system basics and mail processing features 
require an ability to memorise large amounts of details of technical nature. The idea of 
the mait' flow, and the way it was designed in the model in contrast to reality, might 
have caused difficulties to people. Some participants found it difficult to perceive the 
idea of the mail flow whilst visualising the interface given and needed additional 
explanation - whilst others accepted the circums~ances quite readily. 'The dynamics of 
the model in terms of its reactions to interventions is supported by an ability to 
theoretically visualise the processes that take place. Leaming how to use the model 
interface and intervention procedures has caused negligible effort to some participants 
whilst others had to focus considerable attention on the issue. Differences are bound to 
have occurred in the ability to build strategies for optimising the situation, including 
skills of detecting critical problems and planning suitable actions. Some participants 
were particularly able to transfer from technical knowledge to task procedures, whilst 
others needed longer to apply the system details in dealing with problems, whilst 
concentrating on major task objectives. Some skills that could be estimated as being 
useful for leaming and performing this type of task are listed in Table 10.6. 
The selection of participants in the experiment was very wide and without a specific 
direction for their suitability. They were chosen mainly for reasons of availability and a 
good ability to deal with complex questions. Therefore a relatively wide scope of 
leaming success could be expected. In a realistic setting the trainees for a new task 
would be selected from a limited range of people who have a considerable amount of 
skill and knowledge available that is useful for the field of application. The training will 
concentrate much stronger on specific details - according to what people need to leam 
new. In the experimental setting, participants with a wide scope of backgrounds were 
trained a task. that they had not encountered before. So large differences can be 
expected concerning the speed and ease in which trainees grasp various training issues. 
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Table 10.6 Learning skill requirements. 
skill explanation 
inquisitiveness high motivation to solve complex problems of that kind - some 
amount of inquisitiveness in order to understand issues 
ability to imagine ability to imagine mail processing in automated machine - previous 
the process processing experience to help picturing a process of that kind; some 
technical understanding 
computer skill ease in the use of computer interfaces 
openness readiness to accept the unexpected model conditions and features 
memorising skill ability to remember many artificial technical terms 
task experience some experience in supervising a complex balancing process (ease 
in understanding goals and selection of procedures) 
The experimental conditions chosen are partly responsible for supporting the occurrence 
of individual strategies, as much personal freedom was given to cater for individual 
preferences. The selection of tasks given could vary notably as the situations 
encountered depended on the individual performance due to the need to repeat levels in 
case of failure. Therefore the strong individual differences found could have been 
influenced by a number of faciors that may be eliminated. It is argued here though, that 
the strong variance in the training progress is caused to a large extent by the variability 
of conditions that can be found in complex tasks. Any highly interactive system will 
provide a range of challenges that leads to differences in which individuals attempt to 
deal with them and are able to do so. 
10.4.5. Filling in blanks 
Besides the trainee's expertise, aptitude. and motivation, there might be various other 
reasons why a trainee would not pick. up certain information or not understand 
procedural needs. There may be changes in the interest for different issues, attention 
shifts, distractions, misunderstandings, memory limitation, more or less effective 
personal memorisation strategies, etc. - leading to different knowledge patterns at 
various points during the training. So the trainee will have a framework of knowledge 
with certain blanks. Everybody will have different blanks (see Figure 10.10). The 
blanks will gradually be filled - with feedback given, system study, more practice 
experience, etc. The more complete the picture is the better will a trainee be able to 
progress to new demands. 
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Figure ID. 10 ExampleoJ a trainee's knowledge structure with aspects learned and gaps. 
Besides the fact that particular misunderstandings were not always discovered early, 
different trainees had very different needs for additional feedback or specialised training 
at different points. Some issues have proven to be particularly difficult - due to bad 
explanation, insufficient infonnation, being too complex, etc. - and can receive 
particular attention for all participants. Still a high number of variations show that 
flexible training structures are required to address individual needs. 
The gaps can be filled with additional study, feedback and further practice. The more 
focused help and feedback is available, and the more specialised additional training is 
provided according to the misunderstandings and skills missing, the faster the 
participant will realise how to deal with the problems encountered. Accordingly, the 
better the individual needs can be recognised, the better they can be addressed. 
10.4.6. The need for adaptive training 
As individual differences need to be recognised there is no general fixed structure that is 
suitable for a range of individual needs - in the same way as industrial products (e.g. 
office chairs) are designed best when allowing adjustment to a wider anthropometric 
range - rather than being fixed to a set standard average. Training has to be similarly 
adaptive according to the skills to be leamed, and in relation to the needs of the trainees 
- defining what issues are. to be included. 
A good training program builds up skills step by step and covers all the different skill 
levels that trainees need to learn. When more detail is covered, the training will take 
longer and the results will be better. As there is always time pressure to some extent, 
training programs need to be cut as short as possible, whilst coming to acceptable 
results. A good training method should provide detailed coaching methods for all 
issues needed . .It should also be able to skip lengthy repetition in case the trainee 
already masters some skills. 
Adaptive training methods need to anticipate that people are bound to grasp aspects 
differently and at different speeds, as not everyone is suited the same. Likewise, 
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different background experience requires different starting positions. A good training 
method should assist personal preferences for different learning approaches by reacting 
flexibly and providing many different types of practice tasks that help the trainee to 
progress quickly via different hurdles. 
There are many different part-skills that need to be learned separately. The skills needs 
to be built up gradually according to their level of complexity. Different types of part 
skills need separate attention with specialised ~aining intervals. When designated 
training sets are available the efforts can be focused better on the skills missing. 
In the experiments, when answering the questions, trainees were able to focus on 
specific task issues to a limited extent. Optimisation tasks always included the entire 
reasoning process - from identifying problems over predicting to selecting actions. 
Therefore it was difficult to identify for the participant - as well as for the experimenter 
- which issues could be mastered and which caused the task results to fail the criteria. 
The existing skills should therefore be tested regularly to identify particular training 
needs. 
10.5. PROPOSALS FOR AN ADAPTIVE TRAINING SITUATION 
10.S.1. Pre·assessment of the individual 
To be able to adapt to individual needs within the scope of the training regime, the 
individuals that are to be trained have to be assessed. In case all participants have a very 
similar background and skill base, the training method needs to adjust less than for 
participants with a wider range of different experiences and knowledge. The better 
skills of the trainees can be specified within a limited range, the more focused the 
adaptive approach can be and the less variety needs to be prepared to cater for extensive 
differences in trainees. 
Under realistic conditions trainees will be well suited to the task to an extent, and may 
share a common degree of basic knowledge. So Royal Mail staff would know more 
about the basics of mail processing, and supervisors would possess many of the skills 
that had to be trained completely new in the experiment. Training for Royal Mail staff 
needs to focus on more detailed training aspects, whilst addressing differences in the 
strategies used between the old and the new system. Knowing the skills of the trainees 
helps to define the scope of the issues to be trained as well as the range of flexibility that 
an adaptive training program needs to offer. 
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10.5.2. Pre·instruction 
Whilsi complex ~sks are difficult to separate into different issues that can be taught and 
practised separately. without losing the overview or the interactions, it is useful to 
attempt .this. It can be expected that people tend to memorise details better after they 
have encountered the frrs( practical application of them. Therefore the provision of 
system details should be integrated more with practical tasks, in order to both make 
sense of the theory and to keep the trainee interested - as long as the practical means 
allow it. Likewise knowledge needs to be tested in regular intervals before moving on 
to more details. 
10.5.3. Practice conditions 
10.5.3.1. Specialised tasks provided 
The different cognitive levels within a task have to be considered when designing the 
training procedures. So within each module (stages 1 to 5) more tasks have to be given 
in question form to address the different skills, such as specialised questions 
• for locating information on the control panel; 
• on functional details; 
• just addressing system interactions; 
• asking to recognise task objectives; 
• demanding predictions of model reactions to single and multiple changes; 
• requiring the evaluation of situations; . 
• demanding to choose between two sets of actions. 
Questions should be organised in groups that address specific demands only. 
Questions for the recall of system functions do not rely on a specific example and need 
to be placed first - as most other tasks rely on their successful answers. Complex 
questions in need of examples should be practised in blocks, according to the skill they 
require. 
More attention should be paid to the training of the different sub-tasks that are involved 
in the decision making process. Examples should be provided that require predicting 
the reaction of the system to single interventions or a set of changes on the basis of an 
understanding of the functions, iriteractions and restrictions of the system. The 
recognition of task objectives needs to be practised, using the most crucial criteria that 
define acceptability, to be able to evaluate the situation and plan changes if needed. 
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In the experiments these issues were featured within the complete task, but were not 
sufficiently covered separately at seveniI levels of difficulty. Separating them helps to 
trainee to focus on the training objectives and learn more actively .. It also allows more 
immediate feedback on a more specific issue to be given. The success should be 
monitored continually to allow an appropriate progress to new demands. Table 10.7 
lists issues that need to be identified on a regular basis and how they may be addressed 
in specialised exercises. 
With a computer program, thatis enabled to load scenarios flexibly and fast, specific 
skills can be trained more isolated, using a pool of different examples. Facilities for 
exploring model reactions by just trying to manipulate situations should be available. 
Table 10.7 Measures to practise particular skill identified to be lacking. 
skill missing exercise examples 
particular gaps • with a series of specific tests to make sure the basics are finn 
in the • well focused feedback that allows the demonstrating of errors to 
knowledge the trainee 
about system • present compulsory study sections according to the mistakes 
functions identified . 
needs in • tasks asking to locate particular data 
understanding • provide questions asking for statements about certain parameters 
the display and reasons for problems 
deficiencies in • provide facilities to gather experience in using the control panel to 
estimating model be able to monitor system reactions 
interactions and • specialised questions asking for the dependency of various factors 
reactions • tasks to predict future situations after a set of specified changes to 
an example situation 
problems in • provide practice by exposing different issues in conjunction 
dealing with • test the skills in interpreting implications of disturbances, 
complex issues predicting changes, identify priorities according to major 
objectives, etc. in separate sections 
• train the ability to predict reactions without a need to test actions 
by disallowing the facility 
• examine the interactions of different factors in specialised . 
questions 
needs in • by providing practice in dealing with controversial decisions in an 
devising optimisation task, planning and weighting of options 
strategies and • provide a selection of examples to demonstrate the process of 
task knowledge evaluating situations and choosing actions 
10.5.3.2. Identifying the trainee's progress with specialised tests 
An effective training program needs to identify specific problems and provide well-
chosen help. Therefore a training program needs to provide a way of testing the 
participant's skills in a detailed manner to be able to pick out weaknesses and address 
them. Situations with high demap.ds should be placed in regular intervals to see how 
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well reasoning strategies are developed and what aspects of detailed coaching may be 
skipped. Specific tests are needed to identify missing sub-skills that may need special 
practice. 
So it may be necessary to provide a set of situations that only requires predicting system 
reactions to a range of different interventions, followed by studying the results. 
Specifically aimed questions may reveal misunderstandings and initiate the display of 
specific text sections to be studied again. 
10.5.3.3. Specialised information provided 
Study functions should provide small s~ctions of study material that is to be read 
compulsory after certain errors have been identified .. More task guidance from the lIT A 
is needed. So the. diagnostic categories in the lIT A can support evaluation aspects. 
Help functions should be available during more complex optimisation tasks to make use 
of the inquisitiveness of participants that occurs when having to deal with a particular 
problem. More task guidance from the HTA may be included. A glossary of terms 
should always be available in earlier training stages, to allow task strategies to be 
developed in an environment with many artificial names to be inemorised. 
Feedback should be given more focused, more often in earlier training stages, and more 
detailed .. When training is divided more strongly into sections that train different skills 
(e.g. repeat knowledge, interpret system, plan changes), then the feedback can be 
linked easier to certain relevant material in a large knowledge pool, after errors were 
identified. .. 
10.5.3.4. Structure to react t~ the progress shown 
As adaptive training aims to provide flexibility, more efforts have to be placed into the 
variety of tasks available, the ongoing assessment of the trainee's progress as well as 
the sele<;tion of suitable tasks in reaction to the training needs. This places high 
demands on the material available and the instructor's skills. Figure 10.11 shows the 
different functions that are required to build an adaptive training system, based on 
findings by Shepherd (1992a). 
Besides the provision of a wide range of material that is to be chosen according to the 
needs of the progress, a basic structure is required to guide the progress of the 
difficulties placed through a standard system. It comprises severailevels that need to be 
completed. It may be organised similar to the experimental setting. As long as key 
tasks are solved the trainee is permitted to progress to new levels. Difficulties are 
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addressed with flexible material. It has to be made sure that the trainee completes a 
minimum set of tasks of different kinds (e.g. practice at the complex level) to make sure 
the issues passed were based on a comprehensive understanding. There may be a 
selection of standard structural versions available that can be selected according to the 
experience collected from early responses of the trainee. 
Higher difficulties should be placed at regular intervals to see whether the trainee's 
ability has progressed further than expected and the trainee can move on quicker. 
Moreover, this allows the trainee to learn from mistakes through exploration rather than 
use of fixed rules to widen the view and develop strategies to deal with unfamiliar 
aspects. 
It becomes clear that a fully functioning adaptive training system is best designed 
computer-based as it allows a fast generation of scenarios, tests, result evaluation and 
on-line help. To be able to provide a good computer-based training program many 
efforts have to be spent in designing measures to estimate the trainee's understanding, 
to provide very large numbers of scenarios to avoid repetitions after short time intervals, 
to provide specialised training modules and an intelligent training structure that reacts 
flexibly to any needs that have been identified 
ASSESSING TRAINING NEEDS SELECTION OF TRAINING METHODS 
(difference to targets to be 1----+1 (level of situation complexity, question sets, 
achieved, feedback, speclal srudy, training of sub-skills, 
prediction of expected progress) training aids, tasks with special difficulties 
EVALUATING A SUCCESSION 
OF RESPONSES 
(learner style, speed of progress, 
level of understanding) 
RECORDING AND 
EVALUATING RESPONSES 
(store data, record level of 
achlevemeni, acceptancy) 
r 
! 
I PROVIDING IISELECTlNG I I PROVIDING I 
ITRAINING TASKS I SCENARIOS I INFORMATION I 
I 
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Figure 10.11 Adaptive training design structure. 
Computers can measure actual performance very accurately by recording response 
times, comparing results with targets, analysing mistake patterns over time, etc. 
Recording data and providing a range of material from a large selection is relatively 
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easy. A computer will have difficulties in estimating the participant's needs at higher 
training stages accurately. The preparation of detailed feedback and wel1-focused tasks 
is very time-consuming. The computational effort in selecting the appropriate modules 
can.be rather substantial. There may be no need for a ful1y computerised training as a 
human trainer may take over the function of selecting and conducting special feedback 
and intermediate tasks. 
A well-trained instructor can fulfil assessment functions by a general good 
understanding of the task and is helped by the opportunity to communicate with the 
trainee to identify problems. An economic version would be to use a computerised 
fixed basic structure with a range of additional features to be selected manually. This 
allows an instructor to cope with the variety of training needs, whilst following a 
consistent path and use a range of material that can be displayed quickly. 
10.6. CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental study revealed a number of detailed design recommendations that can 
be used to support the trainee. Recommendations could be made using the experimental 
results both on subjective and objective grounds. A last recommendation emerged from 
the high individual differences in the data and the need to come to better training results 
- that is the use of adaptive training methods to tailor the training to the needs of the 
trainee, according to the progress observed. 
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CHAPTER 11: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
11.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter reviews the results of the research concerning their prospective application 
by Royal Mail. The objective of the thesis was to produce operating knowledge for 
supervising a future mail processing system to allow the design of a training method for 
the skills identified. The outcomes include (1) the approach chosen, (11) the experience 
of its use regarding the methods applied, (III) the data collected and (IV) the 
recommendations made for training design. 
Chapter 11 also reflects upon the criticisms of the study methods chosen, in particular 
the experimental investigations. It examines the practicalities of research into complex 
systems in terms of costs and benefits. It is argued that 'first-shot-performance' in a 
new system for the type of process described is not essential as long as major problems 
could be addressed. It is argued that compromises have to be accepted concerning the 
efforts that can be placed into studies aimed at building operating knowledge for the 
design of future systems. With additional time and cost restraints for this thesis the 
extent of compromise was high and led to data that is in parts not directly applicable to 
reality. 
Hence the main criticisms are the difference to reality that had to be accepted, resulting 
from·both the ease of access to Royal Mail and the costs in producing and using a 
realistic simulation. The experimental method used in extracting results needs to be 
reviewed critically regarding the small participant numbers, the use of subjective results 
and the disruption of the thought process when analysing cognitive activities. 
11.2. THE APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS FOR ROYAL MAIL 
Much of the actual data collected during the study is not directly applicable to Royal 
Mail for the operation of the real IMP system. Because there were difficulties in 
accessing Royal Mail staff and staying in close contact with the continual technical 
development of IMP it was decided to carry out a largely laboratory based study that 
concentrates on a methodology for extracting operating information rather than 
producing fully accurate details. Moreover there was only limited scope within the 
study for producing a realistic simulation, studying a very complex task, running 
experimental investigations as well as coming to design conclusions. Therefore the 
simulation model was a basic version of the full complexity of IMP. The results were 
achieved in experimental studies that used students rather than supervisors from Royal 
Mail. 
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Still, there are a number of useful insights that can facilitate training design for IMP. 
Although· some of the actual data produced only applies to a laboratory based simulation 
model, some data of field studies and task characteristics is applicable for Royal Mail. 
One main result to be used is the understanding of the character of the IMP system as a 
profoundly different system that needs to apply process control concepts rather than 
established supervisory strategies. A methodology of accumulating operational 
knowledge is outlined that can be adapted by Royal Mail for a full-scale investigation 
into IMP or later technologies. Recommendations for the design of training for 
complex tasks are given. 
11.3. THE NEED FOR A NOVEL APPROACH 
New systems require extended effort in extracting operating knowledge as there is no 
practical experience available. One of the most crucial elements within a production 
process is the efficiency of the supervisory control. Royal Mail expressed the need for 
research into the human factors side for the new automated sorting technology. No 
research into training design for the supervision of an advanced mail sorting system 
such as IMP had been conducted within Royal Mail. 
The character of the new IMP system was to be considerably different than previous 
mail sorting technologies. Therefore additional effort was needed to identify the 
operating requirements. Analogies to process control could be drawn. Royal Mail 
needs to recognise that more significant changes to the organisational structures than 
expected have to be anticipated. A much more complex system's design approach has 
to be chosen to achieve successful operation of the new machinery. 
It was observed that Royal Mail had not yet addressed the issue of training design, or 
even job design, sufficiently at the beginning of the project. The implications for the 
supervisory skills needed in controlling such a complex system with many new features 
were not entirely appreciated. Therefore the issue was in need of close investigation. 
The thesis concentrated on the elicitation of skills and their training. 
Chapter 3demonstrated, on the one hand, that the new system warrants a new approach 
based on its similarity to process control and proved that the old strategies are not 
appropriate anymore by demonstrating the differences. On the other hand, differences 
to process control and specific requirements of letter sorting technology were laid out as 
both types of processes need to be understood in their own right. 
One of the implications of drawing analogies to process control is that the operation of 
the process needs to be prepared better as supervisors need to react quickly to changes 
in the conditions and have to have rules available for dealing with problems swiftly. 
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The technical system knowledge needs to be extended to allow the supervisor to reason 
about how technical problems can be dealt with. The main conclusion from reviewing 
the effects of automation on manufacturing systems was the increasing role of system 
monitoring, diagnosis and planning, replacing the traditional supervisory role of 
allocating human resources to separaie tasks and observing performance. This has also 
implications on "both personnel selection and training, as the contents and character of 
the task changes, requiring different skills. Moreover, the system needs to be 
controlled "centrally, excluding a number of traditional auxiliary duties and dealing with 
smaller problems in favour of overseeing the system. 
The findings on changes due to automation have implications beyond Royal Mail as 
they apply to other industries in a similar way. Therefore the methods demonstrated 
here should be transferable to other applications. 
11.4. THE METHOD OF EXTRACTING INFORMATION 
Because of the restrictions that had to be applied to the study, the method itself, rather 
than its contents, were the focus of the thesis. Therefore the methods applied will be 
considered as a demonstration and recommendation that may guide Royal Mail or 
similar organisations in generating operating knowledge and training design in the 
future. 
11. 4.1. The accumUlation of knowledge 
The method demonstrated a way in which information about the operational needs can 
be collected. This included the combination of several analysis parts that inform each 
other. Firstly, the existing experience of supervision in automated processing was 
analysed to establish the functions of letter sorting. The knowledge about the 
characteristics of the new system was used to project a new task structure using parts of 
the old one. Secondly, a simulation model was produced and ~sed to gain insight into 
the complexity of the new system and study scenario variations. Thirdly, a set of 
experiments established expert knowledge needed for operating the system. This led to 
a new task structure containing the supervisory knowledge for the mini IMP system. 
Fourthly, the expertise gained was used for the design of a training system that can deal 
with complex environments. 
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11.4:2. Projecting a task structure for IMP 
11.4.2.1. HrA for APe 
The first step in the methodology was to analyse supervisory tasks in existing 
automated mail sorting processes. This knowledge could be used as IMP incorporates 
many of the technological components that can be found in an APe and still fulfils the 
same main functions in terms of sorting mail. Whilst Royal Mail is undoubtedly in a 
better position than the analyst was to understand the automated mail sorting 
technologies and the duties of supervisors, no formal analysis was available that 
presented the scope of system knowledge and supervisory strategies in use. In part, 
this was because the technology had only been in use for a short period and experience 
was still bUilding. 
The understanding of older mail sorting generations provided a valuable basis for the 
understanding of IMP. The investigation into the skills of supervisors was of particular 
importance. Whilst this study aimed to gain an overview, a more detailed investigation 
into the variety of disturbances and possible situations may be useful to be included. 
Time studies may not be appropriate as there will be significant differences to the use of 
IMP. 
11.4.2.2. HrA for IMP 
Producing a task analysis for the new system is a time-consuming process. Particular 
attention has to be paid to the differences that the new system will impose onto the task 
in comparison with the older systems. The task structure therefore needed to be neutral, 
removing all aspects that describe particular job definitions, and combining all relevant 
sub-tasks. in a united system. Again, Royal Mail will have advantages in using the most 
up-to-date and detailed technical knowledge. Whilst there are difficulties in separating 
task components according to sub-systems of IMP, it proved to be easiest to organise 
the task along the cognitive processes of monitoring and dealing with problems. The 
Hr A for the new system gives insight into the implications of the new task structures 
but can only be a preliminary understanding of the task. It is a way of examining the 
issues involved. 
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11.4.3. Use of simulation to build expert knowledge 
11.4.3.1. Simulation model 
In order to study the strategies needed in evaluating specific situations and selecting 
suitable interventions the variety ofscenarios needs to be investigated. This appeared to 
be impossible using paper-based reasoning, going through the entire range of possible 
combinations of circumstances. A classification of contingencies and the broad 
examination of links between actions as well as actions and events can lead to a better 
understanding of the variations involved. This had to be stopped at an appropriate point 
in favour of using a simulation model to explore the scenario variation. 
The design of mini-IMP only included a limited range of functions. It was designed to 
monitor a set range of activities and compromised reality with major simplifications. 
This was necessary due to the scope of time and means available. To come to more 
authentic conclusions, the simulation needs to be more accurate and much more 
complex. The programming tools of the spreadsheet Microsoft EXCELTM were chosen 
for creating the simulation model. This could be demonstrated to be suitable for 
simulations of a similarly restricted size. A number of special procedures were invented 
to allow the model to work and support future efforts in producing models of the same 
kind. 
More professional simulation tools and better qualified programmers might be available 
for a larger and more realistic simulation. It can be argued here though, that a realistic 
model does not need to be entirely exact as a number of minor aspects might both be 
irrelevant for the operating characteristics and unknown at the point of the study, as the 
technical specification might not be final. Ideally the simulation model should be easily 
adjustable to new technical insights. The more the analyst of the task is involved in the 
production process of the model, the more insights can be gained regarding the system 
knowledge and the consequences for the task operation. 
11.4.3.2. Experimental studies (I) for extracting expert knowledge 
Although the in sights gained in producing and applying the model do not exactly mirror 
reality, it could be demonstrated that it is possible to extract a wide range of operating 
knowledge by carrying out an experimental study. Again, reality was compromised by 
using students as participants. 
Experiments were set up to confront novices with a set of tasks in various training 
sessions: the novices were required to prOduce suitable operation strategies in dealing 
with the demands placed. The computer-based experimentation allowed all actions 
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taken and performance results to be recorded. Two main aspects have to be considered 
for conducting an experimental study of the kind described. 
Firstly, the set of scenarios through which people progress needs careful design to both 
include a wide range of study aspects and allow trainees to progress through the process 
of building knowledge - without placing demands so high that the production of 
useful outcomes is hindered. The more the experimenter is familiar with the process, 
the more help can be given to facilitate the building of operating strategies. 
Secondly, the evaluation of the results produced difficulties. With a task as complex as 
this - and a simulation of full IMP would make far greater complexity - formal 
evaluation and translation of verbal protocols proved impracticable. Equally attempts at 
organising the task analysis by systematically examining action sequences proved 
intractable. The best answer to revising the HT A was found to be to allow the 
experimenter to devise the modification to the HT A based on the rich experience gained. 
The understanding that the experimenter(s) can build in monitoring the approaches 
chosen is the most accessible source of material for better understanding. Additional 
discussion of the performance rules with the participants afterwards, and with other 
experimenters if applicable, can widen the experience gained. 
One of the main findings of the thesis is that the presentation of the lower levels of an 
HTA for a system such as IMP has to be organised predominantly along the event 
structures that may occur in operating the system - as most activities within the actual 
control activities are cued by specific situational characteristics. The top level of the 
HT A needs to be organised based on the cognitive processes - involving monitoring 
the situation, evaluating the need for interventions and considering the possibilities 
available in order to choose it suitable set of actions. 
11.4.4. The use of UTA 
11.4.4.1. The scope for the extension of design applications for HT A 
The method of HT A could be demonstrated as a suitable tool for collecting information 
at various stages and has proved to be useful. HT A was able to structure and present a 
wide range of useful operational information and can serve as a tool for communicating 
issues between different designers. 
HT A can be used not only for informing training design, but for a range of different 
design purposes as it provides the necessary data in terms of operating conditions, 
procedural structure, well-organised system knowledge, information requirements 
specification, evaluation after selected criteria, etc. Therefore the production of a 
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detailed analysis is an efficient method that can be brought to a range of applications 
which have to be tackled in addressing human factors design. 
In fact, much of the process of structuring the task analysis was driven by the aim of 
producing a lucid structure that shows task divisions in a way that facilitates their 
separation into different jobs. Sharing of information between different job-holders 
creates. the need for communication. The underlying idea was that the more 
informational· interactions exist between two different operations the less suitable is a 
split between two different jobholders. Therefore the two tasks should be grouped 
together under a major goal as they are strongly interlinked. Moreover, various 
statements in the 'plan' description of an HT A concerning time structure or locations 
inform important criteria for job design. Within the scope of the study though it was 
too difficult to apply the idea - as training design was prioritised and the establishment 
of informational links between different operations was a too time consuming process 
due to the complexity of the system. There may be scope in extending the issue in 
further research. 
11.4.4.2. The requirements in presenting complex cognitive tasks 
A number of difficulties could be recognised in applying HT A to predominantly 
cognitive tasks that are characterised by very strong interactions between different task 
elements. Hence the structure of the HT A needs to be more flexible. This is caused 
mainly by the element of uncertainty in knowledge-based activities that require 
reasoning activities. In rule-based task structures the HTA provides a very different 
picture as the analysis can be much more definitive. As the understanding about the 
system developed, the structure of the HT A developed with it - from a task described 
using the cognitive reasoning process as a main basis and allowing much scope in 
examining details to come to useful conclusions - to a structure that is oriented on the 
characteristics of events and includes a more precise set of rules. Still scope for flexible 
reasoning in unfamiliar situations needed to be preserved. This was dealt with by 
introducing a structure that allows sub-routines to be initiated flexibly as needed by 
using the instruction 'go to' (execute and carry on from that point) and 'see' (execute 
and come back). 
11.4.4.3. The combination of different tools 
The process of producing an HT A is an ongoing process. Even the finally accepted 
version needs to concede a certain .amount of inaccuracy in minor details, as the 
production process needs to be kept within economical efforts. Task analysis needs to 
be informed by various types of studies. The analysis for a system that cannot be 
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observed directly needs to make use of other data from analogies and empirical studies 
based on simulations. In turn HT A needs to inform the design of simulation tools in the 
contents of experimental studies. Therefore the accumulation of data is an iteration 
process that needs to go through several stages of evaluation and re-consideration of 
results. 
11.4.5. Establishing training for a complex system 
The last part of the methods described is the application of the operating knowledge 
found, to training. This includes three outcomes. Firstly, recommendations for 
training of practical complex tasks needed to be extracted. Secondly, the training 
material needed to be tested to aid improvement. Thirdly, a training program could be 
presented. 
In order to conduct a study as far as possible within the time scope given, the simulation 
model was simplified further - without losing the element of complexity - and 
adapted to administering a training program. Due to the simplification the results in 
terms of the actual contents of the training program are hardly usable directly by Royal 
Mail. Emphasis was given to the development of the methods used in directing the 
training, and the methods of refinement of the material in an experimental study. The 
study of methods was a more theoretical investigation that led to results that can be 
presented to Royal Mail. Methodological recommendations can be given concerning the 
techniques in testing the training material. 
An iterative approach was chosen for the evaluation of the training material. Thus each 
completion of a training session by a single subject was treated as an experiment that 
informed the next one. Therefore training conditions were adjusted continuously as 
better solutions became apparent. For the usability study the number of experimental 
participants depends on the success observed for the revised program. 
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11.5.· THE TASK INFORMATION COLLECTED 
Besides the techniques described and in spite of the simplifications that had to be made, 
there are some concrete results available from this study that can.be used by Royal Mail. 
Concrete infonnation that is relevant to either APCs or IMP includes task analysis 
results, insights into cognitive processes, scenario structure infonnation as well as 
training methods and material. 
11.5.1. HTA results 
Three different final HT A results are available. 
A first HTA describes the supervisory tasks found after studying an Automated 
Processing Centre. It provides a valuable picture of the strategies that supervisors use, 
the knowledge that is required to carry out the different sub-tasks and the information 
required for particular operations. It structured a very large amount of data in an 
operational context Because many APes will be continued to be used it can function as 
a basis for training, or other design efforts such as improvement to the Management 
Infonnation System concerning structure and interface. The tasks of supervisors in 
APCs need to be considered when installing IMPEX - the smaller version of IMP for 
existing processing centres. It may be extended in detail to cover a wider range of 
situations and provide more specific infonnation of how to deal with specific 
contingencies. . 
A second HTA describes the supervisory task that could be defined using knowledge 
about both supervisory strategies in older generations of mail sorting technologies and 
the technical specifications of IMP. This HT A includes a range of realistic technical 
detai.ls and organises them in a task structure that is valid to an extent but still needs to 
be refined. It lacks a detailed structuring according to the different kinds of scenarios 
that may be expected. It is organised primarily along the cognitive processes that can be 
expected. 
A third HT A describes the supervisory task for mini-IMP that could be produced after 
an experimental study using the simulation model. This is a smaller version of reality as 
it excluded a number of factors that were not considered in the mini-IMP simulation. It 
is organised according to the event structure that was identified. Although it lacks the 
scope that a fully realistic simulation could have provided, it allowed major insights into 
the characteristics of the task. Many of the operating rules and scenario categories are 
transferable to the real world. With some more information about the range of 
challenges that IMP imposes onto a supervisor, both the HT A for IMP in the current 
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state and the HTA for mini-IMP can 'substantially inform a new realistic version of an 
HTAforIMP. 
The first two HT A are structured mainly accordi?-g to cognitive processes. The detail is 
very extensive because they deal with the full complexity of the task. The HTA for IMP 
is an attempt to organise all the information available for a future task, and is therefore 
largely hypothetical, whilst the other two HTAs are based on observation. With the 
elimination of task divisions according to technical sub-systems, the HTA for I~ 
accumulates a very large task complexity for the activities of monitoring and problem 
solving, whilst the other two HTAs are partitioned more explicitly, supporting task 
execution. The HT As for the APC and IMP were produced using tables in a text editor 
- to be able to organise large amounts of detail within the task structure, whilst the 
HTA for mini-IMP was produced using the spreadsheet EXCEL - to make use of the 
flexible outline function to be able to easily collapse or extend details of a hierarchical 
structure. The HTA for mini-IMP was well informed about the range of different event 
types wi,thin the task, that influenced the task structure substantially. 
11.5.2. Cognitive structures 
The cognitive processes that are involved in monitoring and dealing with problems were 
identified for task described here. This includes the very close interaction with the 
technical process in terms of identifying problems, diagnosing reasons for problems, 
predicting model reactions and comparing the estimated results of interventions 
according to a set of criteria. A continuously changing complexity in the information 
handled was identified, as well as the need to possess a range of different levels of skill 
and knowledge to be able to deal with the task. The final HT A includes a favourable 
way of describing the structure of the cognitive processes to be expected. 
11.5.3. Scenario structures 
Major scenario types could be identified according to the process characteristics and the 
requirements of actions that need to be taken for them. As the shift progresses and the 
mail inflow changes, the strategies for dealing with mail change. Maintenance or 
repairs are best placed when the mail volumes available are lowest, at the beginning of 
the shift. Peak mail inflows need to be handled by prioritising mail. The period of 
declining mail i.nflow is characterised by the organisation of buffer re-feeds. Moreover, 
a range of different operating conditions could be identified, categorised and linked to 
suitable actions or problem solving strategies. 
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11.6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAINING DESIGN 
The focus of the thesis was the application of the knowledge collected for training. 
The main issue to be dealt with for the design of the training method was the character 
of the task being complex, requiring to build practical skills. Handling a complex 
process requires not only knowing what to do when, but also being able to reason using 
a sound base of system knowledge. So not only accuracy and speed in dealing with the 
problems given was to be achieved but also flexibility in dealing with unfamiliar event 
combinations. 
The complexity needed to be broken down using part-task-training. This is difficult due 
to the strong interaction of system components. The comparison of two scenario 
versions led to the preference of the gradual introduction of single issues in favour of an 
accumulative approach. The idea of self-discovery, continual challenge and extensive 
freedom for the progression through the different training levels was not as successful 
as expected. It was found that a sound knowledge base is required before introducing a 
new task issue rather than requesting the participant to be inquisitive after failing a 
practical task. Extensive feedback and intermediate help for complex problems is 
beneficial. 
Much care needs to be taken in catering for different individual training needs. Adaptive 
training provides a solution by reacting to the variations in the trainee's progress. A 
range of specialised tasks needs to be provided to allow the development of various 
sub-skills. This not only allows a steady training progress but also provides 
possibilities for additional training in case of special individual needs. It has to be made 
sure that the objectives and the character of the task are well understood and can be 
applied under different circumstances. Unless the interface can be modelled realistically 
it should be kept as simple as possible to avoid unnecessary confusion concerning its 
use. 
11.7. VALIDATING TRAINING IN THE CONTEXT OF COMPLEX 
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 
11. 7.1. Transfer of results 
When attempting to transfer results that were achieved in an experimental setting into a 
realistic setting, the question of the validity of the results occurs. The entire set of 
conditions that the real system imposes onto its operation can hardly be anticipated. So 
machine reliability problems often cannot be foreseen. No simulation can be entirely 
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accurate .and take account of the full range of both internal and external factors that may 
be involved. 
When carrying out studies in applied contexts the question of the validity of the results 
from experimental studies is easily answered by their success in a realistic situation. 
The level of success to be aChieved depends on the criticality of failure. Expensive 
interface solutions must not reveal usability defects; jobs must provide suitable demands 
without work 'overload; information must be available in time when required by 
communication or displays; operators and supervisors must be suitably qualified to deal 
with production volumes and problems, staff training programs must work efficiently at 
reasonable costs, etc. 
The more that is known about the design needs and the better the design was informed 
by accurate information, the higher can be the mastery of the new system implemented. 
Whilst it is necessary to fully understand all potential problems in safety-critical 
systems, processes of the kind described here may not need absolute accuracy. Many 
problems can easily be resolved during the early phases after the installation of the 
system~ when undiscovered problems are soon revealed, particularly in regard to 
training. Practical sound solutions have to be designed, at a reasonably good standard, 
that can be applied in connection with sensible on-going management using the 
experience after first installation of the new system. Hence the complex and applied. 
nature of the study does not require full validation of results as there is scope for later 
adjustment under practical conditions. 
11. 7 .2. Cost-benefit considerations 
Studies in complex practical contexts have to be compromised. The aspect of 
faithfulness to reality needs to be reviewed here -' both for studies within this context 
in general and for the conduct of the thesis. , 
Firstly, any research into the operational details of a future complex system has to 
accept compromises concerning the depth of the study. Complexity cannot be tackled 
easily, especially when it cannot yet be observed directly. The approach demonstrated 
includes simulation studies which are considerably expensive_ The cost of developing 
full sirnulations in this context may not be justifiable. 
However, the efforts placed into time-consuming studies using task analysis and 
simulation can be justified by extending their application. Depending on the progress of 
the system's design the information collected can inform various design issues. Whilst 
training design should be the last aspect of human factors design to be addressed in 
detail, it is beneficial to consider its needs in earlier design phases to minimise the 
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problems that may have to be overcome by additional training. HTA is suitable for a 
range of applications. The simulation model may be extended - as shown here - to a 
training tool. . The costs have to be weighed against the required accuracy and scope of 
the results. 
A second aspect concerns the reduction of the reality in the thesis. Simplifications had 
to be made beyond the point where the results are directly applicable. Strong limitations 
were given regarding the time and meanS available, considering that only one person 
was available being analyst, programmer, experimenter and designer. Hence providing 
complete design solutions could not be the aim of this project. Therefore the methods 
and concepts presented are the main ouicome of this thesis. 
Moreover experimental studies into design aspects of complex systems have to find a 
compromise between task fidelity and simplification of the study. Besides the issue of 
accuracy, there is an aspect concerning the validity of results that were achieved in 
environments that were controlled so strongly to not be complex any more - having 
modified not only the contents of the task but also its character .. Costs and benefits have 
to be considered here in terms of the usefulness of the results according to their 
applicability. 
11.8. WEAKNESSES OF THE CURRENT RESEARCH 
11.8.1. Differences to reality 
11.8.1.1. Research in applied contexts 
Applied research requires compromises on both the academic research and the 
application of the results. Results do not only require data and theoretical insights but 
also practical design conclusions. 
Simplifications had to be made for two reasons. Firstly, task fidelity can only be 
maintained with a continual close contact to the appropriate people involved in study and 
design. Interaction with supporting people feeding updated information is vital. During 
the conduct of the thesis this was a problematic issue as there was only limited access to 
Royal Mail staff, responsibilities of people specialising in relevant tasks changed 
frequently and no suitably co-ordinated work group to communicate with could be 
identified. Specialised programmers or analyst were not available. Therefore the study 
had to be conducted slightly out of context and independently. 
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Secondly, the complexity of the realistic system placed requirements that were beyond 
the scope of this thesis both academically and practically. In fact, even the original 
specification of the real IMP was simplified in favour of fewer operating options. 
Therefore the research tools used had to lose some realistic detail whilst the method of 
their application to extract data was defined as the main outcome of the thesis. This 
takes account of the theoretical value of a thesis,. whilst direct practical results were 
compromised. 
11.8.1.2. Use ofa simplified model 
Two model versions are available. The first set of experiments used mini-IMP. The 
training experiments used a further simplified version, referred to as mini-mini-IMP. 
The question arises as to what extent the results of studying mini-IMP are relevant to the 
real IMP system. Because the main anticipated system characteristics were maintained, 
basic task structures can be adapted. So the cognitive reasoning structures found can be 
estimated to be transferable. The objective of overseeing mail flows and regulating their 
feed and path for fmal sorting or intermediate storage of mini-IMP is identical to IMP. 
More variations need to be investigated concerning the modes and priorities available as 
well as the different types of disturbances. The retrieval of information is likely to be 
much more complicated. Auxiliary tasks may need consideration. The continuous 
progress of time was not considered in the model. The need to anticipate results of 
actions was under-emphasised. This might require modifications in the procedures 
found .. 
11.8.1.3. Use of participants 
The main reason for using students as experimental participants was the limited access 
to postal personnel. Experienced postal personnel were available to inform the task 
analysis of the earlier generations of the mail system, but no such expertise existed for 
IMP. Knowledge of IMP existed only from an engineering perspective and, this was 
captured through consulting engineers in order to understand the IMP system. In 
principle, postal staff could have been forthcoming as experimental participants, but 
such people could not be made available. Students appeared to be suitable as they are 
both capable in acquiring complex knowledge and are unbiased towards the model and 
the character of the task. 
The first experimental study aimed to elicit procedural knowledge for the operation of 
mini-IMP. Because of the modified task and training contents some of the observations 
would not apply to Royal Mail. As students needed to start learning at a much lower 
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level of understanding of the mail sorting processes, the system detail had to be 
restricted. The results are therefore simplified, too. Still, information about the 
structure of the decision making processes was obtainable. The method of identifying 
the skills developed in learning how to operate the model could be demonstrated 
The experimental study into training design faced similar difficulties, although less 
strongly as the amount of progress was the main aspect rather than the contents of the 
material. 
11.8.2. Observing cognitive activities 
Finding a suitable way of observing cognitive activities is always a problem as pure 
surveillance does not provide enough understanding, questions are disruptive and later 
enquiries require a complete recall that might not be available anymore.· 
A method of frequent enquiry during the task performance was chosen here, that is 
likely to have influenced the thought processes of the participants. Without 
interruption, different strategies might have evolved in some instances. 
This can be justified based on the nature of the study. Established performance did not 
exist. No best way of dealing with the task was known. Part of the study objective 
was to build this information rather than just extract it. This leads to two aspects. 
Firstly, the participants were in a stage of acquiring knowledge during most of the 
study. Learning involves asking frequent questions of what is relevant, what is 
suitable, what should not be done, why certain things are happening, etc. Enquiries 
into understanding support rather than alter progress. 
Secondly, suitable input by the experimenter was not entirely undesirable. The main 
carrier of knowledge at every point was the experimenter, having observed and studied 
most activities. Although the input of suitable remarks involved an aspect of 
subjectivity, it opened up questions concerning the best operation of the system and was 
likely to improve the results rather than impede. The objective was to continually add 
information to it picture, that was possibly open to further evolution. Hence there was 
no definitive right or wrong data to be found. All information could be built on. 
Moreover it was more likely that participants would eventually choose strategies that 
they themselves preferred rather than those by the experimenter, though what was 
beneficial from this source would probably be incorporated. 
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11.8.3. Merits and deficiencies of the iterative single subject 
experiments 
11.8.3.1. Compromise on controlled experiments 
The experimental method was chosen in favour of controlled factorial experiments for 
two main reasons. Firstly, a wide range of factors cannot be controlled in complex 
environments unless the complexity is removed. Secondly, the applied purpose of the 
investigation requires practical data within a concrete background rather than single 
theoretical conclusions with limited transferability. 
Complex interactive tasks are very difficult to control in terms of the consistency of the 
contents for various participants. In a study investigating training subsequent tasks will 
always vary as the study progresses. Therefore the results will rely upon the 
observation of circumstantial details and a certain amount of subjective interpretation. 
Standardised studies under strictly contrOlled conditions are unrealistic. The variations 
would also require a high number of participants to deal with the individual differences 
that can be expected. The more complicated the task is the more time is needed for a 
training ~ession. This makes the efforts for factorial experiments uneconomical. 
To balance the need for closeness to reality with the required research value the training 
was further simplified, but a substantial task to be learned remained. Controlled 
factorial experiments were compromised with iterative single subject experiments. 
11.8.3.2. Problems of the iterative single subject experimental method 
The validity of the results in terms of the methodological recommendations found is a 
primary factor of concern. Iterative single subject experiments include a considerable 
subjective element. 
A total participant number of eight cannot possibly provide statistically securable 
results. The experimental conditions changed frequently. There is only very little basis 
for participant comparison as different circumstances applied to all participants - if not 
for the specific conditions chosen then regarding the progress of the training. The 
performance and progress observed depended on too many factors for exact reasons for 
problems to be confidently determined. Moreover, as operating conditions were 
adjusted, no data are available of how later conditions would have suited earlier 
participants. Only assumptions can be made as to which operating conditions might 
have suited which participant best. The frequent adjustment of study conditions also led 
to some programming errors in the material used, causing confusion. Hence the 
performance results were obscured in some cases. 
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Statistical analyses were not carried out. Instead the data were organised by various 
different criteria such as the errors during training levels, stages, for scenario versions, 
individual participants, error types, etc. Data were compared mainly by frequency of 
error occurrences, and the amount of success using averages across chosen criteria. 
Conclusions h'ad to be drawn using subjective evaluation based on additional 
knowledge, such as observations and participant's comments. Most of the decisions to 
alter experimental conditions were made using impressions and very basic data about 
the progress and success of a participant, and specific problems observed. Detailed data 
analysis was attempted later. 
11.8.3.3. Individual differences 
Individual differences had been expected but were far greater than anticipated. This 
made the formal evaluation of data even more impractical and pointed to the use of 
adaptive training methods. 
No major trends concerning the effect of particular training conditions on performance 
could be identified. Most specific design recommendations were based on practical 
observations., The strong variance in the data made the need for more flexible 
adjustment to the momentary needs of participants evident. The learning progress of 
participants with different abilities and background is unpredictable in complex 
environments. Hence no fuIIy standardised program can cater for individual needs. 
Particular skiIIs have to be addressed more precisely and specialised training has to be 
provided to bring a trainee efficiently back on course. 
11.8.3.4. Justification 
It can be argued that the conclusions drawn are based on results that appear very clearly 
in the results -, such as the strong individual differences - even with small sample 
sizes. Moreover a compromise had to be found between a purely theoretical study 
without addressing complexity - and a study on a fuIIy functional system model under 
realistic conditions. The need of coming to useful conclusions prevented the 
examination of one end of the. scale whilst the limitations in time and means available 
prohibited the other extreme. The focus on finding applied measures for the 
circumstances researched justifies the- use of subjective experience to an extent. The 
findings of a more general nature concerning the conduct of training in complex 
environments can be a guide for training design for use in a realistic setting. The 
method used in achieving the results shows how to refine the design in a series of test 
runs. 
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11.9. ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
11.9.1. Experimental areas for training design 
A number of questions concerning the design of training for complex tasks occurred 
that could.not be answered given the scope of the project. Issues that would be of 
inteI'est for further investigation in more controlled experiments are problems such as 
• 
• 
• 
• 
sPecific methods by which task knowledge can be built through inferring 
strategies under practice conditions, whilst minimising the teaching of theoretical 
data; 
the specific requirements of flexible learning systems; 
the importance of providing detailed task information in rule or knowledge-based 
tasks; 
standardised ways of defining people's skill needs, to address issues on 
personnel selection. 
11.9.2. Use ofHTA for job design 
As mentioned in Chapter 11.4.4, it might be possible to use both structural features of 
HTA 'and operating rules described in HTA for a suitable way of structuring a task 
according to the information network between sub-tasks, to derive job design solutions. 
The idea could not be realised for the present task. There may be scope with extra 
means and time. The idea might requiTe a less strongly interlinked task. 
11.9.3. Decision support system using HTA and model 
As it is difficult to split a control task into different jobs, a high workload is probable 
when carrying out a complex and demanding task. It may be eased by the ready 
availability of system information. This may be achieved by employing staff retrieving 
data or a suitable computer interface, that provides information based on automatic 
measurement of process parameters, is designed suitably and can be accessed at suitable 
locations. A further possibility is the use of a decision support system, An HT A can 
provide task information. A simulation model can function as a tool that helps to predict 
results to sets of actions and supports finding solutions by providing system data and 
suggestions. Further investigations into the suitability of a simulation model for this 
and other functions are suggested. 
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. APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
CONTENTS 
A 1 Sequence analysis - data recording (extract) 
A2 Sequence analysis - sums for the position of each operation 
A3 Sequence analysis - sorted list 
A4 Sequence analysis - new list of operations 
Appendix AI: Sequence analysis - data recording (extract) 
Appendix A2: Sequence analysis - sums for the position of each operation 
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Appendix A3: Sequence analysis - sorted list 
Appendix A4: Sequence analysis - new list of operations 
Check for machine failures 
Check, evaluate read! reject! jam rates 
Decide about repair 
Check current buffer increases 
Check inflow proportions 
Evaluate meeting or exceeding of feed capacity limits 
Evaluate meeting or exceeding of throughput capacity limits 
Estimate operator need 
Check and evaluate machine operation - sufficiency of operators 
Look for spare operator! spare operator function 
Choose suitable assignment option 
Consider feed of buffer(s)! feed less 
Calculate free machine capacity 
Evaluate suitability of buffers to be fed (size, character, future fill) 
Evaluate criticality buffers to be fed (size, class) 
Estimate implications on buffer remainders 
Estimate implications on buffer increases (over capacities, rejects, stop loss, images) 
Choose buffer! no buffer to feed 
Check images into VCS 
Check images stored 
Diagnose causes for situation 
View time! mail expectancy! time left 
Suggest priority change 
Choose priority 
Consider mode change 
Choose mode 
Conclude situation, plan ahead 
APPENDIXB 
THE MODEL INTERFACE FOR THE 
TRAINING EXPERIMENTS 
CONTENTS 
Bl The interface of mini-mini-IMP - question screen; control panel partly 
obscured 
B2 The interface of mini-mini-IMP - optimisation task screen 
B3 The interface of rnini-mini-IMP - feedback screen 
B4 The interface of rnini-rnini-IMP - optirnisation task feedback screen 
BS The interface of rnini-rnini-IMP - mail flow help screen 
B6 The interface of rnini-mini-IMP - control panel help screen 
Which is the smallest buffer .tored 
Where can unfed unordered nemo be fed 
Can unfed ordered and unfed unordered nemo be fed 
.imuHaneou.~ 
What happen. H all unfed unordered nemo are fed 
Feed A 
@%i*Hwtffit:4~#}At;;~~~-::~~j*dj 
.·Y.n· 
4 
exceed of feed ca c 
4 click 10 select 
Please com~ete the questions by selecting your choice. 
Refer to the siluation displayed above. When you have completed the quesUons, click ijtMn~ttj 
Appendix Bl: The interface o/mini-mini-IMP- question screen; control panel partly obscured 
Appendix B2: The control panel of mini-mini-IMP - optimisation task screen 
c> Your answers had mistakes. The answer was: You chose: 
no 
gll1eration of unfed ordered 
I 
X 
when finshed click here l} 
Appendix B3: The control panel of mini-m in i-IMP - feedback screen 
situation 
There is an option of feed to A or B. A coder is redundant and 
could go onto transport or may have to stay due to more coding 
need with more feed. 
action required 
Feed more into A and keep second coder as otherwise tagged and 
overflow will be generated. There is no point in feeding more into B due 
to the need to loose a coder for transport and the loss of on-line coding 
for that purpose. 
Appendix B4: The control panel of mini-m in i-IMP - optimisation taskfeedback screen 
coded 
sorted 
q. click en your choice 
<la 
Appendix B5: The contTolpanel of mini-m in i-IMP - mailflow help screen 
Appendix B6: The control panel of mini-mini-IMP - control panel help screen 
APPENDIXC 
INDEX OF ERROR TOTALS 
IN RELATION TO THE EXPECTED 
RESULTS 
IN THE FINAL TESTS 
FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS. 
INDEX OF ABBREVIATIONS 
A number of abbreviations and symbols are used in the following. They include: 
FG: feed of mail generated; 
I 
C <-> FO: coding opposing feed and operator selection; 
F: feed selection; 
M, FO, C: modes, feed and operators, coding; . 
0, C: operators, coding 
The failure in tenns of non-achievement is displayed as the difference from the 
maximum possible. Negative figures indicate over-achievement. 
Bold figures show failures of more than 10% below the maximum achievable. 
Bold letters indicate the issue that should have been given priority when deciding 
between controversial issues. 
Table Cl Participant I Table C3 Participant 3 
test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images 
situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left 
tion (by tion (by 
actions) failed (in % to target) by: actions) failed (in % to target) by: 
TOS F no error 2 (Iow) TOS F -1.4 FOFC 2 (Iow) 2.5 2.1 -5.0 
T03 F -2.0 FO 3 17.6 -4.3 -5.0 T03 F -0.5 FO 3 31.7 
T02 O,C -0.5 FCFG 3 3.9 1.5 48.2 T02 O,C -1.S MFO 3 6.7 31.0 -5.0 
T06 O,C -0.2 low F 4 14.9 31.0 -5.0 T06 O,C -1.0 FO 4 44.4 72.6 -5.0 
T05 MFOC -0.8 MP 5 21.5 32.6 -5.0 T05 M FO C -0.3 low FOFC 5 -1.5 56.2 -5.0 
TOl C<->FO -3.5 high MFO 6 6.6 21.3 -2.0 TOl C<->FO -0.5 FO 6 -5.0 40.2 63.6 
T04 C<->FO -2.0 FCFO 7 6.9 4.9 -5.0 T04 C<->FO -2.5 high FOFO 7 3.2 18.1 65.4 
T09 C<->FO -1.3 7 -5.0 -5.0 31.9 T09 C<->FO -1.0 FC 7 -5.0 -5.0 20.3 
TlO C <->FO missed out FCF 7 TlO C<->FO -O.S M 7 -5.0 6.S -5.0 
T07 C<->FO no error 7 (high) T07 C<->FO no error 7 (high) 
Table C2 Participant 2 Table C4 Participant 4 
test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images 
. situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left 
tion . (by tion (by 
actions) failed (in % to target) by: actions) failed (in % to target) by: 
TOS F -1.0 M 2 (Iow) 6.9 6.S -5.0 TOS F -1.4 high FOFC 2 (low) 47.7 25.2 -5.0 
T03 F -1.0 FGOC 3 9.5 18.3 76.5 T03 F -0.5 FO 3 
T02 O,C -1.0 FCFG 3 3.9 2.1 48.2 T02 O,C -0.5 QC 3 54.1 36.2 -5.0 
T06 O,C -0.3 low FO 4 T06 O,C no error 4 
T05 MFO C no error 5 T05 MFOC -O.S MP 5 21.5 32.6 -5.0 
TOl C<->FO -1.5 high FC 6 1.1 -1.9 90.1 TOl C<->FO no error 6 
T04 C<->FO -1 QC 7 3.2 I.S 65.4 T04 C<->FO -1.0 FC 7 40.1 22.8 -5.0 
T09 C<->FO -1.0 FC 7 12.1 6.0 16.4 T09 C<->FO -0.33 FC 7 26.3 12.2 -3.9 
TID C <->FO missed out 7 TlO C<->FO -1.5 FO 7 83.3 33.5 -5.0 
T07 C<->FO no error 7 (high) T07 C<->FO -0.3 low F 7 (high) 7.1 6.1 -5.0 
AppendixC: Index of error tolllls in relation to the expected results in the final tests for all participants. 
Table CS ParticipantS Table C7 Participant 7 
test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images 
situa- contents index code difficulty sort,ed left left situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left 
tion (by tion (by 
actions) failed (in % to target) by: actions) failed (in % to target) by; 
T08 F no error 2 (low) -0_1 -LO 0.3 T08 F ·L8 MFC 2 (\ow) -1.1 2.1 -5.0 
T03 F -3.0 high FO 3 22.9 36.2 -5.0 T03 F . -2.0 FO 3 22.9 36.2 -5.0 
1'02 O,C ·1.0 low PC 3 3.9 3.1 48.2 1'02 O,C -2.0 high MFG 3 8.5 -5.0 -5.0 
1'06 O,C no error 4 T06 O,C -0.3 low FO 4 -5.0 -5.0 
T05 MFO C no error 5 T05 M FO C no error 5 
TOI C<->FO no error 6 Tot C<->FO no error 6 
1'04 C<->FO no error 1 T04 C<->FO -2.0 FOC 1 3.2 0.5 65.4 
1'09 C<->FO no error 1 T09 C<->FO -0.61 OC 1 -5.0 -5.0 19.0 
TlO C<->FO no error 1 TlO C<->FO no error 1 
T07 C<->FO no error 7 (high) T07 C<->FO no error 1 (high) 
TableC6 P articipant6 TableC8 Participant 8 
test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images test situation error fault estimated mail buffers images 
situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left situa- contents index code difficulty sorted left left 
tion (by tion (by 
actions) failed (in % to target)' by: actions) failed (in % to target) by: 
T08 F no error 2 (IOW) -0.1 -0.5 0.3 T08 F no error 2 (low) -0.1 -LO 0.3 
T03 F no error 3 T03 F -3.0 high FCF 3 9.5 18.9 76.5 
1'02 O,C -2.0 high MFG 3 8.5 -5.0 -5.0 1'02 O;C -0.8 FOFG 3 -5.0 21.4 1.4 
1'06 O,C -0.7 low F 4 21.9 39.7 -5.0 1'06 O,C no error 4 
T05 M FO C -0.8 MP 5 21.5 32.6 -5.0 T05 MFOC -0.8 low MP 5 21.5 32.6 -5.0 
TOI C<->FO -LO FCO 6 10.5 21.3 88.0 TOI C<->FO -2.5 FC 6 10.2 20.8 88.1 
1'04 C<->FO no error 7 T04 C<->FO ·L5 FOFC 1 -5.0 14.0 27.2 
1'09 C<->FO -L1 MO 7 -5.0 5.9 6.6 T09 C<->FO -LO MFO 1 100.0 34.5 -5.0 
TlO C<->FO -0.8 FO 1 76.7 31.7 -5.0 TlO C<->FO -0.8 FCF 1 -0.5 -0.1 16.9 
T07 C<->FO no error 1 (high) T07 C<->FO -LO FOMC 7 (high) 44.6 47.4 -5.0 
AppendixC: Index of error totals in relation to the expected results in the final tests for all participants. 
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